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ABSTRACT
Breast cancer is a major global health burden. While advances in the detection and
treatment of breast cancer have improved survival rates, a considerable proportion of women
with breast cancer will experience disease recurrence. With more research emphasis directed
at understanding the experiences of breast cancer survivors, less is known about women’s
experiences of recurrent disease.
In this dissertation, I explore the breast cancer stories of 12 South African women with
recurrent disease. I present and discuss the participants’ stories, as gathered across
multimodal narrative data (i.e., narrative interviews, diaries and body maps), including
meanings they attached to their experiences. I conducted a thematic analysis across all
narrative data to understand the content of participants’ stories. Thereafter, by using the
interpretive framework of Frank’s (1995) narrative types (restitution, chaos, and quest), I
undertook a narrative analysis in order to examine the structure of the stories. I then
synthesized the thematic and narrative analyses to identify patterns of responses across the
narrative types.
Three narrative types emerged: four participants described their experience of
recurrence as a temporary situation, which would soon end if the necessary treatments were
adhered to. These stories followed the restitution plot and maintained a linear order
characteristic of this narrative type. For another participant, her cancer recurrence seemed to
have caused a great deal of anxiety, which manifested in a fragmented account; lacking
narrative order. I interpreted her story as a chaos narrative. The seven remaining participants
described their recurrent disease as an opportunity for self-discovery, personal growth, and
for helping other women with breast cancer. These stories followed the quest narrative,
though, at times, contained elements of the other narrative types. Although the findings
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corroborate Frank’s (1995) narrative types, the stories of recurrence seemed to be more
complex than conventional, episodic, illness stories.
Overall, I understood participants’ meanings of recurrence to be shaped by their
responses to illness (illness appraisal and coping) and tied to their identities in relation to the
illness. In some stories, participants’ illness appraisals and coping strategies moved beyond
Frank’s (1995) original formulation, and in a few, changes in identity seemed to transpire
into changes in narrative type. I reflect on the value of a multimodal narrative methodology
and the triangulation of multiple data sets in order to arrive at a complex and nuanced
understanding of breast cancer stories. I discuss the findings of my study in relation to both
the broader literature and Frank’s (1995) narrative types, after which I offer directions for
future research investigating breast cancer stories.
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OPSOMMING
Borskanker is ‘n enorme wêreldwye gesondheidslas. Alhoewel vooruitgang in die
bespeuring en behandeling van borskanker oorlewingskoerse verbeter, sal ‘n aansienlike
aantal vroue met borskanker ‘n herhaling van die siekte ervaar. Met groter navorsingsklem
toegespits op die begrip van oorlewendes se ervaring van borskanker, bestaan daar beperkte
kennis betreffende die herhaaldelike voorkoms van die siekte.
Hierdie verhandeling verken die borskankerverhale van 12 Suid-Afrikaanse vroue met
herhalende voorkoms van die siekte. Die studie bied ‘n oorsig en bespreking van deelnemeres
se verhale ingewin uit multimodale verhaaldata (d.w.s. verhaalonderhoude, dagboeke en
liggaamskaarte), wat ook die betekenis wat daaraan heg, insluit. Ek het al die narratiewe data
tematies ontleed om die inhoud van deelnemers se verhale te verstaan. Vervolgens en deur
die interpretatiewe raamwerk van Frank (1995) se narratiewe vertellingstipes (restitusie,
chaos en soeke) aan te wend, het ek ‘n narratiewe ontleding onderneem om die struktuur van
die verhale te ondersoek. Daarna het ek die tematiese en narratiewe ontledings gesintetiseer
om reaksiepatrone van die verteltipes te identifiseer.
Drie verteltipes het na vore gekom: vier deelnemers het hulle ervaring van terugkeer
van die siekte as tydelik beskou, en wat spoedig beeïndig sou word indien hulle die nodige
behandeling sou volg. Hierdie verhale het die intrige van die restitusie verteltipe gevolg en
die liniêre orde wat karakteriserend is daarvan, gehandhaaf. Dit wou voorkom of die
terugkerende kanker vir ‘n ander deelnemer baie angs veroorsaak het, gemanifesteer in ‘n
gefragmenteerde weergawe; sonder enige narratiewe orde. Ek het haar vehaal as chaos
vertelling vertolk. Die oorblywende sewe deelnemers het hulle terugkerende kanker beskryf
as ‘n geleentheid tot selfontdekking, persoonlike groei en om ander vroue met borskanker te
help. Hierdie verhale het die soeke verteltipe gevolg, alhoewel hulle soms ook elemente van
die ander verteltipes bevat het. Alhoewel die bevindinge met Frank (1995) se verteltipes
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ooreenstem, wou dit voorkom asof terugkeerverhale meer kompleks as konvensionele,
episodiese, siekteverhale is.
In die geheel beskou, het ek die betekenis wat die deelnemers aan die terugkering
toeskryf, geïnterpreteer as synde gevorm deur die manier waarop hulle op hulle siekte reageer
(siekte-evaluering en hantering) en gekoppel aan hulle identiteite in verhouding tot die siekte.
In sommige verhale het deelnemers se siekte-evaluerings en hanteringstrategieë die van
Frank (1995) se oorspronklike formulering oorskrei en in sommige is identiteitsveranderinge
oënskynlik oorgedra in veranderinge in verteltipes. Ek besin oor die waarde van ’n
multimodale metodologie en die triangulering van verskeie datastelle om ‘n komplekse en
genuanseerde begrip van borskankerverhale te ontwikkel. Ek bespreek die bevindinge van
my studie in verhouding to beide die breër literatuur en Frank (1995) se verteltipes, waarna
ek riglyne bied vir toekomstige navorsing wat daarop gerig is om borskankerverhale te
ondersoek.
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CHAPTER ONE
AN INTRODUCTION TO BREAST CANCER: A GLOBAL HEALTH BURDEN

In this dissertation, I examine the breast cancer stories of South African women with
recurrent disease. I explore their subjective experiences and the meaning they attach to these
experiences. I use Frank’s (1995) narrative types and multiple narrative approaches to
provide a framework for their stories.
This chapter begins with an introduction to breast cancer as a global health burden. An
overview of its prevalence, clinical features, management, challenges, as well as its impact on
the quality of life and emotional well-being of the patient is the focus of this chapter. This is
followed by a discussion about the significance of narratives in the study of illness, including
the utility of its multimodal application. The chapter concludes with an overview of the
present research and provides an outline of the various chapters that comprise this study.
Breast Cancer
Incidence
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy among women worldwide (World
Health Organization [WHO], 2019). With the latest global figures estimating approximately
2.1 million new cases diagnosed in 2018, it is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in
women (24.2%, i.e., approximately one in four of all new female cancer cases worldwide is
breast cancer; International Agency for Research on Cancer [IARC], 2018). Incidence rates
for breast cancer among women far exceed those for other cancers in both high-income and
low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), and it has also been ranked as the fifth leading
cause of cancer-related mortality among women (accounting for 15.0%; IARC, 2018).
Without significant advances in preventative action such as improved screening and
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treatment efforts, incidence rates and the number of women dying from breast cancer
annually is expected to increase (Lince-Deroche et al., 2017). While breast cancer was once
considered “a disease of affluence” (Joffe et al., 2018, p. 2), its reported incidence rate is
rapidly rising in LMICs, such as South Africa.
Cancer incidence in South Africa has doubled over the past two decades. Breast cancer
now accounts for more than 20% of all female cancers (National Institute for Communicable
Diseases [NICD], 2014; Trupe, Rositch, Dickerson, Lucas, & Harvey, 2017). With an agestandardized incidence rate of 33.35 per 100,000, approximately 1 in 27 South African
women will experience breast cancer in their lifetimes (NICD, 20141). This is the highest
incidence rate of all African regions and can in part be attributed to a higher prevalence of
risk factors associated with breast cancer, foremost among which are an early menarche, late
childbearing, and obesity. There may also be higher reporting rates owing to an increased
awareness and detection of breast cancer (Jemal et al., 2012). The risk factors for breast
cancer have also been found to be associated with urbanization and economic development
(Jemal et al., 2012). I provide an overview of the other common risk factors below.
Risk factors for developing breast cancer
Female gender2 and older age are the biggest risk factors for developing breast cancer
(Sibbering & Courtney, 2019). In approximately 5% of cases, there is an inherited genetic
risk where mutations in two genes, namely BRCA1 and BRCA2, account for most of these
cases (Marieb, 2015; Sibbering & Courtney, 2019). Apart from family history, most risk
factors reflect lifelong exposure to oestrogen which include nulliparity (i.e., never having
completed a pregnancy beyond 20 weeks), a later age at first pregnancy (i.e., having a first
full-term pregnancy at 35 years or older), not breastfeeding, early menarche and late

1These

reports are not up to date. Efforts to update the registry are being made with the assistance of the Cancer Association
of South Africa (CANSA, 2019).
2
Accounting for approximately 1% of all breast cancer cases, breast cancer in men is very rare (Giordano, 2018).
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menopause (Sibbering & Courtney, 2019). The use of hormone-replacement therapy has also
been suggested to increase the risk for developing breast cancer, with such breast cancers
usually being hormonally sensitive (Shah, Rosso, & Nathanson, 2014). In addition, exposure
to radiation from various sources, including medical treatment, increases the risk of
developing breast cancer (Shah et al., 2014). Finally, modifiable (lifestyle-related) risk
factors include increased alcohol consumption, a sedentary lifestyle (reduced physical
activity), and post-menopausal obesity (Sibbering & Courtney, 2019).
Screening and diagnosis
An early diagnosis of breast cancer is key to reducing mortality (Schoub, 2018). Most
clinicians encourage women to perform monthly breast-self-examinations (BSEs) to become
familiar with their normal anatomy in order to keep monitoring possible structural changes
(Shah et al., 2014). Breast pain is the most common symptom followed by a palpable mass
(i.e., a mass that can be touched or felt; Bevers et al., 2018). Other symptoms may include
nipple discharge or an area of thickening or indiscrete changes in breast texture (Bevers et al.,
2018; Pruthi, 2001). The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) Clinical Practice
Guidelines in Oncology (e.g., Bevers et al., 2018) recommend annual clinical breast
examinations (CBEs) for women of average risk (i.e., older than 40 years) together with
monthly BSEs in order to facilitate early detection, diagnosis and treatment (see also Shah et
al., 2014).
Another important method in the early detection and management of breast cancer is
mammography. The two categories of mammograms are screening and diagnostic (Bevers et
al., 2018; Pruthi, 2001). Screening mammography consists of two standard x-ray images of
each breast that are specifically designed for asymptomatic women (Pruthi, 2001). A
diagnostic mammogram is performed in women who have a palpable mass or other
symptoms of breast cancer, a diagnosis of breast cancer within the previous five years, or
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who have been recalled for additional imaging after an abnormal screening mammogram
(Shah et al., 2014). A diagnostic mammogram, including additional views such as
magnification, are used to investigate the finding in question (Bevers et al., 2018). A
radiologist is required to analyze the films in order to correlate the patient’s symptoms and
clinical findings with those of the mammography (Pruthi, 2001).
A large proportion of women do not have access to screening mammography due to the
desperate shortage of radiology services in the South African public sector (Lince-Deroche et
al., 2017; Schoub, 2018). Moreover, at present, the guidelines from the National Department
of Health regarding breast cancer screening do not cover mammography at all, and instead,
promote CBEs as the primary screening test (Lince-Derouche et al., 2017; Schoub, 2018). It
must therefore be acknowledged that mammography screening in South Africa is available to
only a small percentage of the population; those who can afford private healthcare and those
in close enough proximity to large city centres where tertiary-referral public hospitals do
offer mammograms (Schoub, 2018). For those with access to such services, screening
mammography has been definitively shown to reduce mortality from breast cancer (Louw,
2018; Shah et al., 2014), thereby contributing to the improvement of breast cancer
management in South Africa.
While mammography remains the gold standard for breast imaging (Shah et al., 2014),
breast ultrasonography (i.e., an ultrasound of the breast) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) are often used as complementary imaging to diagnostic mammography in the
evaluation of a palpable breast mass (Pruthi, 2001). These methods have become important in
detecting, assessing, staging and managing breast cancer in selected patients (Shah et al.,
2014). Ultrasonography is useful in high risk patients with dense breast tissue, in patients
who are younger than 30 years, pregnant or lactating (Smetherman, 2013), or as supplemental
screening in women who are not candidates for, or have no access to MRI (Shah et al., 2014).
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MRI is nevertheless preferred in certain cases, such as the screening of high-risk patients,
patients in whom a breast augmentation (i.e., silicone or saline implants) prevents the
effective use of screening mammography for accurate evaluation, or in the evaluation of
inconclusive findings obtained, for example, from clinical examination (Shah et al., 2014).
Aside from imaging, pre-treatment disease evaluation includes a complete medical
history of the patient, family history of breast or ovarian cancers, a physical examination, and
full blood count tests (Senkus et al., 2015). Finally, a breast tissue biopsy (i.e., a minimally
invasive procedure during which a healthcare provider obtains samples from a breast mass) is
recommended if diagnostic imaging findings or clinical findings are suspicious or suggestive
of malignancy (Bevers et al., 2018). A confirmed diagnosis is usually based on the gold
standard of triple assessment which includes a combination of clinical evaluation (e.g., CBE),
breast imaging and a biopsy assessment (Senkus et al., 2015). Fortunately, in many publicsector settings in South Africa, this triple assessment has become progressively available and
is performed by multi-disciplinary teams (Lince-Derouche et al., 2017). Once a breast cancer
diagnosis has been made, the patient is clinically staged using the American Joint Committee
on Cancer (AJCC) guidelines for tumour-node-metastasis (TNM) classification (Shah et al.,
2014), described briefly below (please refer to https://www.cancer.gov/aboutcancer/diagnosis-staging/staging for more information).
Cancer staging
The TNM staging system is the most widely used by healthcare professionals around
the world to describe cancer in greater detail (American Joint Committee on Cancer [AJCC],
2019; National Cancer Institute, 2015). The numbers after each of the letters, T, N, M,
indicate the tumour size, lymph node involvement, and metastatic disease respectively,
thereby providing a more comprehensive description of the cancer. However, because each
cancer type has its own classification system, letters and numbers vary in meaning. As such,
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once the T, N and M are determined, they are combined and an overall stage of 0, I, II, III, or
IV is assigned (AJCC, 2019). Once this diagnosis has been established, this information is
shared with the patient. Sometimes these stages are subdivided using letters such as IIA and
IIB, for instance (AJCC, 2019). Table 1.1 below provides an overview of the overall cancer
staging commonly used when informing patients about their diagnosis. This table is sufficient
for the purpose of the present study and can be referred to throughout the results chapters
(Chapters Seven and Eight).

Table 1.1. Cancer staging as indicated by the (U.S.) National Cancer Institute (2015).
Stage

Description

Stage 0

Abnormal cells are present, but these have
not spread to nearby tissues. This is not yet
cancer, but it may become cancer.

Stage I, Stage II, and Stage III

Cancer is present; the higher the number,
the larger the cancer tumour and the more it
has spread to nearby (regional) tissues.

Stage IV

The cancer has spread to distant parts of the
body (metastatic).

Recurrent breast cancer. Recurrent breast cancer refers to breast cancer that has
returned after initial treatment has been completed. While the initial treatment is aimed at
eliminating all cancer cells, a few may have survived, remained undetected and subsequently
multiplied, becoming recurrent breast cancer (Mayo Clinic, 2018). This occurs when cells
that broke away from the original tumour, have not only remained dormant near the breast or
in a different part of the body, but subsequently started growing again (Mayo Clinic, 2018).
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The percentage of patients presenting with recurrence in South Africa is unknown (no
published statistics are available). Earlier international estimates reported that approximately
30% of patients with breast cancer in whom cancer is no longer detected after treatment,
present with disease recurrence during follow-up (e.g., Saphner, Tormey, & Gray, 1996).
However, based on more recent data from randomized trials in which early-stage breast
cancer was treated, these figures have been declining, with the 10-year incidence of
recurrences reading 3-8% after mastectomy and 10-12% following breast-conserving surgery
(BCS; Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group, 2005; see also Santiago et al.,
2004 for fifteen-year results following BCS; and Colleoni et al., 2016 for 24-year follow-up
results). Studies have also reported that most recurrences occur within the first five years
after initial treatment (Chand, Ziauddin, & Tang, 2017; Colleoni et al., 2016; Darby et al.,
2011; Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group, 2005, 2011). However, timing of
recurrence varies considerably and is influenced by prognostic factors as well as treatment
strategies (Early Breast Cancer Collaborative Group, 2011; Goldhirsch et al., 1994; McGale
et al., 2014; Peto, Davies, & Godwin, 2012). The most recent evidence for the patterns and
predictors of breast cancer recurrence revealed that out of the 9,342 women treated for
primary breast cancer, 1,853 (20%) had recurrences (e.g., Geurts et al., 2017). However,
these findings were based on patients selected from the Netherlands Cancer Registry and it is
therefore difficult to infer generalizable patterns. On the whole, there is limited evidence
available on the patterns of recurrence, which has often been the result of a focus on survival
as opposed to recurrence (Colleoni et al., 2016; Woods, Rachet, Lambert, & Coleman, 2009).
Nevertheless, although early detection and medical advances have improved survival rates, it
is expected that a considerable proportion of women diagnosed with breast cancer will
experience recurrent disease (Lee et al., 2007; Santiago et al., 2004; Walstra et al., 2019).
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Treatment of breast cancer
Depending on the staging and treatable areas, treatment may include local management
such as surgery and radiation or systemic management such as chemotherapy and hormonal
therapy (Martino, Onorato, & Freda, 2015). However, these treatments result in numerous
side-effects, such as fatigue, nausea, pain, hair loss, and temporary and permanent changes in
physical appearance, as well as a reduction in the quality of life (Manne et al., 2004; see also
Bonnaud-Antignac, Hardouin, Leger, Dravet, & Sebille, 2012). The choice of treatment
strategy should therefore be extensively discussed with the patient, thereby taking their
preferences into account (Senkus et al., 2015).
Most patients who are diagnosed with breast cancer will be treated surgically (Osbom,
2019). There are different types of breast surgery and it may be done for different reasons
depending on the tumour burden and pathology (American Cancer Society, 2016). Patients
with a single tumour, measuring 4 cm or less in size, are generally considered candidates for
BCS (also commonly termed wide local excision or lumpectomy; Osbom, 2019). The main
advantage of BCS is that a woman keeps most of her breast. This surgical option is usually
coupled with radiation (American Cancer Society, 2016). Women with tumours measuring
over 4 cm are best treated with a mastectomy which entails the removal of the whole breast
(Osbom, 2019). A skin-sparing mastectomy allows the skin to be conserved for subsequent
use in breast reconstruction (Senkus et al., 2015). However, the woman must cope with
losing her whole breast, which is often extremely traumatic (e.g., Archer, Holland, &
Montague, 2018). Healthcare providers therefore suggest that breast reconstruction be offered
to all women in need of a mastectomy (Senkus et al., 2015). Unfortunately, this facility is not
always available to South African women, as some medical aid schemes may not cover the
full costs of reconstruction associated with breast cancer surgery. In public healthcare, only a
limited number of government-funded tertiary referral centres can offer such services to
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breast cancer patients, due to their focus primarily being on access to care and service
delivery (Lince-Deroche et al., 2017; see also Moodley, 2011).
Chemotherapy as an initial treatment (neoadjuvant chemotherapy) is generally used to
treat large, advanced or inflammatory breast cancers (Osbom, 2019). This treatment involves,
in lay terms, an immunosuppressant drug that kills rapidly dividing cells (such as cancer cells
and even non-cancerous cells, most often the hair and skin). As such, it is a nonspecific
systemic drug and affects all cells, including the healthy ones. Chemotherapy has several
short-term side-effects including fatigue, mouth sores, nausea, vomiting, hair loss and an
active decrease in bone marrow (resulting in fewer red blood cells; Flatley & Dodwell, 2019).
Longer-term side-effects include early menopause secondary to ovarian failure (Flatley &
Dodwell, 2019). For these reasons, in younger (premenopausal) patients, the potential for
fertility issues needs to be discussed, and guidance regarding possible fertility-preservation
techniques are recommended before the commencement of treatment (Senkus et al., 2015).
Follow-up treatment (adjuvant treatment) is usually applied after the initial primary
surgical treatment. The former aims to reduce the risk of recurrence and improve disease-free
survival and overall survival rates indicated by surgical treatment alone (Flatley & Dodwell,
2019; Shah et al., 2014). Adjuvant treatments may include local treatment such as radiation,
as well as systemic treatments such as chemotherapy, endocrine (hormonal), and biological
therapies (Flatley & Dodwell, 2019). The aim of radiation is to eradicate any cancerous
deposits remaining after surgery (Flatley & Dodwell, 2019). This method has been shown to
reduce local recurrence risk by approximately 50% (Shah et al., 2014). Adjuvant
chemotherapy contributes to the eradication of residual microscopic local, distant or
metastatic disease (Shah et al., 2014). This method has been shown to reduce the risk of
recurrence by 17% (Henderson et al., 2003; Mamounas et al., 2005). Endocrine (hormonal)
therapy aims to either reduce the production of oestrogen in the patient’s body (hormone
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suppression) or to interfere with oestrogen expression. This treatment modality is considered
for all women with hormone-sensitive breast cancer (approximately 60-80% of breast
cancers), thereby endeavouring the prevention of both the recurrence as well as the
development of second primary breast cancers (Flatley & Dodwell, 2019; Gotay & Dunn,
2011). The most widely prescribed drug for this purpose is Tamoxifen and has been
described by the WHO as an essential drug in breast cancer treatment (Gotay & Dunn, 2011).
Healthcare providers used to prescribe Tamoxifen as an adjuvant endocrine treatment to most
women for a period of five years after diagnosis (McCann, Illingworth, Wengström,
Hubbard, & Kearney, 2010). The time period of five years has recently been extended to 10
years3, resulting in significantly higher rates of disease-free survival (see Goss et al.’s, 2016
randomized control trial).
Breast cancer patients also frequently rely on the use of complementary and alternative
medicines (CAM; Salamonsen, Kruse, & Eriksen, 2012). Highlighting the variations of CAM
therapies, a study of 379 women with recent breast cancer diagnoses revealed that Asian
American women were most likely to make use of herbal remedies, non-Hispanic white and
Hispanic white women were most likely to rely on dietary methods, while African American
women were most likely to rely on spiritual healing as CAM therapies (e.g., Lee, Lin,
Wrensch, Adler, & Eisenberg, 2000; see also Matsuno, Pagano, Maskarinec, Issell, & Gotay,
2012; Saquib et al., 2011; Wyatt, Sikorskii, Wills, & Su, 2010). According to Salamonsen
and colleagues (2012), cancer patients choose to use CAM therapies for a variety of reasons,
such as treating or curing their cancer, reducing the side-effects of chemotherapy or due to
dissatisfaction with the health outcomes of conventional treatments. However, there remains
a lack of clarity surrounding CAM therapies, specifically whether CAM treatments have any
influences on prognosis, either through direct effects on the tumour biology, or through
3

In South Africa, extended adjuvant therapy (i.e., beyond five years) is generally restricted to patients who have a high risk
of recurrence (National Department of Health, 2017).
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indirect effects (i.e., on how a patient responds to conventional treatment; Neuhouser et al.,
2016; Salamonsen et al., 2012).
Regarding breast cancer recurrence: although several treatment approaches have been
adopted to manage recurrent disease, in most cases, complete remission cannot be achieved
(Kenne Sarenmalm, Thorén-Jönsson, Gaston-Johansson, & Öhlén, 2009). The general aim of
treatment is therefore palliative in nature (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009). This is particularly
applicable to distant (metastatic) recurrences as it is associated with a poor prognosis (Chand
et al., 2017). However, while recurrent breast cancer is mostly incurable, it is possible to live
for years or even decades with the illness (National Cancer Institute, 2015).
Health-related quality of life after breast cancer treatment
Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) refers to the physical, psychological and social
dimensions of an illness during and following treatment (Han, Lee, Lee, & Park, 2003). It
concerns the impact that an illness and its treatment have on the well-being of the individual
(Padilla, Grant, Ferrell, & Presant, 1996; Roomaney, 2017). Several studies exploring
changes in HRQOL following breast cancer diagnosis and treatment reveal a host of
challenges (Chang et al., 2019). For example, researchers focused on physical effects after
ending breast cancer treatment have reported chronic fatigue and/or physiological problems
including, among others, lymphedema, constant pain, and functional limitations (Banthia,
Malcarne, Ko, Varni, & Sadler, 2009; Crompvoets, 2006). After concluding chemotherapy
specifically, women with breast cancer have reported multiple coexisting symptoms such as
fatigue, pain, and depression, among others (Kenne Sarenmalm, Öhlén, Jonsson, & GastonJohansson, 2007; see also Barsevick, Dudley, & Beck, 2006; Choi et al., 2014). Other
HRQOL issues that can have an irrevocable effect on a woman’s life include the accelerated
reproductive ageing and cognitive impairment following chemotherapy, discussed in turn
below (Chang et al., 2019).
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As previously mentioned, accelerated reproductive ageing is especially sensitive in the
case of young female cancer patients who are likely to experience amenorrhea (the absence
of monthly menstrual periods), infertility, and early hormonally-induced menopause, as a
consequence of the toxicity of chemotherapy (i.e., chemotoxicity; Chang et al., 2019). This
can be devastating for women who still plan on conceiving later in life (Dagan, ModianoGattegno, & Birenbaum-Carmeli, 2017; Kirkman et al., 2013; Mjadu, 2007; Perz, Ussher, &
Gilbert, 2014; I discuss this in more detail in Chapter Two).
Cognitive problems have been reported in as many as 75% of cancer survivors (Becker,
Henneghan, & Mikan, 2014). While definitive causes remain unclear, impaired memory,
concentration, executive function and learning may have particularly deleterious effects when
post-treatment patients attempt to resume daily tasks and responsibilities (Becker et al.,
2014). In addition, the co-occurrence of depression, fatigue, sleep disorders, and hormonal
imbalance may exacerbate patients’ cognitive problems (Ahles, Root, & Ryan, 2012). Becker
and colleagues (2014) explored the effects of cognitive difficulties following chemotherapy
amongst 10 female breast cancer survivors. These authors found that perceived cognitive
problems related to concentration, memory and other cognitive functions caused
psychological distress in participants, who, in turn, felt that they were ill-informed about such
effects by their healthcare providers. However, in the qualitative literature, only a handful of
studies report on chemotherapy-induced cognitive problems (e.g., Baltisberger, 2015; Becker
et al., 2014, Clay, 2013; Fisher, 2008) with other treatment-related side-effects indicated as
more distressing for women (see Chapter Two).
Recurrent breast cancer has been associated with a profound impact on quality of life
(Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009; Lidgren, Wilking, Jönsson, & Rehnberg, 2007; Thornton,
Madlensky, Flatt, Kaplan, & Pierce, 2005), resulting in women experiencing not only various
coexisting and often interrelated physical illness symptoms, but also psychological disorders
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(Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2007; Okamura, Yamawaki, Akechi, Taniguchi, & Uchitomi,
2005). Those newly diagnosed with recurrence generally reported higher prevalence of
symptoms, lower coping capacities, higher levels of emotional distress and worse perceived
health; all of which, in turn, decreased their quality of life (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009).
For example, in a study by Bull and colleagues (1999), it was found that women’s
perceptions of their quality of life, their general health status, as well as their emotional,
social, and physical status were poorer immediately following the diagnosis of recurrence.
These authors also found that there was a significant improvement in several domains of
quality of life as measured upon follow-up, but stated that most areas of quality of life were
impaired compared to pre-recurrence.
In a recent systematic review, Elmore and colleagues (2019) combined and reported
literature on the impact of recurrence following treatment for early breast cancer on the
patient-level, as well as on the level of their support network and wider society. Overall
findings from the 17 included studies (all quantitative in nature e.g., cohort, cross-sectional4,
longitudinal or case-control studies) suggested that breast cancer recurrence results in
significantly greater cancer-specific stress, increased use of antidepressants, higher levels of
self-esteem (this is likely attributable to a corresponding greater fear of recurrence amongst
the disease-free counterparts) and lower frequency of sexual intimacy than in women who
had also completed treatment for early breast cancer but had remained disease-free. In
Chapter Two, the emphasis shifts to a more detailed discussion on the subjective experiences
of women with recurrent breast cancer.

4

These studies quantitatively evaluated the impact of having a recurrence in terms of HRQOL; some measured this over time
while others, such as the cross-sectional studies, measured this at one point in time.
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Psychological aspects of breast cancer
The psychological aspects of breast cancer have been studied extensively and high
levels of psychological morbidities have been indicated (Mehnert & Koch, 2008). For
example, Boehmke and Dickerson (2006) cite emotional distress and mood disturbances,
such as anxiety, confusion, and depression as some of the more common disturbances to
mental well-being amongst breast cancer patients. Of note, rates of major depression or
anxiety in breast cancer patients are estimated to range between 20% and 30% in the first six
months following a breast cancer diagnosis (Jassim & Whitford, 2014). This high rate of
psychological morbidity may have several contributing factors, a few of which are outlined
below.
Breast cancer treatment involving surgery, chemotherapy or radiation (often in
combination), may result in significant changes in patients’ appearance (Kang et al., 2018),
leaving many women with permanent scars and functional limitations (Kirkman et al., 2017).
Moreover, since the breast is a feature of women’s bodies that is strongly associated with
female sexuality and femininity, breast cancer-related treatments (especially surgery) pose
distinct threats to a woman’s self-esteem and body confidence (Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004;
Avis, Crawford, & Manual, 2004; Howard, Bottorff, Balneaves, & Grewal, 2007; Wilmoth &
Sanders, 2001). Indeed, while many changes in appearance due to cancer treatment may be
considered temporary (Choi et al., 2014), women with breast cancer report body image
disturbance several years after treatment (Collins et al., 2011; Falk Dahl, Reinertsen,
Nesvold, Fosså, & Dahl, 2010; Kang et al., 2018).
While a difficult part of living with breast cancer is the loss of a breast, one of the most
profound changes in women’s lives following breast cancer treatment is the sentiment of fear
(Holmberg, 2014; Thomas-MacLean et al., 2009). Specifically, the fear of recurrence and,
more broadly, the fears that develop as a consequence of having an uncertain health status,
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concern women even years after the completion of treatment (Holmberg, 2014). Scholars
have cited the post-treatment phase of breast cancer as an “existential ordeal” (e.g., Blow et
al., 2011, p. 1322) referring to this as a crisis in which individuals face threats to their
existence. Along similar lines, Bury (1982, p. 169) coined the term “biographical disruption”
in relation to the diagnosis of catastrophic illness, signifying the disruption of an individual’s
ongoing life and the disruption of identity that this often brings (see also Hydén, 1997). To
this end, citing McCann et al. (2010) “many people discover that their final treatment does
not signify an end, but rather underlines a different, and often traumatic beginning” (p. 1970).
Thus, while concerns about the after-effects of treatment, costs of healthcare, family
responses, survival, and quality of life are some of the factors generating varying degrees of
anxiety in cancer patients (Venter, Venter, & Botha, 2012), the uncertainty that comes with a
breast cancer diagnosis can cause a significant degree of distress regarding women’s futures.
Compared to an initial diagnosis, the return of breast cancer is considered an extremely
stressful event and far more distressing (Elmore et al., 2019; Kenne Sarenmalm, 2009;
McEvoy & McCorkle, 1990; Northouse, Laten, & Reddy, 1995). Arguably, most women
would have experienced a period of remission (no disease detected at follow-up), after which
they had to face a second, possibly more aggressive course of treatment, together with all the
uncertainties which accompany breast cancer (Burstein & Winer, 2000). Kenne Sarenmalm et
al. (2009) described the experience of living with recurrent breast cancer as “living under the
shadow of death” (p. 1119), with their Swedish participants reporting the experience as
devastating and a life-altering event. However, while some of their participants described
various ways in which they found meaning in the context of recurrent disease, most
seemingly had to reconsider their lifeworld as they faced the challenges of living with
recurrent disease (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009; see also; Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2007;
McEvoy & McCorkle, 1990; Northouse et al., 1995 for similar findings).
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The above overview of breast cancer, including its prevalence, clinical features, and
management, has attempted to illustrate that breast cancer is a global health burden. In
addition, as can be seen from the above discussion, advances in medicine and oncology
notwithstanding, a disease such as breast cancer can affect women’s lives in multiple, and
often devastating ways (e.g., Cordova et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2007; Kirkman et al., 2013;
Koutrouli, Anagnostopoulos, & Potamianos, 2012; Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a;
Mehnert & Koch, 2008). In the next section, I briefly discuss the South African public
healthcare context as it relates to breast cancer, before turning to a discussion on narrative.
The South African Public Healthcare Context
South Africa contains features of both “developing” and “developed” countries
(Dickens et al., 2014)5, and at present, access to high-quality cancer care remains variable
(Lince-Derouche et al., 2017). The private sector offers a high standard of care, but this is
costly and unaffordable to most (Lince-Derouche et al., 2017; Murgan et al., 2014). The
public sector serves 75-80% of the South African population (Coovadia, Jewkes, Barron,
Sanders, & McIntyre, 2009), and whilst high-quality breast cancer care is available, it is
limited in supply (Lince-Derouche et al., 2017).
Public healthcare is community-directed and functions through a regional hierarchical
referral system (Dickens et al., 2014). In the South African public sector, typically, the breast
cancer journey of a woman involves her noticing symptoms and taking the initiative to
consult a healthcare professional (Murugan et al., 2014). She is then referred to a secondary
and subsequently tertiary hospital for diagnosis and treatment (Dickens et al., 2014).
However, receiving definitive care in the public health sector requires women to persevere
through multiple levels of care (Murugan et al., 2014). After diagnosis, management and

5

The terminology “developing” versus “developed” is contested. Many authors prefer referring to countries by income.
South Africa is an upper middle-income country and it is also amongst the most unequal countries, if not the most unequal
country in the world (Hurlbut, 2018). This inequality is reflected in a highly inequitable healthcare system.
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treatment are generally offered in centralized oncology units, which may include regional or
teaching hospitals that are situated in main centres to accommodate a larger proportion of the
population (Vorobiof, Sitas, & Vorobiof, 2001). In order for patients to access these units,
they require a formal referral letter; a common delivery model for specialist care globally
(Lince-Derouche et al., 2017).
Despite regional referral systems in place, breast cancer patients present with more
advanced disease in South Africa than in high-income countries such as the United States
(Cubasch et al., 2016). Late-stage presentation of disease hinders the possibility of utilizing
certain management approaches (Lince-Derouche et al., 2017). Attributable reasons for late
presentation include lack of education concerning help-seeking, poor knowledge of
symptoms, lack of population screening programs, fears and beliefs held about the causes of
cancer and whether it can be cured, and poor access to often dysfunctional healthcare systems
(Dickens et al., 2014; Lince-Derouche et al., 2017). For instance, in a study undertaken
amongst South African women in Soweto (home to a public tertiary referral centre that serves
approximately three million people), limited patient education about breast cancer continued
to contribute to advanced disease at diagnosis (Joffe et al., 2018). Compounding this factor,
women with breast cancer frequently experience significant provider-driven delays, resulting
in unnecessary progression of the disease prior to the start of treatment (Lince-Derouche et
al., 2017). Notwithstanding such challenges to optimal care, Cubasch and colleagues (2018)
have argued that, compared to Sub-Saharan African regions, “[t]he South African public
healthcare system is considerably more advanced and equipped to manage breast cancer” (p.
121). For example, within South Africa’s public sector, first-world cancer treatment is
available at very little cost to breast cancer patients (Dickens et al., 2014).
Having addressed the scope of breast cancer as a global health burden, including a brief
overview of the South African public healthcare system as it relates to breast cancer, the next
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section introduces one of the most highly regarded sources of experiential knowledge
concerning illnesses: narrative.
Coming to Narrative
Inherently interdisciplinary, narrative inquiry is based on the premise that through
storytelling, individuals can arrive at a deeper understanding of, and give meaning to certain
aspects of their lives (Andrews, Squire, & Tambokou, 2013). With some of its foundations
arising from hermeneutics and phenomenology, narrative “is a form of qualitative research
that involves the gathering of narratives – written, oral, visual – focusing on the meanings
that people ascribe to their experiences” (Trahar, 2009, p. 2). However, involving more than
merely the uncritical gathering of stories, narrative inquirers strive to pay special attention to
how a story is constructed, for whom and for what reason, as well as the cultural discourses
drawn upon (Trahar, 2009).
Narratives extend to various aspects of life, inter alia relationships, work, illness,
trauma, or conflict (Holstein & Gubrium, 2012). Indeed, in the years since the pioneering
work of Bury (1982; later extended by Williams, 1984), traumatic illness experience has
become a central topic, often taking a narrative form; now a recognized genre in qualitative
health research (Riessman, 2015). The reason for the long-standing interest in narratives
among social scientists engaged in the study of illness and disease, is arguably tied to the
expressive power narrative can hold for the individual (Hydén, 1997). Narrative has gained
prominence in the study of illness as a means for understanding the ways in which
individuals attempt to deal with their situation, and, above all, with the changes in identity
that often accompany serious illness (Hydén, 1997). In addition, narrative can offer a means
to foreground and understand how individuals make sense of their experiences, whilst
engaging their agency and imagination in storytelling (Gubrium & Holstein, 2012; Riessman,
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1993). The study of narratives is therefore useful to understand the subjective experiences of
illness; experiences that too often fall beyond the realms of medicine.
Illness narratives
The emergence of a body of work that can broadly be called the study of illness
narratives has received critical attention from scholars wanting to explore the experiences of
people who are ill (Jurecic, 2012). A good portion of published texts, from articles to booklength autobiographies, fall into the category illness narratives (Jurecic, 2012). By directing
attention to the aspect of suffering, Kleinman (1988) has given the concept of “illness
narrative” a broader definition: he differentiates the terms disease; a mere diagnostic entity,
and illness; how the disease is perceived, responded to, and lived through by the affected
individual and their kin. As such, while healthcare providers bring medical knowledge to
their patients, patients bring a different understanding of their situation through the subjective
experiences of their own condition (Richards, 2012). Consequently, the need exists for the
perspective of the ill person, which is often only ever told beyond the realms of biomedicine;
outside the doctor’s office.
Narratives not only articulate aspects of suffering in a way that exists outside of
biomedicine (Hydén, 1997), they can also offer insight into suffering as experienced and
lived through everyday relationships (Tighe, Molassiotis, Morris, & Richardson, 2011).
These kinds of stories are called personal narratives because they relate to aspects of
individual experience, and can take on a variety of forms, including but not limited to
informal diaries, letters, as well as verbal-, or visually-related material (Gubrium & Holstein,
2012). Importantly, the study of personal narratives offers a useful lens through which
subjective aspects of the illness experience can be explored (Ezzy, 1998). Indeed, as
Mattingly (1994) contends, “we make as well as tell stories of our lives and this is of
fundamental importance in the clinical world” (p. 811). Illness narratives therefore represent
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a means of understanding what the body experiences through illness and offers an
opportunity to recover aspects which have been lost as a result (Frank, 1995). Illness
narratives are thus a well-suited genre for understanding breast cancer stories.
Narratives have multimodal application
Narratives can assume many forms and occupy multiple senses. They can be read, seen
and heard; they can be written, performed, painted, sculpted and told (Barthes, 1982). For
some scholars, the visual is the most fundamental of all senses (Rose, 2016). Fyfe and Law
(1988, p. 2) for instance, claim that “depiction, picturing and seeing are ubiquitous features of
the process by which most human beings come to know the world as it really is for them”,
and Berger (1972), contends that this is because “seeing comes before words” (p. 1). In fact,
there is little question that artistic expression lends itself to meaning-making; a term which
has been described as a quest to detect and activate meaningfulness in life (Collie, 2003;
Frankl, 1966). Moreover, art and artmaking appear to have special relevance for women with
breast cancer, who may experience their illness as “inescapably visual” (Collie, Bottorff, &
Long, 2006, p. 762).
Qualitative research often gravitates to verbal discourse as the primary component of
narratives (Sharf, 2009). In referring to encounters from her own medical practice, Charon
(2006) describes her awareness of patients’ subtle body cues and acknowledges that “the
body has always been an important refuge of the self” (p. 86). She critiques verbal-based
texts stating that “patients cannot ordinarily just tell in words what needs to be heard about
[the body]” (p. 99). Sharf (2009) eloquently states that in the context of the patient’s life and
circumstances, the importance of the body (more than simply being the site of ailments and
symptoms) lies in its ability to be read as a text. The author maintains, and I concur, that
despite the importance and abundance of words in narrative communication, one must be
cautious not to over-privilege the verbal to the point of disregarding other important sensory
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contributions, thereby ignoring the possible value they might have (Sharf, 2009). To this end,
the present study offered a valuable contribution to the existing literature.
The Present Study
Drawing on the significance of illness narratives, this study sought to explore the breast
cancer narratives of women with recurrent disease. Notably, as will be elaborated on in
Chapter Two, research has consistently shown that breast cancer is a distressing experience
that disrupts women’s lives (Cordova et al., 2007; Kirkman et al., 2013; Koutrouli et al.,
2012; Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a). The return of breast cancer has been cited as
even more distressing than an initial diagnosis, yet, very few studies have explored this
experience qualitatively (but see Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009). As such, this formed an
important avenue which the present study sought to undertake.
Moreover, the South African qualitative literature exploring breast cancer is scant, with
several studies reporting from within the biomedical sciences (e.g., Apffelstaedt, Dalmayer,
& Baatjes, 2014; Basro & Apffelstaedt, 2010; Cubasch et al., 2016; Dickens et al., 2014,
2016; Rayne at al., 2017, 2019; Van der Merwe et al., 2012). Noteworthy qualitative
contributions in the South African literature include studies exploring the diagnosis and
management of breast cancer (e.g., Daniels, 2011), knowledge and attitudes about breast
cancer (e.g., Trupe et al., 2017), the pathways to breast cancer diagnosis (e.g., Moodley,
Cairncross, Naiker, & Momberg, 2016), factors contributing to late presentation (e.g., Čačala
& Gilart, 2017; Dickens et al., 2014; Donkor et al., 2016), the experience of breast cancer
diagnosis and treatment amongst women who access primary healthcare (e.g., Coetzee,
Roomaney, Smith, & Daniels, 2019), cultural factors associated with breast cancer (e.g.,
Govender, Soma, Persad, Moodley, & Rajah, 2013; Mdondolo, De Villiers, & Ehlers, 2003),
mammography screening behaviour (e.g., Matatiele & Van Her Heever, 2008; Ramathuba,
Ratshirumbi, & Mashamba, 2015), help-seeking behaviour (e.g., Maree & Wright, 2010), as
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well as psychosocial predictors of distress and depression amongst South African breast
cancer patients (e.g., Kagee, Roomaney, & Knoll, 2018). The most recent South African
study at the time of this writing comes from Wooyoung Kim, Kaiser, Bosire, Shahbazian, and
Mendenhall (2019) who explored aspects of social and psychological resilience amongst
breast and prostate cancer patients in South Africa. Other South African contributions exist in
the form of unpublished postgraduate theses, the aims of which have been to explore the
lived experiences of women with early-stage breast cancer (e.g., Berger, 1990; Daniels, 2011;
Scullard, 2015; Swinny, 2019), the value of pastoral conversations in understanding women’s
breast cancer experiences (e.g., Dickson, 2011), the psychosocial impact of breast cancer
amongst younger women during diagnosis, treatment and beyond (e.g., Mjadu, 2007), as well
as the experiences of women in transition to survivorship following mastectomy (e.g.,
Stecher, 2016). However, to date, no published studies have explored the breast cancer
narratives of South African women. The present research therefore aimed to contribute new
knowledge to the relatively sparse South African breast cancer literature.
Traditionally, qualitative methods have focused on verbal forms of data gathering, with
a tendency to neglect visual research methods (see Chapter Two). However, despite its more
recent inclusion in the qualitative research process, the use of visual methodology in
qualitative research remains a comparably underexplored avenue (see De Jager, Tewson,
Ludlow, & Boydell, 2016 for a systematic review). Being the first study to explore women’s
breast cancer narratives by triangulating verbal, written and visual narrative techniques, the
present study sought to contribute methodological insights to the literature.
Finally, the potential positive impact of narrating women’s experiences on them
personally, deserves consideration. While scholars have recognized that narratives may
“enhance our understanding of illness and may also facilitate positive relationships between
healthcare practitioners and patients” (Thomas-MacLean, 2004, p. 1648), as well as with
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those relationally involved with the ill person, more critically, however, is the empowering
and possibly healing process that may arise when women engage in narrative communication
about their experiences. Not only can the telling of their stories via any form of narrative
expression hone into the intricacies of their experiences, but it could also facilitate beneficial
meaning-making and provide social support to these women (e.g., Collie et al., 2006). Such
benefits are arguably critical for assisting women persevere against breast cancer (Collie et
al., 2006; Henry, Schlegel, Talley, Molix, & Bettencourt, 2010).
In summary, my research questions are:
1) what are the subjective experiences of women with recurrent breast cancer? and
2) what are the meanings they attach to their experiences?
Chapter overview
Chapter One provided a brief overview of breast cancer as a global health burden. It
highlighted the challenges associated with an initial breast cancer diagnosis including those
with a recurrence. It introduced the research comprising this dissertation, as well as the
methodological framework within which the present study was undertaken.
Chapter Two offers a detailed overview of the narrative landscape of breast cancer,
including existing breast cancer stories found in the literature, and the various methodologies
used by researchers to study breast cancer experiences. Emphasis is given to verbal, written
and visual narrative methods, as these have been used to explore the breast cancer stories
contained in the present study.
Chapter Three presents the theoretical position associated with the present study,
specifically, how narrative may be used to understand lived experience. The epistemological
and ontological positions of narrative inquiry are discussed before reviewing the main
authorities in the field of illness narratives. The chapter concludes with a rationale for the
theoretical framework pertaining to the present study: Frank’s (1995) narrative types.
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Chapter Four reviews the methods of analysis emergent from and informed by narrative
inquiry, a specialist form of qualitative research. The chapter offers an overview of key
approaches to narrative analysis, as well as a discussion of visual narrative inquiry, including
the challenges involved with a participatory visual narrative approach.
Chapter Five offers an overview of this research study, including the rationale of the
study, its aims and objectives, its methods, and finally, its ethical considerations.
Chapter Six reflects on and locates my position as the researcher and as an individual
who is personally connected to breast cancer. It explains the way in which it has contributed
to my undertaking of the present study. In this chapter, I critically examine how my personal
experiences and biases may have influenced my interactions with the participants, as well as
how these may have spilled over into the interpretation of their stories.
Chapter Seven comprises the first research results. A thematic overview, inclusive of
illustrative quotations and visual data, depicting the subjective experiences of living with
recurrent breast cancer, is provided. The overarching themes in which the data are presented,
are gathered from all three modalities.
In Chapter Eight, I re-examine the findings in relation to Frank’s (1995) narrative
types. I offer an overview of his three narrative types as they have emerged in the present
study. Those aspects of participants’ stories that moved beyond Frank’s (1995) typology of
illness experience, are also discussed.
Chapter Nine offers an integrated discussion of the research results. Not only are the
contributions of the present study positioned within the context of the literature, but new
insights regarding the way in which recurrent breast cancer experiences ought to be
understood, are also offered.
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Chapter Ten concludes this dissertation. It provides an overview of the research study,
reviews some of its most important findings, the implications, as well as the limitations
associated with the study.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE NARRATIVE LANDSCAPE OF BREAST CANCER

Few life experiences can be the source of more fear and anxiety for women than
receiving a breast cancer diagnosis. The existential questions that it brings into motion as
well as the whirl of decisions, treatments, and challenges it involves, mark breast cancer as a
life-altering disease (Hoffman, Lent, & Raque-Bogdan, 2013). Popular accounts of living
with breast cancer portray it as a disease that has become an ultimate test for medicine. The
emotional and psychological needs of patients and their families, and the issues of
survivorship breast cancer encompasses, are often portrayed as distant considerations,
secondary, and understandably so, to the question of survival (Hoffman et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, not only does the affected individual have to quickly learn about the range of
surgical, radio-therapeutic, chemotherapeutic, and hormonal treatments available to them,
their personal and professional lives may be radically altered (Collie, 2003). As such, breast
cancer gives rise to various kinds of self-reflection and introspection since it disrupts the
course of one’s life and the normal experience of one’s body (De Boer & Slatman, 2014).
Over the past four decades, breast cancer narratives have become ubiquitous (ThomasMacLean, 2004). Among the earliest to receive critical attention were Susan Sontag’s (1978)
Illness as Metaphor, which challenged the stigmas associated with cancer patients and called
for an end to the “military metaphors” associated with fighting the disease (DeShazer &
Helle, 2014, p. 7). In addition, Rose Kushner’s (1976) Breast Cancer: A Personal History
and an Investigative Report, critiqued medical science and questioned the ubiquity of the
mastectomy. Of course, in the context of breast cancer narratives, it is impossible to overlook
Audre Lorde’s (1980) The Cancer Journals, a seminal work during this time. From a feminist
perspective, the poet and activist chronicled her experiences of a radical mastectomy for the
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treatment of her breast cancer (Bolaki, 2019). The Cancer Journals moves across several
genres, including her critique of the hegemony of medical science, as well as her call for an
end to the cultural stereotypes associated with losing a breast (Bolaki, 2019). For example,
refusing to conceal her “one-breasted” appearance (Lorde, 1980, p. 44), she acknowledges
instead her need to affirm this difference, stating that “a woman can be beautiful and onebreasted” (p. 64). Moreover, she emphasizes how illness and disability cannot be rendered
invisible with the help of prostheses, and that they shouldn’t, not least because they may not
be experienced in the same way by all women (Bolaki, 2019).
Visual art also became a public modality for representing breast cancer as early as the
1970s and 1980s (DeShazer & Helle, 2014). One of the most widely referenced examples of
visual art depicting imagery of breast cancer is American poet, Deena Metzger’s poster,
known as The Warrior or alternatively as The Tree (Jewish Women’s Archive, n.d.).
Displaying her mastectomized body, Metzger poses naked, with her arms spread, showcasing
a tattoo of a tree branch that runs from her armpit across her chest over the part where her
right breast used to be (Henriksen, Tjørnhøj-Thomsen, & Hansen, 2011). Like their verbal
counterparts, these visual works of breast cancer seem to share “a public mission, an agenda
that is in some sense political” (Couser, 1997, p. 37). The same can be suggested of the
photographic series by Jo Spence who, during the 1980s, across a series of photographs,
situated her experience of being a breast cancer patient in work that was both personally and
politically charged. Henriksen and colleagues (2011) have highlighted how “these acts of
visualizing breast cancer, in exposing the unpalatable facts about breast cancer, work to make
the culturally invisible, visible” (p. 278). Indeed, as Radley (2009) asserts, such work acts in
making breast cancer “a public issue by making it visible” (p. 56).
Breast cancer narratives published since 2000 (i.e., postmillennial narratives) differ to
some degree from earlier narratives in various ways. Firstly, they emphasize previously
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neglected topics such as the possible environmental links to cancer (e.g., carcinogens), ethical
challenges associated with genetic testing, and the efficacy of prophylactic mastectomy in
prevention (DeShazer & Helle, 2014; see also DeShazer, 2016; Tritter & Calnan, 2002).
Secondly, many feminist narratives questioned medical science for its emphasis on early
detection as opposed to methods of prevention and challenged the commercialized cancer
culture for its “corporate complicity, pink iconography, upbeat rhetoric”, and its privileging
of “philanthropy over activism” (DeShazer & Helle, 2014, p. 8). Rather than celebrating the
heroic narrative of survivorship (Williams & Solbrække, 2018), such ecological and anti-pink
discourses pay tribute to the often-invisible women who have died and will die of the disease
(e.g., Brenner, 2016; DeShazer, 2016; DeShazer & Helle, 2014; Ehlers & Krupar, 2012;
Ehrenreich, 2001; Elliot, 2007; Krupar, 2012; Sulik, 2010).
An aspect of postmillennial breast cancer narratives that may be under-represented is
how breast cancer is portrayed in non-Western societies (DeShazer & Helle, 2014). There are
reasons for this, one of which is that comparatively few breast cancer narratives have been
published from areas outside of Western Europe and North America (DeShazer, 2016;
DeShazer & Helle, 2014). For instance, the October 15th, 2007 issue of Time magazine
featured a provocative cover of a young white woman, whose torso is clothed in a map of the
world, examining her breast for lumps. The headline of this issue reads, “Why Breast Cancer
Is Spreading Around the World” (Time, 2007). Inside, an article by Kathleen Kingsbury
(2007) noted that 500,000 new and current breast cancer patients around the globe would be
unable to access treatment and die that year. Kingsbury (2007) also offered accounts from
patients in Asia, India, South Africa, and Egypt, among others (see also DeShazer & Helle,
2014). Kingsbury (2007) pointed out that while breast cancer incidences are rising due to
Western diets, high rates of obesity, immigration patterns, and possible environmental causes,
early detection and treatment advances are not keeping pace in all countries around the world.
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In Kenya, for instance, Onyango reported that breast cancer feels like a hopeless situation to
most women who are diagnosed: “If you can’t travel overseas for treatment […] you just sit
and wait for your death” (Kingsbury, 2007, p. 37).
New narrative forms, notably graphic narratives and blogs have become prominent too;
as Hillary Chute (2010) points out in Graphic Women: comics offer “a new aesthetic
emerging around self-representation that is both written and drawn” (p. 1). While such
graphic narratives address a variety of themes, an important subset depicts the breast cancer
experience, as illustrated by Marchetto’s (2009) Cancer Vixen, Engelberg’s (2006) Cancer
Made me a Shallower Person, and Fies’s (2009) Mom’s Cancer, all of which blend humour
and intimate confession in creatively drawn portraits of a self in crisis (DeShazer, 2016).
Similarly, blogs and vlogs (i.e., video diaries) have started a new genre of public
platform from which lay writers or ‘bloggers’ are able to share their story. A recent video
diary of the BBC broadcaster, Victoria Derbyshire’s breast cancer journey, represents her
own investigation into her lived experience of breast cancer. The videos form part of an
informative series (on YouTube) documenting her mastectomy, chemotherapy, radiation, and
emotional reactions to treatment in an attempt to ‘demystify’ the disease, learning as she
went. Turning her experience of cancer into her own work of journalism was helpful to her,
reports Kellaway (2007) from their interview for The Guardian, not least because it gave her
“another purpose, apart from being a cancer patient. It felt a natural decision, partly because,
over the decades, people have shared some unbelievably personal experiences with me”
(2017, para. 13). More recently, Derbyshire (2017) has written a book, Dear Cancer, Love
Victoria, including details from her personal diaries before and after treatment, to further
destigmatize honest discussion around cancer, thereby dethroning “the big C” from its
frightening pedestal (p. 165). “Cancer is a lottery,” she concludes, “in terms of whether you
survive or not. I know that and am so grateful. There aren’t enough words to express my
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gratitude. I have friends who have died of cancer. It’s outrageous and unfair.” (Kellaway,
2017, para. 27).
With such prominence of cancer narratives, narrating one’s illness experiences to an
(often public) audience has become the new norm (Williams & Solbrække, 2018).
Importantly, these accounts are authored by a select few whose undertaking it became to
publish their story for global audiences. However, far more prevalent in contemporary
society are the untold or unheard accounts of women who endure equal or arguably even
greater amounts of hidden suffering (Arman & Rehnsfeldt, 2003). Indeed, according to
Couser (1997), most published breast cancer narratives are told from the perspective of
“women of the middle- and upper-middle classes who have the literacy, leisure, and
inclination to write their stories – and the contacts to get them published” (p. 38). While
stories told from this dominant perspective hold resonance for many readers, they clearly
exclude the responses of those who live outside such circles and who may view breast cancer
through a different lens.
To this end, this chapter provides a broad overview of the breast cancer narrative
literature, showcasing those stories by women solicited by researchers for the purposes of an
academic study, thereby offering a backdrop for the present work. Literature relevant to the
present study falls into two parts, and as such, divides into two sections. In the first section, I
review descriptions of the qualitative and narrative research on women’s experiences of
breast cancer. This section emphasizes the experiential aspects of living with breast cancer
and includes predominantly verbal or spoken texts (the most commonly relied on sources of
data), unless otherwise indicated. In the second section, I pay special attention to how
researchers have studied such experiences. This section specifically provides a
methodological overview of studies that have explored the experiences of women living with
breast cancer. It offers an overview of the qualitative and narrative techniques that have
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moved beyond verbal methods of gathering data, to include both written and visual
expressions. In the following section, I present a thematic review of women’s experiences of
living with breast cancer as depicted across the various stages in the breast cancer trajectory.
Women’s Experiences of Living with Breast Cancer: A Thematic Review
Research based on the experiences of women living with breast cancer has yielded a
vast array of data gathered from a wide range of populations. In an attempt to explore the
extensive literature concerning breast cancer narratives, a team comprising myself, my
supervisors and another graduate student in the Department of Psychology at Stellenbosch
University conducted a systematic review and metasynthesis of the available qualitative
evidence (see Smit, Coetzee, Roomaney, Bradshaw, & Swartz, 2019; please refer to
Appendix A). We included and synthesized 180 articles that contained any textual account
(verbal or written) of women’s experiences given in the first-person. We sourced studies
from 306 countries, accounting for 4,066 participant stories of breast cancer, and formed an
explanatory model (the Trajectory of Breast Cancer [TBC]) of the experience of living with
breast cancer. This section builds on the main findings derived from our study, adding to the
discussion findings from articles that were not included in our metasynthesis (i.e., those that
were not included from our systematic investigation or that were not yet published at the
time). For the purposes of this dissertation, I have used Frank’s (1995) definition of a “story”
as referring to the actual tales people tell, and “narrative” as general structures that comprise
various particular stories (i.e., story forms the smallest unit). Much of what follows is closely
based on the analysis we conducted in Smit et al. (2019), from which some paraphrases will
be used.

6Please

note, seven South African studies (all postgraduate dissertations briefly mentioned in Chapter One) were included in
our metasynthesis which accounted for only 4% of the literature sourced. Most of the included studies were undertaken in
the United States of America (35%) and Canada (12%). However, this chapter attempts to integrate findings from various
countries (both high-income and low- and middle-income) to offer an emic perspective of the experience of breast cancer.
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A diagnosis of breast cancer
Breast cancer irrevocably alters the lives of women who have been diagnosed with the
disease (Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006). Women confront a variety of stressors, including the
diagnosis itself, invasive medical procedures, as well as adverse side-effects of treatments
which are often coupled with a wounded self-image (Curtis, Groarke, McSharry, & Kerin,
2014; Helms, O’Hea, & Corso, 2008; Landmark & Wahl, 2002). Some authors have
described the diagnosis of breast cancer as having “catalytic effects […] on an individual’s
taken-for-granted beliefs, assumptions and behaviours” (e.g., Koutri & Avdi, 2016, p. 80). In
other words, individuals’ lives are experienced as being disrupted and any sense of security
of the future is shattered (Smit et al., 2019). In the section below, I describe some of the most
commonly cited reactions to a breast cancer diagnosis.
Illness appraisal and coping. Women’s reactions to a breast cancer diagnosis differ,
with some emphasizing the threat of the disease, and others, the challenge of overcoming it.
Such differences are reflected in Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) Stress-Coping Model, which
proposes that when individuals are confronted with a changing environment, they begin a
process of appraisal, comprising of two types: primary and secondary appraisal. In a primary
appraisal, an individual evaluates the nature of the event, whereas in a secondary appraisal,
they assess their resources and coping potential (Curtis et al., 2014; Lazarus & Folkman,
1984). While not interpreted within the Stress-Coping Model, our metasynthesis found that a
diagnosis evoked an array of primary appraisals, including most commonly feelings of shock
or disbelief as well as thoughts of death (Smit et al., 2019). The latter has been termed
“fatalism” in the cancer literature, describing the belief that death is inevitable after a cancer
diagnosis (Gonzalez et al., 2016). We reported that women also commonly experienced being
frightened as well as emotionally devastated upon hearing the news. In addition, women no
longer felt secure in their life path, with all feelings of indestructibility having been removed
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(Smit et al., 2019). Their experiences therefore parallel the biographical disruption described
by Bury (1982, 1991). For example, in a U.K. study by Trusson, Pilnick, and Roy (2016), one
woman reported the following about receiving her breast cancer diagnosis: “It just shatters
you completely. Just everything, everything alters. Your whole life sort of thing.” (p. 123).
Responses such as those described above, in which the woman perceived her diagnosis
as a threat, have been shown to elicit negative emotional states and maladaptive coping, such
as resorting to alcohol or denying the diagnosis, which may have detrimental health effects
(Curtis et al., 2014; Steptoe, 1991). Yet, while the above primary appraisals were the most
common, secondary appraisals were also very often present in our metasynthesis. Chief
among these were seeking knowledge from others’ experiences of breast cancer (whether it
be a friend, a relative, or support group) and a reliance on religious beliefs as a source of
strength. Regarding the latter, prayer and the externalization of power over their situation to a
higher authority were prominent methods of coping. To give an example, in U.S. a study by
Matthews, Lannin, and Mitchell (1994), one woman relied on God as her source of divine
healing: “And I honestly believe that God directed me to find the knot so that I could be
cured. So I trust Him for bringing me this far, and I know that He will take care of me.” (p.
797). Similarly, in trying to find a reason for her breast cancer diagnosis, a woman in Ahmad,
Muhammad, and Abdullah’s Malaysian (2011) study stated the following: “Usually things
happen to me because God wants to show me something.” (p. 40).
Personal resources, such as coping style and personality, have been shown to bear the
stress induced by illness-related stress (Curtis et al., 2014). For example, in the literature,
acceptance of the situation as well as resistance to the disease are most frequently reported
(Smit et al., 2019). To give an example of the former, a woman in Ching, Martinson, and
Wong’s (2009) study described her acceptance of her situation as follows: “When it happens
to me, the only thing I can do is to accept. Then I need to face it and endure it during this
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period of time.” (p. 545). Such task-oriented coping strategies are regarded as adaptive
coping strategies and are predominantly associated with improved adaptation after breast
cancer (Avis et al., 2004; Curtis et al., 2014). However, these strategies do not always
function in isolation of other emotions, as one woman reports: “Oh sure, there were fears and
sometimes there still are fears, but that’s why accepting it became so important to me.”
(Sorajjakool & Seyle, 2005, p. 181). As such, the way in which breast cancer is perceived by
the patient is important for understanding the stressors of the diagnostic phase and of the
emotional responses to the situation (Inan, Günüşen, & Üstün, 2016; see also Curtis et al.,
2014).
Decision-making. The time leading up to treatment is commonly used amongst women
as a period of information gathering about all the treatment options, possible side-effects and
permanent after-effects that may be involved (Smit et al., 2019). As such, women’s
experiences centre on being in the healthcare system, as they move from being diagnosed, to
becoming patients in an oncology setting. Navigating their way through the healthcare system
as newly diagnosed patients is often uncharted territory and may be a source of stress
(Thorne, Armstrong, & Harris, 2009).
In our metasynthesis, women’s experiences during this time were mostly described as a
period of decision-making (Smit et al., 2019), which has been previously cited as a complex
and difficult process for many women (e.g., Polacek, Ramos, & Ferrer, 2007). Polacek et al.
(2007) report that surgical decisions are typically made in a short period of time, sometimes
as soon as the ﬁrst meeting with the healthcare provider in order for treatment to commence
as soon as possible. Other treatment decisions, for example, about chemotherapy and
radiation, are also made relatively soon after diagnosis (sometimes within weeks; Polacek et
al., 2007). Of course, and as mentioned, the majority of studies in our metasynthesis were
undertaken in high income countries (U.S, Canada), therefore, factors such as lack of
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awareness or barriers to access to care may impede the ability of healthcare professionals to
provide optimal care in less well-resourced contexts such as South Africa. Our study further
showed that most women either placed their trust in the abilities of their healthcare provider
to make the decision for them or took an active involvement in their decision-making (Smit et
al., 2019). An example of the latter is given by Sacks et al.’s (2016) study in Spain, where
one woman stated: “I believe that us patients are perfectly able to make decisions for
ourselves and that we need to do it because each patient's point of view is different.” (p. 726).
In such instances, where women were actively involved in the decision-making process
(e.g., Abdullah et al., 2013; Dagan et al., 2017; Lifford et al., 2015; Obeidat, Lally, &
Dickerson, 2012; Sacks et al., 2016; Schell, 2008; Swainston, Campbell, van Wersch, &
Durning, 2012), this was often coupled with a need to be properly informed about the various
treatment options, as many felt that their healthcare provider did not adequately inform them
(Smit et al., 2019). To offer an example from a study in south western Turkey: “I learned that
I had breast cancer from other patients while waiting for my turn for chemotherapy and
radiation treatments. They said a mass was the same thing as cancer” (Cebeci, Yangin, &
Tekeli, 2012, p. 409). More commonly indicated, however, are situations described in the
following excerpt (by a Swiss woman): “Doctors were always busy; they did not have time to
communicate with us, the conversation before operation only lasted for a few minutes.”
(Xiong, Stone, Turale, & Petrini, 2016, p. 317). Curtis and colleagues (2014) therefore argue
that communication with healthcare providers may be an additional stressor for women as
they enter the treatment phase, a discussion to which I turn next.
Breast cancer treatment
Apart from expressing fear and anxiety related to their upcoming treatment procedures
(e.g., Drageset, Lindstrøm, Giske, & Underlid, 2011; Lam, Fielding, Chan, Chow, & Or,
2005), when undergoing treatment, women frequently report that managing treatment-related
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side-effects to be one of the most difficult experiences related to their breast cancer (Smit et
al., 2019; see also Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006; Frith & Harcourt, 2007; Lewis, Yee,
Kilbreath, & Willis, 2015; Suwankhong & Liamputtong, 2016). One of the most notable
findings in our metasynthesis showed the lasting and most emotionally challenging effects of
breast cancer treatment to include hair loss, scarring, weight change, functional limitations,
and early-onset menopause (Smit et al., 2019; see also Frith & Harcourt, 2007; Rumsey &
Harcourt, 2005). While the post-treatment experiences of altered bodies were a significant
component (discussed later), the treatment-related experiences were also devastating, and
saw women’s lives being affected on multiple levels.
The toxicity of chemotherapy. As mentioned in Chapter One, women with breast
cancer must undergo different forms of medical treatment, depending on the type and stage of
the breast cancer (Suwankhong & Liamputtong, 2016). The treatment with which the most
harrowing side-effects are associated, is chemotherapy (often abbreviated as “chemo”). In
fact, for some women, the experience of enduring chemotherapy is far more distressing than
having cancer (see Gibbons & Groarke, 2018; Moodley, 2011). Women must assimilate into
their lives its toxic effects as well as the accompanying emotional distress and the added
disruption in performing various roles (i.e., family, work, and social demands; Boehmke &
Dickerson, 2006; Northouse, 1994). A frequently added burden is that of financial pressure,
as many women report the stress it causes: “Each course of target therapy costs almost a
month of my salary. I am using my savings to pay for the treatment.” (Lam et al., 2017, p.
259). All of these elements can make it difficult for patients to cope with chemotherapy (Lai,
Ching, & Wong, 2017).
In terms of the toxicity, women have reported a range of side-effects including extreme
fatigue, hair loss, nail-disorders, mouth sores, nausea, vomiting, and sleep disturbances
(Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006; Hellerstedt-Börjesson, Nordin, Fjällskog, Holmström, &
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Arving, 2015). Other adverse effects of some chemotherapy drugs include neurological
difficulties such as loss of sensation and fine motor ability, tingling, and pain (Jung,
Herrmann, Griggs, Oaklander, & Dworkin, 2005; Kautio, Haanpaa, Kautiainen, Kalso, &
Saarto, 2011; Saxena, & Kumar, 2007). To offer an example of the extent of the side-effects,
a woman in Dickson’s (2011) South African study stated the following: “Chemo and
radiation were absolutely horrible. Four years later I’m still trying to get back.” (p. 75). In a
recent U.K. study by Gibbons and Groarke (2018), these authors found that while some sideeffects are common, their frequency and severity vary considerably. It should be noted,
however, that the side-effects of chemotherapy are more complex than a set of symptoms, as
Greenhalgh (2017) reports from her own experiences of receiving the drug: “Chemotherapy
and steroids have complex and conflicting pharmacological effects. With this combination,
the nauseous stomach also longs for food, producing a tendency to swing between under- and
over-eating, cachexia and bloating, vomiting and gorging.” (p. 350).
Emotional consequences of treatment-related side-effects that were reported in our
metasynthesis included the inability of women to continue with their everyday tasks and
responsibilities, which would often have wider effects on family and work-life (Smit et al.,
2019; see also Elmir, Jackson, Beale, & Schmied, 2010). These difficulties were most often
associated with physical functional limitations described above, but other emotionally
challenging side-effects were also reported. Difficulty with sexual intimacy owing to
impaired sexual functioning (vaginal dryness, tenderness and loss of libido) has also been
reported by various studies (e.g., Becvar, 1996; Canzona, 2015; McClelland, 2016; Perz et
al., 2014; Thomas-MacLean, 2005). For example, in a study amongst Asian American
women, one participant described the loss of sexual intimacy as a result of pain: “It pained to
have sex. So we slept two years separately” (Ashing-Giwa, Padilla, Tejero, & Kagawa‐
Singer, 2003, p. 51). Participants from Mjadu’s (2007) South African study reported similar
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problems, with one woman stating: “…towards the last chemotherapy, I just lost my libido…
My husband did not take this so well” (p. 94).
Another aspect of chemotherapy that often leaves a lasting effect, is the early onset of
menopause (see Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006, Brisbois, 2013; Brunet, Sabiston, & Burke,
2013; Canzona, 2015; Chang et al., 2019; Perz et al., 2014; Salander, Lilliehorn, Hamberg, &
Kero, 2011; Thomas-MacLean, 2005; Trusson, 2013; Wilmoth & Sanders, 2001).
Specifically, the onset of hot flushes, insomnia, amenorrhea as well as symptoms of
osteoporosis, have been experienced amongst pre-menopausal women as early as the first
week after starting chemotherapy (e.g., Perz et al., 2014). For example, one Latina woman
described early-onset menopause as follows: “It turned out to be surprisingly upsetting, just
because it was another thing outside of the norm and not a choice, not that menopause is a
choice for anyone. But I just felt it was difficult to deal with…” (Brisbois, 2013, p. 66). The
early onset of menopause also contributes to problems associated with sexual intimacy
described above, but an after-effect of chemotherapy that has been shown to be catastrophic
for women of reproductive age (younger than 41; Kirkman et al., 2017), is the possibility of
infertility. Women who have yet to complete their families have reported devastating
consequences, such as ovaries permanently ceasing ovulation or having their ovaries
prophylactically removed due to having a hormone-sensitive breast cancer (e.g., Perz et al.,
2014). In the literature, infertility as a result of cancer-related treatment has been cited as “a
double trauma” (Carter et al., 2010, p. 237), which can be as painful as facing the cancer
itself (Nieman et al., 2006; Perz et al., 2014).
Relatedly, a diagnosis of breast cancer during pregnancy is a sensitive topic for women
and an area that has frequently been met with controversy. For example, in Kirkman et al.’s
(2017) study amongst women of reproductive age diagnosed with breast cancer, interviews
were focused on fertility and motherhood. Amongst the 50 participants, five spontaneously
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described their experiences of abortion; a topic outside the aim of the original study. One
woman in their study wanted to delay chemotherapy until the foetus was viable but was told
that delaying treatment would reduce her chance of surviving. The woman and her husband
decided to have an abortion (Kirkman et al., 2017). She describes the pain it caused: “The
loss of the child is definitely the greatest thing, and not having been able to fulfil that life is
huge.” (Kirkman et al., 2017, p. 10). According to these authors, such accounts demonstrate
the “complexity of context and the variability of life circumstances” (p. 7) with the advent of
treatment for breast cancer. While the devastating effects of chemotherapy were described in
a large proportion of the studies included in our metasynthesis, an often equally devastating
experience for women with breast cancer, is having to lose a breast (or both) or part of a
breast, as well as losing hair and gaining weight. Seeing that weight-gain is infrequently
reported in comparison, it will not be discussed any further, but please see Pila, Sabiston,
Taylor, and Arbour-Nicitopoulos (2018) for the most recent findings in this regard. Losing a
breast is the focus of the next section.
The altered body. Losing one or both breasts was reported in our metasynthesis as
being one of the most challenging parts of breast cancer treatment. Indeed, issues related to
body image are often considered more difficult to cope with than other symptoms of
treatment (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012). Since the breast is strongly associated with female
sexuality, a woman’s body image is particularly vulnerable to being affected as a result of
breast cancer surgery (Smit et al., 2019). Breast cancer surgeries, such as modified radical
mastectomy and BCS (the breast is spared in these procedures), often alter the shape of a
woman’s breast (Fang, Chang, & Shu, 2014). Apart from the altered physical structure,
women who have undergone such surgeries report a dissatisfaction with the postoperative
scars; making them feel less attractive (Fang et al., 2014; Ogden & Lindridge, 2008). A
radical mastectomy involves the removal of the entire breast, including the underlying chest
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muscle and may adversely affect a woman’s appearance, resulting in body image discomfort
(Fang et al., 2014). In a study by Falk Dahl et al. (2010), 76 out of 248 women (31%) with an
average age of 54 and diagnosed with stage II and III breast cancer, experienced body image
discomfort up to four years after breast surgery, 67% of which continued to experience these
feelings for a further three years thereafter. Such findings demonstrate the common theme of
disruption between the body and the self, following breast cancer surgery.
To offer further examples, Rosenblatt (2006) interviewed 11 women with advanced
breast cancer who had received chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery. The women in the
study spoke of the profound repercussions of bodily changes for the sense of self, of how
losing a part of your body becomes an experience of loss. Frank (1995) writes about this
notion as the question of “body relatedness”, essentially asking: “Do I have a body, or am I a
body?” (p. 33, original emphasis). For example, one woman in Rosenblatt’s (2006) study
described the feeling of loss she experienced when having her breast removed: “It was very
painful, and it was sad. It was sad to lose a piece of your body – a piece of my body…” (p.
54). Similar findings were also revealed by Rancour and Brauer (2003) who stated that
patients with dramatic changes in appearance as a result of cancer treatment will sometimes
grieve their lost or altered body part. Relatedly, Brunet and colleagues (2013) explored
Canadian women’s experiences of their bodies following breast cancer treatment. These
authors found that women expressed mostly dissatisfaction owing to perceptions of their
current bodies and/or specific body parts as being discrepant from their past or ideal body.
For example, one woman reported feeling dissatisfied with her body after losing a breast:
“I’m missing mass on one side, so I don’t like that.” (Brunet et al., 2013, p. 347).
Highlighting the importance of breasts to femininity, one participant in Trusson et al.’s
(2016) study states: “It was like having grown up as a woman and then, all of a sudden, look
down and see your tummy again! Look like a little boy on one side (laughs)” (p. 125). Such
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findings corroborate Jain’s (2013) assertion that “mastectomy scars cite the amputation of
gender, at once undermining nurturance and sexuality” (p. 82).
Apart from feelings of loss, a sense of alienation from the body is also frequently
reported in the literature (see Slatman, Halsema, & Meershoek, 2016). Many women report
becoming estranged from their bodies, as seen from the following excerpt: “Each time I
passed a mirror I jumped back because I didn't recognize myself.” (Emilsson, Svensk,
Olsson, Lindh, & Öster, 2012, p. 104). Similarly, a woman in Simon, Crowther, and
Higgerson’s (2007) U.S. study described her feelings towards her altered body: “And I
became very depressed when I would take a shower, look in the mirror, and what used to be
there is not there anymore… I constantly cried, cried, cried…” (p. 30). For some women,
breast reconstruction is non-negotiable; it is a necessity for being restored as a person: “I
would die without breasts; I could never live without breasts.” (Fallbjörk, Salander, &
Rasmussen, 2012, p. E45). These authors report that reconstruction made it possible for some
women to restore their ‘former’ selves. Similarly, in a Canadian study by English, Wilson,
and Keller-Olaman (2008), women revealed their bodies to reflect a landscape for recovering
from breast cancer, and that healing was required both physically and emotionally. As
indicated by English and colleagues (2008), for women living with breast cancer, “the body
represents the most personal landscape of everyday healing, conceptualized in terms of both
physical and psychological components.” (p. 72).
Notwithstanding the large proportion of studies reporting women’s body images as
being negatively affected after breast surgery, interestingly, our metasynthesis revealed a
nearly equal proportion of studies documenting women who did not experience negative
emotions and body-relatedness. Amongst those who did not perceive the loss of a breast as
tied directly to their sense of self, women either demonstrated an acceptance of their postsurgery bodies or embraced their new physique (though the latter was mostly related to hair
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loss as discussed below; Smit et al., 2019). In terms of responding to the loss of breasts with a
positive appraisal, several women in Fallbjörk et al.’s study (2012) revealed that their sense
of self was not directly tied to their breast(s). For instance, one woman described her feelings
about losing a breast as follows: “I did not look upon myself as a woman of inferior quality…
A breast more or less…it surely is a part of the body – but it could have been the foot or… So
it is not a big deal.” (p. E44). A similar example comes from a woman in Thibeault and
Sabo’s (2012) Thai study, whose body did not constrain her selfhood: “I identify less with
my body as being who I am. It is more like my body is a vehicle for the soul, to get through
life, for a life that has been given to it [body].” (p. 207; for similar findings see Kwok &
White, 2011; Lackey, Gates, & Brown, 2001; Sinding, Grassau, & Barnoff, 2007; Trusson,
2013).
Along similar lines, prolonging life was more important for some women than having
an attractive bust: “That they took it away was no big deal at all to me. My bust wasn’t good
looking, so it didn’t matter; I just wanted to get rid of it.” (Fallbjörk et al., 2012, p. E44). The
value of life above aesthetic concerns was also found amongst women in Brunet et al.’s
(2013) study, for example: “It’s not the end of the world, it’s just a breast. It doesn’t make
you a woman… The important thing was and is being alive.” (p. 348; for similar findings see
Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004; Drageset et al., 2011; Gregg, 2011; Grimes & Hou, 2013; Howard
et al., 2007; Lackey et al., 2001; Sinding et al., 2007; Taleghani, Yekta, & Nasrabadi, 2006).
Given that women’s responses to the loss of breasts represented either a disrupted body
image or an acceptance of the post-surgery body, and that these responses appeared in similar
proportions in the literature, I concur with Fallbjörk and colleagues (2012) that “the
experience of mastectomy due to breast cancer is very much individual and contextual” and
that the effects “may be of minor or major importance” for the affected individual (p. E41).
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Next, I discuss the second aspect of cancer treatment that leaves women with altered bodies:
the loss of one’s hair.
Amongst those receiving chemotherapy to treat their breast cancer, most studies in our
metasynthesis reported women finding it difficult to cope with the loss of hair (Smit et al.,
2019). For instance, in Sinding et al.’s (2007) study, one woman reported: “Your hair goes
right down below the skin line, it takes months for it to even come back, I’d never seen my
bare head since I was a baby… Oh, it was dreadful, I hid away from people…” (p. 74). In
fact, for some women, losing their hair was the worst part about chemotherapy: “Chemo was
tough, but the worse part was losing my hair. It affected my self-image. I wouldn’t dare to go
out. At the beginning, I seldom went out…” (Lam et al., 2017, p. 258). A woman in
Brisbois’s (2013) study revealed a similar level of devastation: “Bite the bullet; it’s going to
go. It was upsetting, real upsetting. I think that’s harder than anything else…my hair went
away before the reaction to the chemo hit really bad” (p. 78). Hair loss also included loss of
hair throughout the body, such as facial hair (Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006). An example
from Rosenblatt’s (2006) study is when one woman acknowledges a loss in self-esteem after
losing her eyebrows and eyelashes: “I don’t have a good self-image now, because I don’t
have eyebrows, eyelashes” (p. 54). Similarly, in Cebeci et al.’s Turkish (2012) study, one
woman described how losing all of her hair in addition to losing her breasts, essentially left
her estranged from her body: “no breasts, no hair, no eyebrows; I was at peace with myself
before; I was beautiful…now nobody can recognise me…” (p. 409).
Managing the hair loss was frequently aided by purchasing wigs: “I bought a wig right
away.” (Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006, p 385). However, for a few women, baldness was a
sign that they had been through something significant and come out stronger: “Yeah, I lost
my hair – I don’t wear a wig. My baldness is my badge of honor.” (Boehmke & Dickerson,
2006, p. 385). Many women are also prone to taking control of the situation by shaving their
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hair off. For example, one woman in Torres, Dixon, and Richman’s (2016) study found it to
be an empowering experience: “…but that night when I shaved it, it was great. I was like
what was this, this is a crazy feeling. So, it was almost an empowering feeling. It actually
was.” (p. 203). It is worth noting that advances in contemporary cancer care have introduced
a method known as “cold-capping” to prevent or reduce hair loss (via reduced blood flow to
that region) for chemotherapy patients. A cold cap consists of neoprene outer cap and a gel
inner cap that connects to an adjacent refrigerator unit, which, prior to the chemotherapy
regimen, the healthcare practitioner secures onto the patient’s head (Greenhalgh, 2017).
Greenhalgh (2017) in her autoethnography, and Derbyshire (2015) in her video diary series,
document their experiences of chemotherapy and cold capping. Of note, Greenhalgh (2017)
described her experience of chemotherapy as “less dramatic”, owing partly to never losing
her hair, and partly to “lighter-touch regimens, and benefiting from palliative management (in
the sense of using drugs and other tested strategies to prevent or reduce side effects, not of
anticipating death)” (p. 344). Not losing her hair in particular seemed to make the
chemotherapy experience more manageable: “The leaflet said I would lose my hair ‘between
2 and 4 weeks’. The hair on my head is still there (thank you, cold cap).” (p. 349). Perhaps as
more women experience cold capping, it would transform the distressing narrative
surrounding chemotherapy into one that is more manageable for most women. In particular, I
anticipate that the reduced visibility of the side-effects of chemotherapy (no longer losing
one’s hair), would transform the experience itself, and by and large, the narratives that
accompany it.
Taken together, the well-documented adverse physical effects of breast cancer
treatment are generally accompanied by changes in women’s body- and self-images, and
these are mostly negative. However, responding to an altered appearance remains very much
individual, with some perceiving the changes to be less distressing than others. Despite the
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varied responses to their changing bodies, women need extensive support during treatment
and early recovery (Smit et al., 2019), a discussion to which I turn next.
Sources of support. Women’s needs during treatment and early recovery are both
instrumental and emotional. In terms of the former, help with managing daily tasks and
having someone taking over their responsibilities featured especially frequently in the
literature. For example, in Sinding et al.’s (2007) study, a woman claimed that friends offered
exceptionally well-organized care: “I could have asked for anything but I didn’t have to, I
mean, they said, ‘we’re here, what do you need?’” (p. 67). Support from spouses and partners
was another prominent theme in this regard, for instance in Barden, Gutierrez, Gonzalez, and
Ali’s (2016) study, one woman stated, “He surrendered himself…like he forgot about
himself, about what he had to do, in order to take care of me.” (p. 149).
In terms of emotional support, one of the most pronounced themes in the literature is
women’s fear related to their changing bodies and the reaction that their partners or spouses
will have. For instance, amongst Norwegian women in Drageset et al.’s (2011) study, women
were concerned about their partners’ reactions to their mastectomy: “You’ll be disﬁgured.
You think of that especially when you have a husband who thinks of such things. I worry
about how my husband and other people will look at me.” (p. 1945). Similarly, in a study by
Ashing-Giwa, Padilla, Bohorquez, Tejero, and Garcia (2006), Latina women expressed
feelings of dissatisfaction with their post-treatment bodies and the concern about their
partners’ acceptance of them: “The majority of us feel degraded as women as we see
ourselves in the mirror and wonder, ‘If we cannot accept ourselves, how can our husbands
or partners?’” (p. 39).
From their recent study, Archer et al. (2018) reflected on the importance of
unconditional support for women in their study. Their participants were younger U.K-based
breast cancer patients who decided against reconstruction post-mastectomy and who
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maintained this decision over time. Women reported having greater confidence in navigating
and accepting their post-mastectomy bodies when feeling supported by their intimate
partners, and the reverse was also apparent, namely that when unconditional emotional
support was perceived to be lacking, women’s confidence in their bodies was lacking as well
(Archer et al., 2018). Emotional support with regard to women’s changing bodies can be seen
in the following excerpt cited in Obeidat et al.’s (2012) study amongst Arab women: “He
said, ‘It is your decision; what we do is the thing that is best for you’; he did not care that I
might have mastectomy and lose my breast; he said that all he cares about is my health.” (p.
308). Taken together, it is evident that women require extensive support from their significant
others in navigating their changing bodies.
Another common source of support that women rely on during treatment and early
recovery, is that of other women who also have or have survived breast cancer. For example,
attending support groups for women who have breast cancer appears to be a useful strategy
for many women during this time, allowing them a space in which to focus on their health
without concerns about meeting the daily needs of their family (Smit et al., 2019; see also
Thompson et al., 2017 for quantitative evidence). Women derive many benefits from
attending support groups, as one woman in Barden et al.’s (2016) study states: “I go to a
support group for survivors, and we support each other. We share experiences and help each
other and if we find solutions that can benefit us, we share them.” (p. 149). For other women,
a support group became a haven for consolation: “You get to know others with similar
problems with whom you can talk about different things on different levels, these
conversations give you comfort and make you stronger.” (Emilsson et al., 2012, p. 102). The
previous discussion has highlighted that treatment phases and early recovery are especially
difficult times for women with breast cancer. The experiences cited above represent most
studies in each case, thereby offering an overview of the general trends in the literature. In
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the next discussion, I outline the key experiences accounted by breast cancer survivors, after
which I conclude this section with a discussion on the few studies that have documented
women’s experiences of having recurrent disease.
Surviving breast cancer
Over the past three decades, the concept “survivor” has become a socially acceptable
identity to adopt following successful cancer treatment (Smith, Klassen, Coa, & Hannum,
2016; see also Deimling, Bowman, & Wagner, 2007). The term “cancer survivor” was
initially coined by Dr Fitzhugh Mullen, one of the founders of the National Coalition for
Cancer Survivorship (NCCS), in an attempt to empower patients to engage in decisionmaking regarding cancer care and to encourage improvements in research and treatment
(Smith et al., 2016). At their first meeting, early members of the NCCS agreed on the new
term as opposed to the former, “cancer victim”, to promote a more positive undertone
(NCCS, 2019; see also Khan, Harrison, Rose, Ward, & Evans, 2012). It should, however, be
noted that surviving cancer does not equate to having been cured of the disease. Appendicitis,
for example, is cured by surgical removal, and pneumonia is cured with a course of
antibiotics, whereas chronic diseases such as cancer, diabetes, hypertension, and the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) are managed, treated, or controlled, not cured (Miller,
Abraham, Rhodes, & Roberts, 2013). In cancer care, the term “cured” refers to “complete
clinical remission of a cancer, regardless of the presence or absence of late sequelae of
treatments” (Tralongo et al., 2015, p. e39). While possible cures of certain cancers have been
at the forefront of medical science for decades (especially with thyroid and testicular cancers
where the five-year survival is now more than 95%; Tralongo et al., 2015), at present,
oncologists are reluctant to use the word “cure” for patients who are free of disease,
preferring terms such as “in remission,” or “no evidence of disease” (Miller et al., 2013).
Indeed, these authors argue that use of the word “cured” in cancer care reflects “a balance of
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physician and patient optimism, realism, medico-legal concerns, and even superstition” (p.
e136). The term “survivorship” after the completion of cancer treatment, is generally
regarded as being in remission. Remaining in remission for five years or more, is regarded as
having entered a period of long-term survivorship (Lally & Underhill, 2012).
The notion of cancer survivorship7 has become a common cultural conceptualization
for some cancers in some communities, and this is particularly true of breast cancer (Kaiser,
2008). For example, one woman in Kaiser’s (2008) study commented that being a survivor
“means you’ve beat it. You were stronger; you won the battle.” (p. 83). Similarly, in Dyer’s
(2015) study, a participant remarks: “The term cancer survivor for me, it has the meaning of a
struggle, a battle. To accept it, to confront it, and to fight it. That is a survivor of cancer. And
do not give up.” (p. 8). Speaking retrospectively, a participant in Matthews et al.’s (1994)
study contends: “And now that we won that fight, the cancer is over.” (p. 796). These
metaphors exude the dominant image of the breast cancer survivor who is typically
represented as a victorious overcomer, and one who is healthy and happy after receiving the
necessary treatment (Kaiser, 2008; Smit et al., 2019; see also Batt, 1994; King, 2004). The
image of the cancer survivor is therefore the ultimate version of medicine’s success. Kaiser
(2008, p. 80) illustrates this with the following phrase: “She triumphed over breast cancer
through medical treatment and now holds a place of honour in the cancer world” (see also
Klawiter, 1999).
This popular survivorship discourse, though encouraging for many, has also been the
subject of direct criticism. Granger (2014), for example, acknowledges that military
metaphors, such as “warrior” or “fighter”, intended to evoke positivity at a very difficult time
in someone’s life, could also have the opposite effect: the individual could feel a failure about

7

Apart from its use in oncology settings, I am aware that the term “survivorship” has also been met with some controversy
by those affected with cancer, some of whom have preferred “living with and beyond cancer” to denote the period following
cancer treatment (e.g., Tanay, 2019).
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something they might not be able to overcome. Even prominent figures who have had the
disease, have criticized such discourses. Hozman (2005), a breast cancer survivor, writes
about the failure of such vocabulary to describe the “indigestible images of cancer:
nonanesthetized injections at the tumor site, breasts and nipples inflamed from radiation.” (p.
39). Similarly, Ehrenreich (2001) offers an incisive critique of breast cancer paraphernalia
after her own experience with the disease, naming the title of her article: “a cult of pink
kitsch”. She specifically criticizes the culture of survivorship for its abundance in childlike
products such as teddy bears and pink crayons. She also seemed to resent the emphasis on the
“cheerful” accounts of breast cancer that too often overshadow painful stories of anger, pain
and grief (see also Kaiser, 2008). King (2004, p. 473), while not a cancer survivor herself, is
equally critical of configurations in which women with the disease are rarely “patients” and
mostly “survivors”. She argues that survivors emerge as a symbol of hope, whose thriving
statuses have elicited an outpouring of philanthropic culture she calls, “Pink Ribbons Inc” (p.
473). Thus, while many women can identify with the term “cancer survivor”, Smith et al.
(2016) caution that an adoption of a survivor identity is not, a universal one.
Notwithstanding, women who have emerged from the treatment phase with no evidence of
disease have been shown to demonstrate certain positive attributes which generally fall under
the term “positive personal growth” (Smit et al., 2019, p. 235), as I discuss below.
Positive personal growth. Recently, there has been a call to move beyond a focus on
the negative aspects of breast cancer, such as the unpleasant side-effects of treatment and the
effect these treatments have on women’s body images, and to pay closer attention to the
positive aspects (Brunet et al., 2013; Smit et al., 2019). In the literature, while a change in
self-image is often cited in terms of a negative change (i.e., negative body image), frequently,
the change in self-image is constructive as women experience positive personal growth. In
our metasynthesis, amongst women who had recently undergone treatment or progressed into
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survivorship, there was a desire to help other women with breast cancer (Smit et al., 2019).
Women expressed an urge to make a difference in the lives of others affected by breast
cancer by, for example, offering advice and support, or by volunteering at a cancer
organization (Smit et al., 2019).
Such desires are echoed in the literature describing breast cancer as a transformative
experience, which Brennan (2001) has termed “post-traumatic growth”8 (see also Bond,
Connolly, & Asci, 2010; Fallah, Keshmir, Kashani, Azargashb, & Akbari, 2012; Sabo &
Thibeault, 2012). As described in following chapter, the attributes of these kinds of illness
stories are characteristic of the “quest” narrative type (Frank, 1995), which shows how illness
can become useful. The notion of breast cancer becoming a platform to help other women,
corresponds to Frank’s (1995) concept of other-relatedness, which, to paraphrase, is
concerned with how the shared condition of being human becomes a basis of empathy
towards other individuals. Indeed, a large proportion of studies in our metasynthesis
accounted for similar findings in which women seek to use their experience for the benefit of
others. This is often coupled with the appraisal of their illness as having happened for a
reason (Smit et al., 2019). To offer an example of the latter, in Moodley’s (2011) South
African study, one woman stated: “Everything in life happens for a reason and I got cancer
for a reason.” (p. 39).
In addition to situations in which breast cancer is viewed as a transformative
experience, women also tend to view their lives with a greater sense of appreciation (Smit et
al., 2019). Noteworthy examples come from Gonzalez et al.’s (2016) study amongst Asian
American women and Moodley’s (2011) study amongst South African women (but see also
Ahmad et al., 2011; Blow et al., 2011; Cebeci et al., 2012; Coreil, Corvin, Nupp, Dyer, &
Noble, 2012; Dickson, 2011; Drageset et al., 2011; Eide, 2007; Gall & Cornblat, 2002;
8Some

have substituted the term “post-traumatic growth” with “benefit-finding” (e.g., Sears, Stanton, & Danoff-Burg, 2003;
Tomich & Helgeson, 2004).
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Salander et al., 2011; Trusson et al., 2016 for similar findings). Aside from the positive
transformative effects that the experience of breast cancer can have in the lives of women, the
experience equally prevalently leaves “women living in fear of the continued presence of
cancer in their lives” (Smit et al., 2019, p. 241), a reality I discuss in the following section.
The suspended self. A term that has in recent years come to capture the “complexity
and tensions” of living with cancer, from the initial diagnosis until possibly years later, is
liminality (Koutri & Avdi, 2016, p. 80). Liminality, a concept that has its origins in
anthropology, was used by Van Gennep (1960) and later expanded by Turner (1969) to
explain processes of transition between roles or positions in society. According to these
authors, liminality describes a period after tribe members had been removed from their usual
position in society and were undergoing painful and humiliating rituals (“rites of passage”)
aimed at stripping them of their power and status in preparation for a new position (Turner,
1969; Van Gennep, 1960; see also Trusson, 2013). A rite of passage commences by “severing
connection” with a previous position, which is followed by an ambiguous state of being “inbetween” positions and ends with “re-entry” into a new position (Hockey, cited in Blows,
Bird, Seymour, & Cox, 2012, p. 2156). The in-between state, where people are no longer
who they were, but not yet who they will become, is the liminal state described by Turner
(1969).
Within the cancer literature, liminality was initially proposed by Little, Jordens, Paul,
Montgomery, and Philipson (1998). These authors undertook a narrative study amongst 10
people with colorectal cancer and suggested that liminality can be conceived as comprising of
two phases: “acute” and “sustained” (p. 1492). The former begins at diagnosis and is
characterized by “disorientation, loss of control and uncertainty” (Blows et al., 2012, p.
2159). This appears to parallel Bury’s (1982) notion of a biographical disruption discussed
earlier. Sustained liminality comes after the acute phase after an unspecified period and
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endures indeterminately (Blows et al., 2012). Of importance, Little and colleagues (1998)
suggest that people who have experienced cancer or any other catastrophic illness do not
necessarily pass through distinct ritualistic phases as posited by Van Gennep (1960; and later
Turner, 1969), but that these individuals may continue to live in a state of sustained
liminality, sometimes for the rest of their lives (see also Koutri & Avdi, 2016). As such,
rather than re-emerging into their pre-cancer or “normal” lives of health, such individuals
often experience “living between states of ‘health’ and ‘illness’,” (Crowley-Matoka, 2005, p.
7; Richards, 2012).
Based on the research to date, Koutri and Avdi (2016) contend that “it is not clear
whether the experience of liminality in breast cancer is chronic” (p. 81), in other words,
whether one remains trapped in a feeling of being suspended forever, as Little and colleagues
(1998) have proposed, or whether there is an eventual move to another state beyond
liminality. In our metasynthesis, we borrowed the term “existential ordeal” from Blow et al.
(2011) to describe aspects of women’s experiences of liminality. An existential ordeal
describes a crisis state in which individuals experience anxiety about their purpose in life and
what might happen if they die (Smit et al., 2019). We found that the fear of recurrence
contributed the most to this state and this fear became amplified through any unusual display
of symptoms (see Drageset, Lindstrøm, & Underlid, 2016 for similar findings). Findings in
Koutri and Avdi’s (2016) study amongst Greek women treated for breast cancer reveals how
women struggle with the uncertainty hovering over their lives: “The uncertainty, that is the
thing that kills you […] the progression of the illness does not depend on me!” (p. 87).
Similarly, in a study by Trusson and colleagues (2016), these authors found amongst 24
women who had been treated for early-stage breast cancer in the U.K, that while no longer ill,
there was an ongoing fear of recurrence combined with embodied changes that prevented a
return to a pre-cancer “normal” in these women’s lives. For example: “It never goes away.
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You get on with your life and you have to deal with it but there’s no guarantee; there can’t
be.” (p. 124). Embodied reminders were evident in Dickson’s (2011) study, with one woman
stating: “Cancer is big and I am reminded every day, especially now that I have had this op,
my body is not what it was and I am aware of it all the time.” (p. 85).
In line with the observation by Koutri and Avdi (2016), it appears that “[t]he
uncertainty associated with the unpredictable and life-threatening trajectory of breast cancer
is something that arguably characterizes this illness” (p. 86; see also Arman & Rehnsfeldt,
2003; Knobf, 2011). This particular experience illustrates that for some, returning to a life as
before breast cancer is not possible (Smit et al., 2019). While not classified under the rubric
of liminality, similar findings are reported in several studies (see Barden et al., 2016; Blow et
al., 2011; Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006; Ching et al., 2009; Collie, 2003; Corney &
Swinglehurst, 2014; Dickson, 2011; Drageset et al., 2011, 2016; Fisher, 2008; Foster, 2012;
Jarvis, 2015; Jørgensen, Garne, Søgaard, & Laursen, 2015; Kaiser, 2008; Kressler, 2014;
Martino & Freda, 2016; Rees, 2017). Yet, despite the prevalence of the fear of recurrence in
the literature, only a handful of studies have qualitatively explored the experiences of women
who have a recurrence, a discussion to which I turn next.
Recurrence
As mentioned in Chapter One, while comparatively understudied in the qualitative
breast cancer literature, the experience of recurrent breast cancer has been described as even
more stressful and problematic than an initial diagnosis (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009;
McEvoy & McCorkle, 1990; Northouse et al., 1995). Adjustment to recurrence was found by
Cella, Mahon, and Donovan (1990) to be more difficult than women’s initial diagnosis, and
in Rowland and Massie’s (1998) study, women’s lives were perceived as being far more
limited and uncertain than hoped for (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009). Mahon and Casperson
(1997) for instance, illustrated how patients experienced a range of concerns and
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psychosocial problems that were different to those associated with the initial diagnosis. We
obtained similar findings in our metasynthesis, in that, compared to women being diagnosed
for the first time, the few who were diagnosed with recurrences displayed almost exclusively
negative emotions. For example, women expressed feelings of anger, shock, sadness,
disappointment, fear and the feeling that their lives had been turned upside down (Smit et al.,
2019). In addition, women described the feeling that their lives will never be the same again.
Living under the shadow of death. The study we drew on almost exclusively for our
findings related to recurrence, namely that by Kenne Sarenmalm and colleagues (2009), cast
the experience of a recurrence as “living under the shadow of death” (p. 1119); a phrase
describing the core of the experiences they reported on. These authors explored the
experiences of different women with recurrent breast cancer at various stages of the disease
trajectory (i.e., between 2 and 24 months of diagnosis, between 6 and 36 months since
diagnosis, as well as those in the late stages of the disease). Excerpts in this study reveal the
devastation that women experience soon after receiving their diagnosis: “I feel so terribly sad
that things will never be normal again. Things will never be normal, and that’s awful.” (p.
1121). On a more positive side, however, these authors report that despite their illness, with
time, most of their participants were able to find new meaning as they re-evaluated
themselves and their situation. Specifically, some women reported that the illness helped
them improve family relationships, and refocus their priorities, while others described a
greater sense of appreciation of life. Other participants described the importance of time as
healing in that eventually, their “sorrows and fears faded away”, and “thoughts of dying and
death disappeared” (Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009, p. 1123). From these and previous
findings, it appears that the personal transition process for women with recurrent breast
cancer is complex and intense. However, more research is needed in this area in order to
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further our understanding of what it means to live with recurrent breast cancer. The present
study aimed to fill this gap in the literature.
This section has given an overview of the breast cancer literature, including the main
themes emerging from across studies documenting women’s lived experiences of the disease.
The accounts contained above represent only verbal forms of narrative, the most widely used
method to gather qualitative data. The next section offers an overview of the various other
modalities researchers have used to explore women’s breast cancer stories, thereby
emphasizing the value of moving beyond the verbal, to alternative forms of expression. I
limit this overview to approaches that are relevant to the present study, and omit other types
of study, such as autoethnography, the latter having a different scope. However, in the
following chapter, I provide brief examples of autoethnographers who have studied and
subsequently published their own breast cancer experiences.
Studying Breast Cancer Stories: A Methodological Review
Narratives can be obtained in multiple ways, notably through a greater variety of
modalities beyond spoken forms (Esin, 2017). By exploring the emergence of stories in, for
example, visual forms, and by taking a closer look at the processes in which narratives are
constructed, contemporary narrative research has extended the number of ways that narrative
can be understood (Esin, 2017; Riessman, 1993). In this section, I offer an overview of the
various non-verbal methods researchers have utilized to collect qualitative and/or narrative
data about women’s breast cancer experiences. The use of written expression, including
findings related to participant diaries and expressive writing interventions are also discussed.
This is followed by a special focus on art-based methods, including photovoice and body
mapping, of which the latter formed a central component of the present study.
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Written forms
According to O’Brien and Clark (2012), it could be argued that in order to fully
understand the subjective experiences of an individual living with serious illness, in-depth
interviews would have to be conducted. Seminal examples of such are the studies of Bury
(1982) and Williams (1984). More recently, as O’Brien and Clark (2012) contend,
researchers have sought to explore the meaning of a variety of conditions contained within
narratives through accounts which are less influenced by the research setting and closer to
participants’ daily lives (e.g., Jaffe & Ryan, 2008; Page & Keady, 2010). Foremost among
the methods that can weave in the participants’ everyday contexts while maintaining their
perspective of events, is the use of participant diaries, which is the focus of the next section.
Participant diaries. In the context of research, diaries are used in an active way by
research participants, in which they “actively participate in both recording and reflecting on
their own behaviours” (Milligan, Bingley, & Gatrell, 2005, p. 1882). These authors suggest
the inevitability of such accounts being “written with a certain agenda in mind” (p. 1882),
and that diaries are therefore designed to be understood alongside semi- or unstructured
interviews in order to “allow room for diarists to depict their own priorities” (Milligan et al.,
2005, p. 1882). Plummer (2001) claims that diaries are “documents of life – personal
documents created by an individual to record events, experiences or feelings” (p. 1). Such
forms may include written texts (i.e., diaries, letters), but these can certainly be supplemented
or even replaced with photographs, audio- and video-recordings (i.e., photo/audio/video
diaries; Alaszewski, 2006). Plummer (2001) argues that because such documents “give
‘voice’ to other people” (p. 1), they are very valuable for studying personal accounts of
experiences. While these documents take a variety forms, Plummer (2001) has noted that “the
diary is the document of life par excellence chronicling as it does the immediately
contemporaneous flow of public and private events that are significant to the diarist” (p. 48,
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original emphasis). They can therefore be useful for capturing the meanings respondents
attach to the events in their lives (Milligan et al., 2005).
Unsolicited (personal) diaries make an especially interesting source of data reflecting
the writer’s point of view, argue Milligan and colleagues (2005). This is because such
accounts are made without the additional influence of researchers’ interests or agendas
(Jacelon & Imperio, 2005). In personal diaries, the content is private (generally not intended
to be read by another person) and one can assume that the topics included are important to the
writer, or else they would not be contained within the diary (Jacelon & Imperio, 2005).
Researchers interested in historical or biographical accounts find great value in unsolicited
diaries, for example, the story of Anne Frank and her experiences of the Auschwitz as
captured in her diary (Prose, 2010). In health settings, patients’ diary entries about their
health status provide insight into their experiences of healthcare (e.g., Jones, 2000; Milligan
et al., 2005). Solicited diaries, on the contrary, have a different focus from that of unsolicited
(personal) ones, most notably because they are written with a reader in mind (Jacelon &
Imperio, 2005). In such cases, the writer reflects on issues that are of interest to the
researcher, knowing that the diary will be read and interpreted by the researcher and often by
his or her research team as well (Jacelon & Imperio, 2005). As is customary for research
purposes, and unless otherwise stated, the examples I draw on in the following paragraphs,
have relied on solicited diaries.
The value of diaries for research purposes can be seen in Meth’s (2003) study. While
not related to breast cancer, diaries were used amongst South African women who, over a
period of one month, recorded their experiences of violence. Through the portrayal of
women’s experiences, Meth (2003) demonstrated the value of using diary methods for
researching highly sensitive topics in a way that may be more difficult to approach using
face-to-face methods. Meth (2003) showed that written accounts provided psychological
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relief for some research participants, as one participant aptly remarked: “Writing the diary
was a task I liked to do […] I also felt relieved. It was like a big luggage has been removed
from my shoulders” (p. 201). Diary methods, therefore, “not only offer a means of engaging
in participatory research with vulnerable groups”, they can also provide useful tools for
gathering data that is more sensitive in nature (Milligan et al., 2005, p. 1883).
To offer examples from the breast cancer literature, Emilsson et al. (2012) used diaries
to investigate breast cancer patients’ experiences of support groups while undergoing
radiation therapy. The analysed diaries amongst 28 Swedish participants, revealed the
benefits of sharing experiences with those who are going through a similar illness and
treatment protocol. Hopes and fears about illness and recovery, the value of family and
friends, and feelings related to body image were all expressed in participant diaries (Emilsson
et al., 2012). More recently, in a mixed-methods study, Curtis and colleagues (2014) explored
the subjective responses to stress in Irish women with breast cancer. After the diaries of 30
women with a recent breast cancer diagnosis were analysed, it became evident that women
differed in their appraisal of stressful events as well as in their subsequent coping strategies.
Interestingly, many participants were reported to begin their diaries with a description of
negative emotions related to their diagnosis, however, the final entries were mainly positive
(Curtis et al., 2014). This finding indicates the importance of time in women’s appraisal of
their diagnosis, as well as the potential for personal growth amidst their cancer journey
(Curtis et al., 2014; for research on other subject areas using diaries as a data collection
method, see Bengs, Johansson, Danielsson, Lehti, & Hammarström, 2008; Duncan et al.,
2007; Fisher, 2008; Hayne & Yonge, 1997; O’Brien & Clark, 2012).
While diaries may be selective recordings about aspects of daily life, the location in
which the diary writing occurs is likely to be within the context of the participant’s everyday
life spaces (Bijoux & Myers, 2006). These authors therefore suggest diary methods to be
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comparable to participant observation “in its immersion and integration with daily life
activities” (Bijoux & Myers, 2006, p. 48). Of note, these authors commend the value of diary
methods in its “proximity to the present”, as well as in capturing the “closeness between
experience and the record of experience” (p. 49). Such features reduce the impact of
retrospective accounts and the subsequent reframing of events in light of other events that
have occurred since (Bijoux & Myers, 2006).
Further, it should be noted that the quantity and quality of data provided through diary
methods is likely to differ from data gathered via questionnaire and interview approaches and
might offer a more comprehensive view of the phenomenon under study (Milligan et al.,
2005). For instance, the “temporal nature of the insight” provided by diary methods facilitates
the emergence of more “nuanced narratives with multiple themes” (Bijoux & Myers, 2006, p.
49). These authors argued that the leisurely pace at which diarists can reflect on, and respond
to, their own experiences, thoughts and emotions could partially contribute to this tendency.
Moreover, O’Brien and Clark (2010) maintain that written illness accounts differ from
spoken accounts because they “act as a vehicle for expressing emotions without having to
worry about the effect they may have on others” (p. 1672; see also Carlick & Biley, 2004).
Despite these apparent benefits, and compared to verbal narrative forms of data
gathering, I agree with Milligan and colleagues (2005) that social scientists have generally
failed to take full advantage of the insights and research value that diary approaches can
offer. What is even more surprising, given the decades of medical research using health
diaries (e.g., Banks & Beresford, 1979; Waldron & Eyer, 1975), is the lack of interest in
diary methods among scholars within the field of qualitative health research (Milligan et al.,
2005). Notwithstanding the appeal of participant diaries as a method for in-depth data
collection, to date, diaries have hardly been used as a method to explore women’s breast
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cancer narratives (for examples see Emilsson et al., 2012; Fisher, 2008; Foster, 2012), a gap
this study aims to contribute to.
Expressive writing. Originally developed by Pennebaker and Beal (1986), expressive
writing is a therapeutic method designed to assist with the processing of traumatic life
experiences. Expressive writing has been shown to affect biopsychosocial health factors
across clinical and nonclinical populations (Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005), with varying efficacy
for breast cancer patients of different treatment stages and disease progression (e.g., BauerWu et al., 2007; Henry et al., 2010; Jensen-Johansen et al., 2013; Lu, Zheng, Young,
Kagawa-Singer, & Loh, 2012; Smith, Anderson-Hanley, Langrock, & Compas, 2005).
Notably, Gellaitry, Peters, Bloomfield, and Horne (2010), measured the effects of an
expressive writing intervention on perceptions of emotional support among women treated
for early-stage breast cancer. Expressive writing was found to be associated with a higher
satisfaction level regarding emotional support, compared to that of participants in the control
group (Gellaitry et al., 2010). Research advocating the importance of social support to
women who are adjusting to breast cancer, suggests that expressive writing may be an
affordable technique that could be added to the ongoing care of women with breast cancer
(Gellaitry et al., 2010).
Recently, Gripsrud and colleagues (2016) explored the experience and feasibility of
expressive writing amongst women who had undergone a mastectomy. Seven women
undertook four writing episodes of expressive writing in their homes, followed by semistructured interviews. Findings revealed expressive writing to encourage a release of
cognitive and emotional strains amongst participants (Gripsrud et al., 2016). Moreover, as
impressions about women’s illness experiences became expressions through writing, the
method was said to process feelings and capture experiential variations tied to their new
health status (Gripsrud et al., 2016).
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Letter writing, a technique that can assist patients in their adjustment to recurrent breast
cancer, is another option amidst the varied forms of expressive writing (Rancour & Brauer,
2003). As a healing strategy, the authors undertook a structured intervention in which women
facing body alterations were first counselled, and then instructed to write a letter (as a
homework assignment) to the affected body part, describing their reactions to its impending
loss (Rancour & Brauer, 2003). A case study from one woman’s letter revealed anger and
feelings of grief, which were compounded by an intense sense of injustice about the
impending loss of her breast. In a letter to the breast she was going to lose, she writes: “…I
hate what you are going through. I wonder when the suffering will end. I am just as sorry as
you are to have cancer in me. I will miss you forever and cry a million tears for you”
(Rancour & Brauer, 2003, p. 844). Though reporting on only a single case study in this
article, from their larger pool of findings the authors could confirm that letter writing was
found to assist all female patients in adjusting to the reconstruction of lost breasts. Although
therapeutic goals fall outside the scope of the present study, letter writing as an approach has
powerful therapeutic value. It was therefore necessary to highlight its potential value for
participants facing distressing treatment or an altered body.
While the value of expressive writing techniques cannot be understated (see also
Frisina, Borod, & Lepore, 2004 for meta-analytic findings), the intimacy and proximity to the
subjective lived experience of breast cancer together with the daily narrative accounts that
could emerge through a diary method, drew me to participant diaries as the second narrative
method in the present research. In the next section, I give an overview of art-based techniques
for gathering data, with a special focus on body mapping.
Visual forms
The use of visual methods to visualize, understand and generate meaning from illness
situations is not a recent phenomenon (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012). Some of the earliest works
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of pathology date back to the works of Rembrandt (Marcus & Clarfield, 2002), and
Michelangelo’s sculptures (Strauss & Marzo-Ortega, 2002) which offered a unique lens
through which to view illness, noting, for instance, the artists’ conceptualization and the
historical manifestation of certain diseases such as cancer (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012). Frieda
Kahlo, one of the most important 20th century artists, used art to directly express her pain,
suffering, and sense of alienation (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012). As Budrys (2006) contends: “her
work is the best illustration of her life, thoughts and diseases” (p. 10).
In contemporary health research, critiques of traditional verbal-based methods have
given way to more innovative research methods, stretching the boundaries of academia (Gray
& Kontos, 2015). Increasing emphasis has been placed on “moving research off the shelves
and into practice” (Lenfant, 2003, p. 869), thereby improving its accessibility to patients, not
only practitioners. For these reasons, many qualitative health researchers are employing artsbased methods “not only as a means to bridge the gap between research and practice” (Gray
& Kontos, 2015, p. 1), but also as a way of bringing together the often culturally distinct
worlds of the researcher and the researched (Gray & Kontos, 2015; Samuels, 2007). One of
the most recent innovations in qualitative research has been the use of participant-generated
visual methodologies amongst researchers. Some of the key methodologies involving
research participants have included still photographs, drawings, video diaries, and more
recently, photovoice (Guillemin & Drew, 2010). Though they differ in technique, the
common factor among these approaches is the starting point of being participant-generated
(Guillemin & Drew, 2010). Three areas of visual participant-generated methodologies,
namely photo-narratives (-elicitation), drawing, and artmaking are presented in the next
section, after which the second central component of the present study, namely body
mapping, is discussed.
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Photo narratives. Participant-generated photography has progressively become a
feature of social scientific and health-directed research (Guillemin & Drew, 2010). Its
emphasis on the participant’s active role in the creation of visual images, has generated data
beyond what can generally be captured via more traditional avenues such as interviewing or
focus groups (Guillemin & Drew, 2010; Wang & Burris, 1997). One of the most popular
methods of engaging participants in the generation of visual methodologies, is photovoice, a
participatory action research method which involves participants being provided with a
camera and asked to create a portfolio of images that describe aspects of their everyday lives
relevant to the research topic (Hunt, 2018). Freedom to capture personally selected
mementos, assumes that photovoice allows for the generation of knowledge closely linked to
those aspects of lived experience that might otherwise have been overlooked by researchers
(Guillemin & Drew, 2010; Hunt, 2018). Indeed, since this technique puts participants in
charge of displaying their own circumstances, they are often acknowledged as “coresearchers” (Hunt, 2018). Moreover, this technique prompts participants to “act as recorders
and potential catalysts for change in their own communities” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 369).
In the breast cancer literature, I became aware of only one study that used photovoice
or similar techniques to capture experiences: in Frith and Harcourt’s (2007) U.K. study, 19
women who were set to undergo chemotherapy for breast cancer, were interviewed and then
asked to take photographs during the course of their chemotherapy by using disposable
cameras. The purpose was to capture those aspects related to women’s feelings about their
bodies during this time (Frith & Harcourt, 2007). Participants were given free rein in
deciding what pictures to take, which subsequently yielded a variety of images that carried
personal significance (Frith & Harcourt, 2007). These women were able to take abstract and
symbolic pictures and, in doing so, captured objects to represent experiences or events,
without having to directly depict these as such (Frith & Harcourt, 2007). For example, one
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woman took a photograph of three model airplanes on a small table, and explained the
significance of the image (Frith & Harcourt, 2007, p. 1342) as follows:

That one is (laughs), it was in the days when I was wearing my wig, well I was
wearing a mixture of a wig and a bandana but mainly my wig, and we went to an
air show with my son. We had a beautiful day, the only problem was it was very
windy, and all day long I spent going like this (mimes holding down her wig), and I
drove them nuts, I just drove them mad.

This technique, according to the authors, voiced some emotions, thoughts, feelings and
experiences more easily than what only verbal forms might have done (Frith & Harcourt,
2007). Artmaking (in the form of art therapy and otherwise) is the focus of the next section.
Artmaking. The literature does not provide a universally accepted definition of art,
however, it can generally be considered to be any form of creative expression that can
communicate a message to an audience (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012). Art, as a mode of
expression, can allow one individual to receive the expression of feelings and experiences
from another, which may in turn, elicit similar ones in the recipient (Sabo & Thibeault,
2012). Creative methods in qualitative research have grown bountifully since the mid-1900s,
with the impetus of the growth directed towards facilitating the authentic expression of both
the complex realities of people, and those aspects of people’s lives that concern their
everyday connectivity with others (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012; Zurba, Tennent, & Woodgate,
2017).
Art therapy (a process in which clinically trained art therapists guide individuals in
their visual expression of thoughts and feelings) and therapeutic artmaking (a process in
which therapeutic benefits are achieved through creative expression; see Singh, 2011) have
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been widely used in the context of illness to address a variety of therapeutic goals (Collie et
al., 2006). It is important to note that substantial clinical evidence and a growing body of
research hold that artmaking can have health benefits for adults with cancer (Collie & Kante,
2011; see also Predeger, 1996). Decreased negative emotional states and enhanced emotional
coping (e.g., Puig, Lee, Goodwin, & Sherrard, 2006), boundary strengthening and meaningmaking (e.g., Öster, Magnusson, Thyme, Lindh, & Åstrom, 2007), and the affirmation of
women’s existence (e.g., Collie et al., 2006; Forzoni, Perez, Martignetti, & Crispino, 2010;
Predeger, 1996) are, amongst others, reported therapeutic benefits of making art. People with
diabetes have had similar experiences (e.g., Stuckey & Tisdell, 2010).
Artistic expression seems to have special relevance for women with breast cancer as
some might experience their illness as “inescapably visual” while others may wish to tell
their breast cancer stories in ways that challenge dominant discourses surrounding the disease
(Collie et al., 2006, p. 762). Art therapy has helped women with breast cancer to confront
existential concerns and to manage their experiences of loss associated with a change in
appearance (Malchiodi, 1997; Thibeault & Sabo, 2012). More recently, in a study by Öster et
al. (2007), 20 women with breast cancer who had been randomly assigned to the study group
from a larger sample of 42 (i.e., there were an additional 22 participants in the control group)
participated in an art therapy intervention led by trained art therapists. Findings suggest that
through artmaking and reflecting on their artworks, women were able to validate their own
interpretations and experiences (Öster et al., 2007). In a similar study by Puig and colleagues
(2006), 30 breast cancer patients were randomly assigned to either four sessions of one-onone art therapy or to a waitlisted group scheduled to receive the treatment later (e.g., Puig et
al., 2006). Questionnaires administered before and after treatment showed significant
improvements in a variety of emotional states in the treatment group compared to the control
group, including improvements in anxiety, depression, anger, and confusion. At the end of
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the treatment, women reported that art therapy had enhanced their self-awareness and
connectedness with their feelings, which, in turn, left them feeling happier than prior to the
intervention (Puig et al., 2006). Other studies have also found that women with breast cancer
who participated in art therapy reported that it enhanced their expression of emotions and
facilitated their meaning-making processes (e.g., Collie et al., 2006; Malchiodi, 1997;
Predeger, 1996). The combination of artmaking and art therapy shows promise as a form of
psychosocial support for women with breast cancer (Singh, 2011).
Drawing methodologies are comparably new in the field of qualitative health research
(Liamputtong, 2007). While similar to other visual methodologies, drawing can highlight
other dimensions within health disciplines (Tjelmeland, 2003). It can, for example, be used
for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes in psychoanalysis (Guillemin, 2004a). Previous
research has utilized drawing to explore perceptions of identity (Herth, 1998), as well as
understandings of various illness experiences (e.g., Broadbent, Petrie, Ellis, Ying, & Gamble,
2004; Guillemin, 2004b; Guillemin & Westall, 2008). Pioneering the use of drawing
methodology in health research, Guillemin’s work (1999, 2004a, 2004b; see also Guillemin
& Westall, 2008) comprises a series of studies examining participants’ illness experiences
through drawing. The first contribution was a study of women’s experiences of menopause
(e.g., Guillemin, 1999), the second, that of middle-aged women with heart disease (e.g.,
Guillemin, 2004a), and the third, that of women recovering from post-natal depression (e.g.,
Guillemin & Westall, 2008). Using interviews in conjunction with drawings, the aim of each
of these studies was to investigate participants’ experiences and conceptualization of the
particular illness in question. For example, a participant in Guillemin and Westall’s (2008)
study drew an evocative image of herself captured as a tearful eye, faced towards blackness.
The participant explained the image as follows: “no light, it’s an eye with tears, helpless, me
looking at black” (Guillemin & Westall, 2008 p. 134). A second participant in this study
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drew herself, entirely in black, enclosed in a sealed box, looking despondent and helpless.
Her explanation: “I’m in a box, and I’m alone” (Guillemin & Westall, 2008, p. 134).
Findings such as these indicate that drawing may better assist participants to express their
feelings and the meaning of their experiences (Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a; see also
Guillemin & Drew, 2010).
In the breast cancer literature, two studies, both from the same authors, adopted
drawing as part of the methodology. In the first, Liamputtong and Suwankhong (2015b) used
drawing during in-depth interviews amongst 20 Thai women with breast cancer, inviting
participants to draw images of the meanings and experiences of their condition. Participants
were asked to describe the image once they were done with their drawings. Findings revealed
that women believed breast cancer would lead to death or a shorter life. Women’s feelings of
despair were so strong that they wanted to die upon receiving their diagnosis (Liamputtong &
Suwankhong, 2015b). One woman drew a picture of a flower and her face, with tears flowing
down her cheeks. This participant explained that the flower was a symbol for a beautiful life
(a wish fulfilment), yet, she was feeling lost and afraid (see Liamputtong & Suwankhong,
2015b). In contrast, some women had accepted their breast cancer diagnosis because they had
already lived a long life. Similarly, other women who had lived through various other kinds
of adversity, indicated that they felt emotionally more equipped to deal with breast cancer
than they would have in the absence of previous life stressors (Liamputtong & Suwankhong,
2015b). Coping strategies were also featured in drawings, including meditation and
almsgiving (i.e., providing food to Buddhist monks), which were a common practice.
In their second study, Suwankhong and Liamputtong (2016) explored the experiences
of social stigma among Thai women undergoing treatment for breast cancer. In the same
method of using drawings during in-depth interviews, the authors found that women faced a
variety of complex issues resulting from their breast cancer treatment. This included visible
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signs and effects of treatment, emotional distress, and social dysfunction. Drawings reflected
feelings of social isolation, experiences of functional limitations during recovery from
treatment, as well as feelings of shame brought about by physical changes in their bodies.
One woman, for instance, described the drawing of her body showing only one breast, as
follows: “I am different from others. I have only 1 breast. I am worried that my friends would
be rang kiat (feel disgusted) because I have a bad disease” (Suwankhong & Liamputtong,
2016, p. 217). As with Guillemin’s studies, these findings indicate the value of non-verbal
expression, in addition to language-based data collection methods (see also HellerstedtBörjesson et al., 2015 who used coloured-in printed bodies to capture pain in women
undergoing chemotherapy).
As can be seen from the above discussion, using art in health research to understand
illness suggests that artmaking has special significance for women with breast cancer. Those
who used art acquired a deeper understanding of their own experiences. Art also raised
awareness about various issues related to breast cancer (Collie & Kante, 2010). Collie and
Kante (2010) furthermore argue that “it does not require previous skill or talent to benefit
therapeutically from artmaking”. By possibly being creative for the first time since childhood
can be therapeutic (Collie & Kante, 2010, p. 653). Moreover, there are other methods arising
from the creative arts that are designed to actively use storytelling as part of the process
(Bingley, Thomas, Brown, Reeve, & Rayne, 2008), the aim of which is to interpret the
storytelling aspect of the creative work in terms of, for example, how people make sense of
or gain new perspectives of their illness experience, express a political or personal point or
perhaps engage in a therapeutic process by sharing their illness stories with others (Bingley et
al., 2008; Pennebaker, 2000). The process of body mapping, which is relevant to the present
study, typifies such a method.
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Body mapping. A relatively new artistic method of narrating experiences, namely body
mapping, has recently gained recognition in social scientific research. Body maps can be
broadly defined as “life-size human body images”, whereas body mapping is the “process of
creating body maps using drawing, painting or other art-based techniques to visually
represent aspects of people’s lives, their bodies and the world they live in” (Gastaldo,
Magalhães, Carrasco, & Davy, 2012, p. 5). Body mapping is a kind of storytelling that can be
likened to “totems that contain symbols with different meanings, but whose significance can
only be understood in relation to the creator’s overall story and experience” (Gastaldo et al.,
2012, p. 5).
Body mapping has its origins in South Africa as a form of art-therapy for women living
with HIV/AIDS (Gastaldo et al., 2012). Having evolved from the Memory Box Project (i.e., a
therapeutic method designed for women with HIV/AIDS to record their stories in a
handmade memory box as a keepsake for their loved ones), Jane Solomon (e.g., Solomon,
2008) later adapted this technique to be used as a narrative tool for individuals living with
HIV/AIDS to reflect on their illness experiences. This technique acquired a new meaning and
purpose after the introduction of antiretroviral drugs, which saw a dramatic reduction in HIV
mortality rates (Maina, Sutankayo, Chorney, & Caine, 2014). This increase in life expectancy
opened the door for body mapping as an opportunity to share stories of hope and coping with
the disease (Maina et al., 2014; see also MacGregor, 2009). Furthermore, Solomon, (2008)
who developed a facilitation guide, had been training facilitators internationally since then.
More recently, Gastaldo and colleagues (2012) expanded on Solomon’s (2008) work and
developed a more comprehensive facilitation guide to assist in the “creation and analysis of
the rich visual and oral qualitative data that body maps, and body mapping, provide as
products and processes, respectively” (p. 6).
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According to De Jager et al.’s (2016) systematic review of body mapping studies, the
technique has been used in a variety of ways and across a wide array of contexts, including
that of a therapy and community development tool (e.g., Ebersöhn, 2015; Ferreira, Ebersöhn,
& Mccallaghan, 2010). Body mapping has also been applied in the contexts of psychological
trauma (e.g., Santen, 2014, 2015), psychological evaluation (e.g., Ebersöhn, Ferreira, Van
Der Walt, & Moen, 2016), and in health settings (e.g., Ludlow, 2014; Orchard, Smith,
Michelow, Salters, & Hogg, 2014; Stevens & Le Roux, 2011). Body mapping as storytelling
has been developed as a research method by Gastaldo and colleagues (2012). This method
allows research participants to disseminate their stories of hope and empowerment in the
wake of life-threatening disease (e.g., Davy, Magalhães, Mandich, & Galheigo, 2014;
Devine, 2008; MacGregor, 2009). Appendix B details some of the ways body maps find
relevance both within and outside research settings.
Of importance to the present study, is that, through body mapping, participants can
engage in the contribution of data in a creative manner, one that extends beyond the
boundaries of, for example, surveys or standard interviews (De Jager et al., 2016). According
to these authors, this positively affects data gathering because it “mitigates the imbalance in
power between researcher and participant, whereby the researcher decides upon questions,
which are posed to [the] participant” (p. 11). Indeed, by negating such imbalances, body
mapping creates a space in which to explore issues that are difficult to discuss. It allows for
the observation of experiences that are perhaps obscured or disguised (De Jager et al., 2016).
As such, “body mapping allows for a deeper level of reflection on experience than a shorter,
verbally-based interview and is likely to facilitate the emergence of richer information” (De
Jager et al., 2016, p. 11).
The most recent studies in which body mapping was used as a methodological tool
include Boydell et al. (2018), who explored the experiences of youth with psychosis, as well
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as Lys, Gesink, Strike, and Larkin (2018), who explored sexual interventions for indigenous
youth. Finally, in Wallace et al.’s (2018) study, body mapping was used to explore the
reproductive and ethno-physiological beliefs and knowledge of contraception in Timor-Leste,
where high rates of maternal mortality and fertility are significant public health challenges.
However, to the best of my knowledge, no published research at the time of this writing has
explored women’s breast cancer stories through the process of body mapping (see De Jager et
al., 2016; Rivas-Quarneti, Magalhães, & Gastaldo, 2018 for systematic reviews). This serves
as motivation why I employed body mapping as a central methodological tool in capturing
women’s stories of breast cancer. I utilized body mapping as a research tool to gain an indepth understanding of women’s subjective experiences of breast cancer, complementary to
that of the interview and the diary methods (I discuss my methodology in Chapter Five).
Chapter Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the literature on women’s breast cancer
stories, thereby revealing the complexity of their experiences and associated challenges.
Although a breast cancer diagnosis and treatment affect women on multiple levels, including
their quality of life, their family- and social lives, as well as their self-images, the experience
of breast cancer remains unique to the affected individual. Notwithstanding the vastness of
the qualitative and narrative literature exploring women’s breast cancer experiences, research
on the recurrence of breast cancer is underexplored. Moreover, there is a need to move
beyond verbal accounts of experience to include multimodal applications. In the following
chapter, I take a closer look at narrative inquiry. The discussion of narrative as a theoretical
position includes a presentation of the most prominent scholars in the study of illness
narratives.
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CHAPTER THREE
NARRATIVE WAYS OF KNOWING: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

Having briefly introduced the concept of narrative in Chapter One and provided an
overview of the narrative landscape of breast cancer in Chapter Two, this chapter focuses on
the fundamentals of narrative inquiry as a theoretical position. The undertaking of a narrative
research study not only requires an outline of the theoretical contours of such an inquiry, but
it also holds me accountable to the community of narrative researchers. Delineating the
theoretical positioning associated with the present study is therefore necessary before
formally introducing my study. This chapter aims, in the first place, to orientate the reader by
locating the narrative turn (Chase, 2018). It highlights some of the mechanisms by which
narrative, as a mode of inquiry, is said to have reached “maturity” (Chase, 2018, p. 946). It
also offers the reader a brief orientation to narrative inquiry which serves to clarify the
epistemological and ontological positioning adopted in this study. This is followed by an
overview of key narrative theorists who, owing to their seminal works, have become
authorities in the field of illness narrative. The final section in this chapter encompasses the
rationale for the interpretive framework I used to understand breast cancer stories in this
research. It involves a discussion of Frank’s (1995) narrative types, including some of the
critiques levelled against his approach.
The Narrative Turn
Over the past 50 years, a substantial number of researchers preferred a narrative mode
of inquiry as a useful tool to understand human experience rather than a “predominantly
logico-scientific” one (Larson, 1997, p. 455). Scholars refer to this shift as the “narrative
turn”, the province of which is situated under the label of qualitative research. This model
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opposes positivism9, which emphasizes evidence and proof. Positivist science, in attack of
qualitative research, describes it as “an attempt to legislate one version of truth over another”
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2018, p. 40). While many researchers may contend that their research has
always involved the practice of narrative inquiry in one way or another, it was not until late
in the 1980s that a series of publications10, as reviewed by Murray (1998), demarcated
narrative as a specific method of inquiry. As Murray (1998) suggests, these works provided
an alternative conceptual framework to positive modes of inquiry, which in turn, generated
considerable interest and discussion.
Today, narrative inquiry is flourishing (Chase, 2018). The widespread interest in
narrative, however, is not accompanied by any consensus regarding the way it can be
described or how it should inform theory and method (Levy, 2005). Arguably, its diversity of
application poses the greatest difficulty for a precise definition of narrative (both in terms of
what can be called “narrative” and the particularities of narrative inquiry; Chase, 2018). The
reluctance of many to define narrative is perhaps related to the intersection between narrative
and a variety of disciplines, including, among others, psychology, sociology, education, and
history (Brown, 2017; Woods, 2011). In an earlier assessment of the state of narrative
inquiry, Chase (2011) details a wide array of forms and sites of narrativity. For example,
narratives may be elicited or heard in interviews, during fieldwork, or in naturally occurring
conversation. Some find narratives in speech units as small as brief utterances that speakers
and listeners treat as meaningful, or in short, topical stories about a particular event or
specific character. Others view narratives as something that occurs across long passages of
time, such as one’s entire life from birth onward (Holstein & Gubrium, 2012). Still others
9

Positivism is the name for the philosophical tradition which recognizes only that which can be empirically verified through,
for example, mathematics/logical proof and experimentation, as a means of explaining phenomena and aspects of social
reality (Smelser & Baltes, 2001). At the root of positivist methods is the aim of offering causal explanations of social,
behavioural and physical phenomena (Smelser & Baltes, 2001).
10
Foremost amongst these publications as listed in Murray (1998) are 1) Bruner’s (1986) Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, 2)
Sarbin’s (1986) Narrative Psychology: The Storied Nature of Human Conduct, and 3) Polkinghorne’s (1988) Narrative
Knowing and the Human Sciences.
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consider narratives of large social forms (e.g., narratives of political events and those which
call for social change; Catalano & Creswell, 2013). Given the variety, it is hardly surprising
that the study of narrative is ubiquitous in the social sciences.
In the latest edition of The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research (Denzin & Lincoln,
2018), Chase (2018) revisits the field of narrative and states that the narrative concept has
reached maturity. She specifically refers to the diversity and expanding definition of narrative
and narrative inquiry. She makes mention of, for instance, the way in which narrative
researchers have challenged the assumption that narratives are found primarily in oral and
written forms (see Chapter Four for a more detailed discussion). Despite the prevalence of
narrative as a tool to study human experience, there appears to be a relative unanimity that
“narrative does not merely list what happens”, but that narrative expression connects events
or experiences in meaningful ways (Meretoja, 2014, p. 89). Moreover, an individual’s
narrative, regardless of precise definition, is assumed to be “coextensive with their subjective
experiences” (Woods, 2011, p. 2). In the following section, I discuss the theoretical
underpinnings of narrative inquiry, including the common assumptions held by narrative
theorists about meaning-making, forms of representation, and narrative identity.
Positioning Narrative Inquiry: Epistemology and Ontology
Much qualitative research is based on an interpretivist11 epistemology in which the
researcher adopts an empathetic stance to the phenomenon under study and gives priority to
subjective accounts of informants (Blanche, Durrheim, & Painter, 2006). While there are
many forms of qualitative research, and many shaped by associations with concepts of

11
Interpretivism is the name the philosophical tradition which argues that it is possible to understand the subjective meaning
of human action in an empirical manner (Schwandt, 2000). The common features of an interpretivist stance are to view
human action as meaningful, to adopt an empathetic stance in trying to understand human action, and to emphasize the
subjectivity of the individual being studied (Schwandt, 2000).
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interpretivism (Cudworth, 2014), what I found particularly relevant to the exploration of
breast cancer stories are three major aspects of narrative, which I briefly outline below.
Firstly, building on what was briefly mentioned in Chapter One, narrative inquiry
focuses not only on the subjective experiences and stories of individuals (Parker, 2004), but
also provides an understanding of how human beings make sense of their world
(Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000), and develop their identity in relation to experience. As
Somers (1994) posits, it is through “narrativity that we come to know, understand, and make
sense of the social world” (p. 606).
Secondly, tellers share their illness experience with others through narrative (Sowińska,
2018). This aspect references the co-construction of narrative which forms part of the
narrative inquiry process. Although much qualitative research is characterized by positions
that require reflexivity and the process is contextual as well, the micro-contextual coconstruction between narrators and listeners is particularly embedded in narrative work: “the
notion of ‘story’ always entails ‘audience’ as well as ‘storyteller’.” (Squire, 2005, p. 93).
Murray (2000) holds similar assertions, namely that the character of the story will depend
upon the interaction between the narrator and the audience, as well as the broader social and
cultural context.
Thirdly, exploring illness narratives is important for understanding identity construction
and change in identity due to illness (Hydén & Bülow, 2006; Sowińska, 2018). In the
recounting of events that are painful or disturbing, narratives are said to integrate or address
such challenges by adding coherence to the experience (Hydén, 1997; Sowińska, 2018). Such
narratives have the potential to perform “narrative repair” for damaged identities (see
Nielsen, 2014 for a comprehensive discussion on narrative repair). Riessman (2015) calls this
process “knitting together ruptured identities” (p. 1057), a process which entails creating
something new through narrative, rather than merely representing a lived experience. To me,
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these aspects offered a way to understand not only subjective experiences, but also how
individuals represent their experiences in story form. This representation, in turn, may also
influence the way the said individuals understand their own experiences.
Expanding on the points above, I wish to highlight additional aspects about narrative
and storytelling which have important implications for conducting narrative research. Firstly,
narratives can be at least two things at once (Frank, 1995, see also Kleinman, 1988): they can
be both personal and social stories. We reconstruct ourselves both as individuals and as
members of the communities in which we live (Richards, 2012). Thus, “human stories are not
static, meanings of experiences shift as consciousness changes” (Riessman, 1993, p. 66). The
consequence of this dynamic nature of narrative is that each story represents one possible
version of the events in question (Shafer, 1992). This is where a discussion about narrative
becomes somewhat slippery: is it adequate to say that the “story ‘covers’ the events of a life?
But what is coverage? Are not omissions also important?” (Bruner, 1987, p. 14). Riessman
(1993, p. 65) posits that “[p]lots are not innocent; they have agendas hidden in them that
shape what gets excluded and included”. Currie (2010) argues more bluntly that narratives
provide information via representations of experience, and while much of what is being told
is often not true, they may not, as with fictional narratives, be presented as true. Offering an
additional insight, Hydén (1997) suggests that to earlier generations of social scientists, the
emphasis was not on narrative per se; rather it was on the understanding that could be
generated about the “reality ‘behind’ the narrative” (p. 50). Echoing Bingley and colleagues’
(2008) assertion, the study of narrative is less concerned with accessing factual accounts than
with understanding the meanings that are created. An important function of narrative is
therefore a “sense-making exercise” for the speaker, regardless of the truth-value of these
accounts (Bingley et al., 2008, p. 657).
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Finally, implicit in the discussion above, are specific assumptions of narrative identity
(also adopted in the present study), which are briefly listed here: a) identity is not static or
fixed, but context-related, b) wider societal and cultural discourses influence the process of
identity formation, and c) an individual can have a myriad of identities (including
contradicting identities; Georgakopoulou, 2007; Sowińska, 2018). However, as suggested in
earlier paragraphs, underpinning narrative inquiry is the ontological position that
“informants’ stories do not mirror a world ‘out there’” but that they are “constructed,
creatively authored” and inherently laden with personal assumptions and interpretations
(Riessman, 1993, pp. 4–5). For the purpose of this study, I want to emphasize two features of
how narratives are understood in terms of the literature reviewed:
1. Narrative and storytelling are ways of making meaning; and
2. Through the telling of stories, people are involved in acts of self-representation.
This brief overview of narrative inquiry and the theoretical position which underpins
the approach, is followed by a discussion about illness narratives as a sub-genre of narrative
inquiry, in which theoretical approaches to understanding illness narratives and the individual
meanings which may be contained in such accounts are emphasized.
Understanding Illness Narratives and Illness Meanings
Over the last few decades, the social sciences have moved away from a biomedical
understanding of illness. This has been accompanied by the development of research
methodologies that have allowed the voices of ill people to be heard; not only represented by
others (Richards, 2016). Offering an insider’s view of people’s own experience of disease,
the study of illness narratives has become prominent in research as a kind of “counternarrative” to the biomedical narrative; the latter viewing sick people as a set of symptoms
(Richards, 2016, p. 233). Illness narratives have moreover been described as a powerful
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method for human expression and meaning-making in the context of suffering or trauma
(O’Brien & Clark, 2010).
Meaning-making, in the context of illness narratives, has been described by Collie et al.
(2006, p. 762) as “an ongoing process of storying”, a process that enables one to “create and
maintain a coherent life story”. Taylor (cited in Lam & Fielding, 2003) argues that the
construction of meaning can usually be related to answering two key questions. The first
being: “why did the event happen?” (p. 127). Asking this question may also include a search
for its significance or sense of purpose (Collie et al., 2006; see also Frankl, 1966). Indeed,
trying to find a reason for a disease can help individuals re-establish a sense of control over
their lives (Lam & Fielding, 2003). The second question: “what does my life mean now?”
(Taylor, cited in Lam & Fielding, 2003, p. 127), relates to the way in which individuals
manage to integrate the event into their individual lives, thereby trying to make sense of the
event. Cultural discourses certainly have an impact, both in the shaping and constraining of
meaning (Frank, 2002; Kleinman, 1988; Mishler, 1986). In the next section, I discuss three
seminal illness narrative theorists, outlining the possible ways illness narratives can become
meaningful units of expression.
Theoretical frameworks suited for uncovering illness meanings
Narrative typology. Frank’s (1995) well-known theory of illness identifies three
categories, or “narrative types”, specifically arising from illness narratives. A narrative type
is “the most general storyline that can be recognized underlying the plot and tensions of
particular stories” (Frank, 1995, p. 75). Frank (1995) begins with a restitution narrative. The
plot of the restitution narrative follows the basic storyline: “Yesterday I was healthy, today
I’m sick, but tomorrow I’ll be healthy again” (Frank, 1995, p. 77). The underlying
assumption of people who tell a restitution narrative is therefore that their illness is a
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temporary disruption to life; the story is ultimately about returning to health. In contrast to
restitution, Frank proposes the chaos narrative, which “imagines life never getting better”
(1995, p. 97). Events told generally lack a specific sequence of timing about events (i.e., lack
of narrative order), which Frank (1995) and Thomas-MacLean (2004) contend, make these
narratives difficult to discern. Since the plot of a chaos story is very often told in a
fragmented nature, with little or no linear sequence of events, Frank (1995) refers to chaos as
“non-plot” (p. 97). Quest, the final narrative type Frank (1995) puts forward, sees illness as a
condition from which something can be learned and this learning can be passed onto others
(Frank, 1998). Illness is seen as a journey and an opportunity for something to be gained
through the experience. The quest narrative type is further subdivided into various subtypes,
which Frank (1995) describes as: 1) the automythology, a story of personal transformation, 2)
the memoir, a story in which the insights gained through the experience of the illness become
incorporated into the teller’s life, and 3) manifesto, a story that advocates for others and
carries demands for social action.
Frank (1995) is widely cited for his influential writings on storytelling in illness
contexts (Thomas, 2010) and his narrative types have been used as a framework for
understanding narratives in the context of several illnesses. For example, his narrative types
have been used to study individuals with multiple sclerosis (e.g., Vijayasingham, 2018),
physical disability after a spinal cord injury (e.g., Smith & Sparkes, 2005), individuals living
with epileptic or nonepileptic seizures (e.g., Rawlings, Brown, & Reuber, 2018), living with
diabetes (e.g., Lucherini, 2019), as well as breast cancer narratives (e.g., Howard et al., 2007;
Koutri & Avdi, 2016; Thomas-Maclean, 2004). First-person narratives of women with breast
cancer reveal several restitution stories, a few excerpts of which are offered in order to situate
this narrative type in the context of the broader literature. For example, in a study by
Gonzalez and colleagues (2016), one woman remarked: “I found I was quite lucky, removed
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the tumor, went through chemo and I was as good as new.” (p. 24). An excerpt from ThomasMacLean’s (2004, p. 1651) study reveals a woman’s need to wear a breast prosthesis in order
to appear ‘normal’: “Now I’m the same as everyone else.” Similarly, in her autoethnography,
Greenhalgh (2017) describes a restitution narrative: “It is now two years since my last
infusion of chemotherapy. I was indeed made well; a recent check-up showed N.E.D. (‘no
evidence of disease’).” (p. 354; for more examples see Collie, 2003; Dickson, 2011; Fallbjörk
et al., 2012; Howard et al., 2007; Jarvis, 2015; Kaiser, 2008; Koutri & Avdi, 2016; Kressler,
2014; Thibeault & Sabo, 2012; Tighe et al., 2011).
In Howard et al.’s (2007) study, a chaos narrative was apparent in the storyline of
“never-ending fear and suffering” (p. 274). One woman in their study reported: “Having that
problem [breast cancer] was a time ﬁlled with fear and suffering for my family, and we
worried about what would happen, and thought I might not survive […] and it is very hard to
talk about” (p. 274). Thomas-MacLean (2004) describes several women’s speech in her study
as flowing remarkably smoothly until they begin to speak of their breast cancer diagnosis, or
the impact of the diagnosis on their family. One woman described her reaction to her
diagnosis (p. 1651):

Knowing that I had had cancer and then, I like, it’s always on your mind, any little
thing that goes wrong (pauses). And, um (pauses) now this is my, I had a biopsy
yesterday and that’s my third biopsy. Luckily two of them were fine, this one is
99 per cent okay (pauses) and, uh (pauses) so I won’t know until next week, and
then, (voice becomes inaudible).

In other examples Thomas-MacLean (2004, p. 1652) reports verbal stockpiling, which
may be considered characteristic of chaos narratives as well as sentences that “jump from one
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sub-topic to another” (for more examples of chaos narratives please see Banning & Tanzeem,
2013; Blow et al., 2011; De Boer & Slatman, 2014; Drageset et al., 2011, 2016; Gonzaga,
2014; Howard et al., 2007; Kaiser, 2008; Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009; Koutri & Avdi,
2016; Nanton et al., 2016; Roaldsen, Sørlie, & Lorem, 2015; Salander et al., 2011;
Sandaunet, 2008; Smith & Sparkes, 2005).
Quest narratives are perhaps more familiar to Western culture than other narrative types
in that most published illness narratives are quest stories (Frank, 1995). Couser (1997) argues
that some quest narratives “may be viewed as doing important cultural work in the act of
writing [the writers] seek to enhance others’ chances of survival and to support them by
sharing their experiences” (p. 37). An example of this kind of quest narrative comes from two
female medical professionals and academics, Greenhalgh (a general practitioner) and
O’Riordan (a breast cancer surgeon), who both regard themselves as breast cancer survivors.
Their book, The Complete Guide to Breast Cancer, had as its purpose the helping of other
women through their breast cancer experiences: “We wrote this book because we want to
help people with breast cancer.” (Greenhalgh & O’Riordan, 2018, p. 5). Featuring elements
of a memoir, topics covered include their own stories of breast cancer, coping emotionally
with cancer, the science of breast cancer treatment, coping with the changes during and after
treatment and a variety of other life domains that are commonly affected by breast cancer.
From a slightly different perspective, Constanzo’s (2014) autoethnography describes how her
breast cancer journey taught her to “be a better doctor” (p. 1100) because she chose to see her
breast cancer as a transformational experience. Her mastectomy caused an existential crisis,
as she realized, uncomfortably, that “no advanced degrees could save my breast; no keynote
address could ensure I’d be spared further bad news” (p. 1100). At the end of her story,
which was really the start of her paper, Constanzo claimed a new identity (see Frank’s 1995
automythology): “being a patient made me a better person and a better doctor.” (p. 1100; for
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examples of women’s lay quest stories of breast cancer in the literature, see Dickson, 2011;
Howard et al., 2007; Kaiser, 2008; Thibeault & Sabo, 2012; Thomas-MacLean, 2004).
Illness experience and biographical concepts. Bury (1982) suggested that the onset of
an illness can have a devastating impact on an individual’s biography and identity (Saunders,
Bartlam, Artus, & Konstantinou, 2018). Contemporary studies of breast cancer narratives
have commonly drawn on Bury’s (1982) concept of a biographical disruption (e.g.,
Hammoudeh, Hogan, & Giacaman, 2017; Koutri & Avdi, 2016; Lewis et al., 2015;
Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a; Martino & Freda, 2016; Sinding & Wiernikowski,
2008; Trusson et al., 2016). As briefly mentioned in Chapter Two, Bury (1982) regards
terminal illness as an experience “where the structures of everyday life and the forms of
knowledge which underpin them are disrupted.” (p. 169). He also (Bury, 1982, 1991)
suggests that, in the unfolding of a chronic illness, three events take place.
Disruption. Firstly, the disruption brought about by illness results in individuals
experiencing a disruption in their lives, their identities and in what they thought these would
entail. Bury (1982) refers to this as the “breaching of common-sense boundaries” (p. 169). In
the breast cancer literature, for instance, a woman in Blow et al.’s (2011) study revealed the
loss of personal control over her life and its expected course: “Everything is going the way it
is supposed to be going, and then all of a sudden it’s not.” (p. 1322). Similarly, upon
receiving her diagnosis of breast cancer, a participant in Edmonston’s (2006) study stated:
“In one brief moment my world, as I knew it melted, and instead of feeling secure and safe, I
felt alone and afraid.” (p. 269). As mentioned in Chapter Two, such accounts are most
commonly reported after a diagnosis is made (Smit et al., 2019).
Re-examination of assumptions and identity. Secondly, individuals re-examine their
lives and taken-for-granted assumptions about the self, their behaviour and the world in
which they live (Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a). This is when individuals might
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question why the event happened in their lives, with phrases such as ‘why me?’ (Liamputtong
& Suwankhong, 2015a). Sontag (1978) adds that “why me?” is a common response for
people who learn that they have cancer, and this can also mean “it’s not fair” (p. 38). Indeed,
several accounts in the breast cancer literature reveal women’s attempts to locate answers for
why the disease had entered their lives. Some women question their lifestyle choices (e.g.,
Ashing-Giwa et al., 2006; Kwok & White, 2011; Lam & Fielding, 2003), others considered
themselves to be of low risk for developing breast cancer (e.g., Burton, 2017; Trusson, 2013;
Whitfield, 2017), still others ascribed their illness to a higher authority with a feeling that
they are being punished (e.g., Daniels, 2011; Edmonston, 2006; Sorajjakool & Seyle, 2005).
Mobilization of resources. Thirdly, the disruption usually leads to the mobilization of
resources which may include physical, social, cultural, financial, or medical resources (see
Williams, 2000). Bury (1991, p. 462) also distinguishes between various coping “styles” and
“strategies” individuals adopt while adjusting to their illness. “Style” refers to the way people
respond to their illness (recall my discussion of illness appraisal in Chapter Two), and
“strategy” to what people do while facing their illness. Rather than using the phrase ‘coping
strategies’, Bury (1991, p. 462) prefers to use “strategy” and “strategic management”
interchangeably, to describe the greater degree of calculated decision-making and
consciousness required, compared to that of normal, everyday living.
Since Bury’s (1982) original work, scholars have extended his theory within the
context of breast cancer to include aspects of liminality (e.g., Trusson, 2013; Trusson et al.,
2016), arguing that further disruptions occur after treatment has ended, not only when the
person becomes a patient. In addition, Liamputtong and Suwankhong (2015a) have also
extended Bury’s theory to include the culturally-based resources the participants in their Thai
study drew on to manage their “biographically disrupted experiences of breast cancer” (p.
1088). In doing so, they brought together two areas of scholarship that had, up until that
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point, remained distinct, namely Bury’s (1982) concept of a biographical disruption and
studies of religious practice among individuals with cancer. The next discussion comprises an
overview of the final narrative theorist considered in this section: Arthur Kleinman.
Illness narratives and illness meanings. In his influential work, The Illness
Narratives: Suffering, Healing and the Human Condition, psychiatrist and anthropologist,
Kleinman (1988) deals with chronic disorders and asserts the importance of meaning in
medicine. Although a great deal of Kleinman’s research has been in the field of cross-cultural
psychiatry, his work has significance for illnesses and the practice of medicine more
generally (Berger, 1990). Much of Kleinman’s work centres on establishing a model of
patient care that involves the reconsideration of caregiving and its place in medical
institutions (Kleinman, 2015; see also Gaines, 2016). Illustrating the failure of contemporary
medicine to promote caregiving as being attuned to the patient as an individual, not just as a
set of symptoms, Kleinman (2012) emphasizes the need for physicians to understand the
ways patients view their own illnesses, thereby enabling the provision of more effective and
empathetic healthcare. In advocating for a patient-centred approach in medical settings which
acknowledges the idiosyncrasies of individual meanings attached to illnesses, Kleinman
(1988) identifies four levels of illness meaning, each of which will be discussed in brief. The
understanding is that they are not mutually exclusive categories but operate in often
simultaneous and complementary ways (see also Berger, 1990). He first distinguishes
symptom as meaning, involving the individual meaning attached to a symptom. While some
women might immediately associate their breast symptom with cancer, others might appraise
it differently. For instance, in a study by Eide (2007), a woman attributes her breast symptom
to old age: “I had a nipple that was pointing down a little. I thought that it was old age
sagging.” (p. 49).
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The second level Kleinman (1988) calls cultural significance as meaning. By this, he
asserts that the illness experience is shaped by culture, not only in how it is perceived and
coped with, but also how it relates to the social positions we occupy, and society’s selection
of “approved illnesses” (Kleinman, Eisenberg, & Good, 2006, p. 141). From this perspective,
an illness cannot be understood in isolation from its social construction (Jarvis, 2015). For
example, a woman in Öster et al.’s (2007) study reports feeling guilty for being on sick leave
while undergoing breast cancer treatment owing to certain expectations placed on her: “I feel
somehow that I am not allowed to be as lazy as this, although I am on sick leave.” (p. 285).
Evans, Shaw, and Sharp (2012) contend that narratives may have a particularly powerful
effect in situations where individuals feel compelled to act braver or stronger (for the sake of
others) than what they may feel. In these authors’ study, for instance, engaging narratively
about their experiences, women were allowed to express the more vulnerable aspects of
themselves and could let go of the moral imperative to present themselves as “coping well”
or having a “ﬁghting spirit” (Evans et al., 2012, p. e18).
At a third level of illness meaning, Kleinman (1988) refers to the significance of the
illness in terms of the individual’s life world. That is, the illness is integrated into personal,
interpersonal and social aspects of daily living, including relationships, work, leisure, selfimage, and personality, among others. As with Bury’s (1991) model, examples of illness
meanings at this level might include coping styles and support systems. Widely referenced
resources in the breast cancer literature include getting information about breast cancer,
denial of the diagnosis, the use of support structures such as family and friends, support
groups, as well as religion as coping mechanisms. As I have previously discussed the latter
two already, the following coping strategy serves as an example of the former: “…I wanted
to know as much as I could about it [breast cancer]” (Foster, 2012, p. 86). The following is an
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example of participant denial: “I wanted to bury my head in the sand and just forget this was
happening” (Dickerson, Alqaissi, Underhill, & Lally, 2011, p. 1474).
The fourth level of Kleinman’s (1988) model refers to the explanation and emotion as
meaning, including explanatory models, interpretations and connected emotions of the
affected individual, as well as those who live alongside him/her. This level describes
Kleinman’s (1988) widely cited distinction between a disease, bounded within the context of
diagnosis, treatment and medicine, and an illness, the latter encompassing the way in which
the disease is responded to and lived through by the individuals and their loved ones (recall
the distinction in Chapter One). Studies exploring breast cancer narratives have used this
distinction more extensively (e.g., Evans et al., 2012; Overcash, 2004) than his model of
illness meanings (see Belizaire, 2015; Berger, 1990 for examples of how his theoretical
model has been applied).
Although the theories discussed above are not exhausting the social theories potentially
salient for understanding illness narratives, they represent theoretical frameworks which are
commonly used to understand meanings contained in, or expressed through, illness
narratives. The following discussion not only supports my using Frank’s (1995) narrative
types, but it also includes criticisms of his approach.
Rationale for using Frank’s (1995) Narrative Types
To me, Frank’s (1995) approach proved the most appropriate theoretical lens to adopt
in the present study, a decision which was both methodologically and theoretically informed.
In terms of the former, the methodological motivation for using Frank’s theory was not an a
priori decision but developed as a possible interpretive lens resulting from the stories I
encountered. Noting how Frank (1995) draws attention to tensions between coherence and
chaos – a phenomenon I observed in certain stories – I became intrigued by his understanding
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of illness experiences which became helpful in answering the research questions: 1) what are
the subjective experiences of women with recurrent breast cancer? and 2) what are the
meanings they attach to their experiences? Classifying illness stories according to Frank’s
(1995) typologies was not intended to “simplify their complexity” or view them as “static and
readily classifiable” (Thomas-MacLean, 2004, p. 1648). While I did not exclusively rely on
Frank’s (1995) theory to understand the breast cancer stories in the present research, I used
his typologies as listening devices to navigate through the overwhelming amount of data I
collected.
With regard to the theoretical motivation, the narrative typologies Frank (1995)
presented, though often subject to critique (discussed later in this chapter), offered (to me at
least) a more comprehensive way of understanding others’ illness stories, than, for example,
Bury’s (1982, 1991) or Kleinman’s (1988) approaches. Frank’s (1995) typologies include not
only narrative types, but within the narrative types he details aspects of how ill people relate
to their bodies and to other people in the context of their illness, and how, for example, the
degree of control experienced by the individual when facing their illness can be seen through
in the stories that emerge.
In his new edition of The Wounded Storyteller, Frank (2013) reveals his surprise at how
little of his initial ideas about illness narratives has changed. He maintains that the text itself
has not been revised, only the preface and the afterword (Frank, 2013). Moreover, the stories
he encountered in the years after publishing the original text did not replace the ones he
originally drew on, stories which, he remarks, “continue to resonate in [his] thinking,
defining illness for [him]” (Frank, 2013, p. xii). Arguably, however, illness narratives and
particularly breast cancer narratives have continued to proliferate since Frank’s (1995) ideas,
thereby opening avenues for different experiences, and accordingly, different narrative types.
It should be noted that Frank (1995) was duly aware of the possibility of new narrative types,
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stating that “other types of narrative can and should be proposed” (p. 76). In a note he
suggests a fourth possibility, a political/environmental narrative where the ill person presents
their illness as a result of toxins originating in a specific industry (Chapter 4, note 2). Yet,
because of his intention behind the narrative types as listening devices, he argued that
positing more than three seemed less helpful (Frank, 1995). Notwithstanding, some scholars
have answered the call and two suggestions have been made. These are briefly discussed and
expanded on in the next section.
New narrative types?
An early suggestion of a new narrative type has been made by Thomas-MacLean
(2004). This author found that women who told restitution narratives, also spoke about
experiences that were outside the restitution domain. Some women, after having undergone a
mastectomy, felt the same, yet, simultaneously different, than before. Wearing breast
prostheses or having a breast reconstruction could not fully disguise the loss of a breast (see
also Ziliaskopoulou, 2010). Thomas-MacLean (2004) states that although the loss of a breast
does not guarantee a complete return to a pre-cancer state, women may experience a partial
return through the help of breast prostheses. To this end, she contends that aspects of
narrative in which breast prostheses and the appearance of one’s chest are foregrounded,
would be better classed as “reconstruction narratives” (p. 1651). In suggesting that a
reconstruction narrative, rather than a restitution narrative, could contribute to a deeper
understanding of such breast cancer stories’ underlying structures, Thomas-MacLean (2004)
argues that “such a plot line would involve similar elements of diagnosis, and treatment, but
rather than returning to health, only some semblance of this prior state is both achieved and
recognized” (pp. 1655–1656). I believe that her idea of a reconstruction narrative very closely
resembles that of the liminal narrative type proposed by Koutri and Avdi (2016). It also
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focuses rather narrowly on a specific part of the breast cancer experience and does not
necessarily relate to other illness experiences. Since Frank’s (1995) narrative types were not
intended to function as listening devices among one specific illness experience, I argue that
they should continue to be perceived and used as such: general genres (or categories of)
illness experiences.
Furthermore, while not suggesting an additional narrative type per se, ThomasMacLean (2004) makes a valid point in highlighting the possibility that restitution is not
always desired when women are attempting to return to life after having had breast cancer.
She states that, while restitution in these instances may not be possible due to the dominance
of a fear of recurrence, some participants in her study described disappointment after
completing treatment. She does not specify the reason for their disappointment, however, the
possibility exists that the transition from being in active treatment to survivorship may pose
difficulties of its own. For instance, it is possible that women may come to rely on the
support and care they have received from healthcare providers during their, usually very
difficult and sensitive, treatment time (Smit et al., 2019). Alternatively, Powers, Gullifer, and
Shaw (2016) assert that during active recovery from treatment, women may find themselves
confronting emotional issues caused by their cancer experiences. The point to be taken is that
Frank’s (1995) ideas do not seem to account for the vastness of some experiences of illness,
an assertion that receives full explanation in Chapter Nine.
More recently, the suggestion of a second new narrative type comes from Koutri and
Avdi’s (2016) study on liminality in breast cancer. Their analysis of breast cancer stories
revealed four narrative types, one of which differed from those described by Frank (1995)
and elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Howard et al., 2007; Thomas-MacLean, 2004). The
narrative type Koutri and Avdi (2016) specifically base their paper on, is suggestive of the
concept of liminality (recall my discussion in Chapter Two), which recognizes that women
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with breast cancer may develop a new identity state following diagnosis, and, that this state
may last several years. The implicit presence of the illness, as typified by a fear of recurrence,
distinguishes this narrative as the proposed liminal type. I do believe that Frank (1995)
assigned a special place in his understanding of illness for the chronically ill, who, like those
recovering from cancer, are never truly rid of the disease: this place is called the remission
society, and while not defined by him as a narrative type, it houses those who are neither ill,
nor well, leaving them somewhere in-between the kingdoms of the well and the ill (see
Sontag, 1978).
“Remission society” describes those, including Frank himself, who are effectively
well, but could never be considered cured. He regards the often-invisible nature of such
experiences as one in which elements of sickness and health constantly shade into each other.
I suspect that the fluidity of this condition compromises its usefulness as a listening device.
Instead of the binary, sick or well, the experience of those in remission society cannot be
easily defined as exclusively either, but it can be considered representative of each to varied
degrees. My views on the proposition of this ‘new’ narrative type are based on the findings
of, as stated in later chapters, this research (please refer to Chapter Eight for the relevant
findings and Chapter Nine for a discussion). It should be noted, however, that the aim of
using his approach was not to excavate new narrative types. My illumination of types of
stories was intended to enhance my understanding while remaining cognizant of the
possibility that new theoretical insights about breast cancer might very well be derived during
the process, thereby adding to the current understanding of Frank’s (1995) work.
Criticisms of his approach
Frank’s (1995), as with any text, must be interpreted critically. I wish to acknowledge
three areas of criticism and, in turn, offer my views on the matters raised. Firstly, Frank’s
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(1995) primary position is that “sooner or later, everyone is a wounded storyteller” (p. xiii).
He is implying that when illness befalls us, we will automatically have a story to tell.
Drawing on the findings of Thomas-MacLean (2004), there may be situations in which an
encounter with ill people will not lead to the emergence of a narrative. Indeed, ThomasMacLean (2004) wrote that in the context of Frank’s (1995) narrative types, one of her
participants’ story “is missing” (p. 1655). Arguing that her breast cancer story lacks a
discernible plot line, and that it is neither coherent nor chaotic, Thomas-MacLean (2004)
contends that the absence of this participant’s story is striking in comparison to others. She
maintains that this participant not only responded negatively to most of the interview
questions, she also displayed an indifference to her breast cancer experience, indicating that
her mastectomy was no different from her seven other operations. The absence of any lasting
effects due to having breast cancer, was further conveyed in her reference to family members
who had died as a result of cancer; rendering her own experience seemingly unimportant
(Thomas-MacLean, 2004). This is the only account in the literature I have come across in
which a participant seems to neither have a discernible story, nor the interest to construct one.
Frank’s (1995) position has been critiqued to assume the “primacy and good of narrative”
(Chase, 2018, p. 949) and that every illness, at some point, calls forth a story. However, in his
later paper, Frank (1998) writes about deep12 illness. He contends that the person’s own view
of their illness directs the narrative and that the deeper the illness, the more pressing the
narrative: “The deeply ill person is the immediately needy one, and this person’s story
deserves primary attention”. (1998, p. 200). It could therefore be argued that the “missing”
story in Thomas-MacLean’s (2004) study is indicative of someone who is perhaps not
“deeply ill” in Frank’s (1998) terms, and their story, less imminent. It is, therefore, important

12

Frank (1998) defines those who are deeply ill as follows: “illness is ‘deep’ when perceived as lasting, as affecting virtually
all life choices and decisions, and as altering identity.” (p. 197).
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to take cognisance of the possibility that not every ill person or interviewee has a story to tell
when solicited.
Expanding on this first critique, Woods (2011) is critical of the suggestion that “selfexpression through narrative is fundamentally healthy and desirable” (p. 5). This author
builds on a Strawsonian critique against Frank and others’ celebration of illness narratives, a
stark reminder that “explicit narrative self-articulation is natural for some”, but “highly
unnatural and ruinous” in others (Strawson, 2004, p. 447). Strawson takes his argument one
step further, suggesting that in the latter case, “it almost always does more harm than good”
(2004, p. 447). Similar critiques are given by Behrendt (2017), who describes an aversion to
illness narrative being labelled an “antidote to the bad effects of illness.” (p. 50). Although
Frank (1995) potentially foresaw such critiques, I believe he would have remained in defence
of “narrative exceptionalism” (Frank, 2010, p. 665; often called “narrative essentialism” by
his critics; Chase, 2018, p. 949). This position holds that “narrative is distinctive among
human capacities and distinctly necessary for human flourishing” (Frank, 2010, p. 665).
Frank (2010) contributes to this discussion, defending his position that “illness is an occasion
for stories […] because illness fractures the patterns that hold lives together. Telling stories is
essential to creating new patterns, in which illness now has a place” (p. 52). I take a more
neutral position than both Frank and his critics: I am in agreement there is no hard and fast
rule that engaging narratively about one’s experiences, especially in the context of illness, is
necessarily going to be desired or beneficial for the individual teller. I do, however,
emphasize that there may be extraordinary benefits in engaging narratively about one’s
illness experience. Indeed, I am of the opinion that identities may very well be shifted
positively as a result of engaging narratively about one’s experiences, especially when
identities are already (potentially) vulnerable as a result of illness. Therefore, I am primed in
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favour of the potential for healthy and desirable effects of narrativizing one’s illness
experiences but remain cautious that it may not be the same for everyone.
The second point of criticism is related to Frank’s (1995) suggestion that “illness
narratives can only take a finite number of narrative forms” (Woods, 2011, p. 75). Aware of
the risk of oversimplifying the process of storytelling, suggesting that stories somehow ‘fit’
one type or another, Frank (1995) argues that the three underlying narrative types are not
intended to depreciate the originality of the unique stories told by individuals. Rather, he
suggests that these narrative types should be used as listening devices; as an aid for listening
to the ill (Frank, 1995). Moreover, he argues that no actual story conforms exclusively to any
narrative type (Frank, 1995). Instead, to explain this point, he references patterns in a
kaleidoscope: one moment, the story takes on a certain form, then, the next, the pattern
changes and the story takes on a different form (Frank, 1995). As mentioned, Frank (1995)
was aware that other narrative forms may exist and that these should be proposed. Hence, I
believe that Frank’s (1995) insistence that his typology be used as a listening device for
illness stories and nothing more, suffices to address critics who challenge his narrative types.
I do, however, understand the risk of using his narrative types as the only interpretive lens in
a narrative project. It is also risky to use his typology to sieve out the narrative threads and
arranging them according to pre-determined plots without working through the stories from
the ground up. This, however, is a methodological issue, one that I address in Chapter Five.
The point I would like to argue is, firstly, that Frank’s (1995) narrative types should by no
means be accepted uncritically as an exhaustive explanation of illness experience, and,
secondly, that the story, not the theory, should lead the analysis.
The final point of criticism draws on Paul Atkinson’s (1997) paper, Narrative Turn or
Blind Alley? In an ongoing debate about illness narratives, Atkinson’s (1997) first concern is
with the implied notion that narrative somehow grants us unmediated access to an
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individual’s inner world. Atkinson (1997) argues that other sociological research methods are
as effective at capturing experiential data that is valid and real (Thomas, 2010). I believe that
Frank’s (1995, 1998, 2010) reasons for studying narratives and for his treating narrative and
storytelling as “exceptionally exceptional” (2010, p. 665) have much in common with my
earlier discussion about narrative epistemology and ontology: Frank (2010) argues firstly,
that stories are a means and medium through which people come to learn who they are, and
secondly, that stories locate people with respect to others. In other words, stories are
important for identity construction, both a personal and a social identity. Thirdly, stories
represent a kind of work that involves creative agency; the storyteller combines and adapts
the narrative resources made available to them. I agree with Frank’s (2010) position that
narrative is distinct, both in terms of what it is able to do for and with people (see also
Bochner, 2001).
Atkinson’s (1997) second concern is one of methodology in that he finds Frank’s
(1995) work “often difficult to engage systematically” (p. 338). Responding directly to this
claim, Frank (2000) contends that “perhaps the point is not to engage it systematically but to
engage it personally” (p. 355). What Frank (2000) is implying is that analysis comes second
to the sharing of stories, commonalities and the building of relationships through storytelling.
Frank’s (1995) position is not one of methodology and analysis, but of ethics. Indeed, Frank’s
(1995) discussion on narrative ethics in the second to last chapter of his book indicates
precisely his preoccupation with narrative ethics which practices an “ethics as first
sociology” (see Frank, 2000, p. 355). Frank’s (1995) concern is primarily directed towards
the care and moral action of responding to ill people’s stories, or as Atkinson (1997, p. 338)
writes, being “committed to the construction of narrative morality”. The challenge with
Frank’s (1995) position on an “ethics-first” sociology surfaces as it meets analysis. Frank’s
(1995) narrative types propose a theory about illness experience, and promote an ethics-first
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manner of engaging the narrative event, but in my view, they also offer a method of analysis,
and this is not always clear-cut or easy to follow (hence my discussion on narrative analysis
in the following chapter). Atkinson (1997) claims that Frank’s (1995) work, as an analytical
tool, posed challenges. Frank (2000), in return, made an ethical counter-claim. After studying
Frank’s (1995) work, I tend to agree with Frank (2010) that stories should not be treated like
any and every social act. I also agree that the listener has an ethical responsibility to the story
and the storyteller (I discuss my ethical position in more detail in Chapter Five). However, I
also agree with Atkinson (1997) that Frank’s (1995) work, as an analytical tool, is somewhat
challenging to engage with.
Atkinson’s (1997) final concern is once more related to methodology: he does not
entirely dismiss Frank’s (1995) ethical bias but contends that his work lacks methodological
rigor. In a later paper, Atkinson (2005) insists that there is a “need to continue formal
methods and formal analyses precisely because they allow us to grasp the complex order of
representation, action, organisation and meaning that constitute contemporary social life”
(original emphasis; para. 23). Atkinson (2005, para. 24) advocates for a “sense of order”
when undertaking investigations into social life. This, to me, is a form of reductionism that
will inevitably strip a story from its intrinsic properties (co-construction, identity
construction, meaning generation, creative agency, fluid changes in story form, multiple
voices etc.). In my view, stories should not be analysed in a manner that discards the nuances
that emerge from context of the telling, as these form part of the process of co-construction
characteristic of any, if not all, interactions (see Chapter Four for a discussion on coconstruction). I therefore disagree with Atkinson’s (1997, 2005) position on methodology in
the context of Frank’s (1995) typology for understanding illness stories.
Criticisms notwithstanding, the second edition of The Wounded Storyteller, and the
large number of scholars who have cited Frank (1995) pose evidence that his work is still
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relevant. It is to be expected that new experiences will cause new narrative types to arise, the
relevance of which is discussed in more detail in Chapter Nine. I conclude this chapter by
offering my theoretical position.
How I am Using Narrative
My approach is in agreement with a key theoretical positioning of narrative inquiry,
namely that subjective accounts are the objects of interest which, in turn, are contextuallydependent. Relatedly, I share the view that a person’s identity is dynamic; that it is
continually being constructed and reconstructed. I believe that ill people’s stories do not offer
access to unmediated truths about experience, but that stories are saturated with personal
biases and value-systems which, in turn, have been influenced by wider societal and cultural
inputs. I also believe that illness narratives are being told differently at different times and
under different circumstances. Echoing Collie (2003), I believe that storytellers do more than
simply recount experiences; that, at any given moment, they could make meaning for
themselves, whether it be solidifying their identities, reinterpreting or reorganizing these into
their lives, or even positioning or repositioning themselves in relation to larger discourses
(i.e., societal or culturally-infused discourses). Within a research context, informants have the
freedom to present themselves and their stories in whichever way they choose. I believe that
narratives are pre-eminently co-constructed. I also believe that the co-construction of
meaning via narrative deserves to be expanded, in lieu of which narrative as a method is
extensively addressed in the following chapter. This includes an overview of the various
narrative analytical methods, distinguishable from qualitative methods.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I positioned the study of narrative theoretically. I offered an overview of
the epistemological and ontological assumptions of narrative inquiry as clarification of the
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fundamental principles on which my study was based. Pioneering theorists of illness
narratives showcased the various, yet often overlapping, theories of illness which have
assisted narrative researchers for decades in their understanding of the meanings contained in
illness stories. I substantiated the reasons for choosing Frank’s (1995) narrative types over
that of other theorists’ conceptual works. After discussing the most important criticisms
levelled against Frank’s work, I also posed my views. Finally, my own position on narrative
inquiry acted as the background to the formal presentation of my study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
NARRATIVE AND VISUAL METHODS
In this chapter, I present and reflect upon my use of narrative as a method. Included in
this discussion is an introduction to visual narrative methods and the concept of participatory
production, which formed a part of this research. A general, but concise overview of the
differences between narrative- and qualitative research includes the tabulation of the main
narrative analytic techniques. The intention is not to review the literature regarding the said
analytic techniques, but to rather introduce the key methodological learnings that informed
this research as well as the challenges I faced while using narrative as a method. In providing
this discussion, my aim is to circumvent the pitfall of using narrative indiscriminately to
describe any account, object or performance without properly explaining how it is narrative
(Chase, 2018). I begin with a methodological synopsis on the study of narrative and the key
distinguishing factors of this approach. This is followed by an introduction of visual narrative
inquiry before concluding the chapter with a short discussion on participatory approaches.
Narrative Inquiry: Marking the Methodological Terrain
As briefly discussed in the previous chapter, following a series of “narrative turns”
(Tamboukou, Andrews, & Squire, 2013, p. 1) across several disciplinary fields, narrative has
become an increasingly popular approach and has acquired a high profile in the social
sciences. Navigating through the plethora of overview texts about narrative research and
analysis, narratively-themed collections of essays, and the increasing number of books that
describe narrative according to a specific disciplinary field, it might seem that most social
researchers have, in some way, employed narrative methods as part of their research
(Tamboukou et al., 2013). However, despite its appeal and diverse application, narrative
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research is challenging. Moreover, the way narrative needs to be conducted remains under
much dispute (see Bingley et al., 2008; Riessman, 2008; Wong & Breheny, 2018 for
overviews on narrative methods).
Not all qualitative research is narrative
While narrative research is qualitative research, not all qualitative research can be
regarded as narrative (Overcash, 2003). These two methods can be distinguished as follows:
firstly, narrative research essentially deals with stories. It has been designed to either generate
or work with stories (Bingley et al., 2008). What counts as stories, varies, and may
encompass any media, from speech, writing, and visual materials, to stories emerging from
daily activities (Tamboukou et al., 2013). Secondly, narrative analysis includes several
techniques. It offers varying levels of engagement with narrative data (some techniques are
described below; Bingley et al., 2008). Furthermore, although narrative researchers draw on
some insights from general qualitative analytic strategies (e.g., semiotics, hermeneutics,
conversational and discourse analysis), narrative analysis – and there is no one method –
prioritizes human agency and imagination (Riessman, 1993). Narrative is therefore well
suited to studies exploring identity and subjectivity (Riessman, 1993). Under the broader
rubric of qualitative research, narrative inquiry is most clearly distinguished through its
attention to methods for analyzing and understanding stories (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007). The
remainder of this section is therefore dedicated to a discussion of narrative analysis.
Narrative analysis. In Chapter Two I gave an overview of the numerous studies
exploring women’s breast cancer narratives. These studies were not limited to those using
narrative analysis, but included studies using more general qualitative techniques as well.
Wong and Breheny (2018) see the lack of detail in the description of the analysis process as
problematic in that it often jumps to the conclusion at end of the study, emphasizing the value
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of narrative analysis in relation to the understanding of identity and society, without
including much detail of how the analysis was conducted. The tendency to misrepresent the
concept of narrative in research emerges when only general qualitative analytical techniques
are applied to narrative data, instead of also paying attention to narrative analysis (Wong &
Breheny, 2018). This section aims to clarify the ambiguities regarding narrative- versus
nonnarrative analysis, together with the overlap between the two approaches. It is therefore
necessary to outline the differences between qualitative analysis as applied to narratives and
“narrative analysis” more precisely.
General methods of qualitative analysis (e.g., thematic and content analysis) may be
used to interpret narratives (Bingley et al., 2008; e.g., narrative interviews are, of course,
qualitative data; Greenhalgh, Russel, & Swinglehurst, 2005). In narrative analysis, specific
analytic techniques are devoted to narratives only (Bingley et al., 2008). Biographical
accounts such as the Biographical-Narrative-Interpretative-Method (BNIM; Wengraf, 2001)
and genre analyses such as Frank’s (1995) narrative types, are examples of specific narrative
analysis methods in which aspects such as content, structure and form (Bingley et al., 2008)
are considered. However, Riessman (1993) notes that “[n]arrative methods can be combined
with other forms of qualitative analysis” (p. 70).
Narrative analysis is informed by theory. There is considerable variation in the
methodological assumptions that inform strategies of narrative analysis, of which the former
are very often related to the home discipline of the researcher (Riessman, 2001). For
example, Linde’s (1993) theory of narrative coherence was developed to examine certain
aspects of content, structure and form of narratives; specifically, life stories. This view was
built on the assumption that “a life story is something most people have, something they have
created, and something that, for both personal and social comfort, must be created in a
coherent fashion” (Linde, 1993, p. 3). Labovian narrative techniques (e.g., Labov, 1972;
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Labov & Waletsky, 1967), contrary to that of Linde’s (1993), are more restrictive. In this
tradition, narratives are viewed as brief stories that are organized around specific characters
in which past events are told in linear order (Alvarez & Urla, 2002). In this view, there is
neither a fixed category (or categories) of identity, nor any truth or identities behind the
telling (Rogers, 2007).
Frank’s (1995) narrative types, the final example I draw on, has already been discussed
(see Chapter Three). Frank’s (1995) method of analysis, contrary to those of Labov (1972;
Labov & Waletsky, 1967) and Linde (1993) not only includes the variety of content, speech
style, and plot sequences in illness stories, he uses them to identify underlying meanings that
may be present in an illness story, if told in a specific way. Frank (1995) also offers readers
insight about the way ill people tend to relate to their bodies, to their illness and to other
people. This includes the extent to which they perceive to have control over their lives as a
result of their illness. His theory about illness experiences directly informed the way in which
he differentiated between different genres as well as the underlying meanings of the
narrator’s experience (Bingley et al., 2008). Since Frank’s (1995) approach considers all
three aspects (content, structure and form) within an illness narrative context, it seemed a
suitable strategy to adopt for my analytical method. Table 4.1 summarizes the key narrative
analysis methods used in healthcare settings.

Table 4.1. Examples of key narrative analysis methods adapted from Bingley et al. (2008).
Key data analysis foci

Type of

Analytic procedure

analysis
Content of narratives

Life-

Focus is on the timelines or ‘life-grids’ of a

grid/timelines

biography. Developed by Atkinson (1998),
this technique provides quantifiable,
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descriptive content and helps in the facilitation
of recall in the exploration of a life story.
Thematic

This method overlaps with the traditional
thematic analyses adopted by qualitative
researchers; emphasis is placed on the content
of stories, ‘what’ is said more than ‘how’ it is
said. Riessman (2008) details how this method
inductively creates conceptual groupings from
the data and suggests that data are typically
thematically organized in a typology of
narrative themes or storylines.

Structure/form of

Structure/form Labov and Waletsky’s (1967) approach

narratives

emphasizes the way in which a story is told.
The focus is on structure and form. The
approach entails six separate elements: 1)
abstract (summary of story), 2) orientation
(background information), 3) complicating
action (the clause that provides chronology) 4)
evaluation (what the event meant to the
narrator), 5) resolution (how the story ended),
and 6) code (final remarks about the story as
given in the present).
Holistic

Mishler (1986, 2005) described an approach
which emphasizes the structural components
of language used (syntax and semantics), the
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meaning of what is said, and how the
interaction between the narrator and the
listener is reflected in the narrative. Lieblich,
Tuval-Mashiach, and Zilber (1998) later
expanded this approach to consider aspects
related to narrators’ experience of sociocultural-economic factors. The story is seen as
a performance in which the narrator reworks
events (for either therapeutic purposes or for
sense-making) as part of the process.
Biographical-

The most formal structural analysis has been

Narrative-

developed by Wengraf (2001), which he

Interpretative-

applied to life-story interviews (concerned

Method

with biographical events). This approach

(BNIM)

examines structure and considers possible
connections between different versions of the
same biography.

Content/form/structure Coherence

Linde’s (1993) approach examines the

of narratives

narrator’s descriptions and expressions of
belief systems as seen within their historical
and cultural context. The narrative linkages are
then explored via the identification of causal
or explanatory connections between events
drawn on by the narrator (i.e., through
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recalling specific events such as early
childhood).
Genre

Frank’s (1995) approach identifies specific
plot sequences, described as “genres” or
“narrative types” (restitution, chaos, quest).
These are used as listening devices to uncover
underlying meanings of the narrators’ illness
experiences within their socio-cultural context.
The focus is on language style, story-form and
content.

Narrative truth?
I want to conclude this section by addressing narrative truth: the reality ‘behind’ the
narrative (as it applies to any narrative material, not only to verbal accounts). I have raised
this topic in a previous discussion already (see Chapter Three). I agree with Riessman (1993)
on a number of points regarding narrative truth. Firstly, researchers do not have direct access
to informants’ experiences; “we deal with ambiguous representations of it” (Riessman, 1993,
p. 8). Secondly, individuals may tell very different stories about the same event, and the
context in which this occurs, as well as the values of the narrator, invariably affect the telling
(Riessman, 1993). I am therefore in agreement with Riessman (1993) who states (my third
point) that the construction of an account should vary, especially when the said account
concerns complex or troubling things. This is arguably because the past is selectively
reconstructed; individuals may choose to exclude experiences that may go against certain
identities they wish to claim (Riessman, 1993).
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The previous argument begs the following question: if stories are only distortions
(albeit rather interesting ones) of action and experience, why do people want to tell stories to
communicate to others what happened to them? (Mattingly, 2000). What is the purpose if
narrative (storying the experience), removes people so far from their lived experience?
Rosaldo’s suggestion (cited in Mattingly, 2000) to preserve the idea of stories being
experience-near is useful, purely because informants often experience them as such.
Regarding narrative ‘truth’, Bold (2012) argues (and I agree), that, since the existence of truth
in stories (any story) is questionable, narratives cannot be judged by their ‘truthfulness’.
Riessman (1993, p. 65) substantiates this notion, claiming that “[t]rustworthiness, not truth is
the key semantic difference”. Trustworthiness is the practice of placing enough rigor in
qualitative research methodology to ensure sufficient confidence and validity in the results
such that the research may be replicated and expanded upon (Morse, 2018). Truth assumes a
seemingly “objective reality”, whereas trustworthiness “moves the process into the social
world” (Riessman, 1993, p. 65). Narrative researchers therefore have less interest in the truthvalue of narratives than in those aspects of lived experience the storyteller chooses to share.
Both ordinary and extraordinary moments of living are eligible for narrative expression
(Ingraham, 2017). Indeed, Toolan (2012) holds that everything people do, can be seen, cast
and recounted as a narrative. Through such narratives, big and small, we learn a great deal
about our informants and the world they live in (Georgakopoulou, 2006). The next section
focuses on visual narrative inquiry which includes a reflection on my position in this
component of the research.
Composing a Visual Narrative Inquiry
Rather than mistakenly presenting the visual as something novel, I write this section
from an awareness of the long-held concern with visual and creative works across disciplines
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(see Mannay, 2016) and of the value visual methods can have for the researcher and the
researched. When the attention shifted to visual modes of representing experience in the
landscape of narrative inquiry13, the focus was on “the potential for the visual to enhance and
illustrate the more important verbal text” (Johnson, 2004, p. 424). Visual data, more readily
than written or verbal data, have the capacity to capture the audience, possibly eliciting an
emotional response in the process (Bold, 2012). This author (Bold) therefore warns against
the discarding of visual data because of their inherent subjectivity and potential for multiple
interpretations. The next discussion depicts visual research as one posing its own set of
challenges.
In Chapter Two of this dissertation, I revealed how researchers exploring breast cancer
have already taken strides towards composing multimodal inquiries, where the emphasis has
shifted beyond spoken narrative, to include other modalities, such as writing and visual
expression. The examples I drew on, including some of those cited in our metasynthesis,
relied on combinations of visual-verbal or written-verbal narratives, with the intention of
using non-literal forms to enhance the verbal text. However, there is a serious complication
with the use of non-literal forms, and this has to do with what Pierce (cited in Eisner, 2008,
p. 9) called the “precision of representation”. The precision of representation refers to the
relationship between the referent (the item that a word/phrase/object stands for), the symbol,
and the interpretant. This triad is designed to describe a connection between a symbol and
how it is described (Eisner, 2008). Radley (2009) posits a similar connection between works
of illness, the creator of the work, and the audience: narratives of illness need to represent the
experience of the illness contained in the narrative, to a third party. This is only achieved

13

De Mello (2007) describes the ways in which art has been brought to narrative inquiry and presents the studies by Bach
(1998) who used photography and conversations, Duarte (1996) who chose the short story as an artistic tool, Telles (1997,
2004, 2005) who explored how art objects such as photography and theatre performance function as devices for triggering
shared reflection among teachers, and Mickelson (1995) who used art as a tool to make sense of the stories told by mothers
of boys with behavioural disabilities.
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when the third party is brought together with the author in relation to the narrative. Eisner
(2008) argues that the more scope is allowed for personal interpretation of the work being
referred to, the less referential precision is achieved. If, however, we take the view that the
overriding function of arts in narrative research is not necessarily to provide a precise,
unambiguous referent for a specific object/symbol, but rather that its major function is to
deepen and make more complex conversation about such objects/symbols that are depicted,
then the need for consensus on what is signified might be less important (Eisner, 2008), as is
the need for having a consensus in the first place. I adopted the latter approach for this study,
which, incidentally, also happens to be in line with the overall reasons for using visual
components in narrative research.
I draw on Bach (2007) whose definition of visual narrative inquiry states it as an
“intentional, reflective, active human process in which researchers and participants explore
and make meaning of experience both visually and narratively” (p. 283). Visual narrative
inquiry can be regarded as synonymous with the term, arts-informed research, “a form of
qualitative research in the social sciences that is influenced by, but not based in, the arts
broadly conceived” (Cole & Knowles, 2008, p. 59). These authors describe the central
purpose of arts-informed research to be the enablement of a richer understanding of human
experiences through (perhaps) less conventional processes and representational forms of
inquiry. Moreover, they state that arts-informed research blends the use of language, visual
methodology, and performing arts, together with the extensive possibilities given by
academia and research (Cole & Knowles, 2008). Arts-informed research therefore “redefines
research form and representation”, thereby explicitly challenging positivism as the only
acceptable guide to explaining human behaviour (Cole & Knowles, 2008, p. 59).
The application of artistic or visual production to effectively disclose personal
experiences, requires (variably so) an integration of skills, knowledge of techniques and
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familiarity with the materials themselves (Eisner, 2008). Creating visual narratives to reflect
individual experiences may, if not familiar with the process, require some assistance or
facilitation, as was the case in the present study. In the following section, I introduce my role
as facilitator of the artmaking process that comprised a component of this research.
Creating (our) images: Participatory productions
Firstly, the difference between research-initiated productions and participatory
productions needs to be clarified. Research-initiated productions, according to Mannay
(2016), position the researcher as the image-creator. This is contrary to that of participatory
productions, in which the researcher functions as participatory facilitator, and participants are
seen as active within the research process. Within the latter category, there is an attempt to
produce research with participants, rather than collect data from them (Mannay, 2016). As
mentioned in previous chapters, the visual component of the present study involved the use of
body mapping (Gastaldo et al., 2012). As with other creative visual methodologies, body
mapping “offers participants a means to communicate ideas, experiences, meanings, and
feelings” (Gastaldo et al., 2012, p. 10). These authors’ comprehensive framework clearly
describes the role of the facilitator (please see the next chapter for a detailed discussion) as
one of participating in the image production process (i.e., participatory production). This may
comprise of technical assistance and joint interpretation of the participants’ works of art:
“Facilitator and participant discuss visual representations of ideas […] and jointly interpret
what is being said visually” (Gastaldo et al., 2012, p. 18). As discussed in the following
chapter, body mapping is indeed a co-constructed process, not only in terms of the generation
of meaning, but also in the visual representation of participants’ experiences. The challenges
posed by such an undertaking deserves elaboration.
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In this study, I drew on both Rose’s (2016) guidelines towards a critical visual
methodology and Mannay’s (2016) overview of participatory productions to understand some
of these challenges. Rose (2016) suggests that the meaning of an image is made at four sites:
1) the site of image production, 2) the image itself, 3) the site of circulation, and 4) the site of
audiencing. These four sites, as I understand it, are areas where the meaning(s) contained in
the visual image could be penetrated by other aspects that arise from the (unnatural) research
environment. Some of these aspects centre on ethics and are necessary to acknowledge. With
regard to the site of production, it is important to keep in mind that the circumstances of
production may contribute towards the product, of which the facilitation of the body mapping
workshop and the space within which the image was created, are two examples. Should body
mapping be the purpose, the image (itself) should not be viewed as formal art, but as
narrative (a story). This makes the formal properties of art irrelevant. However, what does
become challenging, is the aspect of ‘giving voice’. The question of whose voice is being
spoken and whose voice is being heard, is a recurring issue for participatory researchers
(Mannay, 2016). Thus, an awareness of the researcher’s ‘intrusive presence’ in the
production of the image is vital (Mannay, 2016).
The site of circulation refers to the post-production technological space in which the
image or visual object is carried from one location to another. This includes alterations such
as film editing, framing, laminating art, etc. all of which contribute to how the image/visual
object is moved and presented (Rose, 2016). In the present research, the intention is to
laminate and, eventually, exhibit the participants’ body maps at a public institution
(participants’ permission and the necessary ethical clearance are already in place). The fourth
site, audiencing, requires an awareness that the implicit presence of an audience (whether at
the site of production or at future occasions) has the potential to impact the image and what it
contains. It therefore stands to reason that the image (what is seen) and its audience (who will
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be doing the viewing) are implicitly part of the storying process. As viewers, it should be
acknowledged that ‘our seeing something’ does not eliminate the subjective feelings
associated with such observations (Mannay, 2016). However, Rose (2016) suggests that these
subjective feelings should be as much a part of understanding images as the interpretation of
their meaning.
An additional challenge in a participatory approach may arise when the researcher’s
own moral framework shapes the research activity. For example, Rose (2016) points out that
visual research methods are very often participatory, and that researchers who advocate
participatory methods usually do so because of the potential of these methods to empower the
people who take part in the process. Researchers working with marginalized or oppressed
communities view participatory research as a means of equipping their participants with new
skills, thereby adding to their confidence, to either display their narratives in public, or to
influence others (Rose, 2016). Researchers need to guard against the possibility that their
personal commitment to their participants may become an ethical issue if, for example,
participant anonymity is not maintained (Rose, 2016).
The potential effects of narrative on the teller and the listener/viewer/reader outweighed
the challenges posed by a participatory approach in my study. On the one hand, I considered
Radley’s (2009) notion that an engagement in participatory research (and its creative visual
expression) would be conducive to the storyteller and the recipient becoming ‘one with the
narrative’; interpreting visual material according to the recognition of the experiences being
shared (Johnson, 2004). Moreover, co-creating research data with participants offered an
opportunity to engage with them and their stories at a deeper level than what merely
collecting data from them would have. On the other hand, I considered the potential effects of
participatory research on the teller. Since narrative represents an opportunity for a
reconstruction of identities in relation to varying contexts (please see Chapter Three), I
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understood that body mapping could potentially create a space of “multivoicedness”,
whereby an image produces only one out of several possible versions of the same story
(Johnson, 2004, p. 424). Only this time, the various ‘I’s’ would be visually represented. I
nevertheless acknowledge how this may also be potentially harmful for the participant
(please see Chapter Five). Finally, I was guided in my decision by the need to use an
approach that had not previously been used amongst breast cancer patients, thereby
contributing methodologically to the literature.
Chapter Summary
This chapter formed the backdrop to my research methodology as presented in Chapter
Five. It established narrative inquiry as distinct from the broader methodological terrain of
qualitative research and highlighted key aspects of a narrative approach. Finally, I aimed to
introduce the reader to the subject (including the challenges) of a participatory, visual
narrative inquiry, a concept that is rather new to health research. The next chapter comprises
my research methodology.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXPLORING THE MULTIMODAL NARRATIVES OF TWELVE SOUTH
AFRICAN WOMEN WITH RECURRENT BREAST CANCER
In this chapter, I present my methodology. I begin by outlining the gaps in the literature
and how I sought to address these gaps in this research. Thereafter, I present the procedure I
followed, including a description of the research site, participant recruitment, data collection,
and data analysis. I conclude the chapter with the ethical considerations associated with the
present study.
The Present Study
The present study addresses four gaps in the literature.
First, there is a dearth of South African literature exploring the subjective experiences
of women with breast cancer. As such, the present study sought to add to the small body of
South African literature by exploring the stories of South African women with breast cancer.
Second, many qualitative studies have explored the experience of breast cancer from
various perspectives, specific populations, such as a certain culture or demographic, or
aspects associated with specific disease stages (e.g., at diagnosis or survivorship; Smit et al.,
2019). To date, very little literature has documented the experience of breast cancer
recurrence (see Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009 for a qualitative example; see Kenne
Sarenmalm et al., 2007; McEvoy & McCorkle, 1990; Northouse et al., 1995 for quantitative
examples), making this my first reason for selecting recurrent breast cancer patients as my
study sample. The second reason pertains to the challenges associated with having a
recurrence. As mentioned, the return of breast cancer has been shown to be even more
distressing than the initial diagnosis, yet, it remains comparably underexplored. The present
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study therefore contributes to understanding this understudied aspect of a breast cancer
trajectory (Smit et al., 2019).
Third, in the majority of qualitative and narrative studies, the gathering of information
has mostly been done via verbal methods, such as interviews or focus groups. The present
study sought to add to the literature by triangulating three narrative methods, namely that of
verbal, written and visual. The present study is, to the best of my knowledge, the first to offer
a triangulation of narratives amongst a sample of breast cancer patients. Furthermore, no
published studies have used body mapping to explore women’s breast cancer stories, thereby
offering a second methodological contribution to the existing body of literature.
Finally, it has been established that Frank’s (1995) narrative types have made an
important contribution to the way researchers listen to and understand illness stories.
However, few have used his work as an interpretive framework to understand breast cancer
stories (see Howard et al., 2007, Koutri & Avdi, 2016; Thomas-MacLean, 2004; Trusson et
al., 2016 for prominent examples). I used Frank’s (1995) narrative types to understand the
breast cancer stories of South African women with recurrent disease, while appreciating the
possibility of new narrative types emerging and being expressed across multiple modalities.
The focus of the present research was therefore both methodologically- and theoreticallydriven. I pursued the following, specific aims in my endeavour to address the gaps in the
literature:
Study aims and objectives
Using a qualitative, two-phased exploratory design, I aimed to explore the breast cancer
narratives amongst women with recurrent disease. In an effort to gain an in-depth
understanding of women’s experiences, I aimed to triangulate verbal- (i.e., narrative
interviews), written- (i.e., solicited participant diaries), and visual narratives (i.e., body
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maps). I therefore aimed to provide a rich description of stories told by women living with
recurrent breast cancer. To achieve these aims, I pursued the following, specific objectives:
1) to explore the subjective experiences of women with recurrent breast cancer by
using a multimodal approach (Phase 1: verbal and written narratives; Phase 2:
visual narrative); and
2) to explore the meanings women attached to their experiences in the context of a cocreated narrative process.
Below, I offer an overview of the methods used in the present study, including those
used in recruitment, data collection and data analysis.
Method
Procedure
Research site. I obtained ethical clearance from the Health Research Ethics Committee
(HREC) at Stellenbosch University (HREC reference #: S17/07/113; please refer to
Appendix C). Permission was also obtained from the Gauteng Department of Health (GDOH)
to conduct the study in their jurisdiction (please refer to Appendix D). After ethical clearance,
I had to change my research site for practical reasons, the details of which are given in
Appendix E (with supporting documents provided in Appendices F to J).
My research site, which I will call Public Hospital A, is a tertiary-referral hospital
situated in urban Johannesburg14, South Africa. The hospital is government-funded and runs
an open-access walk-in breast care centre, accepting patients from all areas of the country
(Rayne et al., 2019). The breast clinic runs two walk-in breast clinics, a Tuesday clinic for
individuals with a breast concern and no prior diagnosis or investigation, and a Thursday

14

Johannesburg is the biggest city in South Africa and is situated in Gauteng, a northern province of South Africa.
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clinic for those with a diagnosis and follow-up patients (Buddies for Life Magazine, 2018).
Each clinic is run with at least one specialist surgeon, one or two training surgeons
(registrars) and one or two interns (junior doctors; Buddies for Life Magazine, 2018). In
addition, the clinic has a team of volunteer (lay) counsellors, all breast cancer survivors
(Buddies for Life Magazine, 2018).
Each year, this clinic sees more than 4,000 new patients, with 300-350 new diagnoses
of breast cancer (Rayne et al., 2019). Most of the patients who present to this breast clinic
present with advanced disease (stage IV; 70.1%), while just more than half present with stage
III (55.8%; Rayne et al., 2019). This confirms previous studies suggesting that patients in
South Africa are more inclined to present with late-stage disease (Cubasch et al., 2018; Jemal
et al., 2012). However, as mentioned in Chapter One, the percentage of patients presenting
with recurrence at follow-up, both at Public Hospital A and other South African tertiary
referral centres, is unknown. In line with international estimates, it can be speculated that
breast cancer recurrence rates among women in South Africa is approximately 30% (Colleoni
et al., 2016; Saphner et al., 1996).
Participant recruitment. In qualitative research, there are no precise rules for the
determination of sample size (Kressler, 2014). General guidelines stipulate that a research
sample should provide an adequate breadth of perspective and an accurate representation of
the phenomenon under study (Hesse-Biber, & Leavy, 2011). The appropriate sample size
therefore depends on “the purpose of the study and the complexity, range of experiences or
views of interest” (Francis et al., 2010, p. 1230). Narrative studies generally use smaller
sample sizes, firstly because of the large amount of data that is often collected, and, secondly,
the amount of time that is needed to listen and re-listen, transcribe and analyze other media
(e.g., visual components; Kressler, 2014). I used purposive sampling to recruit participants
for the present study. This technique (non-random sampling), allows the researcher to select
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informants based on the contribution that their knowledge will make to the understanding of
the phenomenon under investigation (Bernard, 2017).
Suitable participants were women over the age of 18, with a recent (in the previous six
to twelve months) confirmed diagnosis of recurrent breast cancer who were proficient in
either English or Afrikaans (my first- and second-languages respectively). As the primary
investigator, I wanted, at all times, to stay as close as possible to the participants’ lived and
narrated experiences. Participants without a confirmed diagnosis of recurrent breast cancer
were excluded from the study, as were those who were not proficient in either English or
Afrikaans. The inclusion of the latter criterion aimed to prevent any possible loss of meaning
resulting from either translation or data collection by a different investigator (I discuss the
disadvantage of this criterion in Chapter Six).
Thursdays were the only clinic days during which I could gain access to follow-up
patients (those with a patient history); the most likely ones to meet the inclusion criterion of
having recurrent breast cancer. At the time, an active recruitment strategy appeared to be the
best option to recruit participants, thereby discarding a process of consulting with doctors
(asking doctors’ assistance with my project) as a potentially lengthy strategy. I also did not
put up posters on clinic walls or place flyers in the waiting room area/at reception. The only
time I handed flyers (please refer to Appendix K) to prospective participants was done while
circling around the waiting area. I found this direct approach to be the most effective: I
approached individual women while they were waiting (often for more than four hours) to
see doctors, asking them about their reasons for visiting the clinic. Very often the women
would start telling me about their illness, from the very first symptom, till the most recent
treatment, to which I responded warmly, even if I knew they did not meet my inclusion
criteria. When I encountered women who met my inclusion criteria, I invited them to
participate in my study, and handed them a flyer with a contact permission form attached
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(please refer to Appendix L). I also explained the nature of the study and what would be
expected from them. Then, if women were willing to take part, I asked them to complete the
contact permission form in order for me to arrange data collection appointments with them
via their preferred communication method (i.e., cell-phone, telephone, or email). After having
recruited approximately seven participants, I started asking the patient navigators and nursing
staff at the breast clinic for help (this formed part of my original recruitment strategy for this
study and I therefore had permission to recruit in this manner). As part of this recruitment
strategy, I explained the nature of my study, together with the inclusion criteria for
prospective participants to members of staff who were willing to assist and asked them for
help in identifying suitable participants. The remainder of the participants were recruited both
in this manner, and via my active recruitment strategy. I recruited participants between May
and November 2018. Data collection commenced directly after each successful recruitment.
Data collection.
Narrative interviews. Phase 1 of my study comprised of individual narrative interviews
as the first method of data collection. I chose to begin with interviews in order to get to know
the participants and hear their stories before engaging the other methods. This strategy was
extremely useful because it allowed me to build rapport with each participant and eased the
rest of the data collection procedures that followed.
Before conducting the interviews, I obtained informed consent from each participant
(please refer to Appendix M), thereby confirming their willingness to partake in both phases
of the study. I also collected each participant’s biographical information, such as date of
birth, marital status, number of dependents, home language, and ethnicity. Also included in
each of these comprehensive profiles were the participant’s breast cancer history, the date of
initial diagnosis, stage at diagnosis, diagnostic instruments used, treatment plan (both for the
initial diagnosis and the recurrence), and the time lapse before the recurrence was confirmed
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(please refer to Appendix N). The intention behind the completion of the questionnaires, each
of which took between 10 and 20 minutes before the commencement of the respective
interviews, was to provide the reader with a summary of the participants’ background
information and sample characteristics.
The interviews were conducted in a conversational style and took place at the
participant’s preferred location, either at their home or place of employment (in private
settings). Although the interviews were conversational, I used a topic guide consisting of
seven broad questions, supplemented with probe questions, to facilitate the emergence of the
story (McAdams, 1993; Riessman, 1993; please refer to Appendix O). Each interview
commenced with the following question: ‘Can you tell me about your breast cancer story –
start at the beginning and tell me what happened’. This might have, inadvertently and
unintentionally, created a structure for the story to follow. However, my intention in
beginning the interview with this question was to obtain sufficient detail about the events that
took place. I probed participants to elaborate with phrases such as ‘Can you tell me more
about that?’, or ‘How did you feel in that moment?’. During the interviews, I specifically
sought to foster a conversational style, thereby diminishing any potential power imbalances
(Gastaldo et al., 2012). I also utilized two components of Riessman’s (1993) method of
narrative research, namely attending (to the experience) and telling (about the experience).
The former component involves observation, listening and reflection with regard to the
context of the telling, while the latter involves the performance of the narrative. More
specifically, the performance or telling component refers to how people decide what
information they will share, how they are going to share it and how they wish to be seen
(Riessman, 1993; see also Thomas-MacLean, 2004 for an example of these two processes
being carried out).
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I conducted the interviews in either English or Afrikaans, depending on each
participant’s preference. All interviews were audio-recorded, with the permission of
participants, and ranged between 22 and 120 minutes (an average of 43 minutes). Listening to
each of the audio-recordings after conducting the interviews, enabled me to review and adapt
my interviewing skills, where necessary. After the interviews I debriefed participants by
asking them about their interview experience and whether they required further information
or needed any support. If needed, additional support was available from an on-call
psychologist who agreed to be of assistance throughout my research study, the name and
mobile phone number of whom were provided in each informed consent form (please refer to
the informed consent document in Appendix M). In most cases, participants reported that it
was the first time they were able to speak about the impact of breast cancer in their lives and
that they enjoyed the experience. Participants were compensated with R60 (approximately
US$5) per hour for their time, input and any expenses incurred related to their participation in
this research.
Participant diaries. The second method of data collection for Phase 1 involved giving
participants diaries as a means to document their experiences, perceptions and feelings about
having breast cancer. My reasons for including diaries as the written narrative component
were firstly, because diaries allow participants to respond to researcher-related topics while
being able to reflect on the stories or experiences of their lives (Jacelon & Imperio, 2005).
Secondly, diaries are particularly valuable as sources of rich data because they are a personal
record of events and provide a potential avenue for dealing with traumatic or sensitive
experiences (Alaszewski, 2006). Finally, diaries offer immediacy because they are less
influenced by memory recall, which may be present in other forms of data gathering such as
interviews (Alaszewski, 2006).
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The participants received their dairies after they conducted their narrative interviews.
They could maintain their diaries in either written or audio-recorded format, thereby allowing
those with functional limitations to also participate in the research study (see Jacelon &
Imperio, 2005). The participants indicated their preference before the interviews in order for
me to have the corresponding data collection tool (diary and pen or their own audio-recording
device) at hand. I also gave participants the option of using their mobile phones to send
audio-recordings as a way of keeping their diary if they preferred. All participants but one,
selected the written option, with the latter deciding to utilize both the written (the more
extensive record) and audio recording (via mobile phone) options.
Each diary contained the following instruction (adapted from Emilsson et al., 2012):
This is your diary. In this diary you may write freely. Use it whenever you
feel like reflecting on something to do with your breast cancer journey. You
can use drawings, photographs, newspapers, magazine cut-outs – anything
you like. Nothing is wrong or too small to write about. Please note, I will
read your diary and will discuss the contents with my supervisors. I will also
use some of what you have written for publications in journals, but your
confidentiality and anonymity will be completely respected and secured. The
contents will not at any point be identifiable or traceable back to you.
Although Jacelon and Imperio (2005) recommend one to two weeks as an optimal
timeframe for keeping a solicited diary, I asked participants to keep the diaries for a period of
approximately three to four weeks. I wanted them to have enough time to document their
experiences, should they need more. However, this was flexible on an individual basis.
Specifically, I assured the participants that I was willing to accommodate them in the event
that they needed more (or less) time than what I allocated. I contacted the participants after
two weeks and thereafter on a weekly basis to monitor whether they needed more time or felt
that they had written enough. Once participants indicated that they were done, I personally
collected the diaries from them at their preferred locations (their homes or places of
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employment). Participants were compensated with R100 (approximately US$7) for
completing the written component of this research study.
Follow-up interviews. To conclude Phase 1 of data collection, I conducted unstructured
follow-up interviews in which I focused on the stories/events chronicled in participant diaries
(including the audio files I received from the one participant who chose to send me two voice
messages from her phone as diary entries; Jacelon & Imperio, 2005). Conducting the followup interviews depended on my need for additional clarification or elaboration of the written
narratives. For example, I did not conduct follow-up interviews with two participants: one
participant passed away before I could complete data collection with her; the second’s
account was detailed enough for me to not need any additional clarification or elaboration. In
another instance, a participant had received a diagnosis of a third cancer (advanced metastatic
disease) at the time that she was completing her diary and she became very ill. She was,
despite her condition, able to finish the diary component of the research, which she did at her
own discretion. I fetched her diary from her spouse when she had indicated that she was
finished writing. At a later stage, after she had recovered, she contacted me to resume data
collection, a gesture I was grateful for. This allowed me to address any questions I had about
her diary during this (the second) phase of my research, the contents of which I discuss in
detail below. I thus conducted only nine follow-up interviews, ranging from 10 to 41 minutes,
each of which were audio-recorded (with participant permission). Participants were, once
again, compensated for their time and input with R60 (approximately US$5) per hour. As
token of my appreciation for completing Phase 1, I gave each participant an additional R150
(approximately US$10). It should be noted that I extended Phase 1 of the research to
accommodate participant needs: in some instances, when I met participants for their body
mapping workshop, they were still busy with their diaries or felt they needed more time to
write. In these cases, I retrieved their diaries from them at a later stage and conducted the
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follow-up interview at that point. Examples of questions I asked participants at follow-up
interviews include: ‘On this day you wrote that you were feeling sad, can you tell me more
about that?’ and ‘I see you pasted/drew this picture, can you tell me what this image means
for you and why you chose to include it?’.
Body mapping. In Phase 2 of the present study, I used the visual methodology of body
mapping in order to elicit a rich description and a deeper understanding of women’s stories of
living with breast cancer. My reasons for choosing body mapping in this research, were as
follows: firstly, seeing that body mapping had not yet been employed as a narrative tool
amongst women with breast cancer, it contributed to filling a methodological gap in the
literature. Secondly, the process of body mapping for research purposes allows participants
the opportunity to “engage in creation of data in a creative manner not possible when
conducting surveys or [standard] interviews” (De Jager et al., 2016, p. 11). Thirdly, the body
mapping process creates a space in which to explore issues that are difficult to discuss, and to
observe experiences that are perhaps obscured or disguised (De Jager et al., 2016). As such,
the process of body mapping can allow for “a deeper level of reflection on experience than a
shorter, verbally-based interview and is likely to facilitate the emergence of richer
information” (De Jager et al., 2016, p. 11). Body mapping, therefore, appealed to me as both
a powerful tool and a well-suited method to facilitate a deep understanding of women’s
breast cancer stories.
Preparatory tasks. Before I could commence with this phase of the research, several
preparatory tasks were needed for the body mapping:
1) I had to secure a suitable venue to host the body mapping workshops. Fortunately, I
was able to hire a private art studio in relatively close proximity to Public Hospital
A. The owner of the art studio runs a multidisciplinary art school that also hosts
training seminars for amateur artists, hobbyists and companies/corporates. She
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signed a confidentiality agreement indicating that she would not disclose any
personal or identifying information about the participants or the contents of their
body maps. I was able to access the studio on an ad-hoc basis which greatly
facilitated the ease with which I was able to collect data for this component of the
research. There were two instances in which I did not use the art studio: two
participants preferred to create their body maps in the convenience of their homes.
One participant’s body map was created on a large outdoor table, while the second
participant, whose functional limitations prevented her from standing for long
periods of time, also had ample space in her home in which to create her body map.
2) I had to purchase art supplies (see Table 5.1).
3) I had to become familiar with my role as the facilitator. The article by Gastaldo et
al. (2012) offered a thorough guideline for using body mapping as a research tool.
In the next section, I offer an overview of the various roles and responsibilities of
the facilitator as applied in the present study.
Table 5.1. Basic materials and supplies needed (adapted from Gastaldo et al. 2012).
Large sized paper (life size) or canvas

Glue

Crayons, pencil crayons or oil pastels

Scissors

Markers or colour pens

Magazines

Pencils and erasers

Scrap paper

Paint (washable)

Aprons and gloves

Paintbrushes

Audio recorder

Jugs for water (for washing paint brushes)

Notepad for fieldnotes
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The role of the facilitator. Firstly, since body maps and the mapping sessions are
regarded as research data, it is important to keep a research lens and remain focused on
documenting the sessions properly. This includes making field notes of key symbols/images
that emerge, in addition to audio-recording each workshop (Gastaldo et al., 2012). Of the two
complementary methods, I found the audio-recording part of each workshop (with
participants’ permission) more useful, as it allowed me to remain present and more attuned to
the participants’ experiences. The said audio-recordings were subsequently transcribed and
used for data analysis.
Secondly, in line with the suggestions made by Gastaldo et al. (2012), I assisted
participants with drawing, cutting and brainstorming ideas/symbols to use in the creation of
their body maps. I found the conducting of interviews before engaging in body mapping
extremely useful, since it allowed me to become familiar with the participants and their
stories, which subsequently helped me to brainstorm ideas with them. As such, it is important
to reiterate (recall Chapter Four) that “body mapping is a co-constructed process both in
relation to the meaning making process and the production of the visual narrative” (Gastaldo
et al., 2012, p. 20). However, it is imperative that the voice of the participant dominates the
process. Although Gastaldo and colleagues (2012) do not offer guidelines for the
management of the co-construction process, I chose to manage the process by ensuring that
every element included (i.e., image, colour, texture, hand-written piece of information, selfportrait etc.) formed part of the participants’ body maps only if they specifically selected it
for inclusion. In addition, to foster participant narratives about their body maps, I asked about
the location and the significance (reasons behind the inclusion) of each element. Klein and
Milner (2019) suggest that despite the co-constructed nature of the body mapping process,
body maps contain “highly individualized content” which varies tremendously depending on
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“the level of detail in the body-map imagery” and the descriptions of each element in its
accompanying narratives (p. 525).
Thirdly, it is important to build rapport with participants. To reiterate my earlier point,
conducting an interview (interacting with participants), before engaging body mapping was a
useful strategy to foster the building of rapport. In addition, Gastaldo and colleagues (2012)
emphasize the importance of making participants feel comfortable and confident in the body
mapping process. To help participants feel comfortable, I briefed them at the start of the body
mapping workshop about what it will entail and what they will be expected to do. I also gave
participants autonomy by reminding them that it was their body map and that I was merely
there to help them create it, which moreover helped to diminish any power imbalances that
might have existed (Gastaldo et al., 2012; Klein & Milner, 2019).
Finally, body mapping is a dialogical process (Gastaldo et al., 2012). As previously
mentioned, I adopted a conversational rather than a stiff interview style of data collection
(Gastaldo et al., 2012). I was also conscious of participants’ reactions throughout the process,
which helped me to determine whether they were enjoying it, whether they needed a break, or
whether they needed more time to think about their answers. At all times, I made sure I
remained flexible in order to meet the participants’ needs (Gastaldo et al., 2012).
Structure of body mapping workshops. Body mapping workshops were conducted
individually, not in groups (although previous researchers have used groups, e.g., Skop,
2016; Sweet & Escalante, 2015; Tarr & Thomas, 2011). Whether the researcher chooses to
conduct individual or group workshops, depends on the research question and the nature of
the topic under study. Since my topic focused on the individual experiences of women and
was sensitive in nature, I felt more comfortable hosting individual rather than group sessions.
In addition, given that treatment schedules and work situations differed from participant to
participant, it was easier to navigate workshops individually. Table 5.2 below summarizes the
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body mapping exercises, giving a guideline as to what each activity entailed (please refer to
Appendix P for the detailed exercises).

Table 5.2 Overview of body mapping activities (adapted from Gastaldo et al., 2012).
Session 1: Breast cancer in your body

Session 2: Your breast cancer story

Introduction to body mapping

Exercise 1: Breast cancer journey (25
minutes)

Exercise 1: Body tracing (5 minutes)

Exercise 2: Body scanning for difficulties
and strengths (15 minutes)

Exercise 2: Highlighting your grooves and

Exercise 3: Personal slogan (10 minutes)

dimensions (10 minutes)
Exercise 3: Marks in/on the body (20

Exercise 4: Your future script (20 minutes)

minutes)
Exercise 4: Self-portrait (20 minutes)

Exercise 5: Message to others (15 minutes)

Break (20 minutes)

Decorating/finishing off (10 minutes)

Body mapping workshops ranged from 73 to 159 minutes. Due to their time-consuming
nature, I asked the participants to set aside two and half to three hours for their respective
workshops, for which they were compensated with R250 (approximately US$16) and, where
applicable, with an additional R50 (approximately US$3) per 20km for any out-of-pocket
travelling expenses. Refreshments were also provided. In the event that participants did not
have their own transport, I offered to fetch and drop them (the ethical implications of which
are discussed at the end of this chapter). In cases where I offered to transport participants, we
met at a time and location convenient to them (such as their homes, places of employment, or
at the breast clinic after their follow-up consultations). Prior to every workshop, I verified
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that the date, time and transport arrangements suited the participants and that the workshops
were scheduled in periods that did not interfere with their treatments. Throughout the data
collection process, I was careful not to place too much time and energy demands on the
participants. I felt this was especially important with regard to body mapping, as the sessions
were longer in duration and could, potentially have become more taxing. However, owing to
the relaxed setting and conversational style in which I hosted the workshops, participants
were never hasty to leave and, as far as I could tell, enjoyed creating their body maps,
elements of which I discuss briefly below.
At the end of the body mapping workshops, I debriefed participants about their
experience of creating their body map and asked whether they required any further
information or support. For example, I would ask participants: ‘What can you tell me now
that we have created a visual story about your experience of breast cancer?’ or, ‘what
thoughts and emotions are you experiencing looking at the completed body map?’. All of the
participants seemed proud of their respective, co-created body maps. One participant in
particular, mentioned that the body mapping workshop made her look differently at some
aspects of her breast cancer journey, and that she experienced it as extremely positive. None
of the participants expressed the need for any further information or support.
Potential benefits and/or risks of body mapping. Throughout the body mapping
process, I was cognisant of the potential benefits for the participants, however, I was also
aware of the possibility that the process might evoke a lot of emotion and surface memories
of difficult experiences (Gastaldo et al., 2012). The latter had happened amongst three
participants, whose painful memories were related not only to breast cancer, but also to
previous life experiences. Given the personal nature of body mapping, I was open to them
sharing as much as they desired. Had there been occasions where participants revealed what
in my view seemed to be too much personal information, I would have actively tried to
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protect their privacy by referring them to existing alternative services, should they need or
request such. However, I never felt uncomfortable with the nature of the shared information.
Data analysis
Transcription. All interviews, diary entries, diary follow-up interviews and body
mapping workshops were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, including non-words,
incomplete sentences, pauses and repetitions (see Collie, 2003). Initially, I wanted to
personally transcribe all the data, however, owing to time restrictions, I decided to outsource
most of the transcription work. Data (primarily narrative interview and body mapping data)
were outsourced to a doctoral candidate in psychology, which I subsequently checked for
accuracy against each audio-recoding and made corrections as necessary. I personally
transcribed participants’ diary entries and follow-up interviews, which I also checked against
the original document/audio-recording and made corrections as necessary. I translated all
Afrikaans dialogue (spoken and written) into English that I used in my presentation of the
findings. There was one instance where a participant completed her diary in an African
language, namely Sepedi. I digitally scanned the contents of her diary and outsourced it to a
transcribing company who first transcribed in Sepedi and then translated it into English. Both
the doctoral candidate and the transcribing company signed a confidentiality agreement to
ensure that the data remained secure and adhered to the ethics required for this study. I paid
the transcribing company and the doctoral candidate for their time and services. Thereafter, I
uploaded the transcripts to ATLAS.ti version 8 (Scientific Software Development
[ATLAS.ti], 2003) for data analysis.
Storage of data. All information containing participants’ particulars and data that
could be digitally stored were kept in a password-protected computer. In instances where
participants’ diaries contained visual elements, these were scanned and uploaded onto
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ATLAS.ti for analysis in conjunction with the verbal text. Body maps were photographed,
and the images digitally saved on a password protected computer, while the original body
maps (laminated for preservation) were securely stored in my home-office.
Analytical procedures. In line with guidelines for narrative inquiry (e.g., Bentz &
Shapiro, 1998; Van Manen, 1990, 1997), transcripts were analysed both thematically (lineby-line) and narratively (see Thomas-MacLean, 2004 for an example). I chose to begin my
analytical procedures with thematic analysis because the emphasis in this method is on the
content of the text; what is said, more than how it is said (Riessman, 2008). I analysed the
latter using Frank’s (1995) narrative types, the description of which follows below.
Stage 1: Triangulation of individual stories. The first stage in my data analysis
involved a thematic analysis of each transcribed document (narrative interviews, diaries,
follow-up interviews, and body map sessions). I proceeded as follows: in ATLAS.ti (version
8), I used line-by-line coding to create semantic (descriptive) codes to meaningfully describe
each relevant quotation. I used the first six narrative interviews15 to generate an initial
codebook. I then proceeded to code the remaining transcripts in the same manner (this was
done across all data texts; interviews, diaries, diary interviews, and body mapping
workshops), adding new codes where needed. Visual images (including the body maps and
any visual content i.e., magazine cut-outs or drawings in participants’ diaries), were analysed
the same way as the textual content: coding semantically to describe the images in question.
The final number of codes amounted to 725. At this point, I hired a master’s graduate to
check the accuracy of my coding. She inspected the narrative interviews of all participants, as
these offered the most codes. The coding was also checked by one of my supervisors, Dr
Roomaney, who inspected a sample of the data. Both found my coding to be accurate and

15I

used participants’ narrative interviews for the codebook because these offered a summary of their overall experiences, as
opposed to diaries which could contain any information they chose, or body mapping workshops, which were driven by
structured activities, while containing unstructured dialogue in between.
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thorough. Once coding was complete and checked for accuracy, I exported the codes into an
Excel spreadsheet, where I further analysed each code inductively (Charmaz, 2006; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). From the long list of codes that had been produced, axial codes were
systematically applied to each code, which formed 23 broad categories of first-order
constructs that were grouped together based on similar attributes (see also Smit et al., 2019
for a similar method). First-order constructs are participants’ direct quotations, including
descriptions of images containing their views (Braun & Clarke, 2006). I then sorted each
first-order construct into second-order constructs, which are defined as the researcher’s
interpretations of the participants’ direct quotations (Tucker, Speer, & Peters, 2016).
Thereafter, I synthesized the first- and second-order constructs into third-order constructs,
which are representative of overarching higher-level analytic constructs (Tucker et al., 2016).
I then proceeded with the second part of my analysis, as described below.
Stage 2: Narrative analysis using Frank’s narrative types. In the second part of my
analysis, I re-read each participant’s sets of transcripts and analysed their stories case-by-case
in terms of Frank’s (1995) narrative types. As mentioned in Chapter Three, Frank (1995)
specified three narrative types, namely restitution, chaos and quest. While I used these
narrative types as listening devices, as previously mentioned, I also appreciated the
possibility of other narrative types emerging.
My analytical strategy proceeded as follows: After analysing the stories across all data
sources to identify the overall narrative type of each participant, I confirmed my
interpretation by asking each participant to choose the narrative type that best suited their
overall story (my supervisors and I decided to proceed with the verification process towards
the end of data collection). I arranged to meet with participants at convenient dates, times and
locations, and I presented them with the following summary descriptions of each narrative
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type that I derived from Frank (1995), as well as from Koutri and Avdi’s (2016) proposed
narrative type:

(a) “Yesterday I was healthy, today I am sick, but tomorrow I will be healthy again”.
My health will eventually be restored (Restitution; Frank, 1995, p. 77).
(b) I cannot imagine my life getting better. I feel like I have lost control over my body
and life (Chaos; Frank, 1995).
(c) Breast cancer is just another obstacle to overcome. It has changed me and my
outlook on life, and it happened for a reason (Quest; Frank, 1995).
(d) I feel as if I am suspended in time and depend on my disease for what my future
will hold. I live in constant uncertainty of my health status and life (Liminal; Koutri
& Avdi, 2016).

I was able to confirm the overall narrative type of each participant with the exception of
one who passed away before the completion of data collection with her. This narrative
reading supplemented the thematic analyses in that it allowed me to examine the structure of
women’s stories, alerting me to the deeper meanings contained in their stories (see also
Thomas-MacLean, 2004). Reiterating comments from Chapter Three, using Frank’s (1995)
narrative types as listening devices was not intended to reduce the data into pre-determined
categories. Rather, by focusing on how women told their stories (i.e., not only what was said),
I was able to develop a richer understanding than what I was able to glean from the thematic
analyses alone. Line-by-line coding (a bottom-up approach) to analysis fostered a
comprehensive overview of the content and the overarching patterns in the data, whereas a
narrative analysis of the stories according to Frank’s (1995) narrative types (more of a topdown approach) allowed me to look at the structure of the narratives and how these structures
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appeared across the data. The nature of the structure and plot sequences in Frank’s (1995)
narrative types alerted me to the underlying meanings he derived from specific storylines.
However, in order to arrive at a useful representation of my analysis, I synthesized the
thematic and narrative analyses, as described below.
Stage 3: Synthesis of data. In the final part of my analysis, using the tabulated thematic
categories obtained in stage 1 of analysis, I hand-sorted each first-order code into the overall
narrative types as identified in stage 2. It should be noted that codes were not mutually
exclusive (i.e., restricted to one narrative type) but could simultaneously apply to various
narrative types. I was interested in how often a specific code could be applied to a specific
narrative type and whether the specific code had different semantic meanings across narrative
types (see also Smit et al., 2019 for a similar method of synthesis). The frequency of codes
helped me to identify patterns of responses across these narrative types, which were, given
the large number of codes, rather useful. By combining story content with narrative structure,
my understanding of women’s stories became more nuanced, contrary to the level of
understanding that a separate view (from either stage 1 or stage 2) would have created.
Moreover, this strategy helped me to identify if and how Frank’s (1995) narrative types could
not account for some of the experiences of participants and to ascertain whether a fourth
narrative type, such as Koutri and Avdi’s (2016) proposed liminal narrative type (and any
additional narrative types I might propose) could indeed, become possible. In instances where
participants appeared to shift from one narrative type to another (e.g., from quest to
restitution), I made a note of the tensions shown at these moments and offer explanations as
to why I think this occurred (see Chapter Nine). I was also interested to see how, for each
participant, the narrative types were expressed across each modality and what a change in
narrative type across different modalities could mean in terms of Frank’s (1995) original
thesis.
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Quality of research. Tracy (2010, pp. 840–848) has proposed a model of eight key
markers for conducting high quality qualitative research:
1. Worthy topic: According to Tracy (2010), good qualitative research is relevant,
timely, and significant, and is therefore theoretically and conceptually compelling. I
believe that breast cancer recurrence is both a significant and timely topic for
investigation, owing to the global impact of the disease and the increasing
likelihood of women developing recurrences. The relevance of using a narrative
approach to study breast cancer lies in the multitude of breast cancer stories told by
lay authors, as well as those emerging from research studies. Furthermore, this
research uses Frank’s (1995) narrative types to understand stories of recurrence as
told across a variety of modalities; a new application of his work.
2. Rich rigor: In the present study, several strategies were used to enhance rigor. I
used prolonged engagement (Creswell, 2014) in the form of multiple contact
sessions with each participant which facilitated an in-depth understanding of the
narrative accounts of each participant and the development of meanings attached to
their experiences. I offer a rich, thick description of the results in an attempt to
transport the readers to the research setting and give them an element of shared
experience. I have also attempted to provide a detailed description of the methods
employed and the reason for each step in the research process to facilitate
transparency. In addition, I relied on peer debriefing to verify the accuracy with
which the methodology has been applied. This process involves allowing someone
(usually an expert) to review and question the methodology of the study (e.g., study
design) and findings (Creswell, 2014). Owing to the sensitive nature of the data
collected, the analysis of the data was done in consultation with all three of my
supervisors, Dr Bronwynè Coetzee (an expert in qualitative research in the field of
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noncommunicable diseases), Dr Rizwana Roomaney (an expert in qualitative,
quantitative and mixed-methods research in health settings), and Professor Leslie
Swartz (a senior professor in the field of illness and disability studies).
3. Sincerity: I have performed self-reflexivity about my subjective values and
potential biases and how these could have influenced my interactions with the
participants and the data I gathered. I offer a full reflexive chapter on my position as
the researcher in Chapter Six.
4. Credibility: Several strategies were used to enhance credibility. I triangulated
different data sources to justify the findings derived from analysis (Creswell, 2014).
In the present study, I used data from narrative interviews, participant diaries and
body mapping workshops to derive and justify the thematic constructs and narrative
types emanating from the data. I relied on member checking to determine the
accuracy of interpretation of the qualitative findings. Member checking involves
presenting the findings of the study to the participants to determine whether the
findings are an accurate depiction of the participants’ insights (Creswell, 2014). In
particular, I asked participants to choose the overall narrative type that suited their
story to verify my interpretation of their accounts. I also conducted follow-up
interviews about the contents of their diaries to clarify any ambiguity or
uncertainties in my understanding and to offer elaboration on specific parts, if need
be (see also Jacelon & Imperio, 2005). The joint interpretation of the body maps as
derived throughout their creation also offered a measure of member-checking
(Gastaldo et al., 2012). In the results chapters, I present negative cases that run
counter to the overall findings. This involves presenting contrary information about
a particular theme, which adds to the credibility of the findings (Creswell, 2014). I
present negative cases both in terms of the themes that emerged, as well as
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experiential moments where participants seemed to move into different narrative
types, or beyond the narrative plots originally outlined by Frank (1995).
5. Resonance: This refers to the researcher’s ability to meaningfully affect an
audience, for example, by promoting “empathy, identification and reverberation of
the research by the readers who have no direct experience with the topic discussed”
(Tracy, 2010, p. 845). For instance, resonance can be achieved through aesthetic
presentations that encourage the reader to think, feel, or react in response to the
report (Tracy, 2010). Although I cannot fully infer the extent of the resonance
achieved in the presentation of this research, parts of it have already been presented
in the form of conference and colloquium presentations (e.g., Smit, 2019; Smit,
Coetzee, Roomaney, & Swartz, 2018), to which audience members responded with
outsider perspectives on the research. Resonance can also be achieved through
naturalistic generalizations, in which case the study has potential to be valuable
beyond the context in which it was conducted (Tracy, 2010). In Chapter Ten, I offer
a reflection on generalization as it is used in qualitative research.
6. Significant contribution: The new areas of knowledge generated in the present
research are outlined in Chapter Ten where I discuss the conceptual and
methodological contributions made.
7. Ethical: Qualitative research is considered ethical if it involves, firstly, procedural
ethics, which refers to universally necessary ethical actions as dictated by
institutions or governing bodies. Secondly, situational ethics assumes that each
research circumstance is different and requires constant reflection about the
decisions made in the particular interaction. Thirdly, relational ethics involves an
ethical self-awareness in which the researcher reflects on their interactions with
others in the research setting, manages reciprocity and values mutual respect.
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Finally, ethical considerations continue beyond data collection, to the manner in
which the research findings are presented, read and understood by the public
(Tracy, 2010). The ethical considerations associated with the present study are
detailed at the end of this chapter.
8. Meaningful coherence: Meaningfully coherent studies achieve their stated aims, use
methods that are well-suited to the paradigm in which the study was conceived and
the overall aims of the research, and connect literature reviewed with the research
foci, methods and findings (Tracy, 2010). Justifications for the methodology and
interpretive framework used in this research are provided in Chapters Three through
Five, and I integrate the findings of this study with relevant literature and theory in
Chapter Nine.
Trustworthiness. Several strategies were employed to enhance trustworthiness in the
data collection and analysis (Babbie & Mouton, 2001; Birks, 2014). Regarding data
collection, I attended two interview training workshops hosted by the Department of
Psychology at Stellenbosch University in 2016 and 2017 respectively. I also received
coaching from my supervisors to ensure that I could conduct interviews in a competent
manner. As previously mentioned, I hired a master’s graduate to verify the accuracy of a
sample of my codes, while one of my supervisors verified samples of my coding. Regarding
the diaries, I employed member-checks to verify my understanding of participant diaries.
This strategy was especially useful where visual elements (imagery) were concerned,
particularly in the clarification of their symbolic meaning and significance. Regarding the
body maps, the interpretation was done jointly with the participant during its creation,
allowing both myself and the reader to understand the meaning contained in each element
and the overall visual story represented.
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Ethical considerations. As mentioned, the HREC of Stellenbosch University gave
ethical clearance for the study (project reference #: S17/07/113) and the GDOH granted
permission for the study to be conducted in their jurisdiction. The new sites were only
accessed after both approvals were received, and the new recruitment strategy was only
adopted upon permission from the HREC. Individuals responsible for transcription and/or
translation, the owner of the art studio where body mapping sessions were conducted, and the
coding checker all signed confidentiality agreements.
When initiating contact with prospective participants, I informed them that they had a
right to decline participation and that their participation in the study was confidential. I also
informed them that they would be given pseudonyms in order to maintain their anonymity.
Before commencing with data collection, I reminded participants of their rights, including
their right to terminate their participation in the study at any time without any negative
consequences. They could also refuse to answer any question that made them feel
uncomfortable. I reminded them that should they experience emotional discomfort at any
point during the research process, they could contact the on-call psychologist for support. The
contact details of the psychologist were provided in the informed consent document, of which
a copy was given to each participant.
It should be noted that the HREC requested compensation for participants’ time,
inconvenience and expenses related to their involvement in the research study. Participants
verbally agreed to take part in both phases of the research without any prior knowledge of the
compensation. They only came to know about it while I explained the informed consent
form, at which point they granted written consent (please refer to Appendix M). It is therefore
necessary to acknowledge that compensation could have been an incentive for participants to
continue taking part in the research. Participants also granted me permission to use an audiorecording device throughout the research process. As previously mentioned, all information
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containing personal details and data that could be stored digitally, were kept in a passwordprotected computer, while the body maps were securely stored in my home-office.
Regarding transport: as mentioned before, participants who did not have their own
means of transport and had to rely either on friends, relatives or public transport, accepted my
offer to transport them from a convenient location (usually Public Hospital A) to the art
studio and back. However, an arrangement such as this carries ethical implications both in
terms of participant safety and participant dependency. Regarding the former, in the event of
having an accident while transporting a participant, I would have been held liable.
Fortunately, the studio was within 15km from Public Hospital A and I am grateful that no
negative incidents occurred. In addition, in line with Vanclay, Baines, and Taylor’s (2013, p.
248) suggestion regarding the principles for ethical research involving humans (cited below),
I did not want to exclude any participant on the basis of a lack of transport:

Researchers have an ethical responsibility to ensure that all relevant individuals
and groups are included in the research, and where they might ordinarily be
excluded by reasons of language, access or cost to participate, that there be a
genuine attempt to enable participation by providing appropriate means of access
such as translation, transportation, or payments to offset the cost of attendance.

Regarding participant dependency, this matter is eloquently addressed by Lourens
(2016), who, in her autoethnographic account of living with a visual impairment, discussed
some of the difficulties related to the inaccessibility of certain physical and social
environments, which in her case, required a dependence on transport. In my study, the
dependence on transport amongst the participants was foreseeable and related primarily to the
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convenience of getting from one location to another. Fortunately, participant dependency did
not become an issue, though it remains necessary to acknowledge its potential risk.
Two participants passed away during my research study. I was unable to complete data
collection with the participant who passed away on the 13th November 2018. I only
conducted a narrative interview with her and collected her diary from a family member after
her passing. I did, however, complete data collection with the other participant, who passed
away on the 29th December 2018. Both these deaths were reported as Serious Adverse
Events (SAEs) with the HREC for their review, indicating that the deaths were not in any
way related to the research, but were the result of terminal illness (advanced stage cancer).
A final ethical consideration is necessary when undertaking narrative research: a
reflection on narrative ethics. As the principal investigator, I was the first recipient of the
participants’ narratives (other recipients include the readers of this dissertation and wider
audiences encountering the findings through published articles that stem from this work). As
previously mentioned, I not only collected data from participants, I also collected data with
participants. Some of the challenges that accompany the co-construction of narratives have
been provided in Chapter Four, and details of my reflexivity about the research process are
provided in Chapter Six. Of importance to the present discussion, as the primary audience
member, I was at all times cognisant of my position and aware of the responsibilities that
ensue as a result of hearing the women’s stories and creating stories with them. Charon and
Montello (2004, p. x) summarize the ethics involved with a narrative inquiry as follows:

Narrative approaches to ethics recognize that the singular case emerges only in the
act of narrating it and that duties are incurred in the act of hearing it. How the
patient tells of illness […] what the audience is being moved to feel or think – all
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these narrative dimensions of health care are of profound and defining importance
in ethics and patient care.

As the primary witness to the narratives generated in this research, I became aware of
the responsibilities incurred prior to the start of data collection. I felt that I had a duty to the
participants, both in attending to their stories (Riesman, 1993), and later on, in the
presentation of the findings to other audiences, as discussed in turn below:
With regard to the former, Frank (1995) writes extensively on his ethics-first approach,
which emphasizes the ethics of listening to the ill. Frank (1995) suggests that listening is in
itself a moral act: care should be taken when responding to the stories we hear. I was not
always consciously aware of how I was being moved to feel or think when encountering the
participants’ narratives (Charon & Montello, 2004); the bulk of my introspection and
reflexive work was done after data collection had been completed (see Chapter Six).
However, I tried, at all times, to engage sensitively with the participants and convey empathy
when listening to their stories. Another part of the moral commitment Frank (1995) promotes
when engaging in a narrative act involves hearing different nuances of potential meaning as
the story is told under different circumstances and at different times. As detailed in Chapter
Eight, some of the participants’ stories changed as they were told in different settings and
across different modalities. Seeing how some stories changed and others didn’t, I became
aware of the changes in meaning and identity that seemed to arise as the stories were told
under different circumstances. I am therefore confident that I practiced narrative ethics
through my attending to participants’ stories, engaging sensitively with them, and monitoring
the nuances that emerge in the stories.
With regard to the interpretation of the stories (during data analysis) and re-telling the
breast cancer stories (during the subsequent presentation of the findings), I was mindful of
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my duty to do so in a manner that was respectful to the participants, without depreciating the
accuracy of my interpretation. In addition, I sought to present their stories as authentically as
I received them, preserving the central plot of each narrative as I understood it, as well as the
meanings the participants wanted to convey. I specifically wanted to avoid re-telling stories
in a manner that differed from the way it was intended to be heard. I therefore believe that I
was successful in my efforts to carry out this research in a manner that shows a commitment
to narrative ethics. In the following chapter, I provide a reflexive account in which I discuss
my background, and critically examine its potential influences on my position as researcher.
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CHAPTER SIX
LOCATING MYSELF
In this chapter, I consider my background and how it has influenced my position as
researcher. I discuss how my experiences and biases carry implications for the results
chapters to follow. Located between my methods and my results chapters, this chapter
represents my attempt to situate myself, both in terms of a longer-term historical narrative of
my own life, and that of my short-term position in this research study. It illustrates how my
biases inadvertently shaped, to some extent, the research process and, consequently, the
analyses of the data. As co-creator of stories within the interpretivist paradigm in which this
study was conceived, I do acknowledge my subjectivity and potential bias. It is therefore
essential for the reader of this dissertation to understand the extent to which my own life has
shaped my position as researcher and interpreter of the collected data, before I present the
findings of the study. After considering the methodological implications of my own
positioning, I decided to place this, the reflexive chapter, before the results chapters, despite
the fact that much of my reflection was done in hindsight: that is, after data collection. I
believe that for readers to make a fair assessment of the results, they need to have a clear
understanding of the influence my subjectivity had on both results and interpretation. As
there is, arguably, an unconscious component to subjectivity, I am the least qualified to
comment on my own subjectivity (Hollway & Jefferson, 2012). I have therefore relied
heavily on both my own reflections and the feedback from and discussions with my
supervisors in constructing this chapter.
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My Background
From the onset of this research project, I was very aware of my personal impetus for
undertaking this research: my mother’s breast cancer diagnosis. Moreover, by taking on
narrative research, I was automatically tasked with the confrontation that I too, would be a
participant in the creation of the narratives. As Riessman (2008) notes, “the researcher does
not find narratives but instead participates in their creation” (p. 219, original emphasis). In the
process of conducting this research, I came to realize that not only had I become a part of the
stories told, but also that my views had been implicated in the presentation of the results. This
was especially true with regard to conventional breast cancer treatment and the narrow
biomedical view of the illness experience. In order to be reflexive on these terms, required
from me to look both inward, and between my position (as researcher) and those of the
participants; to the social interactions we shared, and to how these might have displaced
certain components of participants’ narratives, and enhanced others (Sandelowski & Barosso,
cited in Teusner, 2016). Instead of concealing these aspects of my position, I decided to
rather use them productively as part of the inquiry, seeing that they, undoubtedly, had
implications for the research process. I begin with my mother’s story.
My mother’s story
“Three weeks ago, I was diagnosed with breast cancer” (personal communication,
2016). These were the words spoken by my mother, one Saturday morning in March of 2016,
after sitting us down for breakfast. She explained to my now husband and I, that her most
recent mammogram showed structural changes in the breast tissue. Following a biopsy, she
was diagnosed with carcinoma of the breast. She carried a mass of approximately 4 cm which
was, thankfully, slow growing and at stage II (i.e., no evidence of metastases). She told us
that the suggested traditional route of chemotherapy, surgery and possibly radiation, was, in
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her view, not going to work for her hypersensitive body and allergic profile. She said she was
considering alternative cancer treatments, a route with fewer side-effects and possibly more
manageable outcomes. Of course, my parents already had three weeks in which to not only
process the diagnosis, but to also do a substantial amount of research. With a family history
of cancer – (i.e., maternal grandfather died of Hodgkinson’s Lymphoma; maternal
grandmother, who, having been in remission from breast cancer since her mid-60s, was (at
age 89) very recently also diagnosed with Hodgkinson’s Lymphoma, the condition that sped
up her death in July 2019; maternal great aunt died at the age of 46 from cervical cancer) –
both my mother and I were aware of our genetic predisposition. However, I have since
wondered whether we were truly prepared for the ramifications in the event of the disease
entering our lives again. Notwithstanding, that brief conversation around a breakfast table in
March 2016 marks the moment I chose the avenue that now comprises this research.
My mother embarked on a course of dietary and lifestyle changes, which included
minimizing stress, exercising and drawing heavily on her deep Christian faith in order to deal
with the illness on her own terms. What makes her approach to her cancer treatment
interesting, at least for me, is that she refused conventional treatment despite her knowing
that it could, potentially, be lifesaving. I am very aware that many people, if not most,
including oncologists and dedicated cancer researchers, would disagree with my mother’s
approach; that they would strongly oppose her decision due to the lack of substantial
evidence regarding the effectiveness of alternative approaches. My reaction to my mother’s
decision and to what subsequently transpired, are, nevertheless, important for understanding
my own reflexivity in this research project. Furthermore, in communicating this to the reader,
it is important to acknowledge that I share my mother’s view that the disciplined way in
which she followed her protocol, including practicing her faith, contributed to her remission.
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Although I do not expect others to share this view, it does provide the context for the
arguments I make in the results chapters.
While my mother’s condition has had an undeniable effect on my awareness of illness,
particularly breast cancer and its associated treatments, the sources of my interest were not
only biographical. My interest in studying the stories of women with breast cancer was also
influenced by Oliver Sacks’ (1985) comment (p. 110, original emphasis):

If we wish to know about a man, we ask ‘what is his story—his real, inmost
story?’—for each of us is a biography, a story. Each of us is a singular narrative,
which is constructed, continually, unconsciously, by, through, and in us—through
our perceptions, our feelings, our thoughts, our actions; and, not least, through our
discourse, our spoken narrations. Biologically, physiologically, we are not so
different from each other; historically, as narratives, we are—each of us unique.

No matter how hard I tried to isolate my own feelings and perceptions about breast
cancer when encountering participants’ stories, my mother’s experiences of the disease
lingered in my mind. This often caused me to feel frustrated when hearing some of the
participants’ stories, specifically about their struggles with traditional oncology protocols and
how, according to them, these negatively affected their lives. At times, I felt guilty that my
mother had the resources and the information to treat her cancer in her own way (albeit a very
controversial approach), where the participants’ best chance of survival was to remain with
the oncology services available to them. As such, it was necessary to identify the areas of my
personal experiences that might have influenced the interpretation of the data.
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My Identity and Position
In qualitative research it is imperative to be transparent about one’s identity
(Keikelame, 2018). Relevant characteristics to be noted include one’s personal characteristics
(e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, and sexual orientation etc.), personal experiences, language,
culture, beliefs, as well theoretical, political and ideological perspectives (Berger, 2015).
Kerstetter (2012, p. 101) argues that these positions of the researcher are mostly relative to
“where and when the research is conducted, the personalities of the researcher and individual
participants and the topic of research”. Furthermore, this author regards ethnicity and gender,
which do not change, as the most important characteristics (Kerstetter, 2012). It is therefore
crucial to first provide background as to who I am, before reflecting on how I negotiated my
position as a researcher in the field (see Keikelame, 2018).
I am a white South African woman, who lives in a middle-class residential area in
Johannesburg. I am 28 years old. I speak English and Afrikaans and have no professional
experience other than part-time employment. The experience of breast cancer in my family
(most notably my mother’s diagnosis), gave me, to some degree, an ‘insider’ position (see
Berger, 2015), without me even being diagnosed. This offered me an advantage; an “easier
entrée” as Berger (2015, p. 223) puts it; “a head start in knowing about the topic and
understanding nuanced reactions of participants” (Berger, 2015, p. 223). The negative side is
that I was already primed to expect certain aspects of participants’ accounts to overlap with
my mother’s experiences, which might have caused me to focus more or less on these aspects
of their accounts compared to what a different researcher might have done. Indeed, because
of the dialogical and co-constructed narrative of this research, if I had been positioned
differently, and held different views, I would likely have viewed the stories differently. I
discuss this possibility in more detail in the next section.
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It is important to mention the two occasions where participants asked me why I opted
to study breast cancer stories. The first happened after recruiting a participant (Meredith – not
her real name). I told her that my mother had breast cancer and that I was interested in
learning about other women’s experiences of the disease. Meredith had already agreed to
participate, therefore, I do not believe that my disclosure further encouraged her participation
in this research. In fact, at recruitment, she had already expressed a desire to help other
women with breast cancer by sharing her story. For her, then, participating in this research
might have been a way of telling her story for the benefit of others. While I do not believe my
disclosure necessarily influenced her recruitment, it is possible that Meredith’s knowledge of
my mother’s breast cancer diagnosis could have influenced both our interactions and the data
I collected from, and with her (possible reasons are related to Berger’s, 2015 points below).
A second participant, Gwen (also a pseudonym) asked about my background during our first
interview, at which point I explained my connection to breast cancer and its influence on my
academic pursuit (see the first part of this chapter). It is therefore possible that the disclosure
of my mother’s diagnosis could have given me an insider position in both the above cases,
which, in turn, could have influenced my subsequent interactions with these participants.
Berger (2015) explains the two-fold benefit of an insider position: first, participants
may be more willing to talk about their experiences with a researcher whom they perceive to
be sympathetic to their situation. Second, participants may perceive the researcher to be a
source of knowledge or information resources regarding their situations. The first point
Berger (2015) makes relates primarily to the two instances where I disclosed my mother’s
medical condition, which might have primed the participants to think of me in a different
way; perhaps, as Berger (2015) mentioned, more sympathetic to their situation. Or perhaps
the converse is true: they could have been sympathetic with me, the daughter of a mother
who had been diagnosed with breast cancer. This could have influenced their reception of me
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and our subsequent interactions. Both instances could have affected my position as researcher
and could have ‘softened’ the researcher-researched relationship. Berger’s (2015) second
point, that the researcher could potentially be perceived as seemingly having more access to
resources and information, relates primarily to my being a doctoral student studying breast
cancer stories. This, in turn, speaks to power relations in qualitative research as well as the
negotiation of whose agenda (the researcher or the researched) “rules” (Råheim et al., 2016,
p. 1). It is also possible that participants’ knowledge of my position could have primed them
into sharing their stories, with the expectation that I would ‘help’ them in some way, should
they comply with my requests. Such expectations (if held) could have inadvertently skewed
the sample at recruitment, thus becoming necessary to acknowledge. Participants’ knowledge
of my position is something that I, in my view, had less control over, because part of the
informed consent process requires stating the nature and the aims of the research (KarnieliMiller, Strier, & Pessach, 2009). However, this does not negate the possibility that my
prospective participants could have seen me in a specific light which could have influenced
their decisions about participation and about the kind of information they wished to share.
In contrast to my insider position, my age and socio-economic status may have
positioned me as an outsider. There were certainly times when I felt like an outsider,
especially concerning my age. My youngest participant was 44, which made it difficult to
directly relate to certain life experiences which evidently contextualized the participants’
breast cancer stories. Differences in socio-economic status between myself and my
participants could have positioned me as an outsider. In addition, having a middle-class
socio-economic status might have caused me to (unintentionally) place less emphasis on data
fragments pertaining to poverty or the costs of treatment. It is therefore possible that a
different researcher, from a different background, would have viewed these aspects
differently or placed more emphasis on them.
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In terms of my ethnicity, I felt like an insider when I interacted with participants of the
same ethnicity, less so with participants of different ethnicities, yet, I felt that these
differences did not position me as an outsider. Rather, I felt that my female gender was the
leading factor in my insider position as it enabled me to relate with participants on a number
of matters. For example, I found that my gender enabled some participants to share more
intimate details of their experiences with me (not always directly related to breast cancer).
Some showed me the scars on their chests, others spoke about physical and emotional abuse,
marital problems, financial difficulties and having to rely on family members for support (in
that regard), still others disclosed the personal biases that they have had to overcome. It is
therefore likely that my female gender contributed to participants regarding it ‘safe’ and
appropriate to share certain aspects of their stories with me. My insider position increased as
the research progressed and as I continued to interact with and get to know the participants,
however, there are certain drawbacks to this position. I discuss these, together with its
potential benefits, in the next section. Finally, it is important to acknowledge that my
Christian faith might have influenced my perception of those parts of women’s stories that
involved religious beliefs. Had someone else from a different group or background conducted
the research and analysed the findings, there may have been some differences in this regard.
Benefits and pitfalls of my identity and position
My role as co-creator of narratives (not innocent bystander or blank screen) contributed
to my identity and positioning becoming highly beneficial for the generation of very rich
data, yet problematic in terms of my belief systems and my personal connection to breast
cancer, in that it could, to some degree, have skewed the data. It should be noted though: by
relating the benefits and pitfalls of my identity and position in almost dichotomous terms,
thereby contrasting the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’, my intention is not to reduce the complexities
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involved in the research process. Indeed, Song and Parker (1995) critiqued such dichotomous
terms as being insufficient to represent the complexities that attend a multifaceted research
process. Rather, the comparison simply serves to reflect on the matters in a more balanced
way. The benefits of my subjectivity are inextricably intertwined with the challenges it has
brought to the study. In the next section, I address several matters that I inadvertently brought
to the research process which might have influenced the data collection process and my
subsequent interpretation of the stories. These are all considered ‘silences’ or the ‘unspoken’
dimensions (Scharff, 2010) that were unintentionally implicated in the research process.
The silences in my research process. The first and most obvious drawback of my
undertaking a research project on breast cancer stories, is my personal connection with the
disease. My mother’s experience greatly affected my view of the illness and the treatments
involved. The successful outcome of her non-conventional approach caused my view to
change in favour of alternative treatment. This became the first silence in my research
process. I did not once explicitly share my views regarding the participants’ breast cancer
treatments, but as I mentioned before, I could not displace my thoughts about my mother’s
successful outcome as achieved through alternative methods (belief systems can also be
incorporated under this category). As described in the following chapter, religious beliefs,
formed a prominent theme amongst most participants, of whom two spoke of using nonconventional therapies such as cannabis. Part of my reflexivity process was the need to
acknowledge that this silence, the silence that does not disagree with non-conventional forms,
could have skewed the data towards my beliefs. In other words, it is possible that my views
implicitly influenced my interactions with participants and data analysis, which may have led
alternative forms of treatment to be foregrounded.
Ryan-Flood and Gill (2010) refer to the complexity of human interaction, and the way
in which it often leads to dilemmas regarding the presentation of research findings.
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Identifying with participants’ stories on alternative treatment forms, might indeed have
positively affected the collection of rich data, but as Bantjes and Swartz (2019) have shown,
these kinds of identifications could also be associated with the researcher implicitly leading
the participant into talking and experiencing things in a particular way: “[t]he way a listener
responds to a narrative can profoundly influence the amount and type of information included
in the telling” (p. 6). The problem is not that narrative interactions are without value, but
rather that some aspects of participants’ stories might become foregrounded while others are
pushed into the background. This will differ from researcher to researcher, but, as I (and
many others before me) argue, there can be no such thing as a neutral or objective researcher.
The second silence was my own moral framework (recall my discussion on this topic in
Chapter Four). A part of me undoubtedly wanted the research process to be beneficial for the
participants. My empathy towards the participants, which came about because of my own
moral imperative to engage sensitively with them, might have been beneficial in building
rapport, but might also have been detrimental from a research point of view. For instance, my
interactions with the participants might inadvertently have created a situation in which points
of potential conflict or difference were softened by both the participants and I. Arguably,
points of potential difference between researcher and participants are present in many (if not
all) research settings, but I believe this might have happened more with my research than
most. The beneficial effect of engaging participants in a sensitive manner, compounded by
my implicit determination to see the benefits of this research for the participants, might have
deepened my sense of community with the participants. However, the detriment of this
process is that some aspects of participants’ stories might have been omitted (yet again) or,
by contrast, enhanced, in comparison to those in other research studies. For instance, the
restitution stories might have been enhanced by my silent moral framework that wished to
see participants both getting and staying well. By contrast, aspects of the stories in which
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physicians were praised, might have been overshadowed by the more self-reliant aspects
featured in their stories, which I tended to prefer. This is problematic. I therefore expand on
the latter point in my next discussion about the third and final silence.
The final silence in my moral stance on the narratives of breast cancer, opposes the
narrow biomedical view. Recalling from my discussion in Chapter Three, that the premise on
which narrative research exploring illness is mostly based, foregrounds the (insider)
perspective of the participant (Richards, 2016). Pascal and Sagan (2018) illustrate how the
need to also hear the participant’s ‘voice’ in research, has generally claimed a counternarrative to those emerging from the medical paradigm. Like many illness narrative theorists,
I also have little regard for the medical narrative; one in which the medical practitioner is
portrayed as the hero, while the patient’s role is limited to one of seeking and accepting
medical advice (Frank, 2016). The latter describes the soundly criticized sick role by Talcott
Parsons (1951), in which the ill person not only agrees to follow prescriptions, but to, by
implication, also tell their story in medical terms: For instance, ‘How are you?’ requires from
the patient to respond within a medical report (Frank, 1995). My implicit moral stance,
silently condoning those aspects of participant stories which had moved beyond the
biomedical narrative, could, although unintentionally, very well have shaped both the data
and my subsequent interpretation thereof.
My personal connection with breast cancer undoubtedly conferred a disadvantage, not
only regarding my preconceptions about the topic, but also in terms of my ability to distance
myself from the data. Indeed, it caused a significant struggle to ‘unknow’ or ‘make strange’
those aspects of the data that I could relate to, thereby confirming Mannay’s (2010, p. 97)
statement that “the researcher can never renounce their prior knowledge”. In addition, the
silent aspects of my own opinions and values, including my desire for the participants’ wellbeing, could have become conspicuous in the research setting, which might have influenced
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certain aspects of the participants’ stories. As such, holding myself accountable as a coproducer of data in this project, and with my insider/outsider positionality firmly implicated
in the narrative constructions, I elected to embrace my proximity to the research process and
to use it as part of the presentation of the stories. Regarding my proximity, I wish to briefly
reflect on my experience of co-constructing narratives with the participants, before
concluding this chapter.
Co-constructing narratives. As mentioned in previous chapters and reflected on
throughout this chapter, the stories, including their meanings, were shaped by the relationship
between the participants and I. Throughout the process of data collection, I became more and
more convinced of the truth in the following statement “[n]arratives are constructed with a
particular audience in mind” (Bantjes & Swartz, 2019, p. 5). For instance, some participants
wanted to please me by telling ‘good enough’ stories or providing sufficiently detailed
descriptions about their experiences. Some mentioned that they had hoped that their stories
were helpful, that they spoke for long enough about their experiences, or answered my
questions correctly. In such instances, debriefing participants became important: I not only
told them that their agency in the telling of their stories, was of paramount importance, but
also that everything they wished to convey, irrespective of the length, style, or content, was
considered meaningful. The respect and sensitivity I extended to the participants and their
stories might have created the impression that I valued everything they had to say regardless
of how strange, trivial or absurd it could have appeared to someone else. It is also possible
that my responses to their situations were significantly more accepting than perhaps those
they had received from others, being it from their kin or through a larger societal discourse
about breast cancer.
The tensions inherent in such an approach are articulated by Karnieli-Miller et al.
(2009) who state that during the personal collection of data (especially in interviews) the
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researcher aims to create “a welcoming, nonthreatening environment” (p. 280). Others
described it as “a feeling of empathy for the informants” (Taylor & Bogdan, cited in KarnieliMiller et al., 2009, p. 280). However, efforts to display sensitivity or empathy run the risk of
becoming problematic in cases where researchers inflate their reactions to their participants,
or where they are overly sympathetic in order to obtain ‘rich’ data. Karnieli-Miller et al.
(2009) state that when researchers inflate their responses for the sake of obtaining the data
needed for the study, it may be conceived of as manipulation or exploitation of participants,
which, in turn, carry ethical implications if it accentuates participants’ vulnerability or
distress. Throughout my interactions with the participants, I did not once consider
compromising the integrity of the research process by presenting myself as overly sensitive
or more empathic than what I truly felt while listening to their stories. However, to me it was
important to acknowledge the potential dangers inherent in the rapport building process and
in interacting with participants in a sensitive manner.
Relatedly, participants’ awareness of a wider audience (i.e., the readers of this
dissertation and future publications), became apparent during the construction of their
narratives, particularly the body mapping workshops. Some participants were concerned that
others might not understand what they were trying to convey. I therefore emphasized the
importance of their descriptive narratives regarding each element and/or symbol in conveying
meaning. This could also have been an attempt to shield participants from thinking that their
visual stories would not be considered beautiful and/or meaningful by others, when in fact,
some of those outside of this research space might well have found little beauty and/or value
in the body maps, if consulted. As before, the closeness of the researcher-participant
relationships that developed over the course of this research, could have been detrimental in
helping certain aspects of the research protrude while shunting others to the background.
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Finally, recalling from my discussion in Chapter Five, Gastaldo et al. (2012) suggest
that the researcher should assist with drawing, cutting and brainstorming ideas/symbols in the
creation of body maps. I assisted with both the tracing of participants’ bodies on the paper
and the brainstorming of ideas. I also assisted participants with their drawing and painting
when they lacked confidence to do so themselves. Gastaldo and colleagues (2012) contend
that the researcher can do the physical components of the exercises if the participant is unable
to or feels uncomfortable, provided the participant guides the researcher. Some participants
were hesitant to draw or had functional limitations, in which case they would insist I draw for
them. This posed a dilemma because sometimes I felt that I was contributing more than I
should, or would have liked to, but owing to the specific situations, and as long as
participants guided me in the drawing, I felt that this was still in line with Gastaldo et al.’s
(2012) facilitation guide (see also Klein & Milner, 2019). In addition, as detailed in the
previous chapter, when participants struggled with ideas, I suggested the use of magazine cutouts or words, which often enhanced the creative process. As the workshops progressed,
participants generally gained more confidence and seemed to start enjoying the process,
which naturally reduced my level of involvement in the creation of the body maps. By
contrast, several participants were quite confident to create their own visual stories, and
hardly required any assistance. Although the extent of my involvement varied from one body
map to the next, every image, colour, texture, hand-written piece of information, and selfrepresentation that formed part of the final product, was selected by the participants. In most
cases, participants seemed to have experienced the co-constructing of body maps as
meaningful. However, this is not to say that everyone experienced it as such. I certainly
cannot take the credit for the meaningfulness gained (if any), neither can I attribute it to the
research process alone. Rather, the interplay between the participant and I, and the storying
process through body mapping, seemed to have brought its meaningfulness about. I address
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the potential value of body mapping for both the participant and the researcher in Chapter
Nine.
Constructing this dissertation. Having reflected on the process of co-constructing
narratives with the participants and constructing narratives with an audience in mind, I have
to acknowledge that the construction of this dissertation was done with a specific audience in
mind: the reader. Since part of the impetus for this study comprised a personal component,
which, in turn, transpired into an academic endeavour, it was often challenging to completely
displace its personal influence, particularly in the way it seemed to help me process my
mother’s cancer. Locating myself in the process of constructing an academic argument was
(ironically) largely a personal undertaking, which, in the end, served a dual purpose. Writing
this dissertation was, therefore, a co-constructed process, largely shaped by an awareness of
an academic audience.
Chapter Summary
The aim of this chapter was to examine points of intersection between my identity and
position, and my interactions with the participants in order to locate my subjectivities and
how these could have influenced the research process. Dedicating a chapter to a reflexive
account deemed necessary because of my personal connection with breast cancer, my
personal biases and my moral stances, any of which could, implicitly, have shaped the data.
To this end, it became necessary to ‘locate myself’ and critically examine potential pitfalls of
my identity and position, and the methodological implications these might have had. The aim
of presenting this chapter before the results, was to afford the reader transparency about the
research process, and to bridge the gap between my methodology and my interpretation of the
results presented in the chapters that follow.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
WOMEN’S STORIES OF LIVING WITH BREAST CANCER RECURRENCE:
A THEMATIC OVERVIEW

In this chapter, I present the results derived from the thematic component of analysis. I
pay attention to the content of women’s stories across all three modalities and present the
triangulated findings thematically. I begin with an overview of the sample characteristics.
This is followed by an introduction to each participant, including a discussion of some of the
main ideas contained in their stories. Thereafter, I turn to a thematic overview of the results.
Results
Participant characteristics
Twelve women with recurrent breast cancer participated in this research study. An
overview of their characteristics, as presented in Table 7.1, includes details of their diagnoses
and corresponding treatment plans for both their initial breast cancer diagnosis and
recurrence(s). What follows are brief introductions of the participants (using pseudonyms),
including their breast cancer stories (disease progression, treatments, and current treatment
outcomes at the time of writing), their personal contexts, as well as some of the main ideas
contained in each story. These introductions contextualize the illustrative examples that I use
to present the data and can be referred to while reading the results contained in both this and
the following chapter. All quotations from the data are italicised to mark the participants’
direct words. Capitalized words represent an increase in volume (participants giving
emphasis to selected words). Parentheses indicate the intentional omission of parts of quotes
for brevity.
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Table 7.1. Participant characteristics.
Biographic Information

Initial Diagnosis

Recurrence
Time Lapse

Age

Relationship

Date of
Language

(years)

Dependants

Cancer

Employment

Status

Treatment
Diagnosis

Date of

Cancer

Diagnosis

Stage

before

Stage

Treatment

Recurrence
Left total mastectomy,
Bonnie

44

Single

IsiZulu

2

Full-time

May 2014

III

chemotherapy, radiation,

4 years

May 2018

IV

Chemotherapy

& Tamoxifen
Chemotherapy,
Right total mastectomy, &
Brenda

58

Married

IsiXhosa

3

Unemployed

April 2016

II

+/- 2 years

July 2018

IV

radiation, &

chemotherapy
Tamoxifen
Bilateral partial
mastectomy,

Own
Cathy

58

Single

English

1

Nov 2009

III

+/- 9 years

Aug 2018

IV

Not treatable

mastectomy,

+/- 3 years

April 2016

Did not

Chemotherapy &

chemotherapy, radiation

+/- 5 years

May 2018

know

Tamoxifen

4 years

May 2018

+/- 4 years

July 2018

chemotherapy, radiation

Business

& Tamoxifen
Bilateral total
Emmaa

45

Single

IsiZulu

3

Unemployed

Nov 2013

III
& Tamoxifen
Left partial mastectomy,

Gwena

62

Married

English

2

Full-time

May 2014

III

Chemotherapy,

reduced right breast &
alternative

IV

radiation, &
alternative
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Chemotherapy, bilateral
Chemotherapy &
Heather

45

Separated

English

3

Full-time

Nov 2013

II

total mastectomy,

+/- 5 years

Aug 2018

IV
radiation

radiation & Tamoxifen
Right partial
Left partial mastectomy
mastectomy with
Lucy

59

Single

Afrikaans

3

Part-time

Mar 2012

II

with reconstruction &

+/- 5 years

Nov 2017

III
reconstruction &

Tamoxifen
chemotherapy
Chemotherapy, left
Margaret

50

Widow

Sepedi

4

Unemployed

Did not

Chemotherapy &

know

Tamoxifen

Aug 2016

+/- 2 years

Jan 2018

IV

total mastectomy &
Tamoxifen

Chemotherapy, right
Bilateral mastectomy,
partial mastectomy (with
Meredith

54

Married

Afrikaans

3

Full-time

Sept 2013

III

+/- 5 years

Jan 2018

IV

Tamoxifen &

reconstruction), radiation,
alternative
Tamoxifen & alternative
Chemotherapy, bilateral
Chemotherapy, &
Patriciaa

50

Widow

Setswana

3

Unemployed

Jan 2011

total mastectomy with

+/- 2 years

Nov 2012

reconstruction, &

+/- 7 years

Nov 2017

III

IV

lymph node removal
radiation

Tamoxifen
Right partial mastectomy,

Right total
Did not

Sandra

46

Married

Sepedi

4

Full-time

June 2011

III

chemotherapy &

+/- 7 years

mastectomy, &

July 2018
know

Tamoxifen

radiation
Left lymph node
Did not

Ursula

60

Widow

Afrikaans

3

Retired

April 2016

II

Left partial mastectomy

+/- 2 years

removal &

April 2018
know

chemotherapy
a

These participants were diagnosed with two recurrences as indicated in the table above.
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Participant introductions
Bonnie. Bonnie was first diagnosed with breast cancer in 2014 (stage III). After
receiving a left mastectomy at Public Hospital A as well as chemotherapy and radiation at a
neighbouring hospital (Public Hospital B16), she started a new job in KwaZulu-Natal17 (KZN)
where she worked with women who have breast cancer. She became a community educator
for a non-profit organization specializing in breast cancer support. In 2018, at the first signs
of metastases in her chest wall, Bonnie was unaware of the limited scope of available breast
cancer services in KZN. According to Bonnie, treatment facilities were not adequate (i.e.,
there were no appointed oncologists and the radiation machinery was faulty) and in short
supply (i.e., no supply of chemotherapy). Fortunately, her involvement in a cancer care
environment made her realize that she needed to seek treatment elsewhere. One of her
colleagues recommended that she return to Gauteng where treatment was more readily
available.
As part of her work as a community educator, and due to her own breast cancer
experience in the KZN province, Bonnie was approached to feature in an investigative
journalism television program to share her experiences (I came across this television feature
by chance, which is how I learnt some of the above details). When I asked her (off the
record) about her television feature, she was both modest and delighted that I had seen the
feature, which aired soon after I had completed most of the data collection with her. Although
I accidentally came across her television feature, it offered rich insights into her story, which

16

Patients of Public Hospital A who are scheduled for chemotherapy or radiation are given a referral letter to this hospital as
it offers specialist oncology facilities. The breast clinic at Public Hospital A only offers consultations, diagnostics, breast
surgery and reconstructive surgery. Unless otherwise specified, all participants were patients at Public Hospital A where they
received surgery (and some received reconstructive surgery) and were referred to Public Hospital B for further oncological
treatments.
17
Kwa-Zulu Natal is a coastal South African province approximately 460km south-east from Johannesburg.
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I discuss in more detail when I present the narrative type that characterized her overall story
(see Chapter Eight).
Upon her diagnosis of stage IV metastases in her chest wall in May 2018, Bonnie
started receiving chemotherapy at Public Hospital B. However, while the provision of cancer
treatment in Gauteng was more readily available than in KZN, there were still delays in her
receiving the necessary healthcare. Bonnie eventually received three cycles of chemotherapy,
after which she had to be hospitalized due to increased functional impairment. She passed
away on the 29th November 2018. I am grateful that I could complete data collection with
her, particularly because she wanted others to learn from her experiences: “…right now the
only thing that inspire me, seeing other people saved after my experience, me being
(inaudible) just helping them to go under all what I’ve gone through, see them are okay at the
end.” (Body map).
Brenda. Brenda was first diagnosed with breast cancer (stage II) in 2016. She
underwent chemotherapy and had a right mastectomy. She also manages two other
conditions, HIV, for which she was taking anti-retroviral medication, and hypertension (she
disclosed this information to me on her own accord). Despite living with HIV, Brenda
appeared to resent having breast cancer more than she did HIV for the following reasons:
“…HIV is not a tragedy, but the breast cancer is Because HIV I feeling it’s it’s the thing it’s
spreading eh everywhere, and then cancer is not the thing like everybody got it and then it’s
killed. HIV doesn’t kill.” (Body map). She was nevertheless disciplined in adhering to
treatment protocols for breast cancer; doing her part to get better: “My plan was stick to the
treatment what the doctor told me and go forward with that.” (Narrative interview). When
Brenda was diagnosed with a recurrence in July 2018, she was told that her cancer was
advanced (stage IV) and spreading aggressively (including to her lungs). She was scheduled
for chemotherapy and radiation in order to control the metastatic behaviour of her cancer.
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Despite the advanced progression of her disease, throughout my interactions with her,
Brenda displayed a positive outlook about her health and future. She seemed accepting of her
condition and expressed the hope that treatment would restore her health. She drew openly on
her Christian faith for strength. Her story also reflected that she received ongoing support,
both from family members and from support groups, who offered encouragement that seemed
to continually lift her spirits. At the time of writing, she had completed both chemotherapy
and radiation and was taking Tamoxifen.
Cathy. Cathy’s first diagnosis was in 2009. She was diagnosed with stage III breast
cancer and treated with chemotherapy to shrink the mass, after which she underwent a left
partial mastectomy. She also had a reduction on the right breast and used Tamoxifen as
prescribed. During her interview I learned far more about her life than only her breast cancer
experiences. I learned, for example, that she had emigrated to the United Kingdom with her
son and fiancé soon after her first breast cancer diagnosis. However, after ending the
relationship three months later, Cathy and her son returned to South Africa. This was a
devastating event for her, leaving her “broken as a person” (Narrative interview), without a
home and an income for a while: “Hhh, I slept at my friend’s offices, I didn’t have a job I
didn’t have a car, nothing.” (Narrative interview). Cathy frequently spoke about her broken
family ties and a general lack of familial support since the passing of her mother seven years
before. She was open about her Christian faith which comprised a large portion of her story.
Her cancer returned in the form of metastases on the liver, which were advanced (stage
IV) at the time of her diagnosis in August 2018. Unfortunately, her cancer had become
untreatable. The days before she passed away were spent trying to find out whether there was
anything the doctors could do to prolong her life: “Bottom line is once they study my
histology (blood) & the biopsy etc. they ‘might’ be able to find some ‘chemo’ treatment???”
(Diary). I was very moved by Cathy’s story, which was emotionally laden and difficult to
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listen to. She passed away on the 13th November 2018. I was grateful for the privilege to
have listened to her story and read her diary, the only data I collected from her.
Emma. Although Emma experienced two recurrences, her story was unexpectedly
short and to the point. Her initial diagnosis (stage III breast cancer) was confirmed towards
the end of 2013, for which she was treated with chemotherapy and a double mastectomy.
After discovering a new lump in April 2016, Emma was told that her cancer had returned.
She was treated with chemotherapy and was given Tamoxifen. A year later, in 2017, she was
told that her breast cancer had metastasized to her lungs. She was put on long-term oral
medication (she did not know the name, only that it was meant to treat the lung condition). In
May 2018, a different lump was detected, and surgically removed. This intervention brought
her to the hospital around the time of my recruiting her. The lumpectomy was followed by a
third chemotherapy regimen, which lasted until the end of 2018.
Despite having had two recurrences over a period of three years (the stages of which
she did not know), Emma’s story was similar to that of Brenda’s: full of talk about tests and
hospital visits as well as a commitment to treatment protocols. Emma’s demeanour was
positive and light-hearted throughout our meetings, despite the fatigue she experienced as a
result of chemotherapy. She expressed an expectation that medicine would heal her condition
and drew strength from her religious beliefs. Throughout our meetings, Emma repeatedly
said that she did not ask for the disease to enter her life, and that she had no reason to cast
any blame: “…because I didn’t ask for it because I don’t know where this thing coming from
how I’m gonna be angry. […] No one, no one to blame.” (Diary interview). She described
her life as being disrupted by cancer: “So my life before cancer happen, it was fine because I
was working hard, I was got my own money, now I’m suffering…” (Diary interview). I
suspect that she attributed her disease as part of life: “(laughs) ah because it’s uh, you know
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life, you don’t know what is gonna happen.” (Diary interview). At the time of writing, Emma
was taking Tamoxifen and was feeling well.
Gwen. Gwen’s story was a long and complex one. She was diagnosed with cancer three
times over a period of four years. In 2014 she was first diagnosed with breast cancer (stage
II). Her treatment included a left mastectomy with a Lat-replacement procedure18. She also
had a breast reduction on the right breast. In addition to conventional treatment, Gwen was
using health supplements and cannabis oil. She was prescribed Tamoxifen but did not take it.
Instead, she made use of a variety of forms of alternative therapies, including cannabis and
natural supplements. Her diet consisted mostly of vegetables, fruit, home-made vegetable
juices, and small amounts of animal protein.
Four years had passed since Gwen’s new symptoms developed. In February 2018, she
sought help for gynaecological problems that, at the time, seemed unrelated to her breast
cancer. However, after consulting with her private healthcare provider, the doctor detected a
new lump, this time on her right breast: “…he said to me ‘there’s a lump on your right
breast’”. (Narrative interview). In May 2018, she was diagnosed with breast cancer (stage
IV); a different cancer to the one before and far more aggressive (this happened around the
time of my recruiting her). However, in the following month, a diagnosis of stage four
cervical cancer (metastasized from her second breast cancer) was confirmed: “The doctor has
confirmed I have advanced cervical cancer it is secondary as my breast is primary and now I
am at stage 4.” (Diary). I was later told that the cancer had also spread to her bones, liver and
brain. She was treated with radiation and chemotherapy in an effort to control the spread of
the cancer, but she developed a severe reaction to, as well as a blood disorder from, the
chemotherapy, leaving her extremely ill and fighting to survive. Communication was ceased
(from her side) after which I marked her as withdrawn from my research.
18

A Lat-replacement surgery involves taking a muscle from the upper back region and inserting it in the breast cavity as a
form of natural reconstruction. However, this surgical technique has been discontinued.
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Gwen informed me at a later stage that she terminated chemotherapy and started taking
high volumes of hydrolyzed aloe vera as advised by her long-term survivor friend. Within a
month, her health had improvement significantly. Soon after that, she contacted me and
apologized for not completing data collection. She also offered to resume the process, which
I accepted with gratitude. During our next meeting, I was surprised to see a remarkable
improvement in her health, which was in stark contrast to how ill she sounded before. She
told me about the difficult time she had gone through, one that was compounded by her
husband’s recent heart attack. She recalled from our body mapping meeting: “Ya that was –
that was a real dark time of my life that” (Body map). She also mentioned that her
relationship with God had been instrumental throughout her life and breast cancer experience.
At the time of this writing, Gwen was feeling strong and well (personal communication). She
had not resumed any conventional treatment and was continuing with her diet, health
supplements and high volumes of cannabis oil.
Heather. Heather was first diagnosed in 2013 with stage II breast cancer. She was
treated with chemotherapy, a double mastectomy and radiation after which she started using
Tamoxifen. Five years had passed before Heather noticed a new lump, this time in her
axillary (underarm) region. She was diagnosed with stage IV breast cancer in August 2018
which had already metastasized to other organs (including her bones, liver and lungs). She
was treated with chemotherapy and was still undergoing treatment at the time of writing.
During data collection, Heather spoke frequently about her daughter who lives with her father
in Zimbabwe19. She also recalled her family history of cancer and how it impacted her
perception of the future and her surviving the disease:

19

Zimbabwe is a neighbouring country, situated along the northern border of South Africa.
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I thought a lot about my late father. He passed away from prostate cancer in 2017.
No matter how hard I tried to be positive, I couldn’t, I felt like death was hanging
over my head, like I wasn’t going to make it. Just like he hadn’t made it. And just
like my aunt and my grandmother, both maternal. Those were very dark days!
(Diary).

Heather made mention of her strong support system and how much her work meant to
her: “Ya I need that support, you need those encouraging words” (Body map). In addition,
she relied on praying to a higher power for support and guidance. She also told me about her
desire to write about her breast cancer experiences in order for other women to read and learn
from. At the time of this writing, Heather was frustrated with the healthcare at Public
Hospital B for mismanaging her treatment schedule: instead of receiving chemotherapy in
two-week cycles they were scheduled for every three weeks (personal communication). She
was also scheduled for radiation later in the year.
Lucy. Lucy was first diagnosed with stage II breast cancer in 2012. She underwent a
left partial mastectomy and had the shape of the breast reconstructed. After several postoperative complications and many corrective surgeries, towards the beginning of 2016, she
discovered a new lump in her right breast. After a delay in seeking help, she soon started
experiencing pain and fluid build-up in the breast which caused her to seek help.
Unfortunately, Lucy lost her job and could no longer afford medical aid20. Hence, she sought
help at Public Hospital A.
In November 2017 she was diagnosed with stage III breast cancer and started
chemotherapy a few weeks later. She explained how difficult it was for her to experience

20

Two participants (Lucy and Meredith) were previously advantaged but later disadvantaged in terms of affording private
medical insurance (also referred to as medical aid in South Africa). Similar findings have been reported by Roomaney,
Swinny and Kagee (2018) who used an acronym, namely PANDAs, to reference such patients. PANDA stands for
Previously Advantaged Now Disadvantaged recipients of healthcare.
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chemotherapy, mainly owing to the loss of her hair: “My hair has always been my pride and
when I was going to lose it, it was terrible for me…” (Body map). However, she had support
from her three sons, two of whom, in support, decided to shave their hair. The 11th surgery
since her first diagnosis was performed in 2018, the aim of which was to remove the lump in
the right breast. The surgeons simultaneously removed the implant in her left breast because
she was scheduled for radiation on both breasts. I recruited her on one of the days she came
to Public Hospital A to have her dressings changed. According to her diary, she made every
effort to try and regain a normal appearance: “I have decided after 11 surgeries to still try
and have proper breasts again.” (Diary). Throughout her story, she kept referring to her
relationship with God to whom she attributed her success in overcoming cancer once before.
She also believed she had been given a second chance in life: “I have for a second time been
given a chance at new hope and life. I cannot express enough gratitude for this. Our father is
good, praise and honour him.” (Diary). At the time of writing, Lucy had completed treatment
and there were no traces of cancer in her body. She was committed to her six-monthly
follow-up appointments. I have no knowledge of any plans to pursue further cosmetic
surgeries, though.
Margaret. Margaret was first diagnosed with breast cancer in her left breast (did not
know the stage) in 2016. Based in Limpopo21, where she experienced long delays in securing
the correct referral, she was eventually treated with chemotherapy (at Public Hospital B) and
soon after, with radiation. Margaret also kept to her Tamoxifen regime. In January 2018, she
experienced a rapid growth in the same area as that of her original breast cancer. The mass
had evolved into an even bigger mass, which caused so much pain that she struggled to sleep.
Her quality of life became severely compromised. The description of her symptoms created
the impression that the cancer had invaded most of her breast tissue, some of which had

21

Limpopo is the most northern province in South Africa, approximately 390km north of Johannesburg.
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become septic. She had to travel to her local clinic in Limpopo to receive clean dressings. At
the time that I recruited her, she was undergoing chemotherapy at Public Hospital B as
treatment for her recurrence. Despite constant pain, it had appeared that Margaret was able to
manage the infection at the time. However, according to her diary, it seemed that the
infection had returned days after our interview and developed a bad odour. Embarrassed by
the smell, she started avoiding social contact:

I just stay at home with family because they understand my situation. Sometimes,
when with certain people, they may not say anything to you in person, but the
minute they leave you they badmouth you saying that woman is not smelling good.
(Diary).

Apart from managing her symptoms, Margaret spoke about the support of her family as
being instrumental throughout her breast cancer experience: “…my family is supportive,
every, every step of the moment, support me.” (Narrative interview). Her Christian faith was
also a pronounced theme in her story, and was used as both as a coping strategy, “I just –
every day I just pray and ask God to give me strength.” (Narrative interview), and as a source
of potential divine healing: “God it’s only you that can heal me, no-one else.” (Diary
interview). At the time of writing, Margaret had completed chemotherapy and had undergone
a total left mastectomy. She was also taking Tamoxifen as prescribed.
Meredith. Meredith was first diagnosed with breast cancer in 2013 (stage III). She was
treated with chemotherapy, and a right partial mastectomy (with natural reconstruction and
lymph node removal). This was followed with radiation and a five-year course of Tamoxifen.
Apart from conventional treatments, Meredith also sourced cannabis oil which she called
“Black sweeties” (Diary). This she used whilst on Tamoxifen. After completing treatment,
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Meredith continued to attend her six-monthly and later once-yearly follow-up appointments
until January 2017, at which point her work-demands started interfering, which eventually
resulted in her negating the importance of attending her follow-up appointments:
“…postponed it and postponed it…” (Narrative interview). A year later, in January 2018,
when she returned for a follow-up, she was diagnosed with recurrent (aggressive) breast
cancer in the same breast (stage IV). Treatment included a total mastectomy of the right
breast, as well as a prophylactic total mastectomy of the left breast. She requested the
prophylactic mastectomy and her oncologists approved this request. She also continued to use
cannabis oil while using Tamoxifen long-term.
Despite the recurrence, Meredith believed that there was a greater reason for her having
to experience cancer twice. Attributing her fate to the divine will of God, she recalled feeling
chosen for a greater purpose to be gained from her experiences: “There’s a purpose, there’s a
very big purpose that he [God] is busy with. I should actually feel special that he has chosen
me.” (Narrative interview). Meredith also spoke frequently about her family, indicating her
need to survive for her three daughters: “I have three beautiful girls, I can’t give up the fight
now.” (Narrative interview). At the time of writing, Meredith had received news of a 3rd
recurrence (stage IV) and had commenced with chemotherapy in an attempt to control the
disease (I have not included this part of her story in my analysis, as she communicated this to
me personally months after data collection had been completed).
Patricia. Patricia first noticed a red mark on her left breast in 2010. She recalled not
attributing the symptom to cancer because of a lack of family history: “…there’s no-one in
my family that have cancer” (Narrative interview). However, when the mark changed colour,
“…the red changed to black, green…” (Narrative interview), she immediately sought help
and was subsequently diagnosed with stage III breast cancer (January 2011). Her treatment
involved a partial mastectomy of the affected breast, chemotherapy and radiation. However,
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during this time, an MRI scan and subsequent histology reports revealed a different cancer in
her right breast (stage III). Treatment was amended to involve a bilateral total mastectomy
with reconstruction after the completion of chemotherapy. She also took Tamoxifen.
In 2017, one of her implants ruptured. Surgery was scheduled to remove the implants at
which time a new lump was discovered in her left axillary region. She received a third
diagnosis (stage IV) in November 2017 and was treated with chemotherapy once again. She
was also informed that the cancer had already spread to her liver. During data collection, she
had been completing chemotherapy and was scheduled for surgery soon after to remove the
affected lymph nodes. She also told me about her desire to help other women with breast
cancer. She would often counsel other patients while awaiting treatment at the hospital: “I
tell them that no if you’ve got this, try to eat this, […] if you want to vomit, try to eat ginger,
if you are really, really tired, try to exercise, go out…” (Diary interview). In addition,
Patricia expressed the hope that by sharing the insights she had gained, she would also help
other women. At the time of writing, she had completed treatment but seemed uncertain
about her future (personal communication). In an earlier meeting, this concern, also apparent,
was dealt with through prayer and by taking life one day at a time: “…every time when I pray
I said ‘God, give me a day, a day, a day…’ and those days God is answering my prayer
because every time I wake up I’m healthy, I don’t have pain.” (Diary interview).
Sandra. Sandra’s breast cancer story started in 2010 while she was expecting her first
child. A diagnosis was made in December that year. After giving birth, Sandra underwent
chemotherapy and had a partial right mastectomy. Sandra also took Tamoxifen as prescribed.
In January 2018, she started to experience pain and immediately sought help. She was
diagnosed with a recurrence in July of the same year. Her response to her recurrence was
characterized by her trying to find a reason: “They said cancer is back. I told myself I said,
‘Why me’. It very sad to me.” (Diary). However, she quickly drew strength from her religious
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beliefs to cope with her diagnosis: “God help me oh Lord. I know I can do it. By the grace of
the Lord.” (Diary). Treatment for her recurrence included a total right mastectomy followed
by radiation. Her husband was her greatest source of support, as he encouraged her when she
needed it. He also shared in her religious beliefs: “He told me that ‘you know what, you are
healed. By the grace of the Lord you are healed’. He support me too much.” (Narrative
interview). A further attribute that was apparent throughout Sandra’s story was her
determination to attend follow-up appointments and complete the treatment, which, she
maintained, was the way in which she overcame cancer the first time, and that it was the way
she intended to overcome it again: “BY FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS OF THE
DOCTORS” (Diary). At the time of writing, Sandra had been completing radiation
treatments for her recurrence and was managing well.
Ursula. Ursula was first diagnosed with stage II breast cancer in April 2016. She was
treated with a partial left mastectomy, but as it started to heal, she discovered a different lump
in her left axillary area. She reasoned: “They left something behind…” (Narrative interview).
By February 2018, her left arm had become too painful to move. After seeking help, a
diagnosis of recurrence was made (she did not know the stage) to which she responded: “I
started crying again, it made me so hopeless. Uhh Lord, am I going through this a second
time, I just went through it now?” (Narrative interview). A tumour had started invading
nearby tissues and appeared to be causing sepsis. The tumour was surgically removed. Ursula
was later informed that she needed to have the nearby lymph nodes removed as well, but she
was adamant that the entire breast be removed: “It’s fine, I’m fine, take it off.” (Narrative
interview). However, the oncologists maintained that only the lymph nodes needed to be
removed.
Towards the end of data collection, Ursula was told that she would need to have
chemotherapy, which she did. Her first session was met with fatigue, but she reported no
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other side-effects such as nausea or vomiting at the time: “Got home got into bed and slept
till the next morning I was sleeping like a baby. Thank God no side-effects.” (Diary). As the
treatment progressed, she lost her hair and experienced joint pain, but was determined that
the side-effects were temporary and that what mattered was her health (personal
communication). Throughout her story, her Christian faith was her greatest source of hope, as
was the encouragement she received from her three children and fellow church goers. Ursula
was also active in her community, wanting to assist women with breast cancer. At the time of
writing, Ursula had finished chemotherapy and was, in turn, told that she would need
radiation as well (I have not included this aspect of her treatment in the present study as data
collection with her ended before she received this news).
In summary, this section introduced the research participants and contextualized their
breast cancer stories as a backdrop to be referred to if needed. The 12 women who
contributed their stories to the present study were diverse in terms of age, stage of illness,
socio-economic status and living conditions. The way these women responded to their illness
and made sense of their condition was, within the broader context of their lives, also diverse.
Below, I offer an overview of the results from the thematic analysis.
Results from the Thematic Analysis
Representing the first task of analysis, the themes that emerged from the data, reflected
patterned responses (Braun & Clarke, 2006), which were not only due to the frequency with
which the constructs appeared throughout women’s stories (across all data sets), but also to
investigator judgment as to whether the themes captured ideas that were important in
answering the research questions. Recall from Chapter Five, my thematic analysis involved
systematically organizing the data from first-order themes (participants’ direct quotations),
into second-, and third-order themes respectively: second-order themes were defined as the
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researcher’s interpretation of the direction quotations, and third-order themes were developed
from the integration of first- and second-order themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Smit et al.,
2019; Tucker et al., 2016). This process of analysis resulted in the identification of three
third-order themes. These include: 1) illness appraisal, 2) coping, and 3) body image. Illness
appraisal describes how participants appraised their illness, including the impact it had on
their lives. Coping describes the coping strategies used by participants in the appraisal and
management of the disease. Body image describes how participants perceived their bodies in
light of existing, or impending physical changes based on prescribed (recurrence) treatment
plans. Table 7.2 below provides an overview of the third-order themes and related secondand first-order themes (the latter of which will henceforth be referred to as ‘sub-themes’).

Table 7.2. Summary of themes derived.
Description

Third-order

Second-order

theme

theme

The ways in which breast

Illness

Evaluating the

Determined to

cancer is perceived and

appraisal

impact of breast

survive

managed

First-order theme

cancer
Finding the value in
the experience

Lack of will to
fight

Waiting to see what
happens
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Coping strategies used in

Coping with

women’s appraisal and

breast cancer

Adaptive coping

Adherence to
treatment

management of the disease
Religion as
coping/divine
healing

Sources of support
The way the individual
perceives her altered body after

Body image

Responding to the

Health comes first

altered body

breast cancer treatment
Changed body as a
symbol to others

Body needs to be
restored

Appearance no
longer a priority

Illness appraisal
The first theme describes women’s appraisal of recurrence and their evaluation of the
illness, considering their recent diagnosis. I identified four sub-themes from this third-order
theme, that describe women’s perceptions of recurrent breast cancer and their ability to
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overcome the disease for a second (or third) time. These are: determined to survive, finding
the value in experience, lack of will to fight, and waiting to see what happens. I discuss each
one in turn.
Determined to survive. When asked about their responses to being diagnosed with a
recurrence, most participants expressed a determination to fight the disease and survive. Such
accounts were the most prominent, occurring in 9 out of the 12 stories. For example, in
Meredith’s diary, she wrote how she had realized that she had only one option: “…[I]
realized there is just one option. Must fight and stay positive”. Emma, despite two
recurrences, described her appraisal of the illness as follows:

I been making myself, telling myself [Emma], just beat this, fight with this thing,
get forward with this thing. You not supposed to get sick and sick and sick, cause
this sickness is not gonna go away. You suppose to stand up for your own feet like
your mother […] she didn’t bring you to this life to get suffer and sick you
suppose to be strong. (Body map).

Another account where the determination to survive was apparent, was that of Heather,
where she wrote the following:

I don’t have to be cancer-free or in remission to be a survivor, even if cancer has
spread everywhere, as long as I am fighting and living to see another day I am a
survivor. NOTE TO SELF: There will be very bad days along the way but I will
get through this, I will fight as long as there is breath in me. (Diary).
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She also pasted a magazine cut-out in her diary depicting her decision to fight and
survive (see Figure 7.1 below). Bonnie conveyed a more subtle expression of this theme and
drew on her strength from overcoming cancer once before; convinced that the second time
would be no different: “…I’ve counselled myself that I’ve, I’ve undergone through that
situation before. Even now I will just go through it, that, that’s what make me strong.”
(Narrative interview).

Figure 7.1. Heather’s decision to fight and survive.

For many participants, the determination to survive was rooted in their need to do so for
the sake of their families. For example, Patricia had the following to say about her future:
“Uhm like right now I know I am going to survive this, I’m going to live for my kids and my
mum and my family because I know they love me and they don’t want to lose me” (Narrative
interview). Margaret expressed a similar sentiment:

…my daughters, because they don’t have father, their father has passed away, last
maybe 3 years back […] if your mother is not around, everything is difficult,
because you can’t share, everything with maybe your grandma, your grandmum is
not the same as your mother. I just want to live for my daughter. (Narrative
interview).
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Finding the value in the experience. Closely related to the need to survive, was the
second sub-theme, namely the perception that a diagnosis of recurrence happened for a
reason or that there was a greater purpose behind it. The participants described this notion
differently: they either attributed their recurrence to the will of God or regarded it as an
opportunity to help others through their experiences. The former is described by Meredith in
the following passage: “There’s a purpose, there is a very big purpose that he [God] is busy
with, I believe. I should actually feel special that he has chosen me” (Narrative interview).
Helping others through their experiences was exemplified by Bonnie, who stated the
following about having to go through cancer again: “…as I was telling you uh it’s my main
aim to see other people surviving through what I’ve gone through, yea.” (Body map).
Patricia also remarked on her desire to help others navigate their breast cancer experiences:

I hope that my story will help others. I was in the dark about cancer and did not
think that one day I will be on the stats of cancer. Now I have information and
knowledge about the disease I can teach people about it. (Diary).

Ursula’s body map was dedicated as a “message to other women” (Figure 7.2 below).
Elements of her experience could be found in every possible space. All were messages of
encouragement, added with others in mind.
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Figure 7.2. Ursula’s message to other women.
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Lack of will to fight. I present the third sub-theme related to participants’ appraisals of
recurrent breast cancer as a negative case. Specifically, one participant, Cathy, expressed
uncertainty about her ability to fight breast cancer for a second time. Recall the introduction
to this chapter: Cathy was told that her recurrence was untreatable. That made her question
the need to fight the disease:

…once you have been told ‘no treatment available’ – there is a battle between
your very mind, your heart & your soul. A part of me thinks – I can probably
survive this & another part of me – thinks life has been so hard – I don’t know if I
have the strength to do this (again!) It’s like a ‘constant nagging pain’ that just
doesn’t go away – I am sad, tearful, anxious, expectant, moody, irrational…So
full of emotion! And the practical side of the worrying about ‘everything else’, like
[her son], the school etc. (Diary).

This doubt became apparent during our interview, and I decided to ask her whether she
was giving up the fight. She responded:

…I don’t know, maybe this is just a season of change for me (sniff). […] because
if I’m that ill, I’m not gonna be working 12 hours a day, for, (laughs) I mean I’m
registered as a non-profit organization, I’ve given my time, so (sigh) why I don’t
know it’s hanging over my head thinking like you know?

By this time, after having shared some of her painful circumstances, among which
included rejection by partners, the death of her mother, the estrangement from her siblings
and her “defiant, rebellious child” (Narrative interview), she was rather emotional. It
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appeared that Cathy had accepted the reality of her situation, and that she had made peace
that her suffering would come to an end soon.
Waiting to see what happens. The fourth sub-theme related to illness appraisal, that
became apparent in seven of the participants’ stories, was the uncertainty about what the
future might hold. In such instances, despite the positive appraisals of being determined to
survive or finding the value in the experience, participants also expressed their uncertainty. I
described such accounts as the sub-theme, ‘waiting to see what happens’. For example,
Gwen, whose second recurrence was given a poor prognosis, stated the following: “I’m
waiting to see – I’m hoping that I’ll still be alive in a year’s time because I’d like to, I’d like
to see my grandchildren a bit more, grow up a little bit more.” (Body map). For Heather,
having had a recurrence meant that her life was no longer hers to plan because the cancer
could return again later: “Oh well I just hope this time around I have longer years in
remission (laughs) ya, but if it comes back, well what can I do?” (Body map). Cathy also
conveyed uncertainty about her experiences especially given the poor prognosis of her
metastatic disease: “So, ja but agg I actually thought, uh I don’t know, I’m gonna wait and
see what the doctors say and all of that before I make any life changing decisions, you
know?” (Narrative interview).
In summary, four sub-themes emerged from the data that described participants’
perceptions of their illness, the majority of which were positively orientated. The second
theme to be discussed is coping.
Coping
The second theme describes the strategies women use to cope with recurrence. Three
sub-themes emerged from the data describing women’s coping mechanisms: adherence to
treatment, religion as coping and sources of support.
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Adherence to treatment. Four participants described their adherence to treatment as a
method to overcome cancer for a second time, which helped them to sustain a positive
outlook on their circumstances. For instance, as noted in my introduction to her story, Sandra
trusted medicine to keep her healthy. Although treatment for her recurrence had, at the time,
not commenced yet, she trusted her ability to overcome cancer for a second time. This was
emphasized by the following, capitalized, diary inscription: “ME [SANDRA] I DEFEAT
CANCER WITH A SMALL THING BY ‘FOLLOW UPS’ AND BY PRAYER SO ‘I’M A
SURVIVOR’ I WISH EVERYONE WHO HAVE CANCER RETURN, HE/SHE CAN DO
SAME LIKE ME BY FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS OF THE DOCTORS.” (Diary). The
same conviction surfaced during her narrative interview, just days after learning about her
recurrence: “But I believe I’ll be fine, after, after operation, I’m, I’m healed”.
Viewing treatment in a similar light, Brenda conveyed only pleasant memories from the
time she spent in hospital, “…only took the one breast and then my operation was very, very
successful, I still remember that day.” (Diary interview). She labelled her memories a “good
experience”, and complying with treatment gave her confidence in her ability to become
healthy again: “A good experience that’s why it, it gave me the strength to know I’m not sick,
it’s just the thing that is passing away.” (Diary interview). The last example illustrates that
treatment was not only seen as a means of restoring physical health, but that it became a
source of coping amongst some participants.
Religion as coping/divine healing. The second sub-theme related to coping, is
participants’ religious beliefs. This formed a noteworthy theme and was present across 11 out
of the 12 narratives. Participants not only relied on their religious beliefs (mostly through
prayer and church attendance) as a coping mechanism, they also relied on God as an alternate
healer. In terms of the former, Emma’s reliance on her belief systems was apparent
throughout her story. For example, I learned during our body mapping session that she is
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“just that person always praying every time. That’s why even I get sickness, I just put
everything to my God.” (Body map). Similarly, Margaret’s anxious thoughts about having to
experience chemotherapy again were soothed when she reminded herself of her source of
strength: “I got a fright when I started thinking of the chemo. […] I thought of how I was
when I had chemo but I continued praying to Jesus for strength because I cannot do this on
my own.” (Diary). Sandra’s response to receiving her diagnosis of recurrent breast cancer
offers another example of religion becoming a coping strategy: “And then I’ve got the result
they say the cancer is coming back, it’s back, but I think I’ll be fine God is there.” (Narrative
interview). From these excerpts, it becomes evident that participants rely on religious
practices and beliefs to cope with the burden of the disease.
To offer a visual representation of the reliance on religion amongst the participants,
Meredith’s body map (see Figure 7.3 below) displays the centrality of this theme in her story.
For instance, the image of a person kneeling in worship next to a Bible and the word
“FAITH” centred across her midline, all speak to the importance of her walk with God in her
breast cancer story. Moreover, her posture on the body map portrayed both an act of
repentance to God (raised hands) and her determination to fight the disease (flexed muscles
and boxing gloves).
Regarding God as an alternate or divine healer, Patricia spoke about God’s ability to
heal her despite her recurrence: “…everywhere I go, everything, everything that I do, it’s
because of God, He’s helping me. I feel that he is my creator, he’s going to heal me.”
(Narrative interview). Brenda held a similar view: “If you believe on him [God] then he’s
gonna help you. He’s the best healer.” (Narrative interview). Cathy also perceived of God as
an alternate healer; as, seemingly, a director of her fate:
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Figure 7.3. Meredith’s story of faith.
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Since my diagnosis – 2 weeks ago when I wake I immediately seem to shed silent
tears… And I ask, Lord am I destined to be in pain all the days of my life???? Or
is this just to make me stronger??? […] My friends & my family are all praying
for a miracle, as we know God is our healer, protector, our strength and the author
& finished of our lives!!! (Diary).

Sources of support. The third sub-theme related to coping, is the reliance on support
structures. Most participants not only appreciated support, it also became instrumental in
their ability to cope emotionally. The first example I draw on to present this theme, is Brenda.
From her story, it appeared that Brenda relied on support from a variety of sources, “I am so
happy to get support from my neighbours, my husband, children and everyone who loves me.
They tell me to not lose hope.” (Diary). When I probed her about the importance of support,
she responded as follows:

They support me they come to see me, they talk to me, they don’t, they don’t want
like I must feel like I’m sick you know and then they was just telling me every time
you gonna be fine, there’s nothing wrong with you, you gonna be fine. Get on to
be strong. Even now they still telling me get on to be strong, take it easy, don’t
like go hard for yourself, even if you are at home don’t work hard, relax, give
your body the time to relax and then you can heal properly. (Diary interview).

Brenda also pursued additional sources of support: she joined an annual cancer fun
walk and attended support group meetings where she not only found support from other
women with breast cancer, but also forgot about her problems: “I always go to the support
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group and fun walk and it makes me to forget that I am sick and it release stress and when I
am at the support group I am always feel comfortable.” (Diary; see also Figure 7.4 below).

Figure 7.4. The cancer fun walk in Brenda’s diary.

Sandra, on the other hand, relied primarily on her spouse for emotional support and
encouragement, as she explained:

…he took me last on Monday, he was with me at [Public Hospital B], and I told
him, they say uh cancer is back. He told me that “you know what, you are healed.
By the grace of the Lord you are healed”. He support me too much. (Narrative
interview).

Describing her time in hospital after her breast surgery, Gwen recalls: “I was there all
alone, but [her husband] came and spent the day with me. He helped me to go to the toilet the
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first time. Then I stayed and I stayed and Saturday night he brought me food…” (Narrative
interview). To offer a visual representation of support structures, I drew on Emma’s body
map (Figure 7.5). She chose to depict her support structures on either side of her to represent
equal support offered from her neighbours and her children: “The same, they supporting me
the same…” (Body map). Explaining their support with household tasks during times of
treatment, she remarks: “They supporting me too much. Because if I’m not eating, I’m not
managing to cook they come to me, and they cook for me and they put water for me to bath
they say just bath” (Body map).
Concluding the theme of coping, I wish to present the following negative case from the
results: one participant, Cathy, perceived a general lack of support, both in terms of having
breast cancer and her life in general. Her history of rejection and estranged relations
influenced her perception of having no support, as is noticeable in the following passage:

Mmm, and my family don’t, I’m not – I’ve played a part in it sure, but since my
mom died, we just all chose to go our separate ways. I haven’t seen my older
sister in three years, I haven’t seen my younger sister in about five, my brother is
in contact with my son, and that’s another whole story: I have the most defiant
rebellious child, so I don’t know, I just think you know, God makes you stronger
through everything you go through but ultimately (sniff), uhhh I don’t know.
(Narrative interview).

The lack of support also becomes apparent in the following excerpt: “I mean I think
(sniff) besides friends, I’m I feel very alone. Hmm, my family are not there for me, and
everybody says family’s important (sigh).” (Narrative interview). Attempts to restore her
broken relationships were met with rejection, which left her feeling hopeless and hurt:
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Figure 7.5. Emma’s support structures.
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So I think it’s when people say oh family are so important I’m so, I’ve had so
much rejection and so much hurt that I just I’d rather stay back. I don’t wanna get
involved anymore (sniff) and, I don’t know, maybe I have to make peace with
them, sooner or later. (Laughs) You know? (Narrative interview).

In summary, three sub-themes emerged from the theme of coping, indicating that
participants used a variety of strategies, including adhering to treatment, relying on religious
beliefs, and finding sources of support. The last sub-theme, in contrast to the first two,
offered a negative case, which deviates from the general trend in the results. In the next
section, I discuss the final theme that emerged from the thematic component of analysis:
body image.
Body image
The third theme describes women’s sense of self as tied to their appearance in relation
to recurrence. Four sub-themes emerged from the data. These describe women’s perceptions
of their bodies and the way in which it affected their self-images. The sub-themes that
transpired are: health is most important, changed body is a symbol to others, body needs to be
restored, and appearance no longer a priority. I discuss each one in turn.
Health is most important. For some participants, it was imperative to have their health
restored, compared to maintaining a good appearance. As a result, their body images were not
negatively affected by existing or impending physical changes. For example, when asked
how she felt about the loss of her breasts, Emma responded: “I don’t mind because is whole
my life you know.” (Body map). Emma insinuated that her life was more important than her
appearance. Brenda held a similar position:
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Then I told my family, then the doctor told me I must start the chemo and then I
start the chemo and the doctor tell me again I might lose the breast and then it
was fine for me. […] I knew it’s gonna happen, gonna get sick and then my hair is
gonna fall down, my nails is gonna change, it never bothered me. (Diary
interview).

In addition, Brenda’s diary contained an image from a local breast cancer magazine,
with the caption “After doing my operation I was happy!!!!” to draw her readers’ attention to
how pleased she was about her mastectomy, owing to the confidence it gave her in seeing her
health restored (see Figure 7.6 below). When I followed up on this in an interview, she
responded:

I had my surgery and my surgery was very successful. […] I was like wow when
my doctor come see me, I was just not looking like I was in surgery. […] …and I
was feeling like I don’t have nothing [cancer], […] nothing, nothing, nothing.
(Narrative interview).

Relating to both hair and breast loss, Heather expressed the same sentiment, namely
that her health was far more important that her physical appearance:

It’s your health your life. I mean I’d rather be, I’d rather have no hair, but be
there, be alive, be there for my daughter and my loved ones than to have hair and
then I’m, don’t get treatment and then I die or something. So it’s nothing. That’s
why even with um the op, it didn’t bother me, not at all. (Narrative interview).
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Figure 7.6. Brenda’s post-operative body and happy self.

Changed body as a symbol to others. The second sub-theme describes the view of the
body as a symbol of what women had to overcome in their breast cancer experiences. For
some participants, their post-treatment bodies seemed to be regarded as an opportunity to
show other women with breast cancer that they are still beautiful despite the scars. In such
instances, I interpreted participants’ conceptions of themselves as having grown positively.
These participants did not try to conceal their changed bodies, but demonstrated an acute
awareness of these changes, as we can see from Meredith’s descriptions:

It was a huge shock for me when I saw how it looked, when they removed the
dressings for the first time, because you see in books, ag it looks like an incision
here and there, but its gross, that’s all I can say, it’s very ugly, it looks like I’ve
been slaughtered. (Narrative interview).
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In our body mapping meeting, Meredith made it clear that she was content in her body
as is, that is, without reconstruction: “I am now done with boobs hey. I’m going just like this
– going flat. No, they told me plastics will put new ones in. No thanks, uh uh.” (Body map). I
sensed an acceptance of her post-treatment body (contrary to the way Lucy felt, as discussed
in the following sub-theme). The excerpt below reveals how Meredith sought to derive value
from her changed body, by finding comfort about her body image in her relationship with
God:

God has taught me that even though I am ugly and full of scars, HE still loves me.
I often ask “why God? Why again?”
I don’t have the answers, will probably still understand…
I so badly want to help others who go through these trials.
I want to give them hope. I want to comfort them and give them a hug and say,
“Come on girl, you can fight this!” (Diary).

Similarly, Ursula demonstrated her acceptance of her post-operative body by reminding
herself and the reader of these values; acceptance and beauty despite having one breast (in
Chapter Eight I present a different example of this theme from Patricia’s body map, where I
discuss this finding in more detail):

I told myself I am still beautiful even if my breast has [been] removed. I will [not]
let anyone or anything steal my sparkle. Keep your chin up and know that things
are going to get better take one step at a time and keep believing in your dreams.
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Body needs to be restored. The third sub-theme describes the view of the body as
being discrepant from a previous or ideal body and is presented as a negative case. Lucy is
the exemplar of this theme. She regarded her body as a project of restoration and spoke
mostly about her inability to accept her appearance. She did, however, appear to make several
attempts to accept her body throughout the time I spent with her, as illustrated in the excerpt
below:

I am, I am 58 this year. I’m at a stage where I have decided, there are breasts
[…] this side is like this (demonstrates irregularity) because he cut under the
nipple so it goes like this, but they did say it will settle. This side it folds a little
bit, but if I ever get a husband and he doesn’t accept me the way I am, so be it.
(Narrative interview).

However, in the end she said that she is unable to fully accept her post-operative body.
Her diary revealed her struggle to accept her body as she contemplated more surgeries: “I
said that I don’t want further operations, but I cannot accept the way I look. Disfigured
breasts. Ugly!!!”. From a later excerpt it reads: “After 11 operations I have decided to try for
proper breasts again”. Lucy’s lasting dissatisfaction with her “Dracula boobs” (body map)
was seemingly exacerbated by the embodied reminders of her scars which she acknowledged
as follows: “I don’t like to see myself naked after my last operation. It’s a reminder of
everything I have been through up until now.” (Diary).
In contrast to the previous sub-themes, where appearance was either secondary to
health or the changed appearance used productively, Lucy described feeling compelled to
conform to her perception of the ideal female body, which for her meant having two proper
breasts. At our body mapping meeting Lucy mentioned the extravagant tattoos she wanted to
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have done to cover her scars. Tattooing over her embodied reminders also acted as a good
pun in the sense that she would be engraving her body with even more marks; the one acting
as a concealer for the other (see Figure 7.7). Purple was described as her favourite colour, and
the turquoise background was representative of the garden we were overlooking while
painting. The lightning bolt symbolized her sheer will to overcome any challenge life
presented, including her cancer, while her tattoos covered the disfiguring scars, she so
detested.
Appearance no longer a priority. The final sub-theme describes a sense of alienation
from the body, one that four participants reported experiencing. This sub-theme illustrates
specifically how three participants reprioritized their values: what they valued about their
bodies before, was no longer important. I first draw on Patricia, who described her inability
to live without breasts after being told that she would need to have a mastectomy: “…it was
important – THEN it was important because I told my doctor […] I can’t live without
breast.” (Narrative interview). In addition, she feared the rejection of a potential partner if
she did not maintain her female shape: “I felt that I’m going to lose shape and I was still
young then. Maybe I have – because I don’t have a husband, I’ll have a boyfriend, when he
sees me […] without breasts he will run away.” (Narrative interview). At the time she opted
for silicone implants. However, after learning about her recurrence, she no longer expressed
the desire to maintain her physique: “…this time I don’t care if I don’t have breasts or not.”
(Narrative interview). Her previously held values had changed; they became irrelevant.
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Figure 7.7. Lucy’s (in)visible scars.
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Similarly, Gwen initially pursued a mastectomy for cosmetic reasons:

I’ve always been big-breasted and I’ve always wanted to be – I always wanted a
reduction and I said I’m taking advantage of this and going through it. […] …at
the end of the day it was all about having the reduction and getting smaller.
(Narrative interview).

However, with her recent diagnoses and impending chemotherapy, her appearance was
far removed from her concerns, as illustrated in the following passage:

I mean the one girl said to me “oh you gonna lose all your hair, but don’t worry
about it, you – it’s gonna grow back”. Kay, at the time that she said it to me, it
was the least thing on my mind, I didn’t care you know, I was trying to live. So, it
didn’t, I didn’t you know it was and, and funny enough my, my step-daughter them
sent me a message and said “oh I’ve found this place where you can go and get a
wig” and you know? And I wanted to say I don’t even care about it at this stage,
you know it doesn’t bother me I’m just trying to survive. (Body mapping).

Relating back to her breasts, in our body mapping meeting, Gwen humorously named
her breasts (drawn as hollow spheres drawn on her chest): “flat and lat”, representing a
mastectomy and a Lat-replacement surgery respectively.
The final example I draw on is Cathy, who described the importance of her hair as
follows: “I don’t wear the same clothes, I can go without bathing for a day, but I can’t have
dirty hair. (laughs) I’ve had my hair cut three times in three days, because I didn’t like it.”
(Narrative interview). This was followed by a description of her reaction to losing her hair as
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a result of chemotherapy (her first breast cancer): “so losing my hair was like WHAT? Ok.”
(Narrative interview). However, as time passed, her hair became less important, to her a clear
indication that her priorities had shifted: “Then the next time I cut it off willingly, because I
actually didn’t care about it. […] So maybe that’s why I said you know, if I was vain about
my hair, I’ve learnt not to be now” (Narrative interview).
In summary, this theme clearly illustrates that bodily changes not only resulted in
different responses from women, but that the ways in which they had lived through those
changes, also differ. Except for one participant, women’s appearances were not given priority
over their health and their ability to overcome breast cancer. In addition, while the value of
physical appearance was initially important to some women, it later shifted in favour of
receiving the necessary treatment in order to survive.
Chapter Summary
This chapter has offered a thematic overview of the breast cancer stories in the present
study. Three themes emerged from the data describing women’s experiences of recurrent
breast cancer. First, in terms of illness appraisal, most participants responded to their
recurrent breast cancer diagnosis with a positive orientation, either through a determination to
survive (again) or through an ability to find a reason for its recurrence. Many expressed
uncertainties about their futures, anticipating a shorter life. Second, in terms of coping with
recurrent breast cancer, most women relied on religious beliefs, either through their religious
practices or through the belief in God as an alternate healer. In addition, some drew
confidence from medicine’s healing properties and emphasized the importance of adhering to
treatment protocols. A final coping strategy that emerged across the stories was women’s
reliance on support structures, whether through family, friends, or support groups, to help
them cope emotionally. The final theme was related to body image. Although some women’s
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views of their altered bodies post-treatment (first diagnosis) and impending treatment
(recurrence) differed, most regarded appearance as secondary to their health. Furthermore,
those women whose changed bodies did not affect their body images negatively, seemed to
have wanted to inform other women that altered bodies need not transpose into stigmatized
identities. Moreover, for some, a diagnosis of recurrence seemed to have changed previously
held values about physical appearance to the extent that these values no longer featured.
Chapter Seven comprised a thematic overview of participants stories. In the following
chapter I present the findings through the lens of Frank’s (1995) narrative types.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RE-EXAMINING THE FINDINGS THROUGH FRANK’S NARRATIVE TYPES

In this chapter I present an overview of the findings as interpreted through the lens of
Frank’s (1995) narrative types. I organize the findings from the thematic analyses within the
narrative types and identify relationships between them. Furthermore, I provide illustrative
examples of the narrative types, while commenting on the overall narrative structure and
outlining my examination of each one. Finally, I illustrate how multiple narrative types are
expressed in participants’ stories and across modalities in such a manner that the reader will
gain an overall understanding of the findings.
Results from the Narrative Analysis using Frank’s Narrative Types
Three narrative types emerged from the data. The four stories told by Brenda, Emma,
Margaret, and Sandra represent the restitution narrative type. Based on the findings, these
were the most coherent in structure and concise in style. Only one participant, Cathy,
represented the chaos narrative type, firstly, because she spoke in a fragmented manner which
lacked order and coherence, and secondly, due to the terminal nature of her illness, she
perhaps struggled to create meaning. Although this narrative type became evident throughout
the data that I collected from her, Cathy was unable to confirm my interpretation of her story
due to her passing. It is, therefore, important to acknowledge that because the narrative type
could not be confirmed, other researchers might have interpreted her story differently. One
other participant, Bonnie, appeared to have briefly moved in and out of chaos, which I
elaborate on in my presentation of her story.
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In this study, the quest narrative type featured the most frequently. These narratives
were told by the following seven women: Bonnie, Gwen, Heather, Lucy, Meredith, Patricia,
and Ursula. The stories that were told by Gwen, Heather and Meredith resembled Frank’s
(1995) automythology, due to theirs presenting journeys of personal change (please see
Chapter Three). Frank (1995) uses the Phoenix metaphor, (the Phoenix reinvented itself from
its own ashes), to describe automythology. Lucy and Ursula’s stories resembled the memoir.
In memoirs, the insights gained become incorporated into the individual’s life (Frank, 1995).
In terms of the third subtype, Bonnie and Patricia told stories that resembled the manifesto, a
story which not only carries demands for social action, but also speaks on behalf of others
(Frank, 1995). As described later, both Bonnie and Patricia spoke on behalf of other South
African women with breast cancer. Finally, based on my analyses and the identification by
participants, it appears that no participant told an overall liminal narrative, but rather, that
elements of liminality featured across each of the participant stories, a possible explanation
for which is offered in the next chapter.
Synthesis of Results
In order to synthesize the thematic and narrative analyses, the semantic themes were reinterpreted through the lens of Frank’s (1995) narrative types. This synthesis was necessary
to merge my bottom-up approach (line-by-line coding and thematic analysis) with Frank’s
(1995) top-down typology (locating overarching patterns of content/form/structure). In other
words, I wanted to locate points of intersection between the semantic categories derived from
the thematic component of analysis and Frank’s (1995) narrative types. A second reason for
wanting to integrate the thematic and narrative analyses, was to extend the former in such a
way that it would be relevant to the narrative types, by, for instance, reconceptualizing the
thematic categories as they surface. I also wanted to determine whether aspects of
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participants’ experiences had moved beyond Frank’s (1995) narrative types. I therefore offer
a tabulated summary of my interpretation of the stories at the end of each section, including,
where applicable, some of the thematic categories previously described, as well as new
understandings derived from the combination of analyses. It should be noted that some
aspects of participants’ stories (e.g., religion as coping/divine healing) were not limited to a
specific narrative type but appeared across several stories. In such instances, I present each
aspect of the story according to the narrative type in which it featured most notably and
interweave the discussion with examples from the other narrative types.
Restitution
As mentioned in previous chapters, restitution stories reflect the desire to get well and
stay well and to return to a time when life was considered ‘normal’ (Thomas-MacLean,
2004). Participants who told restitution stories perceived breast cancer as transitory; that it
could be managed, first and foremost, by adhering to treatment. “Illness in the imaginary”,
the subtitle of the chapter in which Frank (1995, p. 75) describes this narrative type, refers to
the temporary nature with which the illness is perceived by individuals who tell restitution
stories. Participants’ perception that the illness is only temporary seemed to be influenced by
a need to assert predictability over their situation, particularly by adhering to treatment as
best they can. To me, adherence to treatment seemed a function of these participants’
determination to survive. The integration of these two sub-themes conveys the “optimism of
oncology” which, according to Kaiser (2008, p. 81) “celebrates the heroism of medicine” (see
also Clarke, 1999; Del Vecchio Good, Good, Shaffer, & Lind, 1990). I therefore discuss
these two sub-themes (‘determined to survive’ and ‘adherence to treatment’) under the
umbrella term, ‘optimism of oncology’.
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Optimism of oncology. As mentioned, four participants’ stories moved swiftly through
diagnosis and treatment before re-introducing themselves as healthy in the near future; the
focus of restitution narratives. Emma, for example, takes the reader through her breast cancer
story in one long paragraph in her diary, writing mostly about doctor’s appointments, tests,
results, and treatments throughout her recurrences as well as the importance of adhering to
treatment:

My story about breast cancer.
Start with lump and I was thinking that is roll on that I am using it. Was 2013
November I stay with it one year after that I asked my boss then they took me to
the doctor, then the doctor says is cancer they send me to [Public Hospital A]
then in [Public Hospital A] they put me in mammogram and biopsy. After biopsy
the results was on stage three they give chemo on [Public Hospital B]. They give
chemo for six months was March 2015. After that they send me to [Public
Hospital A] for operation of both breast. After that they send me to [Public
Hospital B] for radiation than I didn’t make it because my heart was not right
[…]. They send me back to [Public Hospital A] for heart medication. Then is time
for start medication. After that I go back to [Public Hospital B] was 2016 when
arrived they put me in CT scanner. After CT scanner they say I have lump. After
results I start chemo. They give chemo for six months After that I go back to CT
scanner. Results came they say my cancer is in the lungs. Then was on lungs
medication. I was on lungs medication until 2017. After that I go to CT scanner.
Then results came and say cancer is still in the lungs. Then I continuing take
medication. 2018 I was taking medication. I go again on CT scanner. Result say I
have lump. Then the make operation. After operation they give me chemo. […] I
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say to others who have cancer must be on medication because God will bless you
one day. (Diary).

Sandra also summarizes her breast cancer experiences in an initial paragraph in her
diary which concludes with “I’m the rock” as a metaphor for her perception of herself as
indestructible. She is implying that, despite her recurrence, she will not be defeated by cancer
as she continues to remain strong and capable of overcoming the disease:

I’m [Sandra], the mother of 4 kids, so when I realise that I have a cancer it was
on June 2010. But I didn’t took it seriously. When I bath my husband look at me
always. He said to me, did you find out that your breast its shrink? I look at
myself, I said, I didn’t realise that. I go to hospital and they check me. They said
you have cancer. I was crying like a baby. That time, I was pregnant. I admitted at
[Public Hospital A]. So that they cut me they put pipe inside my breast to pull out
something that inside […]. I gave a birth. So I didn’t breastfeed my baby because
of the situation. It was 2011. I took medication until I get better. After that I took
chemo. After chemo I disappeared until 2013. I go back to hospital. I started to
take medication. Until now. So early January this year 2018 I feel pain everyday
so they took me to biopsy twice. They said cancer is back. I told myself I said
“Why me”. It very sad to me. I don’t know what can I say. I’m going to operation
again on top of first operation? God help me oh Lord. I know I can do it. By the
grace of the Lord. “I’m the rock”.

From these excerpts, the reader can see how seamlessly these participants move
through the restitution plot, including their diagnoses and treatments in the past, before
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focusing their stories on a healthy future (see also Thomas-MacLean, 2004). Frank (1998)
states that when an individual’s illness story tells of “everything that treatment has already
done, is doing, and will be able to do if the present efforts fail, then a restitution story is being
told” (p. 200). In this respect, the participants’ stories typify that of the restitution plot. It
seems that the language of restitution superimposes any thoughts of death (even after a
recurrence) with medicine’s healing properties. Kaiser (2008) therefore argues that the
restitution narrative is easily the most powerful of all. Indeed, the restitution story (the story
of returning to health) is expected and encouraged by most versions of medical practice
(Frank, 1998). Moreover, restitution stories, supplemented by larger discourses, are told by
societies that encourage and prefer those in which patients get well, hence the popularity of
the restitution narrative in Western society (Frank, 1995).
Although not interpreted through Frank’s (1995) narrative types, a recent South African
study exploring idioms of resilience amongst 80 cancer patients with other chronic comorbidities (e.g., hypertension and HIV), found that medical care was often described as
central to fostering resilience among their participants (Wooyoung Kim et al., 2019). Of
importance, most men (80%) and women (74%) reported that medical care enhanced their
ability to cope with their cancer diagnosis. The participants frequently praised the positive
effects of treatment and expressed a belief in the value of seeking medical treatment and in
adhering to prescribed regimens (Wooyoung Kim et al., 2019). The authors described such
statements as conveying trust and confidence in the efficacy of biomedicine. Their findings
correspond to those described above in terms of the emphasis on medical care for
overcoming cancer as well as those in the previous chapter regarding adherence to treatment
as coping.
One of the most vivid examples of the optimism of oncology in the present study, is the
notion of winning the war on cancer. Occupying three pages in her diary, Sandra uses the
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metaphor of David and Goliath (prominent biblical figures who were opponents) to signify
her personal war against cancer. Figure 8.1 is captioned with “[Sandra] versus cancer.
Goliath versus David”. She ensures that the reader understands who is conquering whom and
brackets the contenders as such: “[Sandra] (David). Goliath (cancer)”. In Figure 8.222,
Goliath is the seemingly impossible challenge, standing (in full armour) in front of David.
She concludes with the outcome: “David defeated Goliath with a small stone.” (Diary).
Sandra not only frames breast cancer as a battle to overcome, she also draws the audience’s
attention to the cultural tool she is using: the identity of a breast cancer survivor, “I’m a
survivor.” (diary). The identity of breast cancer survivor can be considered a ‘tool’ used by
women to be seen as the person they are in the process of becoming (Kaiser, 2008).

Figure 8.1. Sandra (David).

Figure 8.2. Goliath (cancer).

The use of the identity of a breast cancer survivor frequently emerged in my study,
including amongst participants whose stories principally represent other narrative types. For
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I have concealed parts of her narrative in this image for the sake of preserving her anonymity.
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example, Ursula, who tells a quest story, sees herself as being “cancer free”, and notes this
several times in her diary. A case in point is: “Breast cancer is not for me I am going to be
cancer free.” (Diary). Similarly, Margaret’s restitution story also maintains a survivorship
discourse: “I’ll be cancer survivor one day.” (Diary interview).
Related to the emphasis on treatment in the restitution narrative, amongst the four
participants who told restitution stories in the present study, the general finding was that their
body images were not negatively affected by the physical changes such as hair loss or
mastectomy. For these participants, the emphasis throughout their stories was mostly on
treatment and following the instructions of healthcare providers. Aspects related to body
image were the most numerous in Brenda’s story, compared to the other three restitution
stories. In her diary, she mentions the temporary nature of treatment-related side-effects, but
quickly moves away from the subject to emphasize treatment protocols:

Doctor sent me back to chemo and I was unhappy about that. In first chemo my
hair started falling down and it growed again second chemo my hair starts falling
down again. I am carrying on with my chemo. The doctor told me to change my
diet. (Diary).

In a follow-up interview about the contents of her diary, when asked about her
perception of her body, Brenda said that she had accepted her post-treatment body and was
content with her appearance:

Ya and my clothing, the way it fits me and then I said to carry on with, with my
journey I must accept my, my things and everything whatever I’m wearing it’s fine
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for me, it’s nice, whoever can see me it’s not good, as much as I see it I like it. It
suits me, it’s fine. (Diary interview).

In addition, Brenda uses an image in her diary from the local breast cancer magazine to
draw her readers’ attention to the way she felt about her post-operative body; that she had no
desire for reconstructive surgery (see Figure 8.3 below). Brenda seems to identify with other
women who are content with their post-operative bodies as they are (without reconstruction).
Amongst participants who told restitution stories, there were seldom instances (other than the
mentioned few) in which participants discussed their bodies and their feelings about
treatment-related changes or side-effects. Discussions of treatment and alternative sources of
healing dominated the restitution stories. Body image, therefore, was not a focus point in
these stories, hence my reason for not discussing the concept as a separate theme in the
context of restitution.

Figure 8.3. Brenda’s contentment with her post-operative body.
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As a final point on the temporary nature of illness in restitution stories, just the
following: as mentioned at the start of this section, a key descriptive phrase for the restitution
narrative is the notion of “illness in the imaginary” (Frank, 1995, p. 75). When asked about
her recurrence, Sandra exemplifies this position as follows: “…sometimes I can, I, I, I feel I
said to myself, I say I’m healed I don’t have cancer, you see? I talk to myself I say I don’t
have cancer. It’s out.” (Narrative interview). Although some may interpret her words (and
others like these) as being indicative of denial, I need to state that the participants do
acknowledge the difficult realities of their illness. For example, in Brenda’s body map (see
Figure 8.4 below), she wished to represent herself as standing upright after being knocked
over by a taxi one day on her way to the breast clinic. The significance of this part of her
story is the way in which she metaphorically related it to her recurrence:

It’s like when the car knocks you, you not waiting for the car to knock you won’t
even gonna know the car is gonna knock you, like a how the other day the car
knocks, I never know the car can knock me there, because the road was closed to
walk and then the car it came from nowhere and knocks me. So the cancer it’s just
like this, because it’s a tragedy, because just come like nowhere. (Body map).

She depicted the tyre marks over her body: “And they drove over me, like this, I had a
black skirt and then you actually see the wheels.” (Body map). However, despite the cancer
metaphorically appearing out of nowhere and knocking her over, she appraised of her
situation as follows: “…you gonna be strong, but, you have to fight little bit to be strong, but
first day then you it won’t gonna be easy.” (Body map). In line with Thomas-MacLean’s
(2004) findings, this suggests that the concept of denial (describing a tendency to ignore the
reality of a situation) either requires expansion, or, that it is not relevant to some individuals’
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Figure 8.4. Brenda’s resilience.
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experiences. I would argue that the latter is more likely, since the women did not conceal the
difficult aspects of their experiences but chose instead to focus on the possibility of
overcoming their illness.
In this section I have given an overview of the way in which participants who told
restitution stories, responded to their illness. They mainly regarded recurrence as a temporary
condition which could be healed with appropriate treatment protocols. In the next section, I
discuss a related aspect of treatment, one that presented in all four restitution as well as in
most of the other narratives, but which Frank’s (1995) typology has not accounted for,
namely the notion of religion as coping and alternative healing strategy.
Religion as coping/divine healing. This was a particularly interesting finding, as it
differed from Frank’s (1995) description of the remedy (i.e., medicine) sought in restitution
narratives. However, it was not a unique finding, as evidenced in the broader exploratory
cancer literature (I draw on examples from the literature in Chapter Nine). Metaphoric
phrases such as “I’m fine” and “good as new” after receiving treatment are, according to
Frank (1995, p. 90), the crux of the restitution narrative, variations of which were illustrated
in the previous section. However, the reliance on an alternate form of healing also presented
itself frequently in the present findings. Although the discussion of religion as a theme has
been positioned within the scope of the restitution narrative, I have also weaved into the
discussion, examples from other narrative types as this theme surfaced.
The first example I draw on is that of Brenda, who spoke openly about her Christian
faith as being her greatest source of strength amidst her recurrence:

You know what I’m Christian, I’m a Christian like born because I know God is
there for everyone. So even if I did, my second cancer came back and then lady
told me “sorry your cancer came back there’s nothing we can do about it” what I
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told her, I mentioned it, “there’s nothing you can do, but there’s nothing he [God]
can’t do.” (Narrative interview).

Brenda seems to accept that taking medicine does not guarantee complete recovery,
however, she does believe that God has the ability to heal her. The inclusion of religion as an
alternative source of healing, extends restitution as presented by Frank (1995): the emphasis
is still on recovery, but the remedy is different. A second example I draw on is that of
Margaret who regards her source of healing to be God alone:

…I’ll be cancer survivor one day I will told other people I will stand in front of
other people who was having the same problem that I have to tell them I was there
before, one thing you have to do is to believe in your God. Don’t go to Sangoma
or what, just trust in your God. Say God ‘it’s only you that can heal me’, no-one
else. (Diary interview).

Both Ursula and I identified her story as the quest narrative type. Yet, a brief
prospective restitution story surfaced during in her narrative interview. Seeing herself in a
future place of health and looking back on her breast cancer experience, she states the
following: “I went through it in life, I didn’t think I will survive, but I made it through the
Grace of God.”. Similarly, Patricia, a second participant whose overall narrative type was
quest, describes her present afflictions and her future restitution as follows:

…right now I feel that the only thing that makes me strong, its God and I’m a
survivor because of His mercy. I am surviving everything, every step of this
journey. He’s helping me, he’s taking me, he is holding me with his hand and
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everywhere I go, everything, everything that I do, it’s because of God, He’s
helping me. That’s why I feel that He is my Creator, He’s going to heal me.
(Narrative interview).

In this overview, it is worth mentioning that examples of women with breast cancer
relying on a higher authority (as divine healer) were also found in Hammoudeh et al.’s (2017)
study. As one woman contends: “Of course the cure is from God because He (God) created
the illness/disease and the medicine.” (p. 493). I expand the discussion on religion as coping
strategy in the following chapter. The example taken from Hammoudeh et al.’s (2017) study
in which religion is seen as both a coping strategy and an alternative healer, corroborates my
understanding of the present findings, that participants who tell restitution stories not only
respond to their disease with an optimistic stance (believing that they can still be healed
despite the recurrence), they also cope with their condition by turning to a higher authority
who, they believe, can heal them. Treatment protocols, rather than participants’ body images,
featured strongly in discussions, with the focus remaining on the necessity to overcome their
illness. In the next section, I discuss coping as it relates to the reliance on support.
Reliance on support. Amongst those who told restitution narratives, support was
actively sought and relied on as a way of coping. Margaret, an exemplar of this theme,
seemed grateful for her family’s support which became instrumental in her coping with the
disease:

I spent the day just thanking God for my supportive family because their support
gives me strength to fight this disease that I am suffering from. I also thank God
for having given me a child like Rose in my family because of the love and support
she has for me. I’m thankful to my family as well because even when I am far
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away from them they call me every day to check up on how I am doing. I really
thank God. (Diary).

When I probed Margaret about the significance of her family’s support in a follow-up
interview, she responded as follows:

Even my mother is there, my small daughter, my younger sister is there every time
when she come back to work she come and ask me “how is your day?” Then I tell
her, then “how is the pain?” then she just try to give me strength you see?
Because if the family doesn’t care about you, you’re going to die. Because no-one
is support you, but my family support me a lot and I like to thank God for the
family I have, even if we don’t have enough money but they try to, to hold me...
(Diary interview).

The above excerpts are a clear indication of how imperative it was for Margaret to have
support. This is indicative of support structures as being essential to cope emotionally and
practically with the disease. In addition, the words of encouragement and actions of care,
portrayed in the above excerpts, illustrate the persistence of the restitution narrative within
society. A similar conception regarding a broader societal restitution narrative, comes from
Nettleton’s (2006) study. This author suggested that friends and relatives often seem to feel
compelled to offer the ill person a way into restitution. Nettleton (2006) offers more
examples of well-meaning gestures, including special diets, exercise, rest, and survivor
stories from magazines. Such efforts ultimately make sense given that the restitution story,
“whether told by television commercials, sociology, or medicine, is the culturally preferred
narrative” (Frank, 1995, p. 83). Most people prefer to listen to a restitution story because of
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the hope it brings, which, in this case, includes the promise that any malfunction in the body
can be fixed (Frank, 1995, 1998).
In another study in which Frank’s (1995) narrative types were used to understand
women’s breast cancer stories (e.g., Howard et al., 2007), one of the themes derived from
their data was, “Surviving a Family Tragedy: A Restitution Narrative” (p. 71). In terms of
support offered, these authors understood phrases such as, “my family helped me realize that
breast cancer was just like any other disease that could be treated.” (p. 273), to be indicative
of the restitution narrative. Moreover, I argue that such accounts form part of the two-fold
purpose of restitution: For the storyteller, the ending is a return to just before the beginning:
“good as new” (Frank, 1995, p. 90). For the listener, it becomes an affirmation that what is
broken, can be fixed: also “good as new” (Frank, 1995, p. 90). He (Frank) maintains that
restitution stories are especially compelling because they are often true; many people do
become better and return to health. I suspect that in the present study, the reliance on support
and care amongst those who told restitution stories, could have been a way of finding
resources to sustain their restitution narrative.
Concluding my presentation of restitution stories: I have attempted to demonstrate that
despite having a recurrence (sometimes multiple, as in Emma’s case), women’s restitution
stories did not dissipate. Their perception of their disease remained consistent: they were
determined to survive. Furthermore, an adherence to treatment, irrespective of bodily
changes, was paramount to their ability to overcome their condition, as was their belief that a
higher authority could become an alternative healer. Finally, participants who told restitution
stories portrayed an active reliance on support structures from a variety of sources. Table 8.1
summarizes my interpretation of the restitution stories.
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Table 8.1. Summary of the restitution narrative.
Theme

Previous semantic category

Re-interpretation

Illness appraisal

Determined to survive

Optimism of oncology

Coping with breast

Adherence to treatment

Optimism of oncology

Religion as coping/divine

Different remedy

cancer

healing
Different way into
Reliance on support

restitution

In the following section, I present an overview of the findings related to the chaos
narrative, which reveals everything that restitution seeks to surpass (Frank, 1995).
Chaos
As mentioned in previous chapters, in many respects, chaos is the complete opposite of
restitution, as “its plot imagines life never getting better” (Frank, 1995, p. 97). Cathy’s story
was set in the chaos narrative. It lacked structure and order, was incoherent, and did not
consist of a proper beginning, middle or end, therefore, making it, in Frank’s (1995) sense,
not a story. The absence of a proper beginning becomes evident in the first excerpt that I
present. This lack of a beginning, as discussed later, corresponds to a lack in any sense of a
future. Cathy’s story presented as the only ‘true’ chaos narrative. It consistently remained as
such, across all data I gathered from her. I will therefore use her story as an exemplar. The
only other story in which chaos surfaced was that of Bonnie’s, which I will discuss in
conjunction with the rest of her story. This is important for the overall understanding of her
narrative type (quest) as a whole.
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Before positioning her story within the thematic structure, I present the following
excerpts as representative of a chaos narrative due to what I perceived as the fragmented
nature of her speech. When I asked Cathy to tell her breast cancer story, she began her story
as follows:

Hmm I was actually, I remember very clearly, I was moving house, and I had to
take my child to school and I put my car keys from my right hand to my left hand
and just like that, (gestures feeling something strange) – I still remember the Tshirt I was wearing because I had big breasts I never went without a bra and I
was – and then, you know I moved in all the chaos and I think it was about 3
weeks later, I went for the mammogram and then they said I needed to have a
biopsy, so I had the biopsy the next day, went back to the specialist, he said hmm,
it was breast cancer, hhh – and first and foremost was the treatment, hhh how
much it’s gonna cost you know, and, I’d already spent a lot of money for body
scans eleven thousand, the biopsy was something the markers were eight thousand
and you don’t – and this is I mean if nothing else, it’s not having medical aid and
I’ve never knocked on our government hospitals, cause I’ve had fantastic
treatment at [Public Hospital A] and [Public Hospital B] ok, hmm, and you wait
and all that sort of thing, but I’ve given my testimony before and I’ve always said
to people, cause I was, agg, with bosom buddies… (Narrative interview).

Another excerpt from her narrative interview demonstrates a similar fragmented speech
style and general lack of narrative order:
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I think hhh you know, life sometimes – but hmm and it actually says that no
weapon formed against you shall prosper, which is very powerful you know. So
I’m covered kind of things, so I have that – sometimes I still beat myself up that
I’m not a good enough Christian or this or that or what – but I have given my
testimony I think about 2 or 3 times hmm… (Narrative interview).

Leaping from subject to subject made her story difficult to follow. In addition, the
fragmented sentences, self-interruptions and the “hhhs” (sighs) all seemed to indicate that
Cathy was telling a chaos story. Later, when she informed me that her liver metastases were
untreatable, she seemed to have lost complete control over her disease, resulting in her story
becoming even more chaotic. An excerpt from her diary states:

Another visit to [Public Hospital A] for the C.T scan - & back the next day to see
the Doctor – He said as a surgeon – it is inoperable & basically liver is
untreatable!!! Feels like I been handed a death sentence!

Her writing seemed frantic and hurried, which could be interpreted as another element
of chaos (Frank, 1995). Although her narrative (as captured in her diary) was not difficult to
understand, the sentences were separated by hyphens (making the text seem fragmented). The
large number of exclamation marks seemed to illustrate profuse anxiety. Seen in this way, the
narrative becomes chaotic and indicative of a loss of control over her situation (ThomasMacLean, 2004). What follows is an excerpt in which the despondence about her future
becomes apparent: “I mean I’ve (sigh) got pain all day every day from here like, like almost
up to the neck. And I have an anti-inflammatory, that’s all I have. (Sigh) So…”. (Narrative
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interview). In the next example, Cathy questions her future in relation to her recurrence: “But
when your life becomes ‘compromised’ – what quality of life do you have???” (Diary).
From the above excerpts, it appears that Cathy’s story resembled that of chaos, based
on both the lack of structure and narrative order, as well as the hopelessness relating to the
future, elements which Frank (1995) argues, are characteristic of chaos. Thomas-MacLean
(2004) offers a few examples of women with breast cancer whose stories initially belonged to
the restitution or quest narrative types, but which turned chaotic once a certain topic was
discussed. She reports about women whose storytelling became fragmented or jumped from
subject to subject, characteristics Frank (1995) describes as belonging to chaos narratives.
She states that these occurrences most often arose when participants spoke of bodily
difficulties or an involvement of others in the women’s lives (Thomas-MacLean, 2004).
While Cathy did not seem to exhibit as much chaos when discussing her body as she did
when she talked about the nature of her recurrence, the chaos was nevertheless apparent when
she spoke about the people in her life (illustrated later). Similarly, Van der Merwe (2017)
observed a chaos narrative expressed by a woman who experienced post-traumatic stress
disorder after intimate partner violence. The findings revealed that the woman’s narrative
leapt from one theme to the next in a chaotic manner; without any narrative thread connecting
the components in the text. Despite using only a few excerpts to (structurally) illustrate
Cathy’s chaos narrative, they aimed to demonstrate the significantly fragmented, incoherent,
disrupted quality of her story, which, in my view, speaks of her wounded identity, an aspect
which I discuss in more detail in the next chapter.
Furthermore, it should be noted that Cathy’s story seemed more like a life story than an
illness story, hence I found it challenging to base her account on events or experiences related
specifically to her recurrent breast cancer. Nevertheless, she used several metaphors to
describe certain aspects of her experiences, three of which will be used to convey what I
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interpreted to be the central elements of her story as it relates to recurrent disease. These are:
“a silent invasion”, “your burden is light” and “deserted like a widow”. In presenting her
story, the metaphor of a silent invasion is used to describe her appraisal of her illness and her
body image, your burden is light is used to describe her reliance on religion in coping with
recurrence, and deserted like a widow is used to describe the perceived lack of support she
experienced. Combining the themes and metaphors was an effort to punctuate her story
without removing the underlying meanings she attached to her experiences.
A silent invasion. The silent invasion describes Cathy’s appraisal of her recurrent
breast cancer and altered body. This metaphor reminded me of the insidious “internal alien”
which Susan Gubar (2012) used to describe her ovarian cancer in Memoir of a debulked
woman. She remarks, “…it had held a secret and destructive sway over me, despite my
ignorance of it.” (p. 9). To contextualize, Cathy’s use of this metaphor comes from the part of
her story when she described her first treatment experience nine years before. This metaphor
also underscored my interpretation of her illness appraisal: the illness (as separate entity),
invades her body without an invitation, and uninterrupted, leaves her powerless to exert any
influence over its invasion. The excerpt below contextualizes this sub-theme:

…I was explaining to a woman the other day and I said it’s the, the, the chemo’s
like physical, in that it drips from that IV through your blood and then your wee is
pink or whatever it is, and the surgery is visible, but the radiation, I mean I also
got the tattoo there, and here somewhere, so they tattoo that little spot to there,
and then on this under my arm, so it was, they don’t wanna, hmm, radiate your
bones, so they marked me with a black marker here, and they said ok you can bath
and shower and whatever, when you come out we need to use the black marker
again, and that is like a silent invasion, it, it kind of like messes your head,
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because you lying on the machine, ok mine had to be under here, and, they line it
have you seen the radiation and they line it exactly there, and then you’re there
for like 4/5 minutes, but everybody leaves the room, they they putting radiation on
you… (Narrative interview)

The above excerpt suggests that Cathy had distanced herself emotionally from her body
already nine years before. The following excerpts illustrate what appears to be an alienation
from her body, both in terms of the cancer in her body and her view of her altered body:

…my boobs are not the same, don’t look the same, I’ve got all scar tissues here,
and like maybe it is a bit of vanity, you know—and I even admitted once I said I
don’t even look at myself in the mirror, because I don’t wanna—and even in the
bath, I used to kind of look at myself, and thought “these are not my boobs”, you
know? (Narrative interview).

Despite the apparent alienation from her body, Cathy said that appearance was
ultimately a secondary concern to survival: “…and I’ve overheard them saying [about
another woman] ‘she’s got terrible body issues and she won’t cope with it’ and I thought agg
stupid woman, you know it’s more about survival.” (Narrative interview). Recalling from the
previous chapter: Cathy’s hair used to be a primary concern. This, over time, became less of a
priority.
Another example of body alienation comes from a passage which was written during a
time when she was still consulting with healthcare providers about possible treatment
protocols. She wrote as follows:
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Back to [Public Hospital A] – Doc said they had discussed my case & wants me to
have a biopsy of the liver […] His analogy was – we know there is an ‘animal’
there but what kind of an ‘animal’? Quite a strange ‘concept’ to deal with!!!

Although she seemed to struggle to identify with the doctor’s analogy, what stood out
was the fact that she chose to quote his analogy in her diary. Whether she agreed with the
analogy, is uncertain. However, it seems that she found it a strange concept. Since I could not
follow-up on this analogy and its possible meaning to Cathy, I cannot lend full confidence to
my interpretation: the above excerpt was, in my opinion, just another example of Cathy
emotionally distancing herself from her body, a separate entity that was invaded by the
illness. Frank’s (1995) view of chaos echoes this notion of an illness being a separate entity
in the ill person’s body: the individual speaks of “it” hurting them (Frank, 1995, p. 103). In
appraising her illness as an ‘it’ to be cured (Frank, 1995), I would argue that this was not only
an appraisal of the illness, but also an additional coping mechanism; emotionally distancing
herself from the physical occupation of this disease in her body. Cathy also used her reliance
on religious practices as coping mechanism, which I discuss in the next section.
Your burden is light. This metaphor relates to the way in which Cathy used religion as
coping strategy: by relying on God as an alternate healer. Reiterating my previous
discussions, religion was a prominent theme in the findings which also featured consistently
in Cathy’s story. The following illustrations act as further confirmation of her reliance on
God, this time as a source of strength. In the first passage of her diary, Cathy described her
appointment at Public Hospital A and her prayer to God for strength: “Thursday – my
appointment @ [Public Hospital A]. – Oh the day was filled with so much anxiety – I just
kept oh praying ‘Please Lord, help me thru today’” (Diary). Similar references to God as
source of emotional strength were evident throughout her story. Of relevance to the present
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discussion, the metaphor your burden is light comes from a separate passage in her diary. The
significance of the following passage is derived from the position (close to the end of her
diary), and the time (close to her death) it was written, possibly revealing the meaning she
derived from her illness experience:

I received a msg this morning “your yoke is easy & your burden is light”… God
calls us to come to him… He says… see the clouds of darkness dissipate,
revealing the light of thy promise in the impossible situation… So, in the Lord, do
I trust…Your ‘test’ becomes your greatest ‘testimony’!!!!! (Diary).

Cathy’s reference to biblical scripture speaks of her religious beliefs as an important
source of emotional comfort in coping with her illness. Having already presented illustrative
excerpts about her belief in God as a divine healer in the previous chapter, I now turn to the
final theme in my discussion of chaos: sources of support.
Deserted like a widow. The final theme I wish to discuss is the perceived lack of
support Cathy experienced regarding her recurrence. Her perceived lack of support was
preceded by a series of unfortunate events involving relationships with others.
Contextualizing the events is necessary to understand Cathy’s perceived lack of support.
Deserted like a widow, is positioned in the following passage: “…And I realized it must
have been God talking to me. He even said you been in – Isaiah it’s Isaiah 47 I think, you’ve
been deserted like a widow…” (Narrative interview). Of relevance to the present discussion,
is that this metaphor relates to a general lack of support described by Cathy, both in terms of
her having breast cancer and of her life in general. Cathy’s mother, an important source of
support, had passed away: “Plus, I mean six, nearly six years ago, it’s in about a week’s time
10 days, I lost my mom. She was my biggest support (crying).” (Narrative interview).
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Since her death, Cathy’s relationship with her siblings had also disintegrated. Her
attempts to reconcile her broken relationships had been met with rejection (see the previous
chapter), which, I suspect, might have caused her to keep a distance from others. However,
towards the end of her diary, she revealed that a part of her still wished to mend the
relationships. It would seem as if her efforts towards reconciliation eventually became a final
plea, as if she were leaving a message to her siblings. Cathy made the following inscription at
the time she was informed that her disease was untreatable:

After this I realized that I would now need to tell my family (my brother & 2
sisters) after basically being estranged from them over the past few years. Makes
you wonder as you don’t speak to them but in a crisis you need family. Plus, I do
have some loyalty to my family – even if we have differences – and unfortunately
life has thrown some unkind ‘thing’ our way!!! And I also know that there is such
a ‘stubborn streak’ in our family L L L L !!!! […] Even tho I don’t think – in
fact I know – that my family will never be reunited again! Too much hurt & too
much pain – so much water under the bridge, that we have all chosen just to get
on with our own lives! Really sad, because when my parents divorced – they said
we needed to stay together as one day we would only have each other??? (Diary).

I could sense a deep sadness as she described her broken family ties. In contrast to the
restitution stories (characterized by a reliance on support), Cathy’s story seemed to be
marked by a persistent lack of support that extended beyond her needs as an ill person to her
life in general. Frank (1995) observed that amongst those who tell chaos stories, relationships
often have a history of failure which renders the individual more inclined to be emotionally
distanced from others. It appears that Cathy’s relationships had the same effect on her,
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leaving her hurt and fearful of further rejection. While I acknowledge that my view of
Cathy’s story is not the only one, I agree with Gabay (2019) that narratives marked by a
sense of loss of control, revealing vulnerability, hopelessness, futility, diminished identity
and social retraction, demonstrate chaos. I hereby conclude Cathy’s story, the exemplar I
used to discuss the chaos narrative type. Later in this chapter, another form of chaos is,
compared to Cathy’s, only briefly drawn on. Nevertheless, both are useful to understand the
different responses of different individuals to recurrent breast cancer. Table 8.2 offers a
summary of my interpretation of Cathy’s chaos story.

Table 8.2. Summary of the chaos narrative.
Theme

Previous semantic category

Re-interpretation

Illness appraisal

Lack of will to fight

A silent invasion

Coping with breast cancer Religion as coping/divine healing Your burden is light
Lack of support

Deserted like a widow

In the next section, I offer findings relating to the final narrative type Frank (1995)
proposed, the quest.
Quest
In the findings of the present study, quest stories carried a different dynamic to both
restitution and chaos stories. Among the seven participants whose overall stories were
interpreted (by both the participants and I) as the quest narrative type, there were several
instances where Heather, Lucy and Ursula’s stories seemed to have moved to restitution, with
Bonnie’s moving to chaos. As such, compared to the linear and concise accounts of
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restitution, and the unstructured nature of chaos, the quest narrative type seemed to be
dynamic in its course, as I will illustrate from the data.
As mentioned in Chapter Three, Frank (1995) subdivides the quest narrative type into
three subtypes, namely automythology (characterized by a story of personal transformation),
memoir (insights learned are incorporated into the life of the teller) and manifesto (a call for
social action). These subtypes greatly assisted my understanding of the quest variations found
in the present study. Among the seven quest stories, three (told by Gwen, Heather and
Meredith) resembled Frank’s (1995) automythology. Lucy and Ursula’s stories resembled
that of memoir and Bonnie and Patricia’s that of manifesto. In order to keep the overview of
this narrative type concise, I only discuss the two most prominently featured subtypes,
namely automythology and manifesto (incidences of Lucy’s memoir is described in the
section on liminality). By illustrating the stories through the subtypes, my intention was not
to detract from their thematic component (please see Table 8.3), but rather, to possibly add to
a deeper understanding to the meaning of their accounts. In the next section, I present three
stories of the first subtype, automythology, of which the titles were derived from the key
moments, that seemingly acted as impetus for the personal transformation characteristic of
their accounts.
Story 1: Lollies23 in the fridge. Gwen’s automythology describes a personal victory,
that of eventually surviving her poor prognosis. Her close encounter with death brought about
the personal transformation I became witness to. To contextualize her story: after having
received a diagnosis of a third cancer (cervical metastases), Gwen was told by her healthcare
provider that she would not live much longer, “…she’d said to me ‘look you’re not gonna
survive very long’” (Body map). Her brothers flew in from Australia to join the rest of the
family as they were preparing to say their last goodbyes. In a last attempt to control the

23

In the South African context, a lolly refers to a frozen piece of candy or a popsicle.
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advanced metastases, Gwen opted for chemotherapy. Contrary to experiencing the usual sideeffects: hair loss, vomiting, fatigue, among others, her body reacted so severely to the drug
that it caused her to not only develop a blood disease but also many other physical
impairments. Lollies in the fridge became her only respite, as was praying to die. The
following passage reveals her level of debilitation:

You know it was a very very dark time and the thing is that I wasn’t really, I
wasn’t really um aware so much, you know I was lying in bed and I, I could
hardly swallow, so I used to just take sips of water and then my step-daughter
made me these lollies, she came in and made me these apple, she took apple juice
and made them into lollies. And I used to come down the stairs in the middle of
the night, try not to wake [her husband] up and then walk down the stairs and get
into this fridge to get one of those lollies and then I used to collapse on the couch
and have to like sit here for an hour before I could make my way back up the
stairs again. Um and all I’d, all I thought about at that time was just getting
through the hour, you know, just having to get through the hour, so when I used to
go and when I used to get into – well I was in bed most of the time anyway, but
what I, what I found was that at night, when I was trying to go to sleep, that’s
when I spoke to God and that’s when I used to say “just take me in my sleep”
because you know I didn’t want to – you know I’m terrified of suffocating or being
in severe pain… […] I was just saying to God “take me now, take me now in my
sleep tonight” you know? Just so that I can, I know then that I’ve gone and I don’t
have to face future pain or anything like that. So that’s, that’s, that’s when I was
praying. (Body map).
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In praying to die, Gwen yielded control of her health to a higher power. However (as I
was told at a later stage), she had not only terminated chemotherapy, in a final desperate
attempt to survive, she also started consuming large amounts of hydrolyzed aloe vera, which,
according to her long-term remission friend, has kept him in remission for 10 years. Gwen
later requested to resume data collection. Although it was surprising to see how much weight
she had lost, what struck me more was her changed demeanour. She seemed grateful to be
alive, but I could grasp from the way she spoke, that she had been through a very significant,
life changing experience. Gwen’s story speaks of a similar finding by Kooken, Haase, and
Russel (2007) who found amongst African American survivors of breast cancer that they
emerged with a declaration: “I’ve been through something” (p. 913). To me, this statement
acknowledges the depth of the breast cancer survival journey. Gwen, in my opinion,
epitomizes the Phoenix, in its reinvention of itself from its own ashes.
Gwen’s transformation is well articulated by Lorde (1980), who, after facing death
herself, asked “what is there possibly left for me to fear?” (p. 61). After seeing Gwen that
afternoon, I realized that she had faced death, even longed for it, and her whole life had
become compressed into that “dark time” (Body map), which, having happened, redirected
her fate. Gwen’s body map is illustrated below (Figure 8.5). The purple areas indicate her
dark nights, and the other colours, excluding red, illustrate the vibrancy of her recovery. The
swollen ankles symbolize her almost-recovered self and the colour red is positioned between
her legs: “cos that’s just exactly where it should be”. She chose to present herself smiling
because she was “happy at the moment” (Body map). Her wig, acrylic nails and eyelashes
are also all on display.
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Figure 8.5. Gwen’s personal transformation.
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Story 2: Act of repentance. Meredith underwent a different personal transformation. I
was witness to the moment in which the magnitude of her change seemed to have struck her.
It happened during the follow-up diary interview. The illustrative quotes in the following
discussion are extracts from that meeting. As I had learned from her narrative interview,
Meredith was married to a wealthy man, whom she later divorced, leaving her without
private medical insurance. Soon after her divorce, she received her first breast cancer
diagnosis. She remembered how disgruntled she was at the time, having to attend a public
breast clinic: “I didn’t even want to sit in the same area as the other patients. I, I saw all of
them there and thought ‘I don’t belong here. Why must I sit here amongst all of them?’”.
Five years later, after learning about her recurrence, she was forced to return to the same
hospital. It was then that the insight surfaced: “If I would just take off this snobbish face and
actually talk to the people. Everyone’s got a story. Everyone is going through something”.
Meredith described her recurrence as a turning point, causing her to “come back down
to earth”. She became emotional when talking about that moment: “it was just there where
you get like a whisper in your ear”. I probed her about the whisper: “I had to recommit my
life to God. I did as a child at camps and things, then you give your heart to God, but I had to
go back. And I did (crying)”. Meredith had changed for the better: “You know I don’t regret
it one bit! I don’t regret it one bit, I’m a better, better person now.” Among the personal
changes presented in the literature, the most frequent change acknowledged by women, was
that of personal growth (Smit et al., 2019). Cited as posttraumatic growth by some authors
(e.g., Brennan, 2001) and benefit-finding by others (e.g., Sears et al., 2003; Tomich &
Helgeson, 2004), I would argue that stories of identity change, as presented in this section,
are stories of positive personal growth.
Story 3: Metamorphosis. Heather’s story is my third illustration of personal
transformation. She wanted to incorporate a “butterfly and the word ‘survivor’” in her body
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map (see Figure 8.6 below). When asked to elaborate, she explained: “from being diagnosed
being sick and then with the treatment and getting well again and then being this new person
who wants to – who appreciates life more. I’m like the pretty butterfly…”. At that stage, her
use of language reflected the restitution narrative type. Interestingly, her inscription in her
diary that evening (after creating her body map) stated how the art exercise caused her to
“look at some aspects of my journey that I had not even thought about”. When I asked her
about that passage in a follow-up interview, she recalled making a deeper connection with her
own story after expressing it visually. I understood that the visual component of her story had
evoked a deeper sense of meaning. Heather’s change was so pronounced, it seemed to have
changed her story from quest into restitution. The following is an extract from her diary:

At the end of the day I strongly believe that recurrence is something I can go
through the same way I did the first diagnosis. I might have had fears and feelings
of dread but after today, all I want to do is to live and use my time wisely and to
help others along the way. When I think of the future, I no longer see a dead-end
next to my father, I see laughter, joy and friendship. I see travel and trying out
new things, spending as much time as I can with family. I see myself as a survivor.
For me, being a survivor has a new meaning, it means getting up every day and
fighting, it means getting up after a fall. I don’t have to be cancer-free or in
remission to be a survivor, even if cancer has spread everywhere, as long as I am
fighting and living to see another day, I am a survivor. (Diary).

Figure 8.6 illustrates Heather’s body map. Area 495, the oncology clinic where she
received chemotherapy, she described as a “space of hope”. (Body map). The theme of hope
is further symbolized by her pink complexion and the breast cancer ribbon. The fading green
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Figure 8.6. Heather’s metamorphosis.
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represents life, which is juxtaposed against the bright tangerine liquid (chemotherapy)
entering her body. Like the butterfly on her body map, Heather seemed to have claimed a
new identity, which not only seemed to have ignited a new purpose to her suffering, but also
gave her quest its name (metamorphosis).
In the following section, I discuss the manifesto narratives featuring in Patricia and
Bonnie’s stories.
Manifesto: A call for social action. Since manifestos frequently carry demands for
social action (Frank, 1995), they could be likened to messages of activism amongst those
who take a stand on behalf of others. In my study, this kind of storyteller seemed to
deliberately speak on behalf of other women, with similar experiences, thereby ensuring that
such experiences are being used for the greater good. The first example I draw on is Patricia.
While standing in front of her almost completed body map (see Figure 8.7 below), Patricia
discussed her disappointment in the South African government regarding its treatment of
cancer patients:

The only thing that I don’t like in South Africa, they don’t give cancer patients
first preference and that’s the killer disease. HIV you can control it, you will know
when you are weak. Cancer, even if you are weak, you won’t feel because it
doesn’t have pain. When you are in the last stages it’s when you feel that you’ve
got pain. You are on the last stages, because you can have cancer for ten to
twenty years without knowing it and you’ll live with it until you die. And then
when they recover it, on the earlier stage, then you can, you can be cured. Uh the
doc – the government, what he should do, he must make sure that all the machines
are working, the CT scan, MRI, bone scans, everything must – because we needed
them, the injections for, for chemo, the Taxol that we use, we don’t have that.
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Figure 8.7. Patricia’s manifesto.
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They only concentrate on only one thing, on chemo – on HIV, they don’t care
about the cancer patients. If they don’t have medication they don’t – "oh it’s fine,
you’ll come back we don’t have it”. And it’s not good for us because it’s like we
are defaulting. (Body map).

In view of my meetings with Patricia, I sensed her deep need to advocate on behalf of
other South African cancer patients. Hers was not an attempt to deflect from her experiences,
on the contrary, she not only appeared to be angry with the state of cancer care in the country,
she also appeared to be genuinely concerned about her fellow cancer patients. Jacobson
(2018) comments on the popularity of such manifestos (in which criticisms of government
inadequacies dominate), but states that another dominant breast cancer narrative equates early
detection and screening with prevention and advocates for awareness, the latter of which
Patricia seemed to represent as well:

And then women of South Africa if I can tell them go and check every year for the
mammogram, even if it’s not mammogram, go to your GP, go to the clinic, but the
best way is to go to the clinic because they’ll do thorough check-ups, then from
there they will get it in an earlier stage, even if – like I was at stage 3 plus, but
chemo helped me. (Body map).

While Patricia’s body map depicts her scars and blemished skin as a result of
chemotherapy (please see Figure 8.7), it also exudes her willingness to show others her
experiences (recall from the previous chapter the manner in which a changed appearance was
used as a symbol). Furthermore, the before (thinner) and after (wider) depiction of her body
resembles her weight gain as a result of chemotherapy. She wanted to be completely open
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about her experiences for the benefit of others. Moreover, by participating in my study,
Patricia received the opportunity to share her experiences, while others (outside of this
research) may never have such an opportunity. Then there are those who are presented with
even greater platforms from which to voice their concerns. Bonnie was one of these. The
remainder of this section is devoted to her story.
Bonnie’s work as a community educator positioned her uniquely with regard to
information about breast cancer treatment in South Africa. This afforded her the opportunity
to speak about her experiences on an investigative journalism television program (please see
my introduction to the previous chapter). She chose to appear wigless and hatless on
television; completely bald in recognition of other women with breast cancer. Bonnie’s diary
is a progressive manifesto of all the inadequacies of the South African public healthcare
system. It also tells the story of her deteriorating health. Being on the chemotherapy waiting
list, she had first-hand experience of systemic delays:

Today, going to have my second chemo. I was so devastated when they tell me
that my chemo is out of stock. So I was suppose to go back home. They said I must
come back after 3 weeks. What a long day for nothing.

Frank (1995), aware of possible variations, notes that quest stories frequently combine
subtypes of memoir and manifesto. Bonnie’s television appearance (in recognition of fellow
breast cancer patients) resembles that of a manifesto. She then expended her last energy to
write a memoir of her physical impairment. At the time of writing, her chemotherapy
treatment for her recurrence had already started, the side-effects of which were mostly
arranged in prose:
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29/09/2018
When I woke up my body was tired, it took me hours to go and bath.
Cos that shortness of breath came back like before. If I have chemo I know it was
going to be much better. Every morning I struggle with the pain in my feet. And
my hands are numb.

01/10/2018
Again, as usual all the morning sickness I normally have. Facing it everyday.
The chest pain started again on my right side. The severe cough, shortness of
breath is back like before. No appetite. I hate cancer, serious.

For several days her diary entries were presented in prose format, however,
subsequently, as her debility increased, it changed to bullet points (please see her explanation
below). Showing no pretence of invulnerability, Bonnie’s worsening health seemed to have
evoked chaos:

05/10/2018
- Pain pain
- Tiredness
- No appetite
- Feel like sleeping
- Shortness of breath

06/10/2018
- Pain – pain
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- Tiredness
- No appetite
- Shortness of breath

07/10/2018
- Pain – pain
- No – appetite
- Tiredness
- Shortness of breath

08/10/2018
- Pain – pain
- No – appetite
- Feel – like sleeping
- Tiredness
- Shortness of breath

Intrigued, I asked her in a follow-up interview about the obvious and sudden changes in
writing form, to which she responded: “Maybe it’s because of this numbness or what, ya it
was so hard to write sometimes whereas I need to write […] and I need to write and I think to
write, think of the hands just, just short sentences.” (Diary interview). The above-mentioned
diary entries were not the only ones in which Bonnie used bullet points to tell her story, it
happened twice more, the reasons for which she also attributed to the numbness in her hands.
My interpretation of Bonnie’s bullet-pointed diary entries as chaos might not be regarded by
other researchers as a narrative ‘type’ in its own right, but rather, as signs of Bonnie’s
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approaching death and worsening physical impairments. The deeper issue, as I perceived it,
was the loss of control over the illness and the way in which it affected her body. A loss of a
sense of control, in my view, is main impetus behind a chaos narrative. Cathy’s story, in
comparison, was filled with events she either had very little or no control over; cancer was
just one more. Bonnie’s temporary turn to chaos (bullet-pointed diary entries) changed back
to quest (prose) as soon as her health stabilized somewhat:

09/10/2018
Today as usual not feeling like talking to anyone, being yourself for the rest of the
day. Sometimes it so even hard to write, cos of the numbness on the hands. Even
under the feet. Its so hard to lift the pen.
Today I don’t talk am all by myself. I don’t feel like talking.

In turning her narrative back into prose, Bonnie neutralized the interruption posed by
her cancer: “It was me and my diary, then I was disturbed. […] So I, after then I was catchup-ing, catch-up-ing, catch-up-ing.” (Diary interview). Whereas Bonnie’s chaos appeared to
be only temporary, Cathy’s chaos narrative persisted throughout her story. Furthermore, as I
learned in an earlier appointment, Bonnie regarded her cancer recurrence as an opportunity to
reach out to others:

It’s worth it cos I’ve, I’ve, I’ve uh grown that um what can I put it, I’ve grown that
thing inside of me patience […] most of the time I wasn’t aware that I was that
strong to go helping the others to be better or to live better, but after this journey
[…] I’ve seen the new me inside me, that. (Body map).
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I see myself uh helping other people especially as of my work, I, I just spread the
rumours how people can save their lives uh throughout the cancer to just make
them aware that uh if you have cancer it’s not a death sentence… (Body map).

Prior to her death, Bonnie successfully turned in her private battle with breast cancer
into a public mission. In doing so, she, in my opinion, epitomized Frank’s (1995) position
that “Storytelling is for an other just as much as it is for oneself” (p. 17, original emphasis).
Table 8.3 offers a summary of my interpretation of the quest stories.

Table 8.3 Summary of the quest narrative.
Theme

Previous sematic category

Re-interpretation

Illness appraisal Finding the value in the experience Story 1: Lollies in the fridge
Story 2: Act of repentance
Story 3: Metamorphosis
Manifesto: A call for social action

In the next section, I present findings related to liminality before concluding this
chapter.
Liminality
“My working title at the moment is ‘The Journey There’, but ‘there’ we don’t really
know where ‘there’ is. We probably only know where it is when you get there”. These words
were spoken by Heather (narrative interview) describing the title of the book that she was
writing to document her breast cancer experiences. She also tells of how, after realizing she
has an illness that is never really finished, “I’m already on – book two is about to start and I
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haven’t finished book one (laughs).” (Narrative interview). The central issue of context lies
in the sudden change in life’s momentum that serious illness brings about, which can surface
as a complete halt (standstill), or a more fluid state in which things are taken “one day at a
time” (Patricia, narrative interview). Riessman (2015, p. 1055) cites Aristotle as saying
“something goes awry, there is a breach in the expected course of things”. This ‘breach’ – a
biographical disruption (Bury, 1982) – usually occurs amongst cancer patients when a
diagnosis is made (see Smit et al., 2019; Trusson, 2013). However, what is initially conceived
of as a momentary disruption, is later turned into a persistent state of liminality in which
people started to live with the aftermath of their illness (Trusson, 2013).
In Chapter Two, I discussed the origins of the term liminality and the ways scholars
have conceived of this term (e.g., Little et al., 1998; Turner, 1969; Van Gennep, 1960).
Recall that liminality, in terms of Turner’s (1969) ritual, refers to a temporary state in which
one withdraws from society, then undergoes a required purification process, to eventually
then return to society in a new position (Richards, 2012; Van Gennep, 1960). Liminality can
also be seen a sustained state. This kind of liminality (the actual kind in my view) seems to
characterize the experience of chronic illnesses, in which individuals could continue to live in
a state of sustained (Little et al., 1998) or persistent liminality (Crowley-Matoka, 2005),
perhaps for the rest of their lives (Richards, 2012).
In the findings of the present study, sections of participants’ stories did reveal moments
of liminality. However, the experience of liminality varied. For example, those who told
restitution stories, seemed to experience liminality in the same way they experienced their
illness: as fleeting. The advent of recurrence seemed to somewhat confuse these participants,
who stayed convinced that they will eventually move to health. Sandra explains the nature of
the ordeal: “…after they do my operation, I was think I’m, it’s done it’s finished. Now it’s
back.” (Narrative interview). Margaret’s reaction was very similar, but she seemed
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disappointed as well: “My thought is when I finished chemo, then everything is going to be
fine, but, still.” (Narrative interview). A slightly more confused Brenda reveals: “I feel clean
and everything and after that I don’t know where it’s came around again.” (Narrative
interview). Secure in her restitution narrative, Brenda asserted that the only variable in her
moving to wellness was how long she would remain ill: “…so maybe this is gonna be short
one or long one then it’s one of those things” (Body mapping). For Emma, however, the
uncertainty brought about by recurrence was powerful enough to, at our last meeting,
temporarily displace her restitution narrative: “That’s why I said I want my life going
forward, I don’t know what God gonna give me. You don’t know.” (Diary interview).
However, she managed to realign herself soon after: “…but I mustn’t put that words in my
mouth, said ‘I’m gonna passed away’. Because if you thinking to pass away, it’s gonna
happen. Because that thing you put on your mind”. (Diary interview). It seemed that by
avoiding evil superstition about her future, she attempted to reassert her confidence and
clarity about her ability to overcome her condition.
I am uncertain as to whether I can define the temporary nature of the participants’
predicaments as “liminality”. Their experiences seem to rather match the ritual kind (Turner,
1969; Van Gennep, 1960). Perhaps they would, after completing their purification activities,
be better positioned as being in limbo, with the end in sight. Furthermore, these findings do
not reflect the general trends reported in the few studies that explored women’s experiences
of recurrent breast cancer. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Two, a diagnosis of recurrent
disease has been met with feelings of anger, shock or disbelief, sadness, disappointment, fear
of the unknown and the feeling that lives had been turned upside down (e.g., Kenne
Sarenmalm et al., 2009; Öster et al., 2007; Samarel et al., 1998; Smit et al., 2019). However,
instances have been reported in which women managed to adjust to their diagnosis by finding
new meaning, thereby re-evaluating themselves and their changing health behaviours (e.g.,
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Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009). Notwithstanding, such experiences do not compare to the
present findings in which women, while telling their restitution stories, seem almost unmoved
by the change in their status, from well, back to ill. Remarkably resilient, even if they should
falter, they would still manage to find a way to maintain their restitution narratives.
Similarly, for some participants, being diagnosed with a recurrence seemed to mean
that they should ‘wait and see’ what happens (Cathy, Gwen, Emma), for others it meant to
take things ‘one day at a time’ (Heather, Patricia). Still for others, there seemed to have been
an awareness that life as they know it could end at any moment (Patricia, Gwen). Again, I am
uncertain if I can define these aspects of their experiences as “liminality”. I would rather
describe such accounts as being indicative of perpetual uncertainty. Nevertheless, in the
following section, I offer illustrative examples of those accounts in which perpetual
uncertainty seemed to present themselves, compared to those parts of participants’ narratives
which (I thought) better represented a liminal state (presented later).
Cathy, my exemplar for the chaos narrative, spoke a great deal about perpetual
uncertainty to the point where she depended on doctors to provide her with a prognosis that
could perhaps have given her clarity about her future:

So, ja but agg I actually thought, uh I don’t know, I’m gonna wait and see what
the doctors say and all of that before I make any life changing decisions, you
know? I don’t know, maybe this is just a season of change for me (sniff). […] I
can’t I, I truthfully can’t think more than tomorrow or Friday to see what
happens. (Narrative interview).

Those who told quest narratives seemed to respond to uncertainty in one of two ways:
The first response was illustrated by Meredith who, upon receiving the diagnosis of her
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recurrence, took preventative action. Requesting a prophylactic mastectomy of her healthy
breast in addition to the removal of her affected breast gave the impression that future
recurrences, to her, was a frightening possibility:

Then they said we’re taking the breast off. Then I said you can’t just take the one
breast off. Then they said no, we’ll take the breast off, maybe later we can – so I
said no, I mean, they treated me from left to right with the first treatment, and cut,
and did radiation and everything, now they only want to take the one breast, so I
said no, both. Then professor [B] and professor [S] herself – I can remember
what happened – went through the ladder and I am very grateful for that. Then
they decided oh no they’re going to make a mistake, bilateral, they are going to
get permission for a bilateral mastectomy. So I must tell you in all honesty, I
should actually be sad that they’re taking both breasts off, but I was so happy
when they approved it because I knew, otherwise I’m going to be okay for a year
or so, then the other side will come. And I must tell you it makes one tired, it
makes you old. (Narrative interview).

The second response was to accept the uncertainty of what lies ahead as being par for
the course. For example, after being so close to death, Gwen’s level of uncertainty seemed to
be perpetuated with every additional surfacing ailment. Despite the remarkable improvement
in her health, the unpredictability of the disease left her waiting to see what happens:

So I, because I don’t know yet if I’m gonna survive, cos every now and again I
think ahh if I – like the other day I started bleeding again and I thought oy here
we go here we start again, but then I stopped taking me omega 3s because they
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told me to stop the omega 3s cos it, it thins your blood […] so I stopped taking
them, I don’t know why it started I just started to take them and um, ya so um I
stopped taking them and then you know that threw me a bit, I thought ai, maybe
you know and, and, and that’s why, you see […] that made me think ag well it’s
just spreading and spreading so I’ve just gotta wait and see. And I got quite sort
of despondent from that, so my mind wasn’t right […] But it was very light and as
soon as I stopped the omega it stopped. I haven’t had it again. So those kind of
things when that happens it, it sort of throws you a little bit and you think well am
I really gonna be alright, or am I just fooling myself. (Body mapping).

Other participants who told quest narratives selected living their lives one day at a time
as the safest option; to them, getting their hopes up was the least safe. This strategy applied to
living with illness for both the long-term and the daily struggles that are associated with the
disease, as represented by Heather’s remarks:

I think with cancer you just learn to take things a day at a time. You can – you do
have like plans and fun and okay I’m gonna do this and this, but you also know
you have to take one day at a time. See what tomorrow brings and deal with what
tomorrow has in store for you. […] I think a day at a time is important because
like especially with the treatment also, it’s not like if today I’m down and you
know, it’s not gonna be like that tomorrow. I have to take it one day at a time. If
I’m down today I face it. Tomorrow if I’m way up there, I’ll go with that. (Body
mapping).
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Patricia, like Heather, has learned to “take it one day at a time” (Diary interview).
When I asked her to elaborate, she responded as follows:

I ask my God, every time when I pray I said “God, give me a day, a day, a day…”
and those days God is answering my prayer because every time I wake up I’m
healthy, I don’t have pain, it’s only these small complications that I’m not, that’s
not a burden to me because I can handle them. (Diary interview).

The above-mentioned accounts do not adhere to the nature of liminality as I understand
it. Liminality, in terms of chronic illness, refers to a condition of horror in which you are
seemingly held captive by the disease (even in the absence of evidence). Perhaps the above
accounts could be better positioned as liminal moments rather than a liminal state. In my
view, Bruce and colleagues’ (2014) notion of “being alive, but not living” (p. 38)
appropriately defines what I understand by liminal state. I have therefore used their phrase
(Bruce et al., 2014) to present sections of participants’ accounts which correspond to my
view of liminality.
Being alive, but not living. An awareness that life had diminished into a world of
illness (a microcosm), while the rest of the world continued as normal (an element of
liminality), was held amongst some the participants. Significant for this discussion is that the
participants who associated with and described this state, seemed to have lost the desire to
exert an influence over their experiences. This was especially the case for Patricia, who
described her life as being “on hold because of cancer” (Diary). However, this part of her
story did not seem to reveal a complete lack of meaning, but one in which her sense of self
was no longer independent from the disease. The two entities seemed to have fused. For
instance, while Patricia was being surgically treated for her second recurrence, she described
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a feeling of being suspended in a world contained by illness: “My life is on hold because of
cancer. I can’t work my employer discharged me from work. I attend hospitals twice a week
and after that I am weak. I can’t do anything.”. (Diary).
Other conceptions of being held captive by their disease came from Bonnie and Lucy.
Recall my overview of Lucy’s story in the previous chapter about her (in)visible scars. The
parentheses used cite paradoxical experiences where there is an ‘in-between’ at play. In
referring to Bruce et al. (2014), the notion of (in)visibility conveys the complexity of going
beyond the polarities of visibility and invisibility to create overlapping spaces of being visible
and invisible at the same time (see also Meyers, 2008). Lucy’s scars were both psychological
(invisible) and physical (visible), which, to her, was a disturbing reality. Elements of her
story earmarked for the present discussion, portrayed her as being held in a liminal state by
the presence of her scars (which she could not accept); a remnant of her illness (which she
could not escape). The liminal moments in Lucy’s story offers a more comprehensive
explanation of her story, including the invisibility of her psychological pain.
The description of Lucy’s experience was very similar to that of Heather. Recall from
the introduction of this section, Heather’s description of her breast cancer story in terms of
books. Lucy used the analogy of books as follows: “…I started writing the book, I closed it,
but I had to write it again for a second time”. (Diary interview). However, Lucy’s use of this
analogy differed from Heather’s: the book (cancer) was also a metaphor for the embodied
reminders Lucy faced. Although no actual traces of cancer could be found in her body at the
time of this interview, it seemed that her identity had already become tethered to her disease,
leaving a different kind of scar:

It will always be there although you close the book you know the book is closed
but (sigh) it still stares you in the face every day. Because the, the, the marks are
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there, the scars are there. […] I try to close the book but it, yes it opens every now
and then. Yes, it will always, it will always uh open and remind you of something.
(Diary interview).

Lucy’s experiences are in line with the observation that for some women life cannot
return to what it was before breast cancer. I agree with Koutri and Avdi (2016), that in such
cases, women can only repair certain aspects of their identity, not all. In fact, these authors
argue that women very seldom seem to return to ‘ordinary life’; without the ambiguity that
often accompanies liminality (Koutri & Avdi, 2016; see also Crouch & McKenzie, 2006;
Scott, 2014). Lucy felt trapped by the constant reminders of her scarred body, seemingly
leaving her unable to escape her from her experiences. In line with the concept of liminality,
her experiences mimic the concerns of many women who have had a breast removed, as
Crouch and McKenzie (2000) note: “Her reaction will not be merely a temporary response to
shock; it will be a continuing concern to maintain her own body image, to continue to present
‘as normal’, to appear to others as unchanged” (p. 202). As such, her liminal state could very
well persist until she has gained in material restoration or found a different resolution to her
dilemma. Perhaps the best option would be to follow the example set by Williams (1993) in
her breast cancer memoir who chooses to see cancer as part of her life “in one form or
another for forever” (p. 230).
The final example of liminality I draw on, is presented visually (Bonnie’s body map;
see Figure 8.8 below). Contrary to what the reader might have expected from her manifesto
(in the previous section), Bonnie also had liminal moments. Captured in her body map, sees
her sitting in a chair (the posture she chose for herself). Her description of its meaning is
given in the following passage:
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Figure 8.8. Bonnie’s liminality.
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Hey it’s sitting cos uh when you sitting everything is only one position, no
forward, no backwards, uh cos the cancer came back uh my life was starting to
move, just now cos of it coming back it’s on one position, not going forward, not
going back, ya. (Body map).

I want to draw attention to the shaded background, which, to her, speaks of the fluidity
of the breast cancer experience. The shading from dark to light represents her journey
through a series of trials, as she notes:

…cos maybe we can indicate […] that before that journey, it wasn’t, it wasn’t that
easy, but I’ve, I’ve, I’ve managed to uh close it then maybe we can indicate at the
end with a lighter […]. The darker colour at first, then as the time goes on then
you can put that light colour as to indicate that all those things that I went
through, that I’ve overcome. (Body map).

The above excerpt seemed to encapsulate the fingerprint of her quest story as still
lingering in the background as the reality of her illness shaded into the foreground. While I
offer a full discussion of the liminal components of women’s stories in the next chapter, the
present findings indicate that liminality may indeed be articulated in some women’s
experiences of recurrent breast cancer. Though, these did not offer enough grounds on which
to claim a liminal narrative type. Table 8.4 summarizes my interpretation of liminality and
liminal moments as seen from participants’ accounts.
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Table 8.4. Summary of liminality and liminal moments.
Theme

Semantic category/new

Re-interpretation

understanding derived
Illness appraisal

Liminal moments

Waiting to see what happens
One day at a time

Liminality

Being alive, but not living

Chapter Summary
In summary, four women perceived recurrence as a temporary condition that could be
corrected with proper adherence to treatment. This is the defining feature of the restitution
narrative (Frank, 1995), which I understood as being representative of the larger societal
discourse: optimism of oncology. An additional remedy, understood within the framework of
restitution, was participants’ perception of God as an alternate healer. This, in turn, appeared
to be a coping strategy amongst these participants, who, despite their recurrence, remained
confident in their ability to survive again. Their primary concern was to become healthy,
hence, the need for treatment despite the physical ramifications it might entail, seemed to
take preference over any bodily alterations. As such, their perceptions of themselves as
women, wives and mothers, seemed relatively unmoved despite having had cancer twice (or
three times). In addition, women relied on support from friends, neighbours and relatives who
not only offered encouragement, but also assisted them in managing their disease and other
responsibilities. A final note I wish to make about the structural features of these women’s
stories, is that, all were linear, concise and coherent. This offered a striking contrast when
examining the related features of the chaos narrative type, as summarized below.
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Of the 12 participants, one participant’s story was interpreted as that of the chaos
narrative type. Across her data set, Cathy’s speech and writing was fragmented, incoherent
and void of any proper structure. The deeper issue, in my opinion, was the loss of control
from which this fragmentation stemmed. Cathy described her recurrence as a silent invasion;
something which she perceived to have very little control over. In addition, cognisant of the
poor prognosis that she was given and the knowledge that her cancer was untreatable, Cathy
seemed unsure about her future, and whether it would be worth fighting the disease again.
With medicine no longer a viable option, Cathy drew on her religious beliefs to cope with the
disease. As with restitution stories, Cathy conceived of God as a potential alternate healer in
the face of her adversities. Regarding her perception of herself and her altered body, Cathy
seemed to have become emotionally detached from her body after her first experience with
breast cancer. However, aspects related to body image did not form a large part of her
descriptions of recurrence. Furthermore, Cathy’s relationships were marked by a history of
hurt and pain, which I could gather from her history of rejection by partners and siblings.
Having lost her greatest source of support (her mother) years ago, she described a general
lack of support. As such, Cathy’s story, in my opinion, typified the chaos narrative described
by Frank (1995) in every respect.
A different form of story was told by the seven remaining participants. These
participants perceived their illness in terms of a greater purpose, the defining feature of the
quest narrative, which I interpreted in terms of Frank’s (1995) three subtypes. I drew briefly
on individual stories to convey the underlying tenet of the automythology, namely a changed
identity. In each of the automythologies I drew on, women, due to a personal transformative
process, either became stronger, or were humbled, which in turn became a defining moment
in their lives. Memoirs were less readily apparent in the findings, hence I presented manifesto
stories instead. With regard to the manifesto, the defining feature of this subtype as indicated
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in the findings, was the insistence of women to help others through their experiences.
Amongst the seven quest stories, two told manifestos and brought to the conversation, the
failure of the South African public healthcare system to fully address the needs of cancer
patients. Of importance, despite her manifesto, one woman (Bonnie) moved to chaos. While
comparably brief to Cathy’s chaos narrative (the latter being the only true chaos story in my
view), Bonnie demonstrated a remarkable contrast in that she was able to regain control over
her experiences, turning her fragmented writing back into prose as soon as she was able to.
Taken together, having conceived of this narrative type as being the most dynamic, I regard
the quest stories as the most complex. The accounts were especially fluid in terms of their
movement to other narrative types, amongst which liminality and liminal moments, as
discussed below, featured especially prominently.
As mentioned earlier, moments of liminality (though not liminality per se) appeared to
characterize most women’s experiences. Perceived by some scholars as liminality of the
ritual kind (e.g., Turner, 1969; Van Gennep, 1960), this seemed to describe the experience of
those who told restitution stories. These women seemed confused by their recurrent
diagnoses and described their situation, once more, as being temporary. However, I do not
regard their experiences as being indicative of liminality or perpetual uncertainty, but more of
confusion. In other stories, women described the inability to predict their futures. Although I
interpreted these as being indicative of perpetual uncertainty, I also understood them to
resemble both liminal moments and ambiguity, but not as liminality per se. Finally, a limited
number of women described what seemed to be indicative of liminality as I understand the
concept: being alive, but not living (Bruce et al., 2014).
Overall, I understand the subjective experiences of the women in my study to function
along two overarching dimensions: their responses to their illness situation (illness appraisal
and coping) as well as their perceptions of themselves in relation to their illness (questions of
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identity). In the following chapter I offer my insights about these dimensions, followed by a
discussion of the findings in relation to the literature reviewed for this study. I also offer a
discussion about the multimodal methods that were used to gather participants’ stories.
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CHAPTER NINE
DISCUSSION
As far as I am aware, this study was the first to explore stories of recurrence amongst a
sample of South African women living with breast cancer. In addition to advancing
knowledge of the experience of recurrent disease, the use of triangulated narrative data across
three modalities offered a new approach to understanding illness stories through narrative.
While the practice of using Frank’s (1995) narrative types as an interpretive lens is not new
amongst samples of breast cancer patients (e.g., Howard et al., 2007; Koutri & Avdi, 2016;
Thomas-MacLean, 2004), this study used the narrative types in order to better understand the
meanings contained in the illness stories, especially given the extensive multimodal data sets
obtained from the participants. In the following section, I discuss the findings regarding
women’s subjective experiences of living with recurrent breast cancer. It should be noted that
owing to the limited findings in the literature on the subjective experiences of women with
recurrent breast cancer, I was not able to fully situate my findings in the literature as well as I
would have preferred to. As such, I turned to the findings in the broader literature on breast
cancer to discuss the findings of my research. Where applicable, I have discussed the findings
in relation to the available literature on recurrent disease.
The Subjective Experiences of Living with Recurrent Disease
Following the synthesis of the thematic and narrative findings in the previous chapter, I
understood the subjective experiences of participants’ experiences of recurrent breast cancer
to function along two overarching dimensions: their response to their recurrence (illness
appraisal and coping), and their perceptions of themselves in relation to their illness
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(questions of identity). This discussion will centre on these dimensions to integrate my
understanding of the results.
The illness: appraisal and coping
Responding to recurrence. In the present study, the most common appraisal of
recurrent breast cancer seemed to be positively orientated, as indicated by the themes
‘determined to survive’ and ‘finding value in the experience’. These themes correspond to
Frank’s (1995) restitution and quest narrative types respectively. To offer a brief note
regarding restitution stories, as mentioned in previous chapters: healthcare practitioners are
cautious to use the word “cure” when dealing with cancer. They prefer the term
“survivorship” in relation to individuals who are free of disease; this is generally regarded as
being in remission (Miller et al., 2013). From this knowledge alone one should not expect a
restitution narrative from people with a cancer recurrence, neither from those with multiple
recurrences. This research study presented four restitution narratives, including moments of
restitution in other narrative types, in which the stories seemed to change course to become
temporary restitution stories. The experiences of women in the present study therefore do not
comply with Frank’s (1995) observation, that the restitution narrative dominates the stories of
the recently ill, but seldom those of the chronically ill. The participants in the present study
were not recently ill (with first diagnoses going as far back as seven24 years before), and the
illness itself rendered them chronically ill. Concurring with Thomas-MacLean (2004), I argue
that “perhaps restitution narratives are so powerful because they are most similar to what life
might have been like if breast cancer had not intervened” (p. 1651).
Participants who told restitution stories responded to their recurrent disease by being
‘determined to survive’. This finding was supported in the literature exploring initial breast

24

With the exception of Cathy whose story is not being referred to here.
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cancer diagnoses. For example, in Baltisberger’s (2015) U.S. study, women’s responses were
focused on doing everything possible to survive, including taking care of themselves and
their bodies. Other studies in which this theme frequently emerged include Becvar (1996),
Boehmke and Dickerson (2006), Gonzalez et al. (2016), Passmore, Williams-Parry, Casper,
and Thomas (2017), Taleghani et al. (2006), and Thibeault and Sabo (2012). However, in
light of the limited literature on recurrent breast cancer, where Kenne Sarenmalm et al.
(2009) were (at the time of this writing) the only researchers dedicated to exploring the
subjective experiences of recurrent breast cancer, such positive appraisals do not correspond
to their findings or the other scant findings on recurrence in the literature (i.e., quantitative
and HRQOL findings; e.g., Elmore et al., 2019; McEvoy & McCorkle, 1990; Northouse et
al., 1995; Rowland & Massie, 1998). As mentioned in Chapter Two, the most common
response to recurrent breast cancer has been characterized by negative emotions (e.g., anger,
shock/disbelief, sadness, disappointment, fear, and feeling that their lives are being turned
upside down; Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009; Smit et al., 2019); though more research is
needed in this regard. Furthermore, the motivation to survive for many women in my study
was framed by a need to survive for their families; a motivation that was also frequently
noted in the literature. For example, often women’s first thoughts after receiving their
diagnosis was directed to their family members, especially their children. For instance,
immediate concerns were often less about women’s futures and more about surviving for the
sake of their families (e.g., Baltisberger, 2015; Boehmke & Dickerson, 2006; Davey, Niño,
Kissil, & Ingram, 2012; Dickson, 2011; Fisher, 2008; Foster, 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2016;
Thibeault & Sabo, 2012; Trusson, 2013).
Other participants’ responses in the present study (as observed amongst those who told
quest stories) were oriented to ‘finding the value in the experience’. For some of these
women in my study, there was a religious component where they felt chosen by God or that
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their recurrence had happened for a reason. Similar conceptions about finding the value in the
experience of breast cancer have been shown in the literature, where women described
feeling special or chosen by a higher authority. This also included the notion that their
diagnosis was part of a greater purpose (e.g., Burton, 2017; Coreil, Wilke, & Pintado, 2004;
Dickerson et al., 2011; Fallah et al., 2012; Foster, 2012; Howard et al., 2007; Loi, 2012;
Simon et al., 2007; Sorajjakool & Seyle, 2005; Whitfield, 2017). Other times, women sought
to use their experience to positively affect other women with breast cancer. This finding
frequently appeared in the literature, where women’s desires to reach out to others with breast
cancer featured prominently (e.g., Bond et al., 2010; Clay, 2013; Dickson, 2011; Dyer, 2015;
Eide, 2007; Goldblatt, Cohen, Azaiza, & Manassa, 2013; Gould, Wilson, & Grassau, 2008;
Gripsrud et al., 2016; Sabo & Thibeault, 2012; Whitfield, 2017).
There was one participant whose response to her recurrent disease was filled with
anxiety and uncertainty which, in light of her untreatable condition, dampened the prospect of
fighting to survive. Costello (2011) describes Chaos narratives in a similar light, as telling
about the experience of having a disease with no cure or perhaps only unreliable treatments.
In Cathy’s case, the theme of ‘lack of will to fight’ was interpreted as an element of Frank’s
(1995) chaos narrative type. I came across studies in the literature in which women described
feeling overwhelmed by their breast cancer diagnoses after which they seemed to express a
lack of a will to fight the disease. For example, in Collie’s (2003) study, one woman
described feeling beaten up by one blow after the other. She also described feeling generally
overwhelmed by her situation. Similarly, in Canzona’s (2015) study, several women
described the sense that they had given up the fight against the disease and expressed a
passive outlook about their situation (see also Banning & Tanzeem, 2013; Kenne Sarenmalm
et al., 2009; Lam et al., 2017; Liamputtong & Suwankhong, 2015a; Sinding & Wiernikowski,
2008; Xiong et al., 2016). Such responses to the disease were in the minority, as most studies
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reported positive illness appraisals by women. However, in light of the limited findings on
recurrent breast cancer (e.g., Kenne Sarenmalm et al., 2009), Cathy’s response to her illness
situation seemed to be more in line with those of women with recurrence, than those
describing their first cancer episode.
A final note, just the following: women’s subjective experiences of their predicament
seemed to be heavily influenced by their prognoses. For instance, some women were dying,
while others were in good health and perhaps destined to survive their recurrence. The
women’s responses to their illness might therefore be considered against a backdrop of the
practicalities of their situation.
Coping with recurrence. Women in the present study drew extensively on coping
strategies in navigating their illness. The most prevalent theme, one that appeared in 11
women’s stories, was religion as a coping strategy. Notably, women drew emotional strength
from their beliefs in a higher power which could act as an alternate healer if medicine were to
fail. Indeed, with the advent of recurrent disease, it could be argued that medicine had already
failed to keep women cancer free; hence women’s reliance on this strategy, on a higher
power or alternate healer (rather than, for example, treatment only). The literature supports
the reliance on religion25 and affiliated religious practices as a coping strategy amongst
women with breast cancer. These strategies include women’s reliance on faith, their belief in
a higher power for emotional strength and courage in the situation, and their belief that their
fate was in God’s hands (e.g., Barden et al., 2016; Blow et al., 2011; Daniels, 2011; Goldblatt
et al., 2013; Hammoudeh et al., 2017; Simon et al., 2007; Sterba et al., 2014; Tanjasiri,
Mata’alii, Hanneman, & Sabado, 2011). The reliance on God as an alternate or divine healer,
was another prominent theme in both the literature and this research. Some women

25I

have used Schreiber and Brockopp’s (2012) definition of religion, namely “religious practice, religious coping,
perception of God, and religious support”, as distinguished from the concept of spirituality, which they define as “meaning
in life, spiritual wellbeing, and spiritual integration” (p. 83).
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specifically sought prayer for healing from those who shared in their faith (e.g., Barden et al.,
2016; Berger, 1990; Dickson, 2011; Froude, Rigazio-DiGilio, Donorfio, & Bellizzi, 2017;
Goldblatt et al., 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2016; Howard et al., 2007; Sterba et al., 2014;
Tanjasiri et al., 2011).
Religion as coping is a particularly relevant finding in the South African context owing
to the dominance of religious affiliation, particularly Christianity26, in the population
(Schoeman, 2017). In their recent study investigating the experiences of breast cancer
diagnosis and treatment amongst a sample of South African women, Coetzee et al. (2019)
that found nearly all their participants reported Christianity to play a significant role in their
ability to cope with, and make sense of, their illness. Similarly, three in five participants in
Wooyoung Kim et al.’s (2019) South African study among cancer patients described religion
as a source of resilience in their illness experiences. As such, while I did not explicitly elect
to recruit only Christian women, and much like the findings of Coetzee et al. (2019), it was
not surprising that all but one of the participants in the present study mentioned the
importance of their Christian faith as integral to their ability to cope with their illness.
While the findings related to religion as coping, in this study, found consensus in the
broader literature, an important difference is worth noting: in the present study, women’s
reliance on religion was not limited to a specific part of their story (e.g., new diagnosis,
repeated or different treatments, post-treatment etc.), whereas, in the literature, religion was
considered an important coping strategy amongst women (mostly) at diagnosis (Smit et al.,
2019; see also Ahmad et al., 2011; Barden et al., 2016; Gall & Cornblat, 2002; Gould et al.,
2008; Simon et al., 2007). For example, in the literature, and as reported in our metasynthesis
(Smit et al., 2019), many women seemed to find solace in prayer or relied on their religious
beliefs for emotional strength when they first learned about their diagnosis (e.g., Blow et al.,
26

Most studies describing religious practices report on Christianity, but other religions have also been documented (e.g.,
Afrocentric rituals, Buddhism, Islam, and Judaism etc.).
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2011; Dickerson et al., 2011; Felder et al., 2017; Goldblatt et al., 2013; Gregg, 2011; Howard
et al., 2007; Sterba et al., 2014; Taleghani et al., 2006). This reliance on religious practices by
women who had received a first diagnosis was especially pronounced compared to those who
had progressed through treatment and post-treatment (Smit et al., 2019). As such, the present
findings move beyond the general findings in the literature, accounting for women’s reliance
on religion throughout (both initial and recurrent) breast cancer experiences (Kenne
Sarenmalm et al., 2009 did not report on findings related to religion amongst their
participants). One reason might be that in the face of adversity such as recurrent breast
cancer, with prognoses being worse than initial diagnoses, women require more support than
before, and increasingly turn to available resources to cope with their situation.
The second theme women used to cope with recurrence, was a reliance on various
sources of support. From the findings of the present study, support was actively sought by
most of the participants. This included both instrumental support (i.e., helping with practical
matters in daily life and in managing the disease), as well as emotional support (i.e.,
encouragement, positivity; Malecki & Demaray, 2003). The latter, particularly, was an
important way to cope with the disease, especially in the face of the physical changes brought
about by treatment. Apart from religious beliefs, the sources of support women relied on was
primarily that of spouses/partners, other family members such as children, as well as friends.
The literature provides ample findings on support structures amongst women with breast
cancer. Some of the most prevalent sources of support seen in the literature parallel the
findings of this research, namely that of emotional and instrumental support (i.e., helping
with daily responsibilities) which is often derived from family members, including
spouses/partners (e.g., Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004; Makabe & Hull, 2000; Sinding et al., 2007;
Snyder & Pearse, 2010; Trusson, 2013), children (e.g., Clay, 2013; Davey et al., 2012;
Fisher, 2008; Lifford et al., 2015), parents and siblings (e.g., Daniels, 2011; Davey et al.,
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2012; Howard et al., 2007; Snyder & Pearse, 2010). The literature also describes women
relying on emotional support from friends (e.g., Felder et al., 2017; Jarvis, 2015; Lewis et al.,
2015; Sinding et al., 2007), and from other women with breast cancer (e.g., Brattheim et al.,
2017; Carlsson, Nilbert, & Nilsson, 2005; Foster, 2012; Samarel et al., 1998). Within the
South African context, Wooyoung Kim and colleagues (2019) found family and social
support to be the most commonly expressed process of resilience amongst their South
African participants, which served as an important emotional, social and financial resource.
As such, most of the findings of this research related to support and breast cancer find
relevance in terms of the broader literature as well as in the South African context.
In contrast to the above, one participant reported that she had experienced a lack of
support (a negative case in the findings). Although this finding is not in line with the general
findings of the present study, I wish to comment on its relevance in terms of the chaos
narrative type as well as the broader literature. As illustrated in the previous chapter, Cathy’s
self-other relations were characterized by unresolved past injuries. As a result of her past
hurts (loss of mother, sibling estrangement) and rejection (partners), over time, Cathy
appeared to have distanced herself from others, which prevented her from actively seeking
the help of others. This reinforced the estrangement from those she could have relied on
should the relationships have been mended (i.e., siblings). Frank (1995) notes that
emotionally distancing oneself from others in illness stories to be a common feature of chaos
stories. Additionally, I argue that the damaged relationships in such instances further
reinforce the chaos of the storytellers; adding to the perceived unlikelihood of overcoming
their situation. Compared to the vast findings in the literature of incidences in which
emotional and instrumental support are both available and sought, the findings in which a
lack of support is perceived, are sparse. Those studies that do report a perceived lack of
support cite a lack of emotional support by spouses/partners (e.g., Baltisberger, 2015; Mjadu,
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2007; Tanjasiri et al., 2011), and lack of instrumental support by family members such as
children and siblings (e.g., Fisher, 2008; Gurm et al., 2008; Hammoudeh et al., 2017; Reed &
Corner, 2015; Trusson, 2013). Next, I offer a discussion of the participants’ identities in
relation to recurrent breast cancer.
The self: questions of identity
Responding to the altered body. The results of this research suggest that women’s
identities are closely associated with their perceptions of themselves and their bodies after
breast cancer treatment. While the more short-term chemotherapy-related side-effects (e.g.,
hair loss, changes in weight, changes in skin) were often accounted for by women’s stories,
aspects of treatment of a more permanent nature (i.e., breast surgery) seemed to have had a
lasting effect on women’s body images and, as such, featured more prominently in their
stories.
From the findings of this study, perceptions of body image can generally be categorized
along three dimensions, the first of which (seemingly) remained unaffected by the cancer
treatment. I found perceptions like these to feature in the four restitution stories. Typically,
for these women, appearance was secondary to their health concerns and their changed
bodies did not negatively affect their self-images. I would argue that amongst such
individuals, their identities as women, wives and mothers (or any identities they adopted)
were not disrupted but seemed to have remained unchanged. In the literature, there are
several studies reporting similar notions, namely that women considered it more important to
have their health restored than maintaining their physical appearance. For example, some
women did not become hesitant to undergo body-altering treatment (e.g., having a
mastectomy or losing their hair) because they regarded their health as being of primary
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importance (e.g., Fallbjörk et al., 2012; Foster, 2012; Grimes & Hou, 2013; Lackey et al.,
2001; Sabo & Thibeault, 2012; Scullard, 2015; Trusson, 2013).
The second perception held by women was that breast cancer, including existing or
impending body-altering treatments, had to happen for a reason (i.e., finding the value in the
experience). I found perceptions like these to feature in the quest stories. These participants
did not make any attempt to conceal their changed appearances, but based on the insights
gained from the experience, wanted to convey the message that a changed body after breast
cancer treatment need not transpose into a stigmatized identity. It would seem that despite
being acutely aware of their physical changes, they did not feel less feminine or less beautiful
than before. Among such accounts, I would argue that the women portraying this stance, had
broadened their concept of what they considered beautiful, and, that their identities had
grown because of it.
The literature reveals a large number of studies in which women’s perceptions of their
post-treatment appearances did not negatively impact their self- and body images. For
example, many women reported that their femininity was not tied to their physical
appearance (e.g., Lackey et al., 2001; Sabo & Thibeault, 2012; Thibeault & Sabo, 2012;
Trusson, 2013; Whitfield, 2017) and sometimes expressed a desire to extend the positive
evaluations of their bodies to other women (e.g., Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004; Sabo &
Thibeault, 2012). In other studies, women had come to accept their changed appearances and
at times, embraced them, which, to me, speaks of positive identity growth (e.g., Brunet et al.,
2013; Grimes & Hou, 2013; Koutri & Avdi, 2016; Sabo & Thibeault, 2012; Sinding et al.,
2007; Whitfield, 2017). As mentioned previously, the literature supports the notion that a
life-threatening illness such as breast cancer, is a frequent elicitor of positive personal growth
(e.g., Barden et al., 2016; Bond et al, 2010; Fallah et al., 2012; Sabo & Thibeault, 2012;
Tighe et al., 2011).
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The third perception, as was evident from Lucy’s story (a negative case in the findings),
is that of self-depreciation. Lucy’s sense of self was depreciated as a result of her breast
cancer treatment. She expressed the desire to restore her body to its former physique (or as
close to that as possible). Lucy frequently oscillated between attempting to accept her scars
and doubting such attempts, before eventually surrendering to her desire for further
reconstruction. It seemed as if she attempted to restore her sense of pride by restoring her
appearance. As such, I would describe her as having a wounded identity27. Many studies
described women’s appraisals of their post-operative bodies as characteristic of disrupted
body images. For example, many women described relating to their bodies as follows: their
bodies have been disfigured, they no longer recognize themselves, their bodies are no longer
their own, or they felt like they were looking at an alien in the mirror (e.g., Boehmke &
Dickerson, 2006; Dickson, 2011; Foster, 2012; Jørgensen et al., 2015; Kenne Sarenmalm et
al., 2009; Loi, 2012; Tighe et al., 2011). In the literature, such perceptions could be described
as being ‘alienated’ from the body, with women frequently experiencing negative self-images
emerging after breast cancer treatment. Furthermore, based on my interpretation of Cathy’s
story, her identity could also be considered wounded. Although her woundedness was
different to that of Lucy’s, findings in the literature have shown women emotionally
distancing themselves from their bodies (thereby regarding their bodies as separate entities
from themselves), to be characteristic of a negative self-image. Cathy’s similar response was
the reason behind my describing her identity as also being wounded.
The findings related to women’s body images have relevance in terms of Sabo and
Thibeault’s (2012) suggestion that the ability to successfully cope with the ramifications of
breast cancer seems to be linked with how women relate to their own bodies. These authors
argue that “possessing the capacity to integrate body image and bodily function following

27

Other researchers use the term “damaged identity” (e.g., Humphrey & Humphrey, 1989; Lindemann, 2001).
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treatment underlie successful coping” (Sabo & Thibeault, 2012, p. 209). A fourth variation in
women’s identity states as observed in the present study, is not entirely related to body
image, and is perhaps not regarded as a category on its own. Rather, I observed it to be linked
to the other three perceptions, as discussed above. Serving as an explanation of my
observation, in the next section, I relate the concept of liminality as it appeared across
women’s stories, to both their perceptions regarding their lives and futures after breast cancer
and the implications these seemed to have for their identities.
The self and breast cancer. The results from the present study revealed that a liminal
state, which I understood to be a state in which one’s life is no longer one’s own because of
the ramifications of illness (i.e., being alive, but not living), was found amongst three women.
Lucy, Patricia, and Bonnie associated their recurrence as being ever-present. Some authors
(e.g., Crowley-Matoka, 2005; Little et al., 1998) describe this phenomenon as sustained
liminality. Though the notion of liminality did not infiltrate their stories entirely, there were
elements which, in my opinion, could be described as such. Most of the participants seemed
to have experienced ‘liminal moments’ of which some were characterized by confusion
(restitution stories) as to the reasons of recurrence; others by uncertainty (and ambiguity) as
to what the future might hold (quest stories). I discuss each of these in turn.
Those who told restitution stories, conceived of their recurrence in an almost ritualistic
manner. This has been described by some scholars as the ritual (e.g., Turner, 1969) or acute
kind of liminality (e.g., Little et al., 1998). I believe these incidences should not be regarded a
variation of the liminal state. I also believe that women who told restitution stories seemed to
have tempered any doubts about their ability to recover despite their recurrence. The latter
offers additional support for my earlier claim about their identities as being seemingly
unmoved, irrespective of their situation. Similarly, I did not interpret the liminal moments in
the four quest and one chaos story, as liminality. Rather, I regarded those moments as being
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characteristic of uncertainty. Uncertainty about women’s futures featured prominently in the
broader literature. It included their fears about recurrence, their doubts about being in
remission, and their general ambivalence (ambiguity) about the future in light of them having
breast cancer. Uncertainty about the future amongst women with recurrence as seen in Kenne
Sarenmalm et al. (2009) paralleled some of the fears expressed by those who have only had
one breast cancer episode. It also included uncertainty of the illness trajectory and fears of
future recurrences. However, amongst their Swedish sample, Kenne Sarenmalm et al. (2009)
reported an additional finding on this theme: that of women describing their certainty about
future negative outcomes. This is contrary to the findings of this research, in which
participants, after recurrence, acknowledged the unpredictability of their situation and
expressed a general ambivalence about the disease and their futures; not the certainty of
negative outcomes. Uncertainty seemed to be an accepted part of these participants’ realities,
but did not seem to create a liminal experience, which brings me to a discussion on
liminality.
Three participants’ accounts displayed aspects of a life that was seemingly no longer
their own. This seemed to implicate that their identities, too, were no longer fully their own
but had become tied to the disease. Lucy’s story was especially intriguing, as her uneven bust
was a permanent reminder of her breast cancer experiences in which her body had
irrevocably been altered (see also Thomas-MacLean, 2004; Trusson et al., 2016). Her sense
of self seemed to oscillate between wanting to return to a pre-cancer state and wanting to
move on from her experiences. However, in the end, it seemed that she was unable to
integrate her changed body into her identity, which kept her from moving forward with her
life even though there was no trace of the disease in her body. Overall, this liminal state
speaks to an identity which is tethered to the disease.
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Kenne Sarenmalm and colleagues (2009) report similar findings amongst their sample
of women who were diagnosed with recurrent disease. They report on women describing the
possibility of multiple future losses, such as, the loss of their personality, the loss of
important values, and the loss of health and quality of life. Distress about the unpredictable
nature of the disease and an equally unpredictable future, seemed to amplify the sense of
present and future losses as experienced by these women. They also reported considerable
grief in their anticipation of such losses and continually mourned such prospects. Kenne
Sarenmalm et al. (2009) interpreted these losses as a loss of self. However, amongst the
participants in this study whose stories showed aspects of liminality, I would not cast their
identities as being lost, but rather as accepting the disease as a permanent presence in their
lives (see Williams, 1993).
A final point on women’s identities, based on my observation of their accounts in the
present study, is the following: women’s identities and their future states don’t seem to be
mutually exclusive. For example, their sense of self and their futures (uncertain and
ambiguous) did not necessarily seem to displace the woundedness or growth that became
apparent during the study; they seemed to co-exist alongside each another. It also seems that
there was an interplay of identity states at any given moment: one moment, women described
feeling content with their post-operative bodies; they found value in reaching out to other
women with breast cancer, while, at the same time, they were still experiencing uncertainty
about their own lives at the helm of the disease. In the next section, I discuss aspects of
identity construction in relation to recurrence. I also reflect on Frank’s (1995) narrative types
in relation to the findings of the present study.
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Reflecting on Frank’s Narrative Types
In the introduction to his text, Frank (1995) states that narrative “[f]rameworks can
disentangle types of narratives” (p. 24). Indeed, I found his narrative types to be instrumental
to interpreting the underlying meanings of women’s experiences without having to rely on
their articulations of such meanings. There are, however, aspects of his interpretive
framework that did not fully account for the complexity of the illness experiences of the
women in my study. That said, Frank (1995) does remind us that the narrative types are ideal
types which stories could approximate to varying degrees. Nevertheless, I wish to highlight
those aspects of the participants’ experiences that moved beyond the classifications, and that
could potentially contribute to a new understanding of Frank’s (1995) narrative types.
Reflecting on the restitution stories in the present study, Frank’s (1995) suggestion that
“restitution stories no longer work when the person is dying or when the impairment remains
chronic” (p. 94), did not seem to fully account for participants’ restitution stories where
recurrence is concerned. Participants who told restitution stories maintained this narrative
type despite their recurrence. There are arguably complexities related to having a recurrence
of illness that are distinct from, for example, having the illness only once. Indeed, these
participants not only maintained the restitution narrative solely by themselves, they seemed to
rely on external reinforcers of restitution (i.e., religious beliefs and support systems) in times
when they (perhaps) found the narrative more challenging to maintain.
In addition, within the framework of a restitution narrative, which according to Frank
(1995), is underpinned by a biomedical explanatory model on health and illness (the remedy
equates to treatment in the form of either surgery or medicine), the concept of a higher
authority as an alternative remedy is something new to consider. This notion of a different
remedy other than medical treatment has been cited in the literature more broadly in terms of
religious beliefs and practices, but I have not yet encountered other authors who explicitly
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relate these to Frank’s (1995) narrative types. This excludes previous studies that referenced
other sources of restitution, such as obtaining informational resources (e.g., Kressler, 2014),
and the appearance of women’s chest as ‘normal’ with the help of prostheses (e.g., ThomasMacLean, 2004). Restitution is mostly conceived of as a storyline that interprets the illness,
treatments and alternative treatments as being invariably tied to the active heroism of the
physician (Howard, 2004). Perhaps the complexities of certain illness experiences such as
chronic or recurrent disease contain many aspects of the restitution narrative, but move
beyond its biomedical explanatory model. This could be an interesting avenue for future
researchers to explore.
In terms of quest, I found Frank’s (1995) kaleidoscope metaphor about the possible
presence of multiple narrative types in one story (recall from Chapter Three), to be
particularly useful for understanding these stories (though, this metaphor was not specifically
limited to quest stories). For example, it became apparent that participants who told quest
stories frequently moved between quest and other narrative types (most notably restitution).
In line with this notion, Frank (1995) suggests that chaos and restitution remain in the
background when quest is in the foreground. The logic of this statement acknowledges the
potential of the quest narrative to move to the background as one or both of the other
narrative types move to the foreground. As such, in line with my observation in the previous
chapter, quest seems to be the most dynamic of the narrative types. An interesting finding of
this study, namely the back and forth movement amongst narrative types as evoked through
different modalities, is one which Frank (1995) may or may not have envisioned, but one
which I can attest to. Recalling from Chapter Eight: Ursula briefly told a prospective
restitution story, Heather’s body map and subsequent diary entry seemed to tell restitution
stories, and Bonnie’s diary exhibited elements of chaos, while her body map contained
elements of liminality (though I am not claiming liminality to be added as an additional
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narrative type to Frank’s, 1995 work). Future research should endeavour a detailed analysis
of potential changes in story forms in relation to Frank’s (1995) narrative types. Changes
relating to the quest story tie into a final point of discussion: illness and temporality.
Frank’s (1995) narrative types seem, to some extent, based on an implicit
understanding of illness as being episodic, more likened to single entities, rather than as
lasting conditions. The latter speaks to the nature of chronic conditions, which, after
completion of treatment, may not mean the end of an illness. In terms of cancer, Crouch and
McKenzie (2000) refer to cancer as the silent disease, and Sontag (1978) as one which
“doesn’t knock before it enters” (p. 5). It is a disease which, even after treatment has ended,
“can nevertheless remain silently lurking in the shadows, waiting for another opportunity to
pounce” (Crouch & McKenzie, 2000, p. 207). Although a first occurrence and a recurrence
may, medically, form part of the same illness, their narrative features can be distinctly
different. For example, using the conventional structure of the restitution narrative, moving
from diagnosis, to treatment and then into remission (Stacey & Bryson, 2012), the story of
having breast cancer for the first time may differ from that of having it twice – even if
remission is achieved for a second time. Women may view remission in different ways: as
being temporary, rather than lasting (as the restitution narrative reassures). Indeed, as Stacey
and Bryson (2012) have argued “[t]he desire for cancer survivorship makes it hard to resist
the reassurance of narrative structures that flow from past to present to future” (p. 10).
Recurrence could perhaps be regarded as the reauthoring of a previously held narrative
structure (i.e., through different sources of restitution or different remedies). However, since
my aim was not to compare narratives of the first breast cancer occurrence to those of a
recurrence, I am not committed to making suggestions for precisely how these narrative
structures may have differed. I do believe, though, that a comparison between the elements of
first and recurrent narratives, could be a useful future study.
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Furthermore, using the conventional structure of the quest narrative in which the
journey, once complete, leads back to the same place (a former state of health), may be
completely obscured in light of a recurrence. Indeed, experiencing a recurrence may lead to
an entirely different place than before (a state of perpetual uncertainty or a place in which
your life is no longer fully yours). Furthermore, as seen in the quest stories from this study:
the changing of the story that formed part of the illness experience of recurrence added an
additional layer of complexity which, to me, speaks to the reauthoring of both the story and
the storyteller (I offer concrete examples of this in my discussion below on the use of
multimodal narrative data). Notwithstanding the changes that seem to occur within such
stories and the resultant effect this has on the complexity of the accounts, Frank’s (1995)
narrative types significantly contributed to my understanding of recurrent illness experiences.
My argument, therefore, is not that a new narrative type should be considered, but that
consideration should be given to a new level of narrative complexity and a reauthoring that
characterizes the illness experience of recurrence.
This concludes my reflection on Frank’s (1995) narrative types in terms of the findings
of the present study. In the next section, I offer a methodological discussion in which I reflect
on my multimodal narrative approach and what it meant for the present research.
Insights from Using a Multimodal Narrative Inquiry
Did the use of body mapping add anything new?
This study, to my knowledge, has been the first to use body mapping as a visual
narrative method amongst a sample of women with breast cancer (see De Jager et al., 2016;
Rivas-Quarneti et al., 2018 for systematic reviews), thereby offering a new participatory
approach to the construction of visual breast cancer stories. This approach not only has the
potential to, together with participants, facilitate the co-creation of meaning, but to also offer
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a space in which participants can explore new aspects of their experiences. Compared to the
narrative interview and diary methods of data gathering, the combination of visual elements,
and the co-constructed process of body mapping, generally afforded me an opportunity to
learn more about women’s experiences of recurrent breast cancer. In addition, body mapping
offered unique benefits to some participants. For some, body mapping provided an
opportunity to gain new insights28 into their breast cancer experiences and to consider new
aspects thereof (see MacGregor, 2009). For example, towards the end of my body mapping
workshop with Heather, she said: “…there are some things that you don’t reflect on until
someone asks you. Like my future, I haven’t thought of that […] but then if someone asks you
then, you can “ah…!” […] I’m getting to know myself here.” (Body map).
There were also instances where additional personal and intimate details of
participants’ lives were revealed in the body mapping workshops that had not been revealed
in either the narrative interview or diary. For example, Lucy shared about her childhood and
how her mother’s experiences of breast cancer impacted her view of her own:

Maybe I should go back to my late mother. My late mother was in her (sigh) early
forties, then she basically put herself in bed. The one day she stood up and “my
knees gave in and I can’t walk”. I struggle to believe that today you can walk and
tomorrow you can’t. I am a sceptical person. (Body map).

When I probed about her family life, she responded: “… I, I was an adopted child,
hmmm, so ya, you know you had to do everything for her [her late mother]. And (sigh) I don’t
want to be a burden for my children one day.” (Body map). These brief excerpts serve as an

28

I am aware that direct quotations from participants should not ordinarily feature in a discussion chapter. I added a few
direct quotations to substantiate my claims about the value of body mapping as a narrative tool (these excerpts were
excluded from my results chapters because they did not explicitly answer my research questions).
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illustration of the powerful ways in which body mapping can elicit dimensions of experiences
from participants that other methods might not have been able to do (I compare the benefits
of a multimodal approach to the shortcomings of a unimodal approach in the next section).
Relating back to my discussion in Chapter Four, researchers often add a visual
component as a data collection method to enhance text-based accounts (see Johnson, 2004), a
practice that I found to be useful. Johnson (2004) states that the semantic meanings contained
in imagery and colours often add new content to the participants’ stories, thereby giving more
depth to their accounts. I found the symbols, colours, and hand-written pieces of information
on the participants’ body maps to be meaningful objects that carried importance, more so
than only their interviews. For example, the butterfly added by Heather symbolized the new
“survivor” identity she claimed, and the tattoo Lucy chose to depict on her body signified her
goal of hiding her scars (which to me symbolized the wounded identity she was trying to
hide). These are but two examples of instances in which the visual narrative enhanced the
text-based narrative. However, the relationship between the text-based narrative and the body
maps, including a reflection on the latter was different for each participant. For some, the
body maps seemed to enhance the text-based narrative; for others they seemed to have added
less value. An example: I was not able to glean much more from Sandra’s body map other
than the information she provided in both her interview and diary. As such, body mapping
added tremendous richness to some participants’ stories, but to others, it acted more as a
confirmation of the stories derived from the other modalities.
However, what I found to be beneficial from most of the body map-interactions, was
that by engaging in a participatory visual approach (creating visual stories with participants
instead of collecting data from them), allowed me to meet with them and their stories at a
more intimate level than before. I experienced a considerable shift in the power imbalance
from the position of the researcher and the participant as the researched, to one of
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collaboration, working in tandem to create a meaningful visual story. Furthermore, I
experienced that during each body mapping workshop, the rapport between the participant
and I to be greatly enhanced, a development which seemed to encourage their willingness to
share personal and intimate details of their lives and experiences. I discuss the utility of
triangulating these modalities in the section below.
Was the triangulation of multimodal narrative data useful?
The triangulation of multiple narrative data modalities was useful in the following
respects: for some participants, multiple methods captured additional layers of their story
(e.g., Heather’s butterfly visually depicted her newly claimed identity). This additional
layering also seemed to have changed the structure of Heather’s story, mainly because of the
new meanings that were added to it. A change in narrative structure as expressed across the
different modalities (e.g., Bonnie’s diary indicated elements of chaos, while her body map
contained elements of liminality; both Heather’s body map and diary showed elements of
restitution) offers a new way of understanding Frank’s (1995) narrative types. Based on this
variation, I experienced Frank’s (1995) observation, that multiple narrative types may be
present in one story, to be correct. However, the additional finding, namely the change in
narrative type across modalities, has, to my knowledge, not yet been documented in the
literature. The change seemed to have stemmed from a change in the underlying meaning of
the story, which developed through the storytelling itself (e.g., appraising the illness
differently than before, viewing the self differently than before). This was a particularly
intriguing finding and contributes to the existing literature on Frank’s (1995) narrative types.
Triangulation was also useful in finding similarities across modalities. In some
instances, similar patterns were generated in participants’ datasets across modalities (e.g.,
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Cathy’s chaos was present in both verbal and written formats). This, in turn, confirmed29 my
interpretation of participants’ accounts, which, as Barbour (2001) suggests, offers
reassurance: “the production of similar findings from different methods […] provides
corroboration or reassurance” of interpretation and a way to “furnish parallel datasets” (p.
1117; see also Tobin & Begley, 2004). I concur with Barbour (2001) and others stating that
triangulation can be applied to confirm interpretations of accounts, however, I do believe
triangulation to be more complex. My reasons for triangulating multiple modalities rests on
the premise that capturing experiences in different (especially multimodal) forms offers the
potential to not only add new insights to the data, but to also uncover underlying meanings,
thereby appreciating the intrinsic value. Triangulating narrative data also allowed me to trace
the structural changes in participants’ stories, or the lack thereof. Overall, it contributed to my
understanding of the complexities in participants’ stories.
Chapter Summary
In summary, this chapter has offered a discussion on the findings of the present study in
relation to the literature documenting women’s breast cancer stories. Whilst participants’
responses to aspects of their experience varied, these responses did, in some respects, reflect
consensus with the overarching themes emerging from the literature. A divergent finding
was, that despite having poorer prognoses than before, participants’ responses to recurrent
breast cancer were largely positive. Compared to the limited findings in the literature on
recurrent breast cancer, this was unexpected. Although I found Frank’s (1995) interpretive
framework to be useful for understanding the meanings attached to participants’ recurrent
breast cancer experiences, I consider his typology as not comprehensively accounting for the
complexities of these experiences.
29

Recall from Chapter Five, that the triangulation of different data sources can be used as a measure of trustworthiness
(Creswell, 2014).
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Furthermore, this chapter also offered a discussion of the utility of body mapping as a
data collection tool. Having discussed aspects of body mapping that contributed uniquely and
significantly to the richness of the data, I contend that body mapping is an underutilized
technique, with the potential to arrive at exceptionally rich data. Hence, qualitative and
narrative researchers should by no means disregard the significance of body mapping as a
data collection tool. Finally, I discussed the utility of triangulating multimodal narrative data
as not only adding to the trustworthiness of my interpretation, but also in tracing the
emergence of different forms of narration (i.e., different narrative types) across both
modalities and participants (i.e., some stories changed, and others did not). As such, my study
opens the field for additional studies of narrative complexity. The following chapter presents
concluding remarks about the findings obtained in the present study.
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Summary of Research
The focus of this qualitative, two-phased, exploratory study was to investigate stories of
South African women with recurrent breast cancer. The first aim of the research was to
describe and understand the subjective experiences of such women, the second; to explore the
meanings they attached to these experiences. Data gathering techniques employed during
both Phase 1 (narrative interviews, participant diaries and follow-up interviews) and Phase 2
(body mapping), were used to triangulate data sources in order to capture a multimodal
account of women’s experiences of breast cancer recurrence.
Using multimodal narrative data from 12 women with recurrent breast cancer, I
thematically analysed all data to identify first-, second- and third-order (higher-order) themes.
Subsequently, I identified the following three higher-order themes: illness appraisal (the
manner in which women respond to and cope with breast cancer), coping (the strategies
women use to cope with their condition), and body image, (women’s identities in relation to
their changed bodies). Additionally, I analysed the data of each participant according to
Frank’s (1995) narrative types. This method of analysis not only provided information about
the content, form and structure of each participant’s narrative, but also shed light on the
underlying meanings and tensions. In some incidences the narrative structure of the stories
had changed (e.g., from quest to chaos and back to quest), in others the form (e.g., from prose
to bullet points and back), still in others the story and the storyteller, leading to changes in the
meaning of the stories and personal growth in the storytellers. In the final part of my analysis,
I synthesized the findings of thematic and narrative analyses and organized the themes based
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on the participants’ overall narrative types. This synthesis allowed me to identify patterns of
responses across the narrative types as well as the way in which these responses and narrative
types were expressed across the various data sources.
Based on the synthesized findings, I interpreted the participants’ subjective experiences
of recurrent breast cancer along two overarching dimensions: the way participants responded
to their recurrence (illness appraisal and coping), and the way they perceived themselves in
relation to their illness (questions of identity). This allowed me to inductively trace the
underlying meanings associated with women’s experiences of recurrent breast cancer.
The following comprises a brief summary of the main responses: four participants
regarded their recurrence as a temporary condition which could be treated (medicine) or
healed (a higher authority), (i.e., restitution narrative type). These participants’ sense of self
did not appear to be negatively affected by previous or impending changes in their bodies as
a result of treatment, nor did they seem to question their ability to survive the disease for a
second or third time and continue with their lives. Recurrent breast cancer was treated as a
temporary condition that had minimal effect on who they were as individuals in the world.
Support from external sources was highly valued.
One participant viewed recurrent breast cancer as a condition over which she had no
control (i.e., chaos). She seemed uncertain about her ability to survive the disease for the
second time, which provoked much anxiety about her future. Her sense of self seemed
wounded in terms of bodily alienation, both with respect to her appearance and her body as
an entity housing the cancer. Despite perpetual uncertainty about her life and future, and the
general lack of support she perceived, she relied on God for strength and hope to cope with
her situation.
The final type of response, by seven participants, was to view recurrent breast cancer as
a journey that happened for a reason (i.e., quest). These participants tended to search for the
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value that their experiences could bring to their own lives and to the lives of others. Some
stories reflected a personal transformation in which aspects of their identities had changed
positively. Aspects of one participant’s identity changed negatively as a result of previous
breast cancer treatments; these aspects had remained unresolved. Other participants attributed
meaning to their recurrence by advocating on behalf of other breast cancer patients or by
sharing their stories as messages of hope. Most of these participants’ sense of self did not
appear to be negatively affected by previous or impending changes in their body. However,
conversely, they frequently expressed uncertainty about their future. Coping strategies
frequently included external support structures as well as religious beliefs.
The present study differs from other qualitative and narrative research conducted on
breast cancer as it included body mapping as one of the data-gathering techniques. Using
body mapping in this study not only allowed me to engage the participants’ stories in a
participatory manner; enabling the joint construction of meaning and a greater level of insight
into their stories, but also added visual imagery. As discussed previously, the significance of
the visual component was reflected in instances where it enhanced the text-based account, as
evidenced in most participants’ stories (I drew on two examples for illustrative purposes in
my discussion and offered several examples in the results chapters). For some participants,
such as Heather, new meanings were created through the process of body mapping, which
converted into exceptionally rich data that afforded me additional insights into her story and
the meanings of some of the images she chose to depict. Triangulating three narrative
methods was beneficial in that it offered an opportunity to trace the stories across modalities.
This, in turn, provided an opportunity to locate changes in content/form/structure of a few
participants’ stories. These changes were indicative of additional layers of meaning, whilst
simultaneously creating an understanding of why some participants’ stories did not change.
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In particular, triangulation was a useful strategy for gaining a more nuanced understanding of
participants’ stories as opposed to using only a unimodal approach.
The findings provide new knowledge in the following areas: 1) the exploration of
breast cancer stories of South African women; 2) the use of body mapping as a visual
narrative method amongst women with breast cancer; 3) the triangulation of verbal, written
and visual narrative methodologies to explore the experiences of women with breast cancer;
and 4) the expression of Frank’s (1995) narrative types across multimodal data.
Implications of this Research
These findings have several significant implications for women who may experience
breast cancer recurrence, as well as for healthcare professionals in the field. Firstly, the
findings illustrated that breast cancer recurrence as a lived experience seems to be intricately
tied to women’s identities. For example, participants seemed to make sense of their condition
by looking inward, toward their identities as women (e.g., Sabo & Thibeault, 2012), their
futures (e.g., Crowley-Matoka, 2005), and in some cases, the various roles they took on (i.e.,
mothers, wives, etc.). For some participants, these meanings changed due to breast cancer
recurrence. Examples in my study include changes in body image and identity. In terms of
body image, some participants formerly regarded their physical appearance as a priority, but
when the cancer recurred, physical appearance was no longer a primary concern; survival
was. In terms identity change, for some women, an identity change occurred amidst their
recurrent episode, which seemed to become a significant event, as reflected in their stories.
Secondly, the recurrence of breast cancer appears to be more complex than having only
one episode of cancer. This is likely tied to the more serious nature of the disease itself, with
prognoses being worse than before. For example, as discussed in the previous chapter, the
conventional breast cancer experience, which begins with an initial diagnosis, progresses
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through treatment and ends with recovery (Stacey & Bryson, 2012), is different from a
narrative in which the person is diagnosed with cancer for a second or perhaps a third time.
The complexity of recurrent disease, therefore, highlights a temporal arrangement that differs
from the more episodic nature encountered when dealing with only initial cancer episodes.
The complexity of the stories of recurrence seems to rest on the idea of reauthoring
conventional illness stories (episodic ones such as those outlined by Frank, 1995) into
different versions of the first episode. In addition, there seems to be a reauthoring of one’s
identity as remaining tied, in some way, to the disease. Indeed, for some women, the fact that
their cancer returned seemed to evoke a greater sense of uncertainty about their futures than
before, while for others, the uncertainty perpetuated into a liminal space. Therefore, in some
respects, the recurrence of breast cancer can be considered distinct from having breast cancer
only once.
Thirdly, in oncology settings, there could be an assumption that women perceive of,
and respond to, recurrent illness in the same manner than their first episode, or that
recurrence will be easier to deal with. Since we do not know if healthcare professionals
understand that patients generally have more difficulty dealing with recurrence, it would be
worthwhile to investigate their views on recurrence and whether these differ from those held
by the patient. In addition, religious practices formed a prominent coping strategy amongst
the women in my study. For some, it became a source of alternative healing. The extent to
which oncologists are confronted with these topics would be interesting to explore. Doctorpatient interactions in the South African public healthcare setting would also be an interesting
topic to consider (see Claramita, Utarini, Soebono, Van Dalen, & Van der Vleuten, 2011;
Kenny et al., 2010 for findings on doctor-patient communication). In the next section, I offer
additional avenues for future research that stem from the implications of this research.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Expanding my study on understanding the experiences of recurrent breast cancer,
theoretical avenues for future research may include a comparative study in which the
similarities and differences between two (or more) episodes of breast cancer are explored.
Although I touched on aspects of women’s body images and their views on physical
appearance before and after recurrence, it was beyond the scope of this study to compare
women’s experiences of their first to their recurrent cancer episodes and the respective
influences on participant narratives and identity. As such, there is scope in the literature to
explore alternative sets of comparisons regarding two episodes of the same illness or other
types of cancer recurrences, even breast cancer recurrence in men. Studies focusing on the
experiences of cancer recurrence in different age groups, is also a possibility.
A potentially interesting study is the exploration of the experiences of family members
or those providing care to women with recurrent breast cancer. The role of support by family
members, and friends might also be worthwhile exploring. Possible research questions might
encompass the extent of family involvement in the healthcare process, or the role of the
family in doctor-patient communications in South African public healthcare settings (see
Datta et al., 2017 for findings on the pivotal role of the family in doctor-patient
communication in oncology settings). Exploring the social and family context of the
construction and reconstruction of stories as negotiated in relationships is another possibility.
The literature offers limited studies regarding the lived experiences of family members with a
loved one who has been affected by breast cancer. These studies include mother-daughter
communication in the breast cancer experience (e.g., Fisher, 2008), patient, partner and
provider narratives (e.g., Canzona, 2015), partner adjustment to recurrent disease (see
Mortimer, Koopman, Spiegel, Field, & Horowitz, 2003; Northouse et al., 1995 for
quantitative findings), and disclosing the diagnosis to children (e.g., Asbury, Lalayiannis, &
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Walshe, 2014). As such, there is scope to explore and understand the experiences of family
members or those providing care to women with both breast cancer and a recurrence in the
South African context.
Relatedly, in the multicultural context of South Africa, there might be different cultural
ideas about the ownership of a story. Since many cultures share a collective identity as a
family, narration of one family member’s illness might not be regarded as an individual story,
but as a collective narrative about what the illness has introduced to the family and larger
community. For example, an important but unrelated study undertaken by Wouters and De
Wet (2016) about South African women with HIV, found evidence of interaction between
social relations and illness appraisal. Women tended to refuse singularizing HIV/AIDS
outside of their context. These authors suggested that the illness appraisal amongst the
women in their sample was, in part, determined by a social identity. Exploring potential links
between social- and collective identities and illness appraisals amongst women with breast
cancer would make an interesting study.
Furthermore, the present research has opened up avenues for more research using
Frank’s (1995) narrative types amongst people with a recurrence of cancer and amongst the
chronically ill. Issues of temporality and identity as it relates to the chronicity of some
illnesses could be explored by using Frank’s (1995) typology as well. Researchers
undertaking such work should be cognisant of experiential accounts which move beyond the
biomedical explanatory model of restitution or the notion of the quest leading back to the
same place, as well as the possibility of encountering liminal moments or liminality in the
narratives of those who are chronically ill. In addition, researchers using Frank’s (1995)
narrative types in future should appreciate the possibility of a change in story form (i.e.,
stories involving two or three narrative types) and should examine such instances more
closely in terms of their meaning for the narrator. Moreover, such analyses might be
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undertaken with a close reading of Frank’s (1995) descriptions of each narrative type across
the dimensions of control, body- and other-relatedness, to offer a detailed understanding of
the existing tensions and the reasons for such tensions.
Regarding methodological avenues, I hold that the use of body mapping in the
exploration of illness narratives has the potential to evoke greater insights for the researcher
into the topic under study than text-based methods alone. The method proposed by Gastaldo
and colleagues (2012) in giving structured activities is very useful. These can easily be
adapted to varying contexts and samples. I would strongly encourage researchers to audio
record sessions as these recordings were indispensable to my analyses of participants’
accounts, despite my involvement in the co-creation of both the visual images and their
meanings. In addition, it would be useful to employ interviews as a first avenue of data
collection, prior to body mapping. Becoming acquainted with the participant and familiar
with their story should precede engaging in a participatory approach. Thus, I would
recommend body mapping to be employed at a later stage due to the more personal nature of
the process (i.e., body tracing).
Furthermore, I employed body mapping in a one-on-one manner owing to the various
reasons outlined in Chapter Five, however, it would be interesting to explore the application
of body mapping in pairs or in group sessions, in terms of possible changes in atmosphere,
data collection, responses, etc. Had I used group sessions I suspect that the dynamics would
have been considerably different. Women might have created narratives both collectively and
individually. They might have gained insights from each other which could, in turn, have
been incorporated into the body maps. This would have placed less emphasis on the
researcher-researched relationship and allowed different stories to emerge. Individual body
maps were my preferred choice, because of my interest to unpack and understand individual
stories. For those researchers endeavouring to undertake group body mapping sessions, I
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would encourage the use of a pilot study and focus group feedback sessions prior to
conducting the research in this manner, especially if body mapping is the only method of data
collection (see Skop, 2016 for an example).
Finally, it would be interesting to see different applications of narrative as a method.
The use of letter writing for instance, much like in Rancour and Brauer’s (2003) study, could
open up an avenue for exploring the reauthoring of identity through narrative. For example,
facing the reality of a recurrent diagnosis, women could be given a task in which they are
asked to write a letter to their former selves (before recurrence or the first cancer) or to their
future selves which could potentially reveal more nuanced understandings of identity
construction and reconstruction. This might even be expanded to changed body parts or
impending changes to body parts (surgery), or visually explored. Another option might be to
use photovoice with women with recurrent disease, which, to my knowledge, has not yet
been undertaken.
Limitations of the Present Study
There are several limitations associated with the present study. Firstly, given the
multicultural and multilingual landscape of South Africa, participants were not excluded on
the basis of speaking a first-language other than English or Afrikaans. However, they were
excluded if they were not proficient in either English or Afrikaans. It must be acknowledged
that, at times, collecting data from participants whose mother tongue was not English or
Afrikaans, was challenging. Their responses during data collection did not always flow as
smoothly as it would have, had they spoken in their mother tongue. However, at times when I
struggled to understand the details of participants’ experiences, probing their responses
allowed enough understanding of these accounts. In addition, the use of multiple methods to
document women’s breast cancer stories offered multiple opportunities to grasp their lived
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experiences from different vantage points. Relatedly, at times when participants spoke
Afrikaans or provided data in a language other than English (e.g., Margaret’s diary was
completed in Sepedi), it is likely that translating the data into English could have influenced
the individual meanings encoded in participants’ original languages. Despite having
Margaret’s diary translated by a company specializing in African language services, and
despite my translation of participants’ Afrikaans data, it is possible that some of the
translations were not exact. It is therefore likely that some elements were lost in the process
of translation.
Secondly, there are limitations related to my personal connection with breast cancer.
Having critically examined potential areas where my experiences may have influenced my
interactions with the participants and that of the data, the aim was to be transparent about the
potential pitfalls related to my identity and position, and the silences that these have brought
to the field.
Thirdly, there are limitations with using Frank’s (1995) typology for understanding
illness narratives. In classifying women’s stories as restitution, chaos and quest, my intention,
as stated previously, was to use these as listening devices in order to understand the meanings
they attached to their illness experiences. However, using a method of classification in the
manner that Frank (1995) proposed, could potentially take away from the detail of the
individual stories. Using Frank’s (1995) typology was nevertheless valuable in alerting me to
the meanings contained in the narratives, which was a primary aim of this research. I should
still like to acknowledge that the use of Frank’s (1995) typology is merely one way of
understanding illness stories and that there are other potential ways.
Finally, while not classed as a limitation per se, I wish to offer a reflection on the
notion of generalizability in qualitative research. Most qualitative studies, if not all, intend to
study a specific phenomenon of interest, such as a small number of individuals located in a
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specific context or within a particular timeframe (Leung, 2015). Qualitative research engages
in-depth studies that tend to produce “historically and culturally situated knowledge” (Tracy,
2010, p. 845). For these reasons, generalizability of the resulting research findings is usually
not an expected attribute (Leung, 2015). Indeed, Tracy (2010) argues that “[f]ormal
quantitative understandings of generalizability are generally unhelpful and not applicable for
qualitative research.” (p. 845). Rather, the goal of qualitative research is to develop
conceptual knowledge about the particular group of individuals being studied, which can, in
turn, be used to improve the situations of others in similar situations. Although I have
employed several strategies to enhance trustworthiness and rigor, the purpose of this research
was not to obtain generalizable findings. The notion of generalizability is therefore not
applicable to this research.
Conclusion
The present study adds to the available literature on women’s experiences of recurrent
disease, which remains under-researched. The findings corroborate the three narrative types
of Frank (1995), namely restitution, chaos and quest, but reveal additional dimensions,
highlighting that the complexity of the illness experience may not always be fully accounted
for by his interpretive framework. Furthermore, the present study expands on his narrative
types by documenting their expression across different modalities. Based on these findings,
there is tremendous value in capturing illness experiences by employing multimodal
techniques, thereby forming an important platform for future work in this area.
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Rationale: Globally, breast cancer is by far the most frequently occurring cancer amongst women. Whilst the
physical consequences of the disease and associated treatments are well documented, a comprehensive picture of
how breast cancer is experienced at all stages of disease progression is lacking.
Objective: This systematic review aimed to synthesize qualitative studies documenting women's breast cancer
narratives into an empirically based explanatory framework.
Methods: Two investigators independently searched Academic Search Premiere, CINAHL, Health Source:
Nursing/Academic Edition, MEDLINE, PsycARTICLES, PubMed, Science Direct, SCOPUS, Web of Science and
three international dissertation repositories using a pre-specified search strategy to identify qualitative studies
on women's breast cancer narratives across all geographic and income-level settings. Of the 7840 studies that
were screened for eligibility, included in the review were 180 studies, which were assessed using the Critical
Appraisal Skills Programme. Using a ‘meta-study’ approach, an explanatory model of the breast cancer experience was formulated. Finally, we assessed the confidence in the review findings using the ‘Confidence in the
Evidence from Reviews of Qualitative Research’ (CERQual) guidelines.
Results: Eight core themes were identified: the burden of breast cancer, existential ordeal, illness appraisal,
sources of support, being in the healthcare system, the self in relation to others, changes in self-image, and
survivor identity. Together, these form the proposed Trajectory of Breast Cancer (TBC) framework.
Conclusion: The Trajectory of Breast Cancer explanatory framework offers a theoretically defensible synthesis of
women's experiences of breast cancer. This framework provides an empirical basis for future reviewers conducting qualitative and narrative breast cancer research.

1. Introduction
Breast cancer is a major global public health problem. It is the
second most common cancer worldwide, and the most frequently occurring cancer amongst women (25% of all cancers; Bray et al., 2012;
Ferlay et al., 2015). Prevalence fluctuates nearly four-fold across the
world, from 27 per 100,000 in Middle Africa and Eastern Asia to 92 in
North America (Bray et al., 2012; Ferlay et al., 2015). Despite modern
advances that have led to improved prognoses and symptom management, living with breast cancer makes a substantial impact on women's
lives (e.g., Cordova et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2007; Kirkman et al.,
2014; Koutrouli et al., 2012; Liamputtong and Suwankhong, 2015;
Mehnert and Koch, 2007). Not only is the experience marked by a range
of physical, emotional, and psychological challenges (Howard et al.,
2007), but also it has been described by some as being traumatic

(France et al., 2013; Levine et al., 2005), life changing (Payne et al.,
1996) and associated with high levels of anxiety, physical pain, and
emotional suffering (Howard et al., 2007; see also Arman and
Rehnsfeldt, 2003; Payne et al., 1996; Tam Ashing et al., 2003). Moreover, because it is a cancer of the breast – a bodily feature strongly
associated with female sexuality and attractiveness – it poses distinct
threats to a woman's self-image, body image, and femininity (Howard
et al., 2007; see also Avis et al., 2004; Tam Ashing et al., 2003; Wilmoth
and Sanders, 2001).
One of our most powerful forms for expressing suffering and experiences related to suffering is narrative (Hydén, 1997; see also Frank,
1995). Patients’ narratives give voice to suffering in a way that lies
outside the biomedical domain (Hydén, 1997), arguably one of the
primary reasons for the emerging interest in narratives among social
scientists engaged in research on illness and disease. Moreover, the
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study of narrative provides the researcher with a means to understand
how individuals make sense of their experiences and of themselves
(Murray, 2002). As Schweizer (1995) argues, one may not be able to
explain suffering, but one can learn to comprehend this phenomenon.
Illness narratives can also offer insight into suffering as it is lived
through everyday relationships, maintain Tighe et al. (2011). For example, both Frank (2000) and Sontag (1978) have used their own experiences to narrate the range of cancer beliefs and attitudes following
diagnosis (Tighe et al., 2011). Such narratives are called personal narratives because they retell aspects of individual experience; foregrounding human agency and imagination (Gubrium and Holstein,
2012; Riessman, 1993). Importantly, as Ezzy (2000) posits, the study of
personal narratives provides a useful way of understanding the subjective aspects of the illness experience. Indeed, ‘we make as well as tell
stories of our lives and this is of fundamental importance in the clinical
world’ argues Mattingly (1994, 811). Thomas-MacLean (2004) contends that stories enable us to make sense of our lives and experiences
(see also Ricoeur, 1986). Put differently, stories make our lives meaningful (see Langellier, 1989), and are currently held in high regard
amongst scholars as a valued source of experiential knowledge
(Thomas-MacLean, 2004).
Beyond the use of narratives in everyday settings, theorists of illness
experience suggest that narratives are important to collect and understand, especially in circumstances where illness comes to dominate the
individual's experience of everyday life (Bury, 2001; see also Hydén,
1997). Life-threatening illness can be regarded as a disruption of an
individual's ongoing life (Bury, 1982, 2001; Hydén, 1997) – a ‘biographical disruption’– thereby entailing a disruption of identity. Similarly, for Hydén (1997, 51) ‘illness alters the relationship between the
patient's body, self and surrounding world’. As such, for the chronically
or terminally ill, the reconstruction or ‘narrativizing’ of one's own life
story is crucial (Williams, 1984 cited in Hydén, 1997). Indeed, Frank
(1995, xii) notes that those who are ill are ‘wounded not just in body
but in voice. They need to become storytellers in order to recover the
voices that illness and its treatment often take away’.
Frank's claims find special relevance in the context of breast cancer
and are supported by the fact that breast cancer narratives have become
ubiquitous in the literature (Thomas-MacLean, 2004). Yet, while many
qualitative studies have sought to understand the experience of breast
cancer from the perspective of specific populations (e.g., from a certain
cultural perspective or demographic), or during specific disease stages
(e.g., during treatment), to date there has been no attempt at a systematic evaluation or synthesis of evidence concerning women's breast
cancer narratives. Therefore, the authors declared a need for an overview of evidence that focuses on how breast cancer is experienced at all
stages of disease progression and sought to consolidate the information
gathered from decades of qualitative research. To this end, we felt that
an explanatory framework was best suited to provide a comprehensive
overview of the evidence as an attempt to aggregate the findings on
women's breast cancer stories. The purpose of this review was therefore
(a) to undertake the first systematic review on breast cancer stories, and
(b) to use a meta-synthesis approach to systematically develop an explanatory framework for the experience of living with breast cancer.
When investigating the personal experiences of women with breast
cancer, it seemed fitting to use the term ‘illness trajectory’ in a more
extended way than instances related to chronic illness (Brattheim et al.,
2017; see also Reed and Corner, 2015). Brattheim et al. (2017, 7) offered the following definition for a breast cancer illness trajectory: ‘the
period from the initial signs, symptoms or concerns regarding breast
cancer; through the diagnostic workup, treatment, and follow-up in
specialist and primary health care; to after the follow-up period is
completed and daily life as a permanent cancer survivor appears’.
However, we extended Brattheim et al.‘s (2017) definition to include
advanced disease progression as well as the recurrence of breast cancer,
as these time-frames appeared as purposefully investigated samples in
the literature. Our explanatory framework therefore included the

following time-frames: (1) pre-diagnosis, (2) diagnosis, (3) between
diagnosis and treatment, (4) treatment, (5) post-treatment, (6) advanced disease, (7) survivorship (remission), and (8) recurrence. In
addition, we defined a narrative or ‘story’ (used interchangeably) as a
verbal or written (any textual) account of women's experience given in
the first-person (including studies exploring narratives taken from online blogs and magazine articles). Finally, our definition of an explanatory framework was ‘a network, or a plane, of interlinked concepts
that together provide a comprehensive understanding of a phenomenon
or phenomena’ (Jabareen, 2009, 51). We turn now to an overview of
the methods that comprise our systematic review and meta-synthesis.
2. Method
We followed the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher et al., 2009) for conducting systematic reviews, an overview of which is provided below.
2.1. Search strategy
Following the guidelines by Petticrew and Roberts (2006; see also
Tucker et al., 2016), we used a predetermined search strategy using
terms (and their abridged variants) describing the population of interest
(e.g., ‘breast cancer’ and ‘female’), the phenomenon under investigation
(‘narrative’, ‘story’), as well as the type of studies in question (‘qualitative’, ‘narrative’).
2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Cahill et al. (2018) note that searching and screening the literature
involves several decision-making processes. As such, they recommend
involving a librarian at this stage for expertise in creating an effective
and comprehensive search strategy (Cahill et al., 2018). Therefore, in
consultation with an expert librarian in the Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences at Stellenbosch University, our prespecified inclusion criteria
were: a) based on female accounts of breast cancer; b) contained personal stories of breast cancer (solicited and unsolicited) from which
textual narrative could be extracted; c) based on first-person accounts
of living with breast cancer by the person diagnosed with the disease; d)
studies solely focused on breast cancer (can be at any stage of the
disease including prior to diagnosis to survivorship and beyond); e) was
qualitative and/or narrative in nature; f) was available in English; and
g) was available in hardcopy or downloadable form. Exclusion criteria
were: studies a) based on other cancers and b) quantitative studies.
2.3. Data sources and study selection
Two investigators independently screened the literature for eligible
articles using Academic Search Premiere, CINAHL, Health Source:
Nursing/Academic Edition, MEDLINE, PsycARTICLES, PubMed,
Science Direct, SCOPUS and Web of Science databases. The search was
tailored for the individual databases as needed (refer to Texts S1 and
S2). After our initial search across the scientific databases, which neither yielded dissertations nor gave the option to search specifically for
dissertations, we conducted an additional search for graduate dissertations (open-access only to ensure accessibility) using three international electronic dissertation repositories: ProQuest Dissertations and
Theses Global, Walden University international repository, and Global
EDT. Once again, this search was tailored for the individual repositories
as needed (refer to Text S2). In both searches, titles and abstracts were
screened for inclusion by two independent reviewers for eligibility, and
those considered relevant by either investigator advanced to full-text
review. In our search for published studies, we made use of facilities
where the option was given to run ‘related’ searches, where similar
studies are automatically identified. The repository searches did not
offer such a facility. In addition, references were identified through
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manual searching or through referral by investigators. The investigator
pair reviewed all full-text studies and resolved uncertainties about
eligibility of studies through discussion or adjudication by a third investigator until 100% agreement was achieved. Finally, data were extracted for all studies rated as eligible including the following fields:
authors, year published, study location, sample characteristics, data
collection and analysis.

guidelines by a second rater. Interrater reliability between the two
authors was measured using percentage agreement for each score and
an average percentage agreement was calculated across relevant totals.
The average score from the first rating was 10.55 and from the second
rating was 10.95, giving a mean difference in ratings of 0.4, which
indicates a high level of agreement between raters. Cohen's (1960)
Kappa was not calculated for interrater reliability because it is affected
by prevalence and may not be reliable for rare observations (Viera and
Garrett, 2005) (the scores for each study are presented in Table S1).

2.4. Meta-study
This synthesis followed a meta-study design, which Barnett-Page and
Thomas (2009) have termed a multi-faceted approach to synthesis.
Zhao (1991) proposes meta-study to comprise of three main sub-branches: (1) meta-data-analysis (i.e., analysis of results), (2) meta-method
(i.e., analysis of methods), and (3) meta-theory (i.e., analysis of theory)
(Barnett-Page and Thomas, 2009; Paterson et al., 2001). Collectively,
these three components of analysis, culminating in synthesis, comprise
what is termed ‘meta-study’ (Barnett-Page and Thomas, 2009).
Paterson et al. (2001) note that these different components may be
conducted simultaneously, however, in the present synthesis, we commenced with the second element (meta-method), followed by the first
element (meta-data-analysis) and ended with the third (meta-theory).
We started our meta-study with the meta-method component because
we intended to exclude studies with serious methodological flaws. This
procedure is also in line with recent meta-syntheses of qualitative research (e.g., Bohren et al., 2015; James et al., 2017; Leamy et al., 2011;
Luckett et al., 2013; Tucker et al., 2016). However, as we discuss in
more detail when we present the results, owing to the nature of the data
we sought, we decided not to exclude any studies on the basis of a poorquality appraisal score and offer reasons for this decision. Below, we
offer a brief description of each component, before elaborating on how
the meta-study progressed in the present synthesis.
The first component, namely meta-method, requires the critical appraisal of the methodological rigour of the individual studies that are
being reviewed. Essentially, this process entails considering the various
aspects of methodology such as recruitment, data collection, study
design, ethics among others, similar to a process some have called
‘critical appraisal’ of the research quality (Barnett-Page and Thomas,
2009). The second component, namely meta-data-analysis is comparable
to Noblit and Hare's (1988) seminal work on meta-ethnography, in that
it is largely interpretive and seeks to recognise patterns of similarities as
well as discrepancies among different accounts of the phenomenon
(perspective, population) of interest (Barnett-Page and Thomas, 2009).
The third component, namely meta-theory involves critical examination
of the philosophical and theoretical assumptions of the included studies; part of which should entail a look at the context in which new
theory is produced (Barnett-Page and Thomas, 2009). Taken together,
all three components of analysis collectively comprised our process of
‘meta-study’, the details of which we provide in the following paragraphs.

2.6. Method: meta-data-analysis component
Using ATLAS.ti version 8 software for qualitative data management,
an initial coding framework was developed from a selection of studies
with the highest CASP score (i.e., CASP score of 12 and higher; k = 55).
Specifically, thematic analysis was used to create open codes for each
relevant quotation. Two analysts independently created additional
codes where needed and these were regularly merged with the ATLAS.ti
master copy and shared with other analysts (see Bohren et al., 2015;
Leamy et al., 2011). Once all coding had been completed, the researchers formed a panel to cross-check a subsample of the coded articles. Once again, where needed, additional codes were created and
merged with the ATLAS.ti master copy. The final number of codes
amounted to 473.
Based on the initial coding, the codes were exported into an Excel
spreadsheet and the frequency with which all 473 codes presented in
each of the 180 included studies were identified. Thereafter, each code
was hand-sorted into a specific time-frame based on time point referred
to in the respective quotation: (1) pre-diagnosis, (2) diagnosis, (3) between diagnosis and treatment, (4) treatment, (5) post-treatment, (6)
advanced disease, (7) survivorship (remission), and (8) recurrence (see
also Brattheim et al., 2017). This process enabled the development of an
initial explanatory model for the breast cancer trajectory. It should be
noted that codes were not exclusive to one time-frame but could apply
to various time-frames at once. We were interested in how often a
particular code applied to a specific time-frame as representative of a
key experience at that point in the trajectory.
Once the frequency with which codes appeared across the breast
cancer trajectory was captured, each code was further analysed inductively (Charmaz, 2006; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Specifically, axial
codes were systematically applied to each code, forming 23 broad categories of first-order constructs grouped together based on common
content. First-order constructs are participants' direct quotations that
contain their views and interpretations of their accounts (Braun and
Clarke, 2006; see also Tucker et al., 2016). Next, each first-order construct was individually sorted into second- and third-order constructs.
Second-order constructs are the authors' interpretations of the participants' direct quotes (Tucker et al., 2016). Third-order constructs are the
synthesized constructs (representing overarching higher-level analytic
themes) developed from the integration of first- and second-order
constructs; here also termed ‘core themes’ (Tucker et al., 2016).

2.5. Method: meta-method component

2.7. Method: meta-theory component

Studies were critically examined for their rigour, credibility and
relevance using a modified Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP,
2013) quality assessment tool. Studies were individually assessed using
the following three-point system: 0 – moderate methodological issues, 1
– minor methodological issues and 2 – robust. Each score comprised of
seven domains, namely aims, methods, study design, sampling, data
collection, reflexivity, and ethical considerations. Scores were totalled,
giving an aggregate ranging from zero to 14 (with 14 being the highest
score) and categorised as either robust, having minor concerns, or
moderate concerns (Dixon-Woods et al., 2007; see Bayliss et al., 2014;
Tucker et al., 2016 for additional applications in a meta-synthesis). In
line with Leamy et al.‘s (2011) synthesis, a random subsample of 36
studies (20%) were independently rated using the adapted CASP

Each core theme was assessed using an adapted CERQual
(Confidence in the Evidence from Reviews of Qualitative Research)
approach developed by Lewin et al. (2015). A CERQual evaluation
provides authors of qualitative synthesis with the information they
need to decide how much confidence to place in findings generated
(Lewin et al., 2015; Munthe-Kaas, 2014). Bearing in mind that the
CERQual method of evaluation is still being developed and currently
includes four components, only three are of relevance to the metatheory element described below, namely (1) relevance, (2) coherence,
and (3) adequacy of data (Bohren et al., 2015; Lewin et al., 2015). It
should be noted, the fourth element, namely methodological limitations, has been addressed above and incorporated in the meta-methods
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section of this synthesis.
The remaining three elements were incorporated in the meta-theory
element comprising this synthesis. Specifically, the relevance was assessed by examining the extent to which the consolidated findings from
included studies supporting a review finding was applicable to the
context (i.e., perspective or population researched, phenomenon of
interest, or setting) specified in the review question (Lewin et al.,
2015). The coherence was examined by considering the extent to which
each review finding is well grounded in the data (i.e., showing clearly
identifiable patterns in the data) and whether plausible explanations
justified the patterns found (Lewin et al., 2015). The adequacy was an
overall mark of the degree of richness and quantity of data contributing
to a review finding (Lewin et al., 2015). For instance, a review finding
was rich if it had a high number of supporting studies supporting the
finding (Lewin et al., 2015).
Each core theme was assessed against these three components and
given an overall score of high, moderate, low or very low confidence
(see Bohren et al., 2015). These scores pertained to whether there were
minor, moderate, or substantial concerns regarding relevance, coherence and adequacy of the findings related to each time-frame
comprising the explanatory framework (please refer to Table 3 for the
adapted CERQual evaluations).

stakeholders (i.e., partners' experiences, carers’ experiences). Despite
differing in their specific aims, included studies still contained relevant
information (Tucker et al., 2016) relating specifically to the first-person
accounts of women with breast cancer.
3.2. Study characteristics

3. Results

Studies were conducted in 30 countries and accounted for 4066
participant stories of breast cancer. For the purposes of an overview
study such as the present synthesis, the authors sought to explore
specific kinds of methods, including studies that used methods such as
personal narrative and autoethnography, which make them difficult to
evaluate and collate. While certain included studies (k = 4 studies) did
not perform well according to the criteria set by the CASP (2013)
method of quality appraisal, the authors felt that studies without an
explicit methods section (i.e., personal narratives, autoethnographies)
should not be excluded on the basis of being ‘less rigorous’ in nature. On
the contrary, such studies were included precisely because of the
richness of textual narrative they provide. Other studies had minor
methodological issues pertaining primarily to whether the researchers
had adopted a reflexive stance by examining their own role in formulating and conducting the research (Tucker et al., 2016). We
therefore did not exclude any studies on the basis of quality appraisal.
The characteristics of the studies are provided in Table 1 and Table S1.

3.1. Meta-method

3.3. Meta-data-analysis

Fig. 1 summarizes the screening and assessment of eligibility of
synthesized studies. The search returned 7852 records, from which
7584 were excluded after being screened against our prespecified inclusion and exclusion criteria (e.g., no explicit first-person breast cancer
stories, quantitative design, etc.). Of the 256 potentially eligible studies
reviewed in full, 180 fully satisfied our inclusion criteria. The current
synthesis focused on findings related to first-person narratives of the
experience of breast cancer, however, nine were mixed-methods in
nature and seven studies included the perspectives of other

Eight core themes formed the basis of our proposed explanatory
framework synthesizing the key experiences of women with breast
cancer captured at specific points in time across the breast cancer trajectory. The themes in order of frequency across studies are 1) The
burden of breast cancer, 2) Existential ordeal, 3) Illness appraisal, 4)
Sources of support, 5) Being in the healthcare system, 6) The self in
relation to others, 7) Self-image, and 8) Survivor Identity. Together
these form the proposed Trajectory of Breast Cancer (TBC) Explanatory
Framework.

Fig. 1. PRISMA flow chart detailing the assessment of eligibility of included studies.
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knowledge from others' experiences (k = 17) and religion (k = 13) as
coping strategies. Please note, the use of the term religion as a coping
strategy used in the present synthesis corresponds to Gall et al.‘s (2005)
definition of ‘religious orientation’; a utilitarian form of religious belief
as its main aim is to provide comfort and safety (see also Holt et al.,
2017; Olson and Hergenhahn, 2010).
The time between diagnosis and treatment was shown to be a time
when women were fearful about treatment (k = 21) but placed their
trust in the abilities of the healthcare providers (HCPs); (k = 24). This
time was also characterised by taking an active stance to decisionmaking (k = 20) coupled with a need to be informed about breast
cancer and related treatments (k = 17). The latter was possibly related
to the lack of information women felt they were receiving from HCPs at
that time (k = 18). However, women also frequently experienced support and kindness from HCPs during this time (k = 12), and a general
satisfaction with their healthcare experience (k = 12).
The time of treatment was acutely associated with the toxic sideeffects of treatment (k = 48), severe fatigue (k = 26) and functional
limitations (k = 13). It was also characterised by support and kindness
from HCPs (k = 17), friends (k = 16) and from a spouse/partner
(k = 15). Women experienced difficulties with hair loss while undergoing chemotherapy (k = 15) and financial constraints were frequently
noted at this time (k = 12), as was the need to maintain a positive
mindset (k = 12).
The time following treatment (post-treatment) was characterised by a
greater appreciation of life (k = 26) and positive growth (k = 23) in
women's self-image. Women had either accepted their post-surgery
body after the loss of breasts (k = 18), embraced their new physique
(k = 18) or had a wounded body image (k = 20), coupled with a sense
of alienation from their bodies (k = 17). Women relied extensively and
equally on support given by a spouse/partner (k = 17), a support
group/network (k = 17), and the support and kindness from their HCP
(k = 17). Functional limitations following treatment (k = 17) and
physical pain as a result of treatment (k = 16) were also frequently
present, as was general satisfaction with the HCP experience (k = 14).
The experience of having advanced disease was associated mostly
with the need to continuously monitor the condition (in the case of
surviving advanced disease); (k = 6) and avoiding or denying the
condition as a coping strategy (k = 5). At this stage of disease progression, death became a reality for women (k = 5), as did feeling
unafraid of dying (k = 4). Correcting one's mindset became an important strategy amongst these women (k = 5), as did developing resistance (‘I will fight’ stance); (k = 5) to the disease. The most common
coping strategy used by women during this time was their close relationship with God (k = 4).
The experience of survivorship was markedly associated with uncertainty in relation to fear of recurrence (k = 36) and an uncertain
future (k = 16). Women frequently shared the sentiment that they had
developed breast cancer for a reason (k = 14) and expressed a strong
desire to help other women diagnosed with the disease (k = 17). The
biggest source of support for survivors was that of a support group/
network (k = 15). Being a survivor of breast cancer instilled a greater
appreciation of life (k = 11) and positive personal growth (k = 10),
which often led to an identity connection with the term ‘survivor’
(k = 10). Finally, survivors had either accepted their post-surgery body
after the loss of breasts (k = 11), embraced their new physique, or had
a disrupted body image (k = 10). Coping strategies involved a reliance
on religion (k = 11) and keeping a positive mindset (k = 10).
The experience of recurrent disease was marked by feelings of anger
(k = 3), shock/disbelief (k = 2), sadness (k = 3), acceptance (k = 2),
disappointment (k = 2), and fear (k = 2). Women also experienced
themselves trying not to mistrust information from HCPs (k = 2), and
their life being turned upside down (k = 2).
For a complete list of all first-, second- and third-order themes as it
relates to each stage of the breast cancer trajectory, see Table S2. Fig. 2
summarizes the most common experiences of women at each disease

Table 1
Overview of study characteristics.
Study characteristics
Year of publication
1988–2000
2001–2005
2006–2010
2011–2018
Country
United States of America
Canada
United Kingdom
Sweden
Australia
China
South Africa
Norway
Israel
Brazil
Turkey
Japan
Iran
Denmark
Malaysia
Thailand
Othera
Sample sizeb
1–20
21–40
41–60
61–80
81–100
> 100
Method of data collection
Interviews
Focus groups
Interviews & focus groups
Interviews, focus groups & published narratives
Interviews & drawing
Interviews & art
Interviews & diaries/writing
Interviews & published narratives
Interviews & observation
Internet blogs
Secondary analyses
Autobiographical/published narratives

No. of studies (k)

(%)

6
25
36
113

3
14
20
63

63
22
15
11
10
8
7
6
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
14

35
12
8
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
8

112
51
8
4
1
4

62
29
4
2
1
2

138
8
7
1
3
1
4
1
3
3
6
5

76
4
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
3
3

a

Ghana, Uganda, Belgium, Pakistan, Finland, Netherlands, Puerto Rico,
South Korea, Germany, Indonesia, Greece, Italy, Samoa, Spain (1 study each).
b
Only women with breast cancer.

3.3.1. Meta-synthesis: trajectory of breast cancer (TBC) explanatory
framework
For brevity in our overview of the explanatory framework below,
we discuss the most frequently occurring first-order themes per timeframe as a key experience reported by women and summarise the associated second- and third-order themes in Table 2 (see also Table S2
for the full list of first-order themes across each time-frame). The time
prior to diagnosis was characterised mostly by symptom appraisal as not
being worrisome by women (k = 21) and was coupled with a delay in
help-seeking (k = 19). Closely followed in frequency, women often
appraised their symptoms to be worrisome (k = 16), which prompted
them to seek help (k = 20). Women at this time often tried to find
causal explanations for this experience and reasoned that it was because
they neglected to take care of themselves (k = 8). Women also experienced feeling scared/frightened (k = 7) of the outcome and found it
difficult to wait for results (k = 5).
The time of diagnosis displayed an array of feelings, including most
prevalently feelings of shock/disbelief, (k = 41) and immediate
thoughts of death (k = 21). This time was also mostly characterised by
feeling scared/frightened (k = 24), emotional trauma/devastation
(k = 18) upon hearing the news and experiencing shattered feelings of
indestructibility\security (k = 17). Women also frequently gained
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Table 2
Extracted themes across each time-frame.
Time-frame

Third-order theme

Second-order theme

Sample text

Pre-diagnosis

Symptom appraisal

Not worrisome

‘I didn't go to a hospital when I found the lump. I just thought that the lump would go away soon … ’ (Im
et al., 2002, 758).
‘While checking my breast, I found a lump. It aroused my suspicion, but I was unsure. So I asked my husband
to take a look and then we decided to seek help from our general practitioner immediately’ (Lam and Fielding,
2003, 132).
‘I never thought I needed to watch out for myself. I always thought I am quite tough. (I) Now I see that that's
not true’ (Holmberg, 2014, 181).
‘My husband was with me while waiting to see my doctor about the result. My hands were very cold, only god
knows. I said to him don't leave me alone. He said he will come with me into the doctor's room’ (Abdulla
et al., 2013, 7145).
‘The waiting time was just awful … I just froze; I waited almost 4 months. I was sad and completely froze in
myself the way I was feeling. I couldn't pull myself together. I just sat there every day, just always looking in
the mail box for a letter. It is the worst thing that I have ever experienced. It was this waiting time’ (Jørgensen
et al., 2015, 615).
‘The diagnosis of breast cancer shocked me. I had been very healthy, not even had a cold before’ (Fu et al.,
2008, 157).
‘I became paralysed because my brain stopped working. It could not take anything in and I did not know
anything afterwards. I just sat there. My eyes were wandering. The doctor kept saying things and I could only
nod or shake my head.’ (Liamputtong and Suwankhong, 2015, 1093).
‘When I was diagnosed with breast cancer I was frightened … ’ (Howard et al., 2007, 273).
‘ … but now I just feel … I'm angry now, you know, I am really angry now’ (Evans et al., 2012, e14).
‘It just shatters you completely. Just everything, everything alters. Your whole life sort of thing’ (Trusson
et al., 2016, 123).
‘The first thing you think of is ‘I'm going to die and these girls are going to be left without a mother.’ That was
very, very hard’ (Barden et al., 2016, 152).
‘When I was diagnosed with cancer, I did not shed one tear. I didn't cry … Of course I had prayed, Lord spoke
to me, He said, when you cry, [it] would not be tears of sadness. That's why I hadn't shed a tear … ’ (Simon
et al., 2007, 30).
‘Fortunately, I have a friend that went through it 6 years ago, the same kind of cancer’ (Dickerson et al., 2011,
1473).
‘My surgeon, he's so nice; I put my trust in him because a lot of times I know what's going on but I kind of
leave it in his hands' (Eide, 2007, 49).
‘I believe that us patients are perfectly able to make decisions for ourselves and that we need to do it because
each patient's point of view is different, and so the doctor's. What they can consider good, bad, average … for
me is not the same’ (Sacks et al., 2016, 726).
‘That's been the interesting thing about this journey. You have to be your own researcher and bring
information to your doctors' (Bond et al., 2010, 550).
‘Doctors were always busy; they did not have time to communicate with us, the conversation before operation
only lasted for a few minutes’ (Xiong et al., 2016, 317).
‘I got very good care from doctors and nurses, even the orderlies that took me to radiotherapy were very nice,
kind people … so it was good’ (Sacks et al., 2016, 724).
‘I am very frightened. I worry so much. Will I die? Will I have treatment side effects that will impair my
mobility?’ (Ching et al., 2009, 345).
‘I think I devoured every single book in the library. I lived with the diagnosis, not like in an anxious way but I
wanted to know. I am glad I did because not all doctors are forthcoming and that was my coping mechanism.
The more I knew the calmer I felt’ (Barden et al., 2016, 150).
‘I've had my doctor forever, and he got the original report that it was positive and he called the surgeon and
asked if they could get things moving for me, get a surgery date, do everything so that I did not have to sit
around and worry for too long. Thank God. He's just absolutely wonderful’ (Blow et al., 2011, 1326).
‘The chemotherapy was the most difficult, I don't know if I could go through that again. I mean even my nails
went black. The chemotherapy was very painful, very painful’ (Howard et al., 2007, 274).
‘This fatigue is not like a tiredness. It is beyond tiredness. You wash your dishes hanging over the sink,
something comes over you. You can do this. You can't even make it. You can wash another dish. I got to sit.
You can wash one more dish. I am just so tired. You can wash one last dish’ (Kooken et al., 2007, 912).
‘I can't carry anything and the heat affects me and if I got cold, my chest would start to hurt’ (Hammoudeh
et al., 2017, 491).
‘It's very stressful (having to pay for the treatment). Each course of target therapy costs almost a month of my
salary. I am using my savings to pay for the treatment. Also, my family is helping me a bit. I don't know how
long I can afford to pay’ (Lam et al., 2017, 259).
‘It was amazing to me. I have a ton of friends, but the cards, the phone calls, the flowers, the people. I was on
many prayer lists all over the state. I knew had friends, but I had no idea to what extent. I am surrounded by
very good people, I really am’ (Blow et al., 2011, 1325).
‘He surrendered himself … like he forgot about himself, about what he had to do, in order to take care of me’
(Barden et al., 2016, 149).
‘Before cancer, I had long hair and lost it during chemo. I was worried that my husband would not find me
attractive anymore after my hair fell out … ’ (Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004, 423).
‘It means you adopt an optimistic attitude and look at the positive side, face problems as they happen but
without cheating yourself’ (Ching et al., 2009, 344).

Worrisome

The burden of
breast cancer
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Trying to find causal
explanation
My emotions

Being in the
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Difficult

Illness appraisal

Evaluating the impact of
cancer
Trauma/devastation
My emotions
Biographical disruption

Existential ordeal
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The burden of
breast cancer

Coping with breast
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Knowledge
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Table 2 (continued)
Time-frame

Third-order theme

Second-order theme

Sample text

Post-treatment

Existential ordeal

Changed outlook

Self-image

Growth

‘Little things now mean a lot to me. I don't take life for granted any more. I quickly found out what is valuable
in life’ (Drageset et al., 2016, 207).
‘I often think it made me a better person. And I've done more since I had it than I did before, for sure’ (Trusson
et al., 2016, 127).
‘Each time I passed a mirror I jumped back because I didn't recognise myself’ (Emilsson et al., 2012, 104).
‘I don't mind losing a breast. I don't connect identity and feelings to it. If the doctors had told me that my
prognosis would be better by taking both breasts, they could!’ (Drageset et al., 2011, 1944).
‘I probably like my body better now … I feel good not just about my body, I feel good about myself. In the last
year or so I just feel really good. I just like myself a lot more’ (Thomas-MacLean, 2005, 207).
‘After my discharge, my husband and I, only the two of us, went on a trip. My husband had never taken off
from his work before. Well, of course, he did take off from work for the day of my surgery. So, it was the
second time for him. He drove for me, and we went on the trip. Previously, I was telling him, “I want to go
Anzu no Sato” several times. He remembered what I said. He took me to see the place. I saw apricot flower
blossoms. It was so beautiful! I felt, “I am still alive!” It was a wonderful trip’ (Makabe and Hull, 2000, 1386).
‘Support groups help – I meet weekly … to share triumphant moments (mine and theirs) and have celebrated
the life and death of my sister-sufferers. I gain new spiritual understanding with each triumph and tragedy’
(Gall and Cornblat, 2002, 529).
‘He (oncologist) had given me a lot of support and hope. After I had my last treatment, he give me a big hug
and told me, he said, now you need to get out of here because there's a lot of sick people we need to take care
of. I don't think you sick, though. You go and be blessed and enjoy your life. So, that was hope’ (Felder et al.,
2017, 11).
‘The first month after surgery … you fall so easily in the first ten days of receiving chemotherapy … you
cannot even move a spoon to your mouth, your hands shake, you cannot walk, cannot even go to the toilet.
Your spouse, child, brother or mother must do everything for you’ (Cebeci et al., 2012, 408).
‘Maybe it’s because the pain is in my head that I'm confused and can't think straight, cause the pain is killing
me. I can't think about anything else than the pain’ (Luoma and Hakamies-Blomqvist, 2004, 733).
‘The human quality and professional expertise of these people are amazing, it's incredible. You are very
grateful for this incredibly trained team, people committed to public health, people with exceptional capacity
and skill. Anything bad you can think about public health fades away once you get to know the quality of the
people working there … everything works like clockwork when you go there, people there know what they
are doing. They are committed to health care. Your health care’ (Sacks et al., 2016, 725).
‘You just have to be vigilant, obviously, and monitoring things’ (Lally and Underhill, 2012, 110).
‘I still haven't got over the fact that I am faced with a d - I am faced with a deadline, so to speak, I haven't got
over it. Inside me nests … the fear, The doubt’ (Koutri and Avdi, 2016, 86).
‘I've kind of come to terms with these fears, and I'm not really afraid of dying’ (Luoma and HakamiesBlomqvist, 2004, 735).
‘I told myself that I would fight against the disease’ (Lam et al., 2017, 259).
‘If someone says that you've only got three months to live and once you believe it, you will die … If you fill out
the advance directives on how you want to die, it will soon come true’ (Sato et al., 2012, 231).
‘And I honestly believe that God directed me to find the knot so that I could be cured. So I trust Him for
bringing me this far, and I know that He will take care of me. And He sent me to this doctor and directed him
to take the evil out of me to set me free. And I am thankful to him, praise Jesus’ (Mathews et al., 1994, 797).
‘As a cancer survivor, one of my biggest fears is the 5 year waiting period, to find out if we are going to
survive or not. That creates suspense, fear, and negative emotions. Five years is a lot and I never know if I'll be
the one winning the battle. I feel like I'm standing on a balance just waiting to see which way it is going to go’
(Ashing-Giwa et al., 2006, 417).
‘The furthest I can think is the coming weeks and months. I don't make long-term plans' (Drageset et al., 2016,
207).
‘He's chosen me to survive this cancer journey. It's really helpful to me to have a higher power that I choose to
call God and to believe that I have a purpose in this world’ (Foster, 2011, 88).
‘I believe that a person should be satisfied and not embittered. So I am at peace. Constant anger will cause
more disease … And today, I'm healthy. By the grace of God!’ (Goldblatt et al., 2013, 872)
‘I like the idea of being able to say to women, “Look, you know, it is okay. It doesn't matter what you look like.
If you have breast cancer, if you are big, you are small, it doesn't matter”. My body consciousness changed a
lot during my breast cancer journey. I think it would be encouraging for women to actually see a larger
woman who has had reconstruction and say, you know, “wow, I could look like that!”’ (Sabo and Thibeault,
2012, 207).
‘I go to a support group for survivors, and we support each other. We share experiences and help each other
and if we find solutions that can benefit us, we share them’ (Barden et al., 2016, 149).
‘I am thankful for each day. Before [breast cancer], when my life would get difficult, I would be irritable. I did
not understand that being given a day is cause for gratitude’ (Gonzalez et al., 2016, 23).
‘I can use this as an opportunity to turn my whole life around. And that's everything: my attitudes toward
people, my acceptance of people, my kindness towards people and my acceptance of kindness. I'm just a much
different person than I was before cancer. And I'm going to keep changing, I feel it’ (Bond et al., 2010, 549).
‘[I consider myself a survivor] because I am here. Look at me. I survived the cancer. There are people that
unfortunately do not have the same luck. I saw friends of mine [die] much younger than me’ (Dyer, 2015, 8).
‘They are what made me look female to the outside world but to me, I'm still who I was. My breasts never
made me who I was. They were a part of me but they never, ever made me who I was' (Sabo and Thibeault,
2012, 206).
‘New breasts as a “work of art” worth sharing with others’ (Foster, 2011, 93).
‘The majority of us feel degraded as women as we see ourselves in the mirror and wonder, “If we cannot
accept ourselves, how can our husbands or partners?”’ (Ashing-Giwa et al., 2006, 40).
‘My courage came from God. That's basically what helped me through a lot of different obstacles I was going
through, is the courage to let go and you know there were just things you can't fix’ (Tanjasiri et al., 2011, 38).
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Table 2 (continued)
Time-frame

Third-order theme

Second-order theme

Sample text

Recurrence

The burden of
breast cancer

My feelings

Being in the system

Difficult experience

Illness appraisal

Biographical disruption

‘ … the anger and this “leave me alone”’ (Öster et al., 2007, 264).
‘I cried when we walked out, it was such a – I thought I would have some time to be healthy’ (Sarenmalm
et al., 2009, 1119).
‘Feel sorry for myself? No, I don't. I don't wonder why this had to happen particularly to me or anything like
that, I don't understand that way of thinking at all. I do think, in spite of all this, that I have been very
fortunate in so many ways. I think I have a good life. So it's just a matter of anticipating when it's going to end’
(Sarenmalm et al., 2009, 1122).
‘It was such a dreadful disappointment that I got a feeling that it didn't matter what I did. That little devil who
has sunk his claws into me isn't going to let go. He'd sunk his claws in, and the disappointment was enormous'
(Sarenmalm et al., 2009, 1120).
‘I'm still very frightened of it’ (Samarel et al., 1998, 1264).
‘The doctor told me after the first operation that there was no trace of the bad cells of breast cancer in me. I
thought it would not come back, but it did’ (Sarenmalm et al., 2009, 1093).
‘I feel so terribly sad that things will never be normal again. Things will never be normal, and that's awful’
(Sarenmalm et al., 2009, 1121).

phase. We turn now to a brief overview of the confidence assessment
component of the meta-study, before offering a discussion on the TBC
explanatory framework.

appraisal in the present synthesis, there were still others who immediately appraised their symptoms to be cancer-related, prompting an
urgent need for help-seeking. This finding illustrates the importance of
extending intrapersonal perspectives of symptom experience (Bottorff
et al., 2007) and to consider the influence of social context as a continuous feedback loop contributing to the way individuals assign
meaning to bodily changes and sensations (Rosendal et al., 2013).
Goldzahl (2017) proposes a similar argument in that personal perceptions of risk rely on subjective probabilities rather than objective
probabilities (see also Brown et al., 2017; Ramírez and Carmona, 2018).
Whereas only a handful of studies in the present synthesis focus on the
pre-diagnostic experience, the authors welcome the addition of the
separate category of symptom appraisal for the following reasons:
symptom appraisal has become an important field of study to understand why delays in health- or help-seeking behaviours occur (Bottorff
et al., 2007; MacLean et al., 2017). Symptom appraisal has led to the
development of theoretical models in the field (e.g., Facione, 1993;
Facione et al., 2002; Morse and Johnson, 1991; Teel et al., 1997).
In contrast, when the women received a diagnosis of breast cancer,
the disruption they experienced paralleled the ‘biographical disruption’
emphasized by Liamputtong and Suwankhong (2015) in their findings
on breast cancer (see also Hammoudeh et al., 2017). This term was
originally introduced in Bury's (1982) paper on the topic of chronic
illness and describes what Koutri and Avdi (2016, 80) term the ‘catalytic effects […] on an individual's taken-for-granted beliefs, assumptions and behaviours. In other words, individuals experience their life
as disrupted and any sense of security they felt they had is shattered.
This experience furthermore corresponds to Frank's (1995) chaos narrative. As cited in Thomas-MacLean (2004, 1648), these narratives
‘reveal vulnerability, futility, and impotence’. Diagnosis, therefore, requires professionals who are sensitive to, and acknowledge that having
a diagnosis of a breast cancer causes significant disruption and distress
(Bath Hextall et al., 2017). Patients require support and understanding
during this time, rather than an information overload, which we discuss
in more detail below.

3.4. Meta-theory
As previously mentioned, the authors used the CERQual confidence
assessment tool (Lewin et al., 2015) in order to determine how much
confidence to place in the findings generated relative to each timeframe in the trajectory of breast cancer. In assessing each core theme
across the three components, namely relevance, coherence and adequacy, the themes, the burden of breast cancer, existential ordeal and illness appraisal had minor concerns and were given an overall assessment
of high confidence. Moderate confidence scores were given to the
themes, sources of support and the self in relation to others. Finally, low
confidence scores were given to the themes, being in the healthcare
system, self-image, and survivor identity. For a detailed overview of our
confidence assessments, please see Table 3. The next section offers a
discussion on the key themes and associated time-frames as well as
implication for healthcare providers throughout the trajectory.
4. Discussion
This systematic review and meta-synthesis is the first to compile
women's breast cancer narratives. In addition to advancing knowledge
of the experience of breast cancer, the findings offer an understanding
of how women experience breast cancer in relation to each time-frame
across the breast cancer trajectory. This is important given that oncology healthcare providers have multiple opportunities to interact
with patients (Tucker et al., 2016). The explanatory framework proposed introduces a typology of eight core divisions (i.e., third-order
themes) describing the breast cancer experience generating a complex
matrix of thoughts, emotions and mostly retrospective experiences
pertaining to each time-frame across the breast cancer trajectory. For
brevity, we provide a discussion on the most noteworthy findings across
the trajectory of breast cancer. Thereafter, we turn to a discussion of the
limitations associated with this synthesis and ideas for future research.

4.1.2. Being in the healthcare system
In the time between diagnosis and commencing with treatment,
women's experiences centre on being in the healthcare system.
Specifically, women's experiences of being in the healthcare system
were mostly characterised as a period of decision-making in which
women either placed their trust in the healthcare provider or took an
active involvement in their decision-making. However, a reported lack
of information from healthcare providers was also prevalent, which is
an important implication for practice. Echoing Bath-Hextall et al.
(2017), this shows that all patients require support and understanding,
coupled with tailored information to suit their needs. Moreover, this

4.1. The trajectory of breast cancer (TBC) explanatory framework
4.1.1. Symptom and illness appraisal
Prior to a concerted appraisal of breast cancer as an illness, women
who are undergoing diagnostic procedures refer to a period of symptom
appraisal (we present it in a third-order theme exclusive to pre-diagnosis). Most women in the present synthesis whose abnormalities were
ultimately diagnosed as being malignant, initially appraised their
symptoms not to be worrisome. While this was the most frequent
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The Burden of Breast
Cancer

Being in the
Healthcare System

No. of Contributing
Studies (k)

Review Finding

Moderate concerns (this theme was densely present
across the time-frames, Between Diagnosis &
Treatment, and moderately present across PostTreatment, Treatment, Diagnosis, and Pre-Diagnosis.
It was not well represented across another two timeframes, but did not feature in the advanced timeframe).
Minor concerns (this theme most frequently occurred
in the Survivorship and Post-Treatment time-frames,
and was fairly consistently present across the
remaining six time-frames)
Moderate concerns (this theme was densely present
across the Post-Treatment and Survivorship timeframes, and fairly consistently represented across
another four time-frames. However, this theme was
not represented in the Pre-Diagnosis and recurrence
time-frames).
Moderate concerns (partial relevance, as this theme
was only represented across four of the eight timeframes, namely Treatment, Post-Treatment, Advanced
disease, and Survivorship).

Moderate concerns (this theme was present across all
time-frames, but with varying consistency. It was
more densely present in the Between Diagnosis &
Treatment, Treatment, Post-Treatment and
Survivorship time-frames than in the remaining
three).
Minor concerns (this theme was present across all
time-frames comprising the TBC).

Minor concerns (this theme was moderately present
across each time-frame comprising the TBC).

Minor concerns (this theme was densely present
across each time-frame comprising the TBC).

Assessment of Relevance

239

Substantial concerns (only 18% of studies,
offering thin data for half of the time-frames).

Moderate concerns (33% of studies that offer
rich data for two of the eight time-frames, thin
data for five of the eight time-frames, and no
data for one time-frame).

Moderate concerns (36% of studies that offer
rich data for two of the eight time-frames, and
thin data for six of the eight time-frames).

Moderate concerns (42% of studies that offer
rich data for five out of the eight time-frames).

Minor concerns (45% of studies that together
offer relatively rich data overall).

Minor concerns (49% of studies that offer rich
data for five out of the eight time-frames).

Minor concerns (57% of studies that together
offer moderately rich data overall).

Minor concerns (83% of studies that together
offer rich data overall).

Assessment of Adequacy

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

High

High

Overall CERQual
Confidence
Assessment

High coherence,
moderate relevance, and
low adequacy.

Moderate relevance,
coherence and adequacy.

High relevance and
coherence, moderate
adequacy.

Moderate relevance,
coherence and adequacy.

High relevance,
coherence and adequacy.

High adequacy,
moderate relevance and
coherence.

High relevance,
coherence and adequacy.

High relevance,
coherence and adequacy.

Explanation of
Confidence Assessment

A. Smit et al.

Minor concerns (data are
represented reasonably
consistently between the four
time-frames).

Moderate concerns (data are not
very consistently represented
across time-frames).

Minor concerns (data are
represented fairly consistently
between time-frames)

Minor concerns (data reasonably
consistent across each timeframe comprising the TBC).
Moderate concerns (data are not
very consistently represented
across time-frames).

Minor concerns (data was
consistent across each timeframe comprising the TBC).
Minor concerns (data reasonably
consistent across each timeframe comprising the TBC).
Moderate concerns (data are not
very consistently represented
across time-frames).

Assessment of Coherence

Table 3
Confidence assessment of review findings relative to each TBC time-frame adapted from Lewin et al. (2015).
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Fig. 2. The trajectory of breast cancer (TBC).

synthesis is in line with other studies showing that many women cope
by getting informed. Abdulla et al. (2013) confirm that information
helps women to understand their diagnoses and helps them to make
informed decisions regarding treatment (e.g., Butow et al., 1997;
McWilliam et al., 2000; Thibodeau and MacRae, 1997). Furthermore,
adequate information helps women establish a sense of control over the
situation, lessen anxiety, and plan for the future (Abdulla et al., 2013).
It should be noted, however, that some prefer to limit the amount of
information they receive. Indeed, Drageset et al. (2009) emphasize that
an information overload may be overwhelming, and some women
prefer only as much information as they consider relevant at each point
(see also Bond et al., 2010; Dickerson et al., 2011; Mathers et al., 2013;
Swainston et al., 2012). More recent evidence suggests that information
overload may lead to confusion that negatively impacts the way a
disease is perceived by the patient going forward (Ramírez and

Carmona, 2018). Healthcare providers should be cognisant of the delicacy of conveying a devastating diagnosis and monitor the amount of
information patients are willing and able to receive.
4.1.3. The burden of breast cancer
Managing treatment-related side-effects was one of the most notable
findings amongst women in the present synthesis. Common side-effects
of cancer treatment that leave lasting impacts can include hair loss,
scarring, changes in weight, functional limitations, fatigue, and earlyonset menopause (Frith and Harcourt, 2007; see Rumsey and Harcourt,
2005). To cope with treatment and early recovery, women relied extensively on support structures. Specifically, women drew on their
spouse or partner or on a support group/network and were also immensely appreciative of the support received from their healthcare
provider. These findings are similar to that of Makabe and Hull (2000)
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who found that sources of support were most prevalent during hospitalisation and early recovery, allowing women to focus on improving
their health without the concerns about meeting the daily needs of their
family (see also Thompson et al., 2017 for quantitative evidence). These
findings carry important implications for practice (Lewis et al., 2015).
Specifically, enhancing quality of life through managing cancer symptoms and treatment side-effects should be a key goal for healthcare
providers, as should be meeting women's specific information and
support needs (Aranda et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2015). To this end, we
agree with Suwankhong and Liamputtong (2016) in that healthcare
providers should view each woman with breast cancer as a unique individual and make it their priority to offer care and support based on
each woman's experience of her illness and treatment. Ideally, perceived social support should be periodically assessed by providers of
care, especially to help find resources for those who may have low
support (Thompson et al., 2017; see also Kagee et al., 2018).
Importantly, and although it was not a frequent theme, we nevertheless wish to emphasize that losing contact with healthcare providers
was challenging for some women. This finding was interesting in the
present synthesis because, arguably, one might expect that someone
who has finished cancer treatment would want to return to life as before and put the experience behind them, which we address in more
detail below. Nonetheless, we speculate that some women found it
difficult because healthcare providers offered a support system during a
very difficult and sensitive time in women's lives. In addition, we and
others (e.g., Powers et al., 2016) suspect that it is during the period of
recovery, when the focus on active treatment has stopped, that some
women find themselves having to deal with emotional issues arising
from their cancer experiences (see also Lethborg and Krissane, 2003).
An alternative reason might be that some women are ill-prepared for
the continued presence of treatment-related symptoms and might underestimate the time necessary for complete recovery (Powers et al.,
2016). To account for the possibility of women struggling to ease into
the recovery phase, healthcare providers should try to be sensitive listeners and respond to a patient's needs even after treatment has ceased
(see also Powers et al., 2016). Psychosocial care in the form of naturebased care opportunities have become useful in easing the transition
from a place of comfort and safety in the cancer care reality into a more
independent recovery phase (Blaschke et al., 2017). The pursuit of
leisure activities and increased physical activity has also been shown to
improve such transitions and overall quality of life (Ireland et al., 2019
In press; McQuoid, 2017), which demonstrates the importance of recognizing additional forms of psychosocial care to facilitate coping
processes when making difficult post-treatment transitions (Blaschke
et al., 2017).

perceived greater cancer stress and had experienced an extended period
of diagnosis. Similarly, reframing the breast cancer experience as a
transformative process was found by Bond et al. (2010) to serve as a
positive catalyst for change from a patient mindset to that of a selfactivist. These authors (2010) argue that it may be useful for healthcare
providers to introduce women with breast cancer to the many advocacy
opportunities available today and to encourage them to become selfadvocates, especially during the phase of treatment and beyond.
4.1.5. Survivor identity
In the literature, the breast cancer survivor is typically represented
as a victorious overcomer, who is healthy and happy (Kaiser, 2008; see
also Batt, 1994; King, 2006). Kaiser (2008, 80) illustrates the dominant
image of the survivor with a suitable phrase, ‘She triumphed over breast
cancer through medical treatment and now holds a place of honour in
the cancer world’ (see also Klawiter, 1999). In the present synthesis,
survivors' stories of diagnosis, treatment, and recovery tie in neatly with
Frank's (1995) restitution narrative, which is easily the most powerful
narrative because it celebrates the ‘heroism of medicine’ and conveys
the ‘optimism of oncology’ (Kaiser, 2008, 81; see also Del Vecchio Good
et al., 1990). This narrative is closely related to and indeed closely
followed by the acknowledgement amongst survivors that breast cancer
happened in their lives for a reason. Moreover, survivors experienced
positive personal growth and a strong sense of responsibility towards
other women battling the disease. Specifically, survivors expressed a
strong desire to make a difference in the lives of other women by offering advice and support, or by becoming involved in a cancer organisation. This desire supports the literature describing breast cancer as a
transformative experience (e.g., Bond et al., 2010; Fallah et al., 2012;
Sabo and Thibeault, 2012). In such instances, survivor narratives are
more comparable to Frank's (1995) quest narrative, which shows how
illness may be considered useful (Thomas-MacLean, 2004). Nevertheless, while the positive, cure-oriented construction of survivorship
bears the image of the ultimate overcomer, it has left many women
living in fear of the continued presence of cancer in their lives (Kaiser,
2008).
4.1.6. Existential ordeal
An existential ordeal, a fitting term borrowed from Blow et al.
(2011), can be characterised as a crisis in which individuals face threats
to their existence. Individuals enduring such a time frequently experience angst about their purpose in life and what might happen if they die
(Blow et al., 2011). In this synthesis, women faced this ordeal most
often during survivorship, where the fear of recurrence was the most
pertinent, and this fear is not irrational. Specifically, women understand that the risk of recurrence or metastatic cancer is a possibility,
and therefore this fear is understandable (Drageset et al., 2016; Kvale
et al., 2015; Simard et al., 2013). Similar to Drageset et al. (2016), the
current study found that fear of recurrence was frequently amplified
with any unusual display of ailments and was triggered through reexperiencing or recalling unpleasant memories. Trusson et al. (2016)
describe this ambiguous state as liminality. Indeed, this crisis state
might even be considered a new narrative type to be added to Frank's
(1995) repertoire as it differs from others that have been described in
previous studies on breast cancer (see Koutri and Avdi, 2016). This
particular experience illustrates that for some women, a complete return to ‘normal’ life as before is not possible, as traces of the illness
remain for years after diagnosis (Koutri and Avdi, 2016). Blow et al.
(2011) maintain that interventions focussing on the existential and
meaning-oriented aspects of a woman's experience would be useful. To
this end, healthcare providers should probe women's individual
meanings given to cancer, allowing them to express their thoughts and
feelings about their situation (Blow et al., 2011).

4.1.4. Self-image
In addition to imposing unpleasant side-effects, the treatment of
breast cancer can have a profound effect on women's body image (Frith
and Harcourt, 2007). Traditionally, researchers have tended to focus on
the negative consequences of breast cancer (Brunet et al., 2013), yet
recently, there has been a call to move beyond this one-sided view and
to study the positive aspects of breast cancer given the premise that
people can experience positive changes in their lives following trauma
or illness (Brunet et al., 2013; see Hefferon et al., 2009; Stanton et al.,
2006; Tedeschi and Calhoun, 2004). Indeed, a change in self-image in
the present synthesis was most frequently positive and presented as
positive self-growth amongst women who had recently undergone
treatment (i.e., post-treatment) or had progressed into survivorship.
This finding corresponds to the personal development process, which
Brennan (2001) terms ‘posttraumatic growth’. Brennan stated that
coping with breast cancer is not an endpoint, but rather ‘an active
psychosocial process that may include both positive and negative
consequences for the individual’ (2001, 14). Evidence for posttraumatic
growth among breast cancer patients was found by Sears et al. (2003).
Specifically, women who showed posttraumatic growth were those who
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4.2. Limitations

4.3. Future research

As Tucker et al. (2016) acknowledge, meta-synthesis remains a
comparably new approach to qualitative syntheses and the challenges
associated with the method need to be recognised. Luckett et al. (2013)
summarise key limitations, which we reiterate here: first, meta-syntheses are limited by a reliance on the original authors’ analyses and reporting. Second, they (2013) further note that unlike meta-analyses in
the quantitative paradigm, qualitative syntheses have access only to a
minority of raw data that have been selected for reporting in the study.
However, while this is a noteworthy point, we discovered the contrary
when coding raw texts present in dissertations. In the present synthesis,
there was an overwhelming number of raw quotations that were
available to code (e.g., nearly 300 quotations in one study), which
seemed to somewhat negate the limitation of having only a minority of
data selected for reporting in published counterparts. This quantity of
data, moreover, speaks to the usefulness for future reviewers to conduct
searches among international dissertation repositories as well, to avoid
missing potentially valuable data.
A third limitation we encountered was that it was challenging to
code studies without referring to the original authors’ interpretation of
the respective quotation. This challenge was further exacerbated by the
organisation of the texts in which raw quotations are situated; authors
tend to organise quotations thematically. However, as Luckett et al.
(2013) managed to do, we tried to mediate the influence of primary
themes by independently analysing each available excerpt of raw data
as far as possible before cross-examining results against those generated
by the original authors. Future reviewers would benefit from adopting
the same approach.
Fourth, some have argued that the notion of scientific generalisability implied in meta-synthesis compromises the unique context
of individual studies (Tucker et al., 2016; see also Sandelowski et al.,
1997). However, it must be acknowledged that, like qualitative research in general, meta-synthesis relies on interpretation to generate
new theory over and above those themes identified in the individual
studies; where ‘the result is greater than the sum of its parts’ (BarnettPage and Thomas, 2009, 2; Tucker et al., 2016). The construction of this
‘whole’ necessarily implies some degree of innovation (Barnett-Page
and Thomas, 2009) and different researchers may have generated a
different explanatory framework given the same data (Tucker et al.,
2016). Yet, it is precisely this interpretative quality, which Tucker et al.
(2016) commend and which we can attest to, because it allows for a
fresh interpretation of the data across studies and enables researchers to
draw on literature not necessarily consulted by the original authors at
the time.
Finally, this synthesis involved 180 studies, which impeded the
depth of analysis that we were able to present in this article, but we
offer our full analyses in the supplementary material provided (Bondas
and Hall, 2007; Paterson et al., 2001). Moreover, this synthesis focused
on studies where first-person narratives of breast cancer and the subjective meanings attached to the experiences dominated (see also
Leamy et al., 2011). As such, each review finding was built from the
individual meanings in a bottom-up fashion and linked via a re-reading
of each code to a specific time-frame in the breast cancer trajectory. It
should also be noted that our set of included studies was limited to
English only. However, numerous nations were studied (see Table 1)
and many of these do not speak English (i.e., for publication, remarks
were translated into English). As such, it remains questionable whether
the individual meanings encoded in participants’ original languages
could have been affected by its subsequent translation into English.
Moreover, as recommended by Walsh and Downe (2006), we attempted
to maintain a reflexive stance throughout this process by examining our
roles and via debate and discussion, to increase the trustworthiness of
the final results (Tucker et al., 2016).

The present systematic review and meta-synthesis of breast cancer
stories has highlighted the expansion of studies emanating from USA
and Canada. There is a need for research exploring the experiences of
women with breast cancer from developing countries and perhaps to
compare the findings with those from developed regions. However, in
less developed regions the world over, cultural differences in the
shaping of experience will most certainly be foregrounded (see Ahmad
et al., 2011; Ashing-Giwa et al., 2004, 2006; Cebeci et al., 2012; Ching
et al., 2009, 2012; Hammoudeh et al., 2017; Obeidat and Lally, 2014;
Obeidat et al., 2012; Tam Ashing et al., 2003; Terzioğ;lu and
Hammoudeh, 2017, for examples).
Furthermore, the framework contributes to the understanding of the
experience of breast cancer in two important ways: first, it allows
available evidence to be more easily sourced (Leamy et al., 2011). In
particular, a narrative orientation to breast cancer intersects various
fields, including the medical sciences, humanities, psychology, and
linguistics, and systematic reviewing is hindered by the absence of relevant Medical Sub-Headings (MeSH) (see also Slade et al., 2017) terms
relating to breast cancer and stories/narratives. Second, our search
strategy (see Texts S1 and S2) provides useful keywords for use when
undertaking future secondary research. For instance, along similar lines
to Leamy et al.‘s (2011) conceptual framework of personal recovery, the
identification of related terms in the present synthesis provides a taxonomy that will be useful for future reviews of qualitative breast cancer
literature.
Finally, the complexity of breast cancer narratives necessitates a
range of theoretical inquiry positions. This complexity has led to a
framework that may underemphasize the complexity of each stage of
the breast cancer trajectory. However, the explanatory framework can
contribute to the development of stage-specific explanatory frameworks
of the breast cancer trajectory. This explanatory framework will allow a
deeper analysis and presentation of, for example, women undergoing
treatment, and the broad range of subjective experiences present during
that time. The challenge will then be to integrate a necessary focus on
treatment experiences, for example, and related concepts such as
quality of life into routine clinical practice.
5. Conclusions
In summary, this meta-synthesis corroborates Lam and Fielding's
(2003, 137) important finding that ‘breast cancer not only disrupts the
fabric of daily life’, but poses a significant burden to women, especially
when it comes to the effects of treatment. While the support of loves
ones and healthcare providers substantially eases this burden, transitioning to survivorship brings along existential concerns and uncertainty. Nevertheless, most who have triumphed after returning to
post-treatment realities experience a need to support other women
battling breast cancer as a way of consolidating their experiences and
giving it meaning. On the basis of synthesized findings, sensitivity from
healthcare providers and support may lessen the impact of breast
cancer throughout the illness trajectory, and attention should be paid to
the value of hearing patients' stories, rather than merely treating the
disease.
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Appendix B: Uses of body mapping adapted from Gastaldo et al. (2012)
Therapeutic tool

Used to develop fresh insights, find new
directions and to explore identity and social
relationships

Treatment information and support tool

Body mapping works well as a workshop
for people who are about to start ARV
treatment. It prepares people living with
HIV and AIDS with the strength and
awareness they need to build and keep up
their bodily (biomedical) and mental and
social (psychosocial) well-being. Body
mapping workshops can also help people to
understand their treatment better. For
example, it can help them to be aware of the
side-effects of ARVS, and it can also teach
them more about the way the body works
(physiology and anatomy).

Research tool

Body maps can be used in research. They
work well as a participatory qualitative
research tool, if the participants give their
informed consent. The drawings and
paintings are data in themselves, and can
also be supplemented with interviews or
writing.

Advocacy tool

Body maps can be shown at exhibitions,
made into a book, or published on a
website. Body maps communicate feelings,
thoughts and ideas, and are able to raise
awareness about political, personal and
social issues. They can draw attention to
public health challenges.

Intergenerational dialogue

Body mapping helps people of different
generations to talk to each other. The
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process can be used with children,
caregivers, parents, and guardians, to build
trust and deepen people’s understanding of
how their lives all connect with each other.
Team building tool

Body maps can be used to build positive
group relationships, and to help people in
the group appreciate their differences.

Art making tool

Body maps can be used to learn about art,
drawing, colour and composition. They also
help people to open up to their own
creativity.

Biographical tool

Body maps can be used to show and tell
people’s life stories (biographies) and
important relationships.
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Title: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of Women Attending a Public Hospital in the Western Cape Province of South Africa

Dear Mrs Anri Smit

The New Application received on 08/07/2017 was reviewed by the Health Research Ethics Committee via expedited review procedures on 15 November 2017 and
was approved.

Please note the following information about your approved research protocol:

Protocol Approval Period: This project has approval for 12 months from the date of this letter.
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After Ethical Review
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Research Approval Process, see: https://www.westerncape.gov.za/general-publication/health-research-approval-process. Research that will be conducted at any tertiary
academic institution requires approval from the relevant hospital manager. Ethics approval is required BEFORE approval can be obtained from these health authorities.
We wish you the best as you conduct your research.
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Appendix E: Changing Research Sites

Research in the field of breast cancer in South Africa is still growing. As such, no
sampling frame was available from which to select participants. I therefore decided to choose
a research site that offered specialist services to women with breast cancer and which had not
(at the time) been used extensively as a research site for qualitative breast cancer studies.
Since this study was originally based in the Western Cape Province, I had chosen an openaccess breast clinic located in a public tertiary-referral hospital in Cape Town as my research
site. The study received the necessary ethical clearance from the Health Research Ethics
Committee (HREC) at Stellenbosch University and permission to conduct the study at this
hospital was obtained from the Western Cape Department of Health (WCDOH; please refer
to Appendix F). In December 2017, the study was advertised through posters and flyers in the
waiting room of the breast clinic which had contact permission forms attached. I also
communicated with four doctors at the breast clinic via e-mail and personally met with two of
them to ask for their assistance with recruitment. I explained the nature of my study and the
inclusion criteria for prospective participants. I also asked whether I could place posters and
flyers in their offices, to which they agreed. Appendix G is a letter from one of the doctors,
stating the clinic’s support of the project. I received this letter prior to ethical approval from
the HREC and managed to include it in support of my application to the HREC.
Unfortunately, I was unable to recruit any participants as planned due to several
unforeseen circumstances. Firstly, in December 2017, the breast clinic was scheduled for
renovations which resulted in the doctors’ offices being temporarily moved. As a result of the
renovations, I suspect my advertising materials were removed and possibly discarded.
Secondly, the doctors who initially agreed to assist me with recruitment ceased
communication from their side, which I took to indicate that they were no longer able or
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willing to assist me. Thirdly, I relocated to Johannesburg in August 2017 for unrelated
reasons, which was the biggest obstacle to recruitment and data collection. Prior to our
relocation, I had planned to hire a research assistant and I planned to travel to Cape Town
weekly if need be to carry out data collection. However, logistically, it no longer seemed
feasible to keep this hospital as my research site. Therefore, in January 2018, I decided to
abandon this hospital as my research site and searched for new (closer) research sites in the
Gauteng region (Johannesburg is in the Gauteng region).
Since I was already behind schedule in terms of my research time-line, I decided to add
two new research sites to my protocol, a public and a private hospital, both in Johannesburg
and in close proximity to each other: (1) an open-access breast care clinic in a public, tertiaryreferral hospital (Public Hospital A); and (2) a breast cancer care centre in a private hospital.
My reason for including two hospitals as research sites was because I feared additional delays
in the process of receiving the necessary approvals from the various research ethics
committees. As such, the decision to include two new research sites was taken to mitigate any
further, potential, delays in the research process.
The amendments to my research protocol included the following: I amended my
protocol with the HREC at Stellenbosch University, requesting permission for the addition of
two new research sites. I simultaneously requested an amendment in my recruitment
protocol, asking permission to become an active recruiter at the research sites. This strategy
would allow me to directly approach women in the waiting rooms of the hospitals and invite
them to participate in the study. These amendments were approved by the HREC in March
2018 (please refer to Appendix H). I then requested permission to conduct my study at Public
Hospital A via the Gauteng Department of Health (GDOH) and at the private hospital via
their hospital management. Before I could be granted permission from the GDOH, their
research committee requested that I change the title of my study, which at the time, included
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the geographic specification of the Western Cape. I successfully amended my title with the
HREC (please refer to Appendix I) and in May 2018, was granted permission from the
GDOH to conduct my study at Public Hospital A. Upon receiving this approval, I
immediately commenced with recruitment at Public Hospital A. I only received permission
from the private hospital in June 2018 (please refer to Appendix J), at which point I had
already recruited some participants from Public Hospital A. I therefore decided to keep a
homogenous sample with respect to my study’s research site. As such, all participants were
recruited exclusively from Public Hospital A’s breast clinic.
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Research Projects
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Marinus
TELEPHONE:021 938 5752

Ethics Reference: S17/07/113
Project Reference# 0518
TITLE:

Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of Women Attending a Public
Hospital in the Western Cape Province of South Africa.

Dear Mrs Ann i Smit
PERMISSION TO CONDUCT YOUR RESEARCH AT TYGERBERG HOSPITAL.

1. In accordance with the Provincial Research Policy and Tygerberg Hospital Notice No
40/2009, permission is hereby granted for you to conduct the above-mentioned
research here at Tygerberg Hospital.
2. Researchers, in accessing Provincial health facilities, are expressing consent to provide
the Department with an electronic copy of the final feedback within six months of
completion of research This can be submitted to the Provincial Research Co-Ordinator
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Appendix H

Amendment Approval Letter

20/03/2018

Project Reference #: 0518
Ethics Reference #: S17/07/113

Title: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of Women Attending a Public Hospital in the Western Cape Province of South Africa

Dear Mrs Anri Smit ,
Your amendment request # 1 dated 16 February 2018 refers.
The Health Research Ethics Committee 1 (HREC1) reviewed and approved the amended documentation through an expedited review process.
The following amendment was reviewed and approved:
1. Protocol Amendment 1 dated 16 February 2018
Additional recruitment procedure
2. Additional sites:
Helen Joseph Breast Care Centre
Netcare Milpark Breast Centre of Excellence

Where to submit any documentation
Kindly note that the HREC uses an electronic ethics review management system, Infonetica, to manage ethics applications and ethics review process. To submit any

documentation to HREC, please click on the following link: https://applyethics.sun.ac.za.
Please remember to use your Project ID [0518 ] on any documents or correspondence with the HREC concerning your research protocol.
National Health Research Ethics Council (NHREC) Registration Numbers: REC-130408-012 for HREC1 and REC-230208-010 for HREC2
Federal Wide Assurance Number: 00001372
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Number: IRB0005240 for HREC1
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Number: IRB0005239 for HREC2

The Health Research Ethics Committee complies with the SA National Health Act No. 61 of 2003 as it pertains to health research and the United States Code of Federal
Regulations Title 45 Part 46. This committee abides by the ethical norms and principles for research, established by the Declaration of Helsinki and the South African Medical
Research Council Guidelines as well as the Guidelines for Ethical Research: Principles, Structures and Processes 2015 (Departement of Health).

Yours sincerely,

Miss Elvira Rohland

Health Research Ethics Committee 2.

Page 1 of 1
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Appendix I

Amendment Approval Letter
07/05/2018

Project Reference #: 0518
Ethics Reference #: S17/07/113

Title: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of South African Women

Dear Mrs Anri Smit ,

Your amendment request #3 dated 07 May 2018 refers.
The Health Research Ethics Committee (HREC) reviewed and approved the amended documentation through an expedited review process.

The following amendment was reviewed and approved:

1. Change in project title

Where to submit any documentation

Kindly note that the HREC uses an electronic ethics review management system, Infonetica, to manage ethics applications and ethics review process. To
submit any documentation to HREC, please click on the following link: https://applyethics.sun.ac.za.

Please remember to use your Project ID [0518 ] and ethics reference number S17/07/113 on any documents or correspondence with the HREC
concerning your research protocol.

National Health Research Ethics Council (NHREC) Registration Numbers: REC-130408-012 for HREC1 and REC-230208-010 for HREC2
Federal Wide Assurance Number: 00001372
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Number: IRB0005240 for HREC1
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Number: IRB0005239 for HREC2

The Health Research Ethics Committee complies with the SA National Health Act No. 61 of 2003 as it pertains to health research and the United States
Code of Federal Regulations Title 45 Part 46. This committee abides by the ethical norms and principles for research, established by the Declaration of
Helsinki and the South African Medical Research Council Guidelines as well as the Guidelines for Ethical Research: Principles, Structures and Processes
2015 (Departement of Health).

Yours sincerely,

Miss Elvira Rohland

Health Research Ethics Committee 2

Page 1 of 2
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Appendix K: Flyer
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Appendix L: Contact Permission Form

TITLE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives
of South African Women
I, ……………………………………………… (full name and surname), would like to learn
more about this study relating to the breast cancer stories of South African women and how I
may participate in this study.

I hereby grant permission for the researcher to contact me and explain this study to me. I may
be contacted as follows:

Telephone number
Cell phone number
Home/postal address
Email

I understand that by consenting to be contacted, I am not obligated to participate in the study.

DETAILS OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
NAME: Anri Smit
ADDRESS: Psychology Department, Wilcocks Building, Ryneveld Street, Stellenbosch, 7600.
CONTACT NUMBER: 0722777031
EMAIL: anrismit@sun.ac.za
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Appendix M: Informed Consent Form
TITLE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of South
African Women
REFERENCE NUMBER: #0518
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Anri Smit
ADDRESS: Psychology Department, Wilcox Building, Ryneveld Street, Stellenbosch, 7600
CONTACT DETAILS: Cell: 072 277 7031 / Email: anrismit@sun.ac.za
You are being invited to participate in a research project. Please take some time to read the information
presented here, which will explain the details of this project. Please do not hesitate to contact the
researcher (Anri Smit) if there is any thing you do not understand or if you would like to find out more
about the research project. It is very important that you are fully satisfied that you clearly understand
what this research entails and how you could be involved. Also, your participation is entirely
voluntary, and you are free to decline to participate. If you say no, this will not affect you negatively
in any way whatsoever. You are also free to withdraw from the study at any point, even if you do agree
to take part.
This study has been approved by the Health Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at Stellenbosch
University as well as by the Gauteng Department of Health (GDOH) and will be conducted according
to the ethical guidelines and principles of the international Declaration of Helsinki, South African
Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice and the Medical Research Council (MRC) Ethical Guidelines for
Research.
What is this research study all about?
The focus of the proposed study is to explore the stories of breast cancer amongst women attending
the Helen Joseph Hospital in the Gauteng province of South Africa. Specifically, this study aims to
use interviews, diary entries and art-based stories (i.e., body maps) in order to gain an in-depth
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understanding of women’s experiences of breast cancer. All interviews as well as the body mapping
workshop will be audio recorded (i.e., no visual recording, but recorded with the use of a voice
recording device). All information will be completely confidential. If you agree to participate, you will
be you will be asked to take part in four contact sessions with the researcher over a period of
approximately two months. These contact sessions are organised in two phases:
Phase 1:
•

Attend an individual, one-on-one interview (e.g., January 2018) with the researcher, in which
you will be invited to tell your personal story of breast cancer.

•

Keep a diary (written or voice recorded on your mobile phone) for approximately one month
(e.g., January-February, 2018) following the initial interview in which you are able to write down
events, experiences or feelings associated with your daily experience of breast cancer. The
researcher will personally collect the diary from you after the month has passed.

•

Attend an individual, follow-up interview (e.g., February 2018) to explore the events captured
in your diary.

Phase 2:
•

Attend a one-on-one workshop to be held on a Saturday morning (or a date and time that is
convenient for you; e.g., February/March 2018) facilitated by the researcher, during which you
will be asked to create a life-size picture (approx. 2 metres long) using paint, crayons, pencils,
magazine cut-outs etc., (provided by the researcher), that shows your breast cancer story. Part of
this workshop will involve a verbal component in which you discuss your body map with the
researcher and explain every part of the picture.

Who may participate in this study?
In order to participate in the study, you should be comfortable to speak in either English or Afrikaans.
You also need to be diagnosed with recurrent breast cancer within the previous 6-12 months at the
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time of recruitment and be receiving treatment at the breast clinic. You should be 18 years or older in
order to participate.
Will you benefit from taking part in this research?
The experience of sharing your breast cancer story is likely to be enjoyable, empowering, and may
facilitate a deep sense of meaning making for you. It may therefore be of great emotional benefit to you
on your breast cancer journey while conveying a message of hope to other women.
Are there in risks involved in your taking part in this research?
The experience of sharing your breast cancer story is likely to be an empowering and enjoyable
experience for you, however, there are some risks involved in your taking part in this research. You may
experience emotional discomfort as a result of taking part in this research, as your breast cancer story
may cause you to relive painful memories. In the event that you need emotional support, the researcher
has the following referral plan in place: during the entire period of the data collection for this research,
you have access to an on-call psychologist, Dr Avril Cowlin, whose contact details are provided below.
Should you, at any point, as a result of taking part in this research, experience emotional discomfort,
please do not hesitate to call Dr Cowlin for emotional support. You are also more than welcome to
contact the researcher for any assistance in reaching Dr Cowlin.

ON-CALL PSYCHOLOGIST (one hour free to you): Dr Avril Cowlin
Cell: 082 807 3449
Email: binny@mweb.co.za

Who will have access to your medical records?
The researcher will not have access to your medical records and will not discuss your case with your
doctor. This study is being conducted independently of the healthcare facility through which you are
recruited and does not in any way affect your on-going treatment at the facility.
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All information collected will remain confidential, with only the researcher and her supervisors having
direct access to the data. Any information that may lead to the identification of participants will be
removed when disseminating the research.
Will you be paid to take part in this study and are there any costs involved?
For participating in this study, you will be compensated for your time, inconvenience and expenses
according to the guidelines by the National Health Research Ethics Committee (NHREC).
•

For your time, inconvenience and expenses, you will be compensated R60 per hour per
interview (3 interviews).

•

For completing the diary over a period for approximately four weeks, you will receive
compensation of R100.

•

For completing the body mapping workshop, you will receive compensation of R100.

•

For each phase that you complete, you will receive compensation of R150 (there are two
phases: R300 vouchers in total).

Is there anything else that you should know or do?
You will receive a copy of this information and consent form for your own records. You can contact the
Health Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at 021 938 9207 should you have any concerns or
complaints. You are also welcome can call the researcher (Anri Smit) on 072 277 7031 if you have any
concerns or need any clarification about any part of the research.
The researcher will be making use of an audio recording device (a portable voice recorder that
captures only what you say, nothing visual) throughout the course of the study in order for the raw
data to be captured authentically and to facilitate the transcription process. The raw data (i.e., audio
recordings, field notes, transcripts) will only be accessible to the researcher (Mrs Anri Smit) and the
supervisors (Dr Bronwyné Coetzee, Dr Rizwana Roomaney and Professor Leslie Swartz) of the study.
Any personal or identifying information will be removed prior to publication and your participation in
this study will remain completely confidential by anonymizing your name and the research setting.
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Declaration by participant
By signing below, I …………………………………..…………. agree to take part in a research
study entitled: Breast Cancer Stories: Exploring the Narratives of South African Women.
I declare that:
• I have read or had read to me this information and consent form and it is written in a
language with which I am comfortable.
• I have had a chance to ask questions and all my questions have been adequately
answered.
• I understand that taking part in this study is voluntary and I have not been pressurised to
take part.
• I may choose to leave the study at any time and will not be penalised or prejudiced in
any way.
• I may be asked to leave the study before it has finished, if the researcher feels it is in my
best interests, or if I do not follow the study plan, as agreed to.
•

Any information that may lead to the identification of other participants must remain
confidential, as well as the content of the body maps and the personal stories of the women.

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 2018.
......................................................................

....................................................................

Signature of participant

Signature of witness
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Consent for participating in Phase 1
By signing below, I …………………………………..…………. agree to take part in the first
phase of the research study.
I declare that:
•

I am willing to attend an individual, one-on-one interview with the researcher

•

I am willing to keep a diary (written or audio) for approximately one month following the
initial interview

•

I am willing to attend an individual, follow-up interview with the researcher to explore the
events captured in my diary.

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 2018.
......................................................................

....................................................................

Signature of participant

Signature of witness
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Consent for participating in Phase 2
By signing below, I …………………………………..…………. agree to take part in the second
phase of the research study.
I declare that:
•

I am willing to attend a one-on-one workshop to create the body map.

•

I am willing to present the body map to the researcher and explain each key element.

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 2018.
......................................................................

....................................................................

Signature of participant

Signature of witness
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Consent for the use of an audio recording device (a portable voice recorder that captures
only what you say, nothing visual)
By signing below, I …………………………………..…………. give consent for an audio
recording device to be used during each contact session of the research study.
I declare that:
• I understand that taking part in this study will involve the use of audio recording devices.
• The raw data (i.e., audio recordings, field notes, transcripts) will only be accessible to
the researcher (Mrs Anri Smit) and the supervisors (Dr Bronwyné Coetzee, Dr Rizwana
Roomaney and Professor Leslie Swartz) of the proposed study.
• I understand that any personal or identifying information will be removed prior to
publication and that my participation in this study will remain completely confidential.

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 2018.
......................................................................

....................................................................

Signature of participant

Signature of witness
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Declaration by investigator
I (name) ……………………………………………..……… declare that:
• I have explained the information in this document to …………………………………..
• I encouraged her to ask questions and took adequate time to answer them.
• I am satisfied that she adequately understands all aspects of the research, as discussed
above

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 2018.
......................................................................

....................................................................

Signature of investigator

Signature of witness
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Additional Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact either the
researcher or her supervisors at the contact details provided below:
Mrs Anri Smit: Researcher
PhD Candidate, Department of Psychology, Stellenbosch University
Email: anrismit@sun.ac.za
Tel: +27 (0)72 277 7031
Dr Bronwyné Coetzee: Supervisor
Email: bronwyne@sun.ac.za
Tel: +27 (0)21 808 3979
Dr Rizwana Roomaney: Co-Supervisor
Email: rizwanaroomaney@sun.ac.za
Tel: +27 (0)21 808 3973
Professor Leslie Swartz: Co-Supervisor:
Email: lswartz@sun.ac.za
Tel: +27 (0)21 808 3450
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Appendix N: Biographical Information Questionnaire
1. Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY):_________________________________________________
2. Marital status: (Married / Divorced / Single / Widowed / Other)________________________
3. Number of dependants:________________________________________________________
4. Home language: (English / Afrikaans / IsiXhosa / IsiZulu / Other)______________________
5. Which broad population group do you identify yourself with? (White South African / Coloured
South African / Black (African) South African / Indian South African /
Other)______________________________________________________________________
6. Employment: (Full-Time Employment / Part-Time Employment / Unemployed / Own
Business / Other):____________________________________________________________
7. Date of initial diagnosis:_______________________________________________________
8. Stage at diagnosis (I / II / III / IV / Don’t know):____________________________________
9. Diagnostic instruments used (Mammogram, Biopsy, Ultrasonography, MRI, CT Scan, Blood
Tests, Other):_______________________________________________________________
10. Initial oncology treatment plan: Chemotherapy, Surgery, Radiotherapy,
Other:______________________________________________________________________
11. Time lapse before recurrence was confirmed:_______________________________________
12. Date of recurrence diagnosis:____________________________________________________
13. Stage of recurrence (I / II / III / IV / Don’t know):___________________________________
14. Diagnostic instruments used: (Mammogram, Biopsy, Ultrasonography, MRI, CT Scan, Blood
Tests, Other):________________________________________________________________
15. Recurrence oncology treatment plan: Chemotherapy, Surgery, Radiotherapy,
Other:______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix O: Topic Guide for the Unstructured Narrative Interviews

NARRATIVE INTERVIEW GUIDE
Participant (pseudonym):
Location:
Date:
Start time:
End time:
Introduction:
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. In this meeting, I would like you to tell me your
breast cancer story including all the events and experiences which were important for you. Start at the
beginning. Please take all the time you need. I’ll listen first, I won’t interrupt too much (only if I need
clarification), and I’ll just take some notes while you talk.

TOPIC GUIDE
1. Your breast cancer story
2. Key events
3. Your breast cancer theme
4. Emotional process
5. Significant people
6. Personal ideology
7. Future script
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Appendix P: Detailed Body Mapping Exercises adapted from Gastaldo et al. (2012).
Session 1: Breast cancer in your body
Introduction to body

As part of this research project, we are going to use the

mapping

body as a starting point to tell your story of breast cancer.
We will try to capture your experience of living with breast
cancer, and the meaning you attach to your experiences, in a
visual way. Together, we will draw your body and the
world you live in. For this, we will use various materials
such as magazine clippings, paints, crayons, etc. You do not
need be afraid of doing this “artistic” work. I am here to
help you. The most important thing is that you enjoy the
process.

Exercise 1: Body tracing (5 The first step in creating your body map is to trace your
minutes)

body shape on this large sheet of paper. Alternatively, you
could draw your outline on the paper without being traced.
Either way, I would like you to think about a position or a
posture that best represents who you are, how you live
every day, or how you feel about your breast cancer
diagnosis. What body position best represents you (e.g.,
working posture, sleeping, dancing, praying, etc.)?

Exercise 2: Highlighting

Now that we’ve traced/drawn your body and your posture, I

your grooves and

want you to imagine the grooves and dimensions that form

dimensions (10 minutes)

your body. I would like you to think about features that
represent how you feel about your breast cancer. While
highlighting the grooves and dimensions of the body, ask
the following: How would you describe yourself as a person
before the diagnosis? Are you different now? How? What
has been the biggest change?

Exercise 3: Marks in/on

If you look from head to toe on your body map, can you

the body (20 minutes)

identify any specific marks or features that are related to
your breast cancer (e.g., lumps, bruising, scars, stitch
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marks, difference in texture/colour)? How did you get these
marks on your body? On a day to day basis, what do you do
to maximise your health? How has this changed/adapted
since your breast cancer journey began?
Exercise 4: Self-portrait

We all have the same features placed in more or less the

(20 minutes)

same way on our faces (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth), yet we all
look different and our faces mean different things to
different people. How would you like to represent your
face? As it appears? Or in a more symbolic way? Try to
capture an image that best reflects your inner self; your
spirit-being. How do you want to be seen by others?
Break (20 minutes)
Session 2: Your breast cancer story

Exercise 1: Breast cancer

Now we are going to summarize key experiences in your

journey (25 minutes)

journey of breast cancer. Through this exercise, we want to
capture elements pre-diagnosis, after diagnosis, during
treatment, remission, and your breast cancer recurrence.
What symbols come to mind when you think about your
breast cancer journey? How did your breast cancer make
you feel about your body? Now, what comes to mind when
you think about your treatment plan? How did you feel
when you first arrived at a healthcare provider? Which
symbols or images represent your journey (e.g., factors that
might have influenced your journey, the opinions of loved
ones, your personal experience of decision-making).

Exercise 2: Body scanning

In this exercise, I want to explore all aspects of your breast

for difficulties and

cancer story. What barriers did you come across? Did these

strengths (15 minutes)

barriers challenge your social, spiritual, emotional life?
Now I want you to think about your strength and courage
when facing these challenges. Where does your strength
come from? Where do you get the courage to keep moving
forward? Scan your body map and focus on finding where
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this personal strength comes from. Does it come from a
specific part of you (e.g., your mind)?
Exercise 3: Personal

What personal slogan you have chosen to describe your

slogan (10 minutes)

breast cancer experience? What is your life philosophy?
What keeps you going? Can you explain the meaning of
your slogan? Where on your body map would like to place
your slogan and why?

Exercise 4: Your future

Now that you have reflected on your breast cancer story, I

script (20 minutes)

would like you to picture the future and what you see for
yourself and your family. Do any symbols or images come
to mind? Describe how this picture has changed since your
diagnosis? What do you see? What do you look like in five
years from now? What is your vision, your goal or your
dream? How has your breast cancer impacted this vision?

Exercise 5: Message to

Given all that we have explored in the previous sessions

others (15 minutes)

regarding your breast cancer story, I would like you to think
about your experience of living with breast cancer in South
Africa. What message would you like to give to the public
about your experience or that of other women living with
breast cancer in South Africa? Why is it important for the
public to know this? Where on the body map do you want
to put your message?

Decorating/finishing off

The body map is almost ready. This is your last opportunity

(10 minutes)

to add any symbols or connections that you feel are
important to include for your story as a woman living with
breast cancer in South Africa. Is there anything missing? In
there anything you would like me to add or change for you.
Conclude workshop

